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The living Karl Marx was a dismal failure. He passed most of his life in poverty, dependent on the charity of the capitalist Friedrich Engels. His writings were never sufficiently in demand to earn a living. He had great difficulty in finishing anything, and the bulk of what he wrote he never saw in print. His revolutionary activities ‘came to nothing, and capitalist Europe was more tranquil and stable when he left the scene than when he came on it. The radical organizations with which he was associated broke up in a few years, or he broke them up in disgust. He quarreled violently with virtually all the leaders of the socialist and revolutionary movements of his day. The working class of England, where he lived in exile, paid him little heed and soon forgot him. Engels prepared a flattering eulogy for his burial, but only nine persons were there to hear it.

The dead Marx has come into unexampled success. Marxism is the basis of official ideologies governing about a third of the world’s population, and millions of people in non-Marxist countries voluntarily subscribe to political parties and to an ideology supported by Marxist (or Marxist-Leninist) states. Marxism-Leninism is the only worldwide political movement, with Communist parties in all countries where not suppressed by force.

Even more remarkable than this political success has been Marxism’s appeal to other millions who accept no party discipline, who are under no compulsion, and who do not stand to gain materially by accepting a Marxist outlook. A large part of the world’s intelligentsia and university students, especially outside the English-speaking countries, look on Karl Marx as a towering authority, a supergenius. Indeed, in recent years, the stature and importance of non-Communist Marxism have grown, especially in Europe. . . . This enormous gap between contemporary and latter-day appraisal badly needs explanation.

Robert G. Wesson*

I will overturn, overturn, overturn it: and it shall be no more, until he come whose right it is; and I will give it to him.

(Ezekiel 21:27)

Regeneration Through Chaos: how appropriate a revised subtitle! Chaos. The word is heard everywhere these days. The intellectuals’ interest in chaos as the foundation of both nature and history — the inevitable dual idols of non-Christian man — has accelerated in the 1980’s. We have seen popular scientific books and not-quite-scientific books on science and chaos. Some of these books focus on mathematics, and are popularizations of the strange insights of what is called chaos science: James Gleick’s Chaos: The Making of a New Science (1987), Rudy Rucker’s Mind Tools: The Five Levels of Mathematical Reality (1987), and Ivar Ekeland, Mathematics and the Unexplained (1988). Since about 1975, natural scientists and social scientists have discovered that beneath the seeming chaos of matter and human action there is an unyielding coherence. At the same time, what seem to be deterministic processes in both nature and mathematical theory produce an unyielding chaos. This has completely destroyed the concept of a deterministic universe; the universe is too complex ever to be known, even as a theoretical ideal. The

1. The original subtitle was The Doctrine of Creative Destruction, which I have abandoned for the reasons I discuss at the end of the Preface, p. lxxiii.

innate dualism of autonomous human thought is reflected in the inherent dualism of nature, or vice versa. Others are popularized versions of physical theory that link modern subatomic quantum physics to Eastern mysticism: Fritjof Capra's *The Tao of Physics* (1975) and Gary Zukav's *The Dancing Wu Li Masters* (1980). We even see best-selling author-lecturer Tom Peters write a book called *Thriving on Chaos* (1987), an approach to corporate management seemingly very distant from his enormously popular *In Pursuit of Excellence* and his recommended "management by walking around" techniques.

Why? Why all this concern about the creativity of chaos, even to the point of arguing that chaos underlies physical reality - if in fact there really is an underlying physical reality, something which several versions of modern quantum physics deny? Because there is a continuing philosophical tension between chaos and order. One side will dominate men's thinking for a period, and then the other will dominate. It has always been thus in the mind of the covenant-breaker. God-defying man has always seen the origins of cosmic order in an original chaos. The Socratic and post-Socratic classical rationalists saw things this way the world order in dialectical tension between the ceaseless flow of Heraclitus' stream of history and the permanent order of Parmenides' timeless logical principles. So does modern science. Writes English physicist P. C. W. Davies: "If the organized activity of the universe is slowly disintegrating in obedience to the second law of thermodynamics, we would expect that as we look to the early moments of the universe, we would see more rather than less order. Yet the evidence is just the opposite. The primeval cosmos was not orderly at all but chaotic." As Van

---


5. It may even be thus in the very brain of man, and not just his mind: a left side-right side division.

Til argued throughout his career, rationalism and irrationalism have always had a secret treaty with each other. They support themselves, he quipped, by taking in each other's washing. Therefore, it is a myth to proclaim all "true" science as rigorously deterministic or all "true" philosophy as rigorously rational; all humanist science is dualistic, just as all humanist philosophy is dialectical. Pairs of irreconcilable logical opposites are held in unresolved and unresolvable permanent dialectical tension.

**Kant's Dualism**

The primary dualism of modern philosophy began with Immanuel Kant's noumenal-phenomenal dichotomy, also known as the nature-freedom antinomy. The noumenal-phenomenal dualism of all post-Kantian philosophy divides reality into two radically separate spheres that are somehow linked by the mind (or the will) of man: the phenomenal realm of scientific cause and effect and the noumenal realm of mystery, human personality, ethics, and (sometimes) God. In both scientific and philosophical terms, the noumenal is the realm of pure randomness. The noumenal becomes autonomous man's convenient cosmic dumping ground for the not-yet-explained and the inherently unexplainable. Man's autonomy is in fact understood as the result of his simultaneous residence in two worlds: the realm of phenomena, where no transcendent God intrudes, and the realm of the noumenal, where God is on an equal footing — that is to say, no coherent footing at all - with every other irrational, uninterpreted datum. (When it is interpreted, any datum necessarily becomes part of the phenomenal.) No transcendent God brings sanctions in either realm; hence, man is autonomous, for he alone brings sanctions in history.

The dualism between external cause and effect and internal personal responsibility has been a fundamental theme in the

---


It is equally basic to modern science. Human freedom is defined in the West in two irreconcilable ways: 1) power over one’s totally determined environment by means of reason (phenomenal); 2) autonomy from one’s totally determined environment by means of an escape from reason (noumenal). Principles of ethics and ethical decision-making are always to be confined to the realm of the scientifically and logically undetermined. But if the undefined and undefinable drawbridge — intuition, will, or praxis — across the undefined and undefinable moat that separates ethics from history can in fact be lowered, what will then protect the noumenal from the phenomenal, and vice versa? On the one hand, what will keep man’s ethics and decisions from becoming totally determined by impersonal cause-and-effect forces – for example, the world hypothesized by psychological behaviorism? On the other hand, if the drawbridge does somehow link the two realms, what is to protect the phenomenal realm of cause and effect from being disrupted by the invasion of the noumenal’s irrationalism? There are no humanist answers that hold up to logical scrutiny by other humanists. This is why a philosopher as good as Stephen Toulmin has struggled with the topic of the relation between reason and ethics.  

11. In the worldview of modern physics, the law of large numbers protects the visible world from statistically significant invasions by the apparently non-physical, purely statistical reality of the subatomic universe. Religiously logical men have placed great faith in this statistical barrier for three generations. Today, specialists design computer chips and circuits that are also in part designed by computer networks, producing systems that no one can fully comprehend. The designers never mention publicly the possibility that the realm of the noumenal — or even aspects of the world of occultism — might hide in the “crevices” of computer-designed circuits and logic, waiting to create havoc that will then be defined away in terms of inescapable randomness, also known as “glitches.” Everything in the noumenal must be impersonal, irrational, and random. But what if this is an incorrect assumption?
12. Stephen Toulmin, An Examination of the Place of Reason in Ethics (Cambridge At the University Press, 1958).
Foreword

Fran Lebowitz, a pop culture New York "celebrity intellectual" of no identifiable importance, once remarked: "Randomness scares people. Religion is a way to explain randomness." It is equally easy to argue the opposite. Religion scares people. Randomness is the way that post-Kantian man can explain away religion. Increasingly as this century staggers toward the Big Something (it knows not what) of the Year 2000 and beyond - a tradition of crystal ball-gazing that began as far back as 1788, when the French revolutionary and pornographer, Restif de la Bretonne, who also coined the word "communism," wrote L'Année 2000 - the irrationalism behind Kant's brilliant mystification is becoming clearer. The concept of the noumenal has been a very effective way for self-proclaimed autonomous man to deal with his perfectly justified sense of guilt and his equally justified sense of impending doom, both temporal and eternal.

Free Will vs. Predestination

No one escapes this continuing contradiction: determinism (personal or impersonal) vs. responsible decision-making. At best, we can only abandon thinking about it too deeply, either out of principle or out of intellectual laziness. In Christian theology...
ogy, its most familiar form appears in the debate over “free will vs. predestination.” To solve the obvious logical contradiction – a God who predestines totally both man and his environment vs. man’s total personal responsibility for committing evil - the apostle Paul came out forthrightly in favor of absolute predestination, and then he denied the moral legitimacy of even raising this deeply philosophical (but ultimately ethical) question regarding the apparent contradiction: “Thou wilt then say unto me, Why cloth he yet find fault? For who hath resisted his will? Nay but, O man, who art thou that repliest against God? Shall the thing formed say to him that formed it, Why hast thou made me thus? Hath not the potter power over the clay, of the same lump to make one vessel unto honour, and another unto dishonor?” (Rem. 9:19-21).

Remans 9:9-23 is a Bible passage that has seldom been preached from theologically Arminian (free will) pulpits. Paul’s words cannot be acknowledged as morally and logically binding without abandoning Arminian theology, so they are ignored instead. Rather than obey Paul by acknowledging the absolute sovereignty of God, no matter what the logical consequences for anti-covenantal concepts of human freedom and God’s supposed responsibility for sin, Christian Arminians prefer to impale themselves perpetually on the horns of a seemingly inescapable logical contradiction. the sovereignty of God and the responsibility (autonomy) of man. Arminians affirm man’s partially free will by reducing God’s sovereignty. The humanists affirm man’s totally free will - meaning free from God - by reducing God’s sovereignty to zero.17 Neither group acknowledges the philosophical legitimacy of Paul’s two-part moral answer to this philosophical dilemma: “Don’t ask! Obey God!”

If Paul’s clear statement seems to be a manifestation of intellectual cowardice, remember that every philosophy has fun-

17. Humanist Manifesto II (1973) declares: “But we can discover no divine purpose or providence for the human species. While there is much that we do not know, humans are not responsible for what we are or will become. No deity will save us; we must save ourselves.” Humanist Manifestos Z and II, edited by Paul Kurtz (Buffalo, New York Prometheus Books, 1973), p. 16.
Fundamental presuppositions that cannot be questioned without making human thought impossible. There are pre-theoretical assumptions that support and legitimize all subsequent reasoning within every philosophical system. There are always certain philosophical questions that are “off limits” in any system. For example, Marx’s number-one “off limits” question was this crucial one: What was the origin of man? He wrote: “Who begot the first man, and nature as a whole? I can only answer you: Your question is itself a product of abstraction. . . . Now I say to you: Give up your abstraction and you will also give up your question.” In other words, “Don’t ask! Obey me!”

The Presence of the Irrational

The defenders of absolute scientific determinism can usually be pressured intellectually into admitting the presence of mystery—the “unknown”—within the realm of supposedly unbreakable physical cause and effect. There is always some trace of the random event, some physically undetermined and indeterminate event, in physical processes. For example, the unpredictable appearance of a physically uncaused event can produce permanent alterations in aggregate physical systems. This makes no sense, of course, but it is nonetheless basic to modern quantum mechanics, and therefore to all modern physical theory.

In some eras, popular discussions of “the way the world works” have tended to emphasize the “scientific,” meaning the popular science of the textbooks, where the physically uncaused and the irrational are politely left unmentioned. The nineteenth century is a good example of such an era. But this suppression of the irrational cannot last forever. The received truths regarding the inherent rationality of the universe subsequently come

under assault from younger scientists and social philosophers. Today's phase of the assault on the rational-phenomenal began in the West in philosophy in the late nineteenth century (e.g., Nietzsche), in science at the turn of the century (Einstein) and especially in the 1920’s (quantum physics), and in social philosophy and popular science after 1964.\footnote{Gary North, \textit{Unholy Spirits}, Introduction, ch. 1.}

The \textbf{quest for} randomness is systematically pursued by scientists and mathematicians. Randomness is the standard by which science measures meaningful (i.e., non-random) patterns, yet scientists have had a difficult time in creating pure randomness on a rational basis. They are bedeviled by creeping order. "How to use randomness, how to create it and how to recognize the real thing have become challenging questions in the computer era, touching many distant areas of science and philosophy," writes James Gleick. "The randomness business is riddled with pitfalls; creeping nonrandomness has undercut expectations of many consumers, from state lotteries and tournament bridge players to drug manufacturers and court systems." A perfect shuffle or \textit{"riffle shuffle"} of playing cards brings the deck back to its original order in eight shuffles. Thus, if shuffles were \textbf{perfect}, card playing would cease. But science, like the professional gambler, seeks perfection. Herein lies a dilemma. Scientists, in order - an interesting phrase! - to rationalize their chosen callings, are searching for ways to produce randomness on a predictable, mass-produced, "scientific" basis. Gleick points out that random-number generators keep producing strings of \textbf{not-quite-random} numbers. "No string of numbers is really random if it can be produced by a simple computer process."\footnote{James Gleick, "Achieving \textbf{Perfect} Randomness," \textit{Nero York Times} (April 19, 1988).} And so the intellectual dilemma goes on, generation after generation, preliminary software program after preliminary software program. ("Today, beta-testing; tomorrow, the world!")
What Has AU This Got to Do With Marx?

Karl Marx was a trained philosopher, not a trained economist, sociologist, historian, anthropologist, poet, journalist, statistician, psychologist, or political scientist (although he tried his hand at all of these). He was well aware of this rational-irrational paradox in the history of philosophy. He preached a social philosophy of human action, or praxis. "All social life is essentially practical. All mysteries which lead theory to mysticism find their rational solution in human practice and in the comprehension of this practice."\(^2\) Praxis, he said, is the only possible means of solving the traditional philosophical dualisms: subject vs. object, mind vs. matter, structure vs. change, law vs. flux, man vs. society, and above all, man vs. God. "We see how subjectivity and objectivity, spirituality and materiality, activity and suffering, lose their antithetical character, and thus their existence as such antitheses only within the framework of society; we see how the resolution of the theoretical antitheses is only possible in a practical way, by virtue of the practical energy of man."\(^{24}\) "In Marx," writes Gajo Petrović, "the concept of praxis became the central concept of a new philosophy which does-not want to remain philosophy, but to transcend itself both in a new meta-philosophical thinking and in the revolutionary transformation of the world."\(^{25}\)

Marx had faith that the great praxis of revolutionary violence will reconcile all historical, social, cultural, and epistemological opposites. The proletarian revolution will regenerate mankind by regenerating man's economic and social institutions. This is the primary message of Marxism. This is the very heart of Marx's religion of revolution. The systematically imposed violence of proletarian revolution is the only valid means of


healing the class warfare that is the direct outcome of the economic antitheses of society in history. Out of the systematic production and ownership relations of capitalism has come bourgeois civilization, the mode of production's "superstructure." Out of capitalist production methods and institutions also has come the industrial proletariat, a social class which will inevitably rise up and destroy the many internal contradictions of bourgeois civilization by ending it. Therefore, out of industrial order comes social chaos, and out of that chaos comes the next (and final) phase of civilization, communism. Marx wrote, in 1850: "Resolutions are the locomotives of history." Somehow the violent individual social revolutions must end when the proletarian class imposes Communism's system of permanent revolution, the permanent transvaluation of values. "Their cry must be: The Revolution in Permanence."2

Marx held to the orderly Newtonian worldview of physical natural cause and effect, but he resurrected and baptized an ancient tradition of social chaos. His worldview was a strange mixture of Western linear history (Augustine), Western utopianism (communism), scientific rationalism (Newton), eighteenth-century classical economics (the labor theory of value and the cost of production theory of value), atheism (dialectical materialism), and pagan cyclical history (the chaos festivals). This is why there are so many competing interpretations of "the meaning of Marxism." I argue throughout this book that it is the last element - the pagan chaos religion - that has been most neglected by scholars and disciples, yet this is the fundamental doctrine of Marxism. Marx was above all an atheist, and this atheism culminated in a war against God and all traces of God in Western civilization. He offered a cosmology of social chaos


27. Marx and Engels, "Address of the Central Authority to the [Communist] League" (1850), Collected Works, vol. 10, p. 287; Selected Works, vol. 1, p. 185,
as an alternative to the theology of the Bible. It was the revolutionary figure of Prometheus the revolutionary fire-bringer who captured Marx’s vision.

The Uses of Autobiographical Deception

How can we hope to summarize the life and thought of a man whose words posthumously transformed the world?” How can we hope to understand what motivated him? Historian Donald Treadgold has raised the question, has admitted that there is no simple answer, but then pointed to a forgotten primary source document that he believes throws light on Marx’s view of his life.28 In 1865, two years before the publication of Das Kapital, Marx entered these words into the guest book of some relatives:

Your idea of happiness: “to fight”
Your idea of misery: “to submit”
Your chief characteristic “singleness of purpose”

Does this tell us what Marx was? Only insofar as it reveals life-long self-deception. Did he fight? He did indeed fight all his life, rarely against specific leading intellectual defenders of capitalism, but instead against unknown (then and now) and undistinguished German intellectual enemies, socialists and atheists all.

Did he submit? He submitted all his life to Engels’s benevolent charity. Economically, he was Engels’s “kept man,” who fathered an illegitimate son by his wife’s kept woman, their lifetime family housekeeper Helene Demuth, and who then refused to acknowledge his fatherhood or even allow the mother to keep the baby in his home, for fear of the scandal within the then-publicly prim socialist community, and also ‘for fear of his

wife's jealousy.\textsuperscript{29} He forced the mother to give the baby to poverty-stricken, foster parents.\textsuperscript{30} (Staunch \textit{Prometheus}!) From 1883, at Marx's death, until her own death in 1890, Helene \textit{Demuth} became Engels's housekeeper, and it was widely assumed that Engels had been the father of her son.\textsuperscript{31}

Did he retain his singleness of purpose? After age 49, he never again wrote a book, but instead buried himself in a self-imposed program of frantic undirected and voluminous reading - a return to the pattern of his youth, when he read day and night (in between all-night sessions at the local pub),\textsuperscript{32} but could never bring himself to face the rigors (the "final judgment") of a doctoral examination at the University of Berlin. In short, in his arrogance he was utterly self-deceived. He also succeeded in deceiving the vast majority of his bourgeois academic commentators. They have taken his verbal strutting at face value.

His chosen public mask was the image of Prometheus, the \textit{fire-bringer}. He hated the "authoritarian" religion of Christianity. He was self-consciously in revolt against the god of bourgeois civilization, all in the name of proletarian man and the \textit{eschatology} of the imminent and immanent Communist millennial paradise. Like Prometheus, he brought fire to the society \textit{of} man - or as Billington has put it, Marx and his revolutionary colleagues brought fire to the minds of men.\textsuperscript{33} That fire still rages.

\textbf{Father Knew Best}

In the last analysis, it was Marx's father who best described his son's life, yet he did so in 1837, when his son was only 19 years old. He did not live to see his prophetic speculations come...

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{31} \textit{Ibid.}, p. 135.
  \item \textsuperscript{32} He continued his "pub crawls" with friends and even enemies during his years in London. After one of these, at 2 a.m., Marx and his friends started smashing street lamps with stones, outrunning the local police: Payne, \textit{Marx}, p. 282.
  \item \textsuperscript{33} Billington, \textit{Fire in the Minds of Men}, \textit{op. cit.}
\end{itemize}
true; he died in 1838. The opening paragraph of this letter to his son should be reprinted in every biography of Karl Marx; I have never seen it reprinted in any.

It is remarkable that I, who am by nature a lazy writer, become quite inexhaustible when I have to write to you. I will not and cannot conceal my weakness for you. At times my heart delights in thinking of you and your future. And yet at times I cannot rid myself of ideas which arouse in me sad forebodings and fear when I am struck as if by lightning by the thought: is your heart in accord with your head, your talents? Has it room for the earthly but gentler sentiments which in this vale of sorrow are so essentially consoling for a man of feeling? And since that heart is obviously animated and governed by a demon not granted to all men, is that demon heavenly or Faustian? Will you ever - and that is not the least painful doubt of my heart - will you ever be capable of truly human, domestic happiness? Will - and this doubt has no less tortured me recently since I have come to love a certain person like my own child [Jenny von Westphalen - G. N.] - will you ever be capable of imparting happiness to those immediately around you?  

Eleven years later, Karl published The Manifesto of the Communist Party. Thirty years later, he published Das Kapital. By then it was clear that his demon was not heavenly. His father had suspected as much. Karl Marx's true personal model - as distinguished from his ideological model - was not Prometheus, the fire-bringer, but Faust, the maker of the incomparably bad bargain.

Conclusion

Marx and his humanist accomplices denied vociferously that it is God who sets history's fires, who overturns men and civilizations, and who brings His sanctions in the midst of history. Yet they never forgot that it was the God of the Bible who was the target of their revolutionary efforts, Early in his literary career, Marx asked a political question, one which was asked through-

34. Heinrich Marx to Karl Marx, 2 March 1837, Collected Works, VOL 1, p. 670.
out the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and answered definitively only in the months immediately after the end of World War I: “This is just the question: Is not that sovereignty which is claimed by the monarch an illusion? Sovereignty of the monarch or sovereignty of the people – that is the question.”

The people won in 1918, meaning that new groups of political agents won who claimed to speak officially in the name of the national peoples. (The sovereign lord of any civilization must always speak through a small number of authorized human agents: this is the biblical doctrine of hierarchical representation. Jesus spoke on earth for His Father in heaven; authorized representatives in church, state, and family now are supposed speak for Jesus by means of His revealed word, the Bible, and also by means of edification by the Holy Spirit.)

Marx understood fully that the crucial question of political sovereignty is inevitably related to another question, even more fundamental: “Is God sovereign, or is man?” As Marxism plays out its last desperate efforts to bring social chaos, statist tyranny, and permanent terror to its political enemies, all in the name of bringing cosmic purpose, social order, and world prosperity to post-capitalist civilization, we will see which authority possesses greater sovereignty, God or self-proclaimed autonomous man. We will see who it is who overturns, overturns, overturns.

My suggestion: don’t bet on man.


PREFACE
(1988)

And further, by these, my son, be admonished: of making many books there is no end; and much study is a weariness of the flesh.

(Ecclesiastes 12:12).

Of revising many books there is no end, while the author is still alive.

(Gary North).

O death, where is thy sting?

(I Corinthians 15:55a).

I have been hoping for over a decade to find time to update this book. It finally dawned on me in late 1987 that not only am I unlikely to find the time to update this book extensively, it probably should not be updated extensively. It was written originally as a secondary source document, a hard-core Christian analysis of Marx's thought. It is more likely to serve in the future as a primary source document. It will gain sales not because it is a book about Marx but because it was my first full-length book. I have a book-buying audience today that I did not have when this book was first published. People who try to understand what my contribution to the Christian Reconstruction movement has been will find this book useful in their task. Many of the themes that I write about today were already a part of my thinking at the age of 24 to 25, when I wrote the bulk of this book.

When I wrote it in 1966-67, the Christian Reconstruction movement did not yet exist. If we think of Christian Reconstruction as a theological system based initially on "the four P's" - predestination, pronomianism (biblical law), postmillen-
nialism, and presuppositional apologetics (Vantilianism)\(^1\) then a major link was still to be forged, the details of biblical law.\(^2\) R. J. Rushdoony had not yet begun his late-1960's lecture series on biblical law that culminated in his monumental book, The Institutes of Biblical Law (Craig Press, 1973). Nevertheless, Rushdoony already was teaching the basic requirements of the Reconstructionist system, even though the details of biblical law had not yet been forged.

**Why Did I Write This Book?**

I had been brought into the conservative movement at age 14 in the fall of 1956 by the anti-Communist lecturer Fred Schwarz, so Marxism had long been a topic close to my heart. Nevertheless, this interest was hardly a sufficient motivation to write a book on Marx in 1966-67. I was busy as a graduate student at the University of California, Riverside, working on my doctorate. Writing a book on Marx at that stage of my career was a peripheral activity, though not entirely useless to my course of study.

Much of my immediate motivation came from reading a seminal essay on Marx by Louis J. Halle. I came across "Marx's Religious Drama" shortly after it was published in October of 1965. Halle asked a very important question at the beginning of the essay: Why did Marx become so important? His answer: Marx's religious vision.

What did this man have that made him, at last, such a powerful influence in history? As a revolutionary, organizing revolutionary ac-

---


2. In a sense, the hermeneutic of biblical law must still be worked out. There are loose ends that were not sufficiently tied down by either R. J. Rushdoony's *Institutes of Biblical Law* (Nutley, New Jersey: Craig Press, 1973) or Greg L. Bahnsen's *Theonomy in Christian Ethics* (2nd cd.; Phillipsburg, New Jersey Presbyterian & Reformed, 1984).
tion, he was no better than others of his day. He was to go in for economics later, basing his thought on the classical and rather naïve labour theory of value, but it was not as an economist that he would achieve the topmost heights of distinction. As a political analyst he was surely not as good as his contemporary of lesser fame, Walter Bagehot; as a social philosopher he was inferior to Alexis de Tocqueville. His development of the sociological view that men’s concepts reflect the material circumstances of their productive lives—this certainly would entitle him to an important place in the history of human thought. But it is hardly commensurate with the magnitude of his influence.

Marx was extraordinary, I conclude, not as a man of action or as an academic thinker, but as one of the great visionaries of history. It was the Karl Marx who saw an immense and enthralling vision of human society, the Karl Marx who on the basis of that vision created a compelling myth of human society—this is the Marx who was extraordinary among his contemporaries. He had more of St. Paul in him than of the social scientist or the empirical scholar. His mission, too, began with a vision on the Road to Damascus.3

I asked myself Is Halle correct? Concerning Marx’s intellectual attainments, he is generally correct: Marx was not a distinguished scholar. Concerning the influence of “Marx’s religious vision, he is also correct, although I am unaware of any Damascus-type experience. He did lose his youthful commitment to liberal Christianity almost overnight, in between his graduation from the Gymnasium and his early years as a college student. This has been a familiar pattern in the West for well over a century. Admittedly, few students write poems like Marx’s 1841 poem,


4. The evidence of his youthful Christianity is found in an 1835 school essay, “On the Union of Believers with Christ According to John 15:1-14.” His radically anti-Christian unpublished one-act play, Oulanem, was made available in English in Robert Payne’s 1971 collection, The Unknown Karl Marx (New York New York University Press, 1971). It is undated, but it was an early effort. Oulanem, writes Payne, is an anagram: oulanem = Manuerto = Immanuel = God (p. 63). Immanuel is the New Testament word meaning “God with us” (Matt. 1:23). Both of these documents are now available in Volume 1 of the Collected Works (New

Look now, my blood-dark sword shall stab
Unerringly within thy soul.
God neither knows nor honors art.
The hellish vapors rise and fill the brain.

Till I go mad and my heart is utterly changed.
See this sword – the Prince of Darkness sold it to me.
For he beats the time and gives the signs.
Ever more boldly I play the dance of death.

But what about Halle's equating of Marx with St. Paul? That was what bothered me most in Halle's essay. That Karl Marx offered mankind a religious drama is certain; that it had anything in common with the experience or theology of St. Paul is a misreading of Marx's religion, for his was a modernized version of ancient paganism's religion of revolution.

Shortly before I read Halle's essay, I had read R. J. Rushdoony's booklet, The Religion of Revolution (1965), which introduced me to the ultimate goal of ancient pagan religion: to regenerate the world through chaos. Rushdoony demonstrated

York International Publishers, 1975), although the essay on "Union of the Faithful with Christ" is mysteriously placed in the Appendices. It is clear that in his late teens, Marx was a liberal, pietistic Christian. Yet by the time he reached his early twenties, he was a confirmed atheist.

5. Unknown Karl Marx, p. 59. It is this poem, Oulanem, and the seemingly overnight loss of Marx's faith, that led Pastor Richard Wurmbrand, a victim of many years of torture in Communist prisons, to conclude that Marx made some sort of pact with the devil: Marx and Satan (Westchester, Illinois: Crossway, 1985), ch. 2. Wurmbrand cites Albert Camus, who claimed in 1951 that the Soviet Union's Marx-Engels Institute has suppressed the publication of 30 volumes of materials by Marx: The Rebel: An Essay on Man in Revolt (New York Vintage, [1951] 1956), p. 188. Wurmbrand wrote to the Institute, and received a reply from M. Mtched-10V, who insisted that Camus was lying, and then went on to explain that over 85 volumes are still unpublished, due to the effects of World War II. He wrote this in 1980. This was 35 years after the War ended. Marx and Satan, pp. 31-32.
that this same goal is inherent in many forms of modern humanism. I recognized immediately that Marxism is in fact a rationalist recapitulation of this ancient religious impulse. Then I read Halle's essay. I saw immediately that he was correct about Marx the religious visionary, but incorrect about the nature of Marx's vision. I concluded that what was needed was a self-consciously biblical refutation of the major works of Marx and Engels, since no such study existed. The free market disagreed with me.


7. It was published as part of Craig Press's University Series: Historical Studies. The year after *Marx's Religion* appeared, Craig Press published two additional books on Communism in this same series, James D. Bales's *Communism and the Reality of Moral Law* and Francis Nigel Lee's *Communism Versus Creation*. Wedge, the neo-Dooyeweerdian publishing company in Toronto, published Johan van der Hoven's *Karl Marx: The Roots of His Thought* in 1976. A more unreadable academic book can hardly be imagined. I cannot resist mentioning briefly a book published in 1980 by InterVarsity Press: Professor Klaus Bockmuehl's *The Challenge of Marxism*. It is also short. It is a nice, pleasant, earnest, narrowly focused, cautious academic discussion of the atheist character of Christianity's most important worldwide religious rival. Imagine, if you can, a book on the philosophy and history of Marxism that does not discuss the following academically unpleasant topics: the Soviet secret police system, the mass starvation of the early 1920's, Stalin's murder of his leading rivals, his forced collectivization of agriculture and destruction of 6 million kulak peasants, the resulting famine of the early 1930's, his purges of the late 1930's in which 20 million to 30 million people died, his terrorism, the history of the concentration camps (the Gulag), Communism's philosophy of worldwide domination by military conquest and illegal subversion, actual Soviet military expansion, the Soviets' financing of international terrorism, Communist takeover of foreign nations' arts, media, academia, and governments, the Soviet arsenal of nuclear and chemical weapons, the Communist wars of liberation, Soviet disinformation programs, or the international Soviet spy network. It also does not mention Mao's equally ruthless execution of some 60 to 100 million Chinese. It does not discuss the failure of socialist economic planning. Rather than mentioning Solzhenitsyn's years in the Gulag, his expulsion from the USSR, or the government's systematic suppression of his works, Bockmuehl focuses on this "horror story": the government insisted "that Alexander Solzhenitsyn replace the capital 'G' in God in one of his manuscripts with a small letter before publication" (p. 111). Oh, the ruthlessness of Communism! This is what I call the anti-Communism of the faculty lounge. It is not that it is technically incorrect; it is that it is irrelevant. If you want to read about "the challenge of Marxism," read some victims' prison memoirs; such as *Solzhenitsyn's* three volumes of *The Gulag Archipelago* (New York: Harper & Row, 1974-79), or Vladimir Bukovsky's *To Build a Castle* (New York: Viking, 1978), or Armando Valladeres's *Against All Hope* (New York: Knopf, 1986),
About 2,000 copies were published by Craig Press in 1968. The edition had sold out by the early 1970's and was not reprinted. You will seldom find references to it in anyone's footnotes. Quite frankly, Marx's Religion of Revolution sank without a trace.

Academic Rituals

Nevertheless, writing the book was a productive intellectual exercise for me. The self-discipline that it required was highly beneficial. Also, a young scholar is probably wise to devote some of his early intellectual energy to mastering a specific body of information, namely, the writings of a key figure in his chosen area of study. There is this added advantage: it is easier for an English-speaking scholar to produce a halfway decent study of an important man's ideas because there are lots of printed, carefully edited primary source materials available in English. It is a less risky form of youthful scholarship than, say, biographies or intricate institutional studies. The experience of coming to grips with important and recurring themes in a young scholar's field is also very productive intellectually.

When I wrote the book, I was working as a part-time teaching assistant in the Western Civilization program. I had also received a two-year Earhart Fellowship from the Relm Foundation, thanks to the recommendations of economists W. H. Hutt and Donald Kemmerer. Because I was permitted to fill up some of my academic requirements with "special studies" courses — detailed research plus a paper on any topic I wanted, which happened to be Marx and Engels — I took advantage of this opportunity. I got some course credits for writing a book that I had intended to write anyway. Chapter 2 is basically the paper I wrote for sociologist Robert Nisbet. My instructors served me

8. I am still overwhelmed by the magnitude of what Ernst Kantorowicz achieved at age 32 with the first edition of his biography of Frederick II of Sicily, *Frederick the Second, 1194-1250* (New York: Ungar, [1931] 1957). The 689-page English-language version does not contain the second volume of footnotes, which is available only in German. But he only wrote one significant book after that, *The King's Two Bodies* (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1957). It was almost as if he burned himself out in his youth.
as unpaid editors - unpaid by me, that is. My overdue thanks go to the overburdened taxpayers of Governor Ronald Reagan's California (who later became the overburdened taxpayers and national debt carriers of President Reagan’s America).9

American higher education is a highly ritualized process. It is considered unbecoming on the part of an uncertified young scholar to challenge the life's work of a major historical figure, especially one who has shaped the thinking and lives of large segments of the professional academic guild. Graduate students in the social sciences and the humanities generally find it safer to write narrowly focused, seemingly objective but in fact favorable studies of major intellectual figures, if they write about major figures at all. Two sensible dissertation goals are: 1) pick a figure you identify with who is forgotten by almost everyone, and especially everyone on your doctoral committee, or 2) pick a famous figure whose life's work is favored by your dissertation's primary advisor. I ignored this common-sense strategy. I wrote a book critical of Marx prior to advancing to candidacy. Fortunately, I was never criticized publicly in any way by my professors, for which I was grateful. Writing the book also helped me to win a Weaver Fellowship in 1968 from the Intercollegiate Studies Institute, which I had unsuccessfully competed for the year before its publication.

**Marx: Graduate Student for Life**

Writing a negative critical book is a good post-Ph.D exercise for a newly certified scholar, but it is a sign of immaturity when a scholar spends his whole life criticizing the ideas of others, never putting together a positive alternative. It is evidence that he has no positive alternative. What I have just described is the intellectual career of Karl Marx. Marx never stopped writing long-winded critical refutations of his opponents. His books’

---

targets were almost always the writings of his socialist rivals, and usually very obscure rivals at that, not Adam Smith, David Ricardo, John Stuart Mill, or other important advocates of classical economics. He wrote notes of criticism on the classical economists, but these were not published in his lifetime: Theories of Surplus Value. Marx never provided any blueprints regarding the operation of the communist society to come. He offered no program for building a new society after the revolution, except for the famous ten points of the Communist Manifesto (1848). He never again brought up the subject of the transition from capitalist to socialist to Communist society. Ten points in a pamphlet do not a civilization build. He then stole this phrase from Morelly's Code de la Nature (1755-60): "From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs!" This is a slogan, not a program. Lenin played the same game when he wrote that a Communist society is simply one which combines political power and electricity, one which gives equal pay to all workers and can be run by simple bookkeepers, one in which gold will be used for public lavatories.


12. “Accounting and control - these are the chief things necessary for the organizing and correct functioning of the first phase of Communist society. All citizens are here transformed into hired employees of the state, which is made up of the armed workers. All citizens become employees and workers of one national state 'syndicate.' All that is required is that they should work equally, should regularly do their share of work, and should receive equal pay. The accounting and control necessary for this have been simplified by capitalism to the utmost, till they have become the extraordinarily simple operations of watching, recording and issuing receipts, within the reach of anybody who can read and write and knows the first four rules of arithmetic.” Lenin, State and Revolution (New York: International Publishers, [1918] 1932), pp. 83-84.

13. “When we are victorious on a world scale I think we shall use gold for the purpose of building public lavatories in the streets of some of the largest cities in the world.” Lenin, “The Importance of Gold Now and After the Complete Victory of Socialism” (1921), in Lenin Anthology, p. 515.
but no blueprints. They could tear down; they could not build up. This is also Satan’s problem throughout history.

My view regarding the importance of Karl Marx’s thought in intellectual history is tied closely to my view of the political importance of Lenin. Had Lenin not successfully pulled off the October Revolution in 1917, the name Karl Marx would be known only to specialists in the history of sociology, to a handful of specialists in late-nineteenth-century trade union history, German Social Democracy, and Russian intellectual history, and to an even smaller group of specialists in the history of mid-nineteenth-century materialist Hegelian philosophy. Wilhelm Windelband, for example, devoted only two brief bibliographical entries and part of one paragraph to Marx and Engels in his 1901 History of Philosophy. The fact is, Marx had very little influence prior to 1917, especially in the United States. Had it not been for Lenin, references to Marx would be limited to a series of obscure footnotes, rather than a library of books.

But Lenin and his colleagues did pull off the Russian Revolution, much to the surprise of Europe. I am reminded of the comment by Herr Schober, the petty police official who later became Chancellor of Austria. Ludwig von Mises records this about him: “Toward the end of 1915 he reported to his superiors that he doubted the possibility of a Russian revolution. ‘Who, then, could make this revolution? Surely not Mr. Trotsky, who used to read newspapers in Café Central.’” Modern


humanist intellectuals, always respectful of those who win major wars and also respectful of any radical group that conducts a bloody revolution against traditional, religion-supported authority, have resurrected Marx's intellectual reputation posthumously. In short, had it not been for Lenin, you would never have heard about Marx. The library shelves devoted to Marxism would be devoted to some other topic. (If the Germans had won World War II, rest assured that many of these shelves would today be filled with books praising the creative humanist vision and the rational economic planning of the Nazis. The fascination that Nazism had for Western scholars and politicians during the 1930's, including British economist John Maynard Keynes, not to mention U.S. businessmen who traded extensively with the Nazi State, is a story not found in today's textbooks. Why not? Because Hitler lost.) Scholars want to be on the winning side.

Marx is important for the religion he preached, not the footnotes he assembled. He is important because he provided what appeared to be scientific proof for demonic revolution. By capturing the minds of several generations of bloody revolutionaries and ideological gangsters, Marx and Engels changed the history of the world. It was Marx's vision of an eschatological apocalypse, not his turgid scholarship, that won the day. He provided generations of intellectuals with what they have sought above all: attachment to political victors, either vicariously or directly in their service. It has also been emotionally convenient.

18. Keynes wrote these words in the Foreword to the 1936 German-language edition of his General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money: "The theory of aggregate production, which is the point of the following book, nevertheless can be much easier adapted to the conditions of a totalitarian state [eines totalen Staates] than the theory of production and distribution put forth under conditions of free competition and a large degree of laissez-faire. This is one of the reasons that justifies the fact that I call my theory a general theory." Translated with the German original by James J. Martin, Revisionist Viewpoints (Boulder, Colorado: Ralph Myles Press, 1971), p. 203,205. The citation also appears in The Collected Writings of John Maynard Keynes, vol. 7 (New York: St. Martin's, 1973), p. xxvi.

for them that Marx was a member of their own social class rather than a proletarian. Karl Marx, like Lenin, served as an inspired prophet, not of proletarian victory, which never took place, but of bourgeois victory cleverly masquerading as a proletarian victory. He served as a sort of nineteenth-century intellectual rag peddler, selling proletarian designer jeans for the costume parties of the alienated middle class. To add authenticity before they are shipped to fashion-conscious buyers, Marx-Engels designer jeans are bleached. So are the bones of a hundred million of their victims.

Critically Critical Criticism

Fritz Raddatz correctly notes that Marx’s doctoral dissertation on Epicurus and Democritus was a work of criticism. “Even in this very first work Marx showed himself as an ‘anti’ writer, an author who defined his own position as a result of polemic and criticism. His most important productions have as their title or subtitle the word ‘Critique’; his less important polemical writings are attempts to pick a quarrel or to counterattack.”20 Alvin Gouldner makes a similar observation.21 Look at the titles and subtitles of his essays and books: “Contribution to the Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Law” (1843), The Holy Family, or Critique of Critical Criticism (1844), A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy (1859), Capital: A Critique of Political Economy (1867); Critique of the Gotha Program (1875). As was the case in so many other aspects of the origin of Marxism, Engels was the originator of the tradition. He started this “critique” mania with his early titles, Schelling and Revelation: Critique of the Latest Attempt of Reaction Against the Free Philosophy (1841),22 and “On the Critique of the Prussian Press Laws” (1842).23

23. Ibid., 1, pp. 304-11.
What Marx was, from beginning to end, was an uncompromising critic of others. He criticized everything and everyone except himself, especially those people who had befriended him earlier. Only Engels escaped his wrath, because Engels always offered public obeisance to him, and because he subsidized Marx handsomely, decade after decade. (In their only known dispute, Marx backed down – apparently the only time he ever backed down in any dispute.) Karl Marx was the foremost hater and most incessant whiner in the history of Western Civilization. He was a spoiled, overeducated brat who never grew up; he just grew more shrill as he grew older. His lifelong hatred and whining have led to the deaths (so far) of perhaps a hundred million people, depending on how many people perished under Mao's tyranny. We will probably never know.

Whiners, if given power, readily become tyrants. Marx was seen by his contemporaries as a potential tyrant. Giuseppe Mazzini (1805-72), the Italian revolutionary, and a rival of Marx's in the International Workingmen's Association in the mid-1860's, once described Marx as "a destructive spirit whose heart was filled with hatred rather than love of mankind... extraordinarily sly, shifty and taciturn. Marx is very jealous of his authority as leader of the Party; against his political rivals and opponents he is vindictive and implacable; he does not rest until he has beaten them down; his overriding characteristic is boundless ambition and thirst for power. Despite the communist egalitarianism which he preaches he is the absolute ruler of his party; admittedly he does everything himself but he is also the only one


25. "Record of Marx's Speech on Mazzini's Attitude to the International Working Men's Association" (1866), Collected Works, 20, p. 401.
to give orders and he tolerates no opposition."26 This is the essence of the society of Satan: a system of bureaucratic control that attempts to overcome the leader's lack of omniscience and omnipresence by means of top-down centralized power. It has been the characteristic feature of Lenin, Stalin, Mao, and subsequent Communist dictators. It is inherent in the Communist system.

Bakunin's Warning

Michael Bakunin, the revolutionary anarchist and rival of Marx in their battle for control over the International Working-men's Association,27 accurately prophesied in 1869 what would be the legacy of Marx's theory of Communism:

The reasoning of Marx ends in absolute contradiction. Taking into account only the economic question, he insists that only the most advanced countries, those in which capitalist production has attained greatest development, are the most capable of making social revolution. These civilized countries, to the exclusion of all others, are the only ones destined to initiate and carry through this revolution. This revolution will expropriate either by peaceful, gradual, or by violent means, the present property owners and capitalists. To appropriate all the landed property and capital, and to carry out its extensive economic and political programs, the revolutionary State will have to be very powerful and highly centralized. The State will administer and direct the cultivation of the land, by means of its salaried officials commanding armies of rural workers organized and disciplined for this purpose. At the same time, on the ruins of the existing banks, it will establish a single state bank which will finance all labor and national commerce.

It is readily apparent how such a seemingly simple plan of organization can excite the imagination of the workers, who are as eager for justice as they are for freedom; and who foolishly imagine that the one can exist without the other; as if, in order to conquer and consolidate justice and equality, one could depend on the efforts of others, particu-

larly on governments, regardless of how they may be elected or controlled, to speak and act for the people! For the proletariat this will, in reality, be nothing but a barracks: a regime, where regimented workingmen and women will sleep, wake, work, and live to the beat of a drum; where the shrewd and educated will be granted government privileges; and where the mercenary-minded, attracted by the immensity of the international speculations of the state bank, will find a vast field for lucrative, underhanded dealings.28

This is a very good description of just how and what the Soviet Union became, from the days of Lenin’s secret police and Stalin’s terrorism29 to psychiatric terrorism today,30 from the secret police to the corrupt leadership of the Soviet new class.31 Today, we hear of a reconstruction of the Soviet economic system. Soviet Premier Gorbachev is criticizing the highly centralized, uncreative, bureaucratic economic legacy of his predecessors, as it surely is. Economic restructuring (perestroika) is now being implemented in the Soviet Union, we are told. A great decentralization is taking place. Anyway, Gorbachev is attempting to implement it. So the Op-Ed page of the New York Times keeps telling us. But we have seen all this before: Lenin’s centralized “war communism” economy of 1918-21, followed by Lenin’s decentralized New Economic Policy of mid-1921, followed by Stalin’s recentralization after 1927; Khrushchev’s attempted decentralization of agriculture and the much heralded but never


extensively implemented Liberman reforms,32 followed by Brezhnev’s recentralization. Professor Mises predicted in 1966 that Liberman’s proposed reforms could not possibly serve to restructure the Soviet economy, and he was correct.33 The whole discussion of reform disappeared when Brezhnev decentralized the economy.

In 1967, I wrote Appendix B of this book, which deals with this continuing economic swing back and forth: from centralization to decentralization. The Soviet bureaucracy always triumphs in the swing back to centralized economic planning. Decentralization apart from private ownership will either lead to the disintegration of the Soviet economy, or else lead to a new period of centralization. We can safely predict that if economic recentralization does not follow Gorbachev’s perestroika, then the disintegration of the Soviet Empire will. There is no escape. As economist Gregory Grossman has written concerning a centrally planned economy, “TO put it schematically at the risk of oversimplification: overcentralization, imbalance, and autarky are the three corners of a triangle of hazards within which the Soviet-type economy seeks to find an organizational solution.”34 Soviet leaders have never found the solution. There is only one long-term solution: the free market. Criticism of existing or recent Soviet economic policies is continual in the USSR. What never changes is the Soviet Union’s commitment to the pursuit of Communist Party power domestically and Soviet military power internationally. The fundamentals of Marxism-Leninism are exempted from criticism. Thus it has always been.


Not Sufficiently Self-Critical

How critical is "critical"? In testing the truth or falsehood of any world-and-life view, we need to ask ourselves: “Does the theorist who is proposing this comprehensive explanation of cause and effect actually apply it to his own life and work?” Almost no modern social theorist is willing to do this. Allan Bloom has commented on this carefully ignored problem: “It is Nietzsche’s merit that he was aware that to philosophize is radically problematic in the cultural, historicist dispensation. He recognized the terrible intellectual and moral risks involved. At the center of his every thought was the question ‘How is it possible to do what I am doing?’ He tried to apply to his own thought the teachings of cultural relativism. This practically nobody else does. For example, Freud says that men are motivated by desire for sex and power, but he did not apply those motives to explain his own science or his own scientific activity. But if he can be a true scientist, i.e., motivated by love of the truth, so can other men, and his description of their motives is thus mortally flawed. Or if he is motivated by sex or power, he is not a scientist, and his science is only one means among many possible to attain those ends. This contradiction runs throughout the natural and social sciences. They give an account of things that cannot possibly explain the conduct of their practitioners. The highly ethical economist who speaks only about gain, the public-spirited political scientist who sees only group interest, the physicist who signs petitions in favor of freedom while recognizing only unfreedom - mathematical law governing moved matter – in the universe are symptomatic of the difficulty of providing a self-explanation for science and a ground for the theoretical life, which has dogged the life of the mind since early modernity but has become particularly acute with cultural relativism.”

Consider the theories of Marx and Engels. These men preached the gospel of inevitable proletarian revolution. But who

were they? Two bourgeois writers who were converted to revolutionary socialism in their mid-twenties. Both were sons of successful bourgeois fathers, and Engels grew steadily richer over the years because of his skills in managing his father's industrial textile mills. It never seemed to bother Lenin that he had no consistent Marxist explanation for the historical fact regarding the workers that he could not deny: the Social-Democratic consciousness of proletarians does not develop by itself. "This consciousness could only be brought to them from without. The history of all countries shows that the working class, exclusively by its own effort, is able to develop only trade-union consciousness. . . . . The theory of Socialism, however, grew out of the philosophic, historical and economic theories that were elaborated by the educated representatives of the propertied classes, the intellectuals. The founders of modern scientific Socialism, Marx and Engels, themselves belonged to the bourgeois intelligentsia."36 The obvious question is: Why? It has no obvious Marxist answer.

Marx and Engels also predicted the initial successes of this proletarian revolution in nations that had adopted modern industrial capitalism. So, where have the only successful indigenous Communist revolutions taken place? In rural Third World nations and in nations that were only in the very early stages of industrialism (e.g., Russia). Who have their ideological recruits been? First and foremost, intellectuals in industrial countries who have themselves recruited no proletarian followers but who have strongly influenced a small army of other intellectuals who are basically favorable to Marxist humanism, or who are at least unfavorable to the efforts of the enemies of Marxist tyrannies.37 Second, highly educated bourgeois intellectual activists in rural nations who have succeeded in recruiting dedicated peasant followers. In short, nowhere have the theories of Marx and

Engels been less applicable or their prophecies less accurate than in the history of Communism. This is seldom discussed by Communists. The critical attitude fostered by Marxism has not been sufficiently self-critical. Marxists apply Marxism's comprehensive theories only to non-Marxist theories and societies. This has been true from the very beginning of Marxism.

The Indispensable Partner

The greatest irony regarding the massive amount of published attention that is squandered on Karl Marx is this: Engels was the indispensable partner in the history of Communism, not Marx. (I had not come to this conclusion in 1968, although I fully recognized that Engels had been the more effective literary stylist.) Engels was ahead of Marx conceptually from the beginning, although he was two years younger. He became a communist a year before Marx did. He became interested in the economic conditions of industrial civilization before Marx did; his Condition of the Working-Class in England was the book that in 1845 converted Marx to the theory of the economic foundations of the revolution. There is at least a reasonable suspicion that he and Marx together worked out the idea of the materialist conception of history, although Marx is usually given credit for the discovery.38 Joseph Schumpeter, after dutifully doffing his intellectual cap to Marx's greater "depth of comprehension and analytic power," then observes that "In those years Engels was certainly farther along, as an economist, than was Marx."39 Engels co-authored The German Ideology (1845-46). He co-authored the Communist Manifesto (1848). He ghost wrote many of Marx's journalism pieces to help earn him some extra money.40 He was an

38. There is no evidence in his published and unpublished manuscripts prior to The German Ideology (1845) that Marx had devised any such conception of history. Engels was the co-author of The German Ideology. See Oscar J. Hammen, The Red '48ers: Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels (New York: Scribner's, 1969), pp. 116-17.


40. The most notable examples were the articles Engels wrote on the revolution of 1848 in Germany for the New York Daily Tribune (1831-52), which were later
authority on military strategy. He had a lively writing style and the ability to turn a phrase. He also knew how to make and keep money. Marx possessed neither skill. Gouldner has attempted to rehabilitate Engels’s reputation, but in my view, he did not go far enough.41

Engels thoroughly enjoyed the trappings of the wealth he possessed, while Marx spent many years of his life in hock to pawn brokers. He financed Marx throughout their long relationship.42 He outlived Marx by over a decade, corresponding with many revolutionaries throughout Europe, keeping the Marxist flame burning. He edited and published reprints of Marx’s books and his many unpublished manuscripts. His Socialism: Utopian assembled into a book, Revolution and Counter-Revolution, or Germany in 1848. I own a version published by Charles H. Kerr & Company, no publication date, with Marx’s name on it. Presumably, it was published around the turn of the century. (The Kerr edition of Volume 1 of Capital was published in 1906.) The book contains an 1896 “Note by the Editor,” Marx’s daughter, Eleanor Marx Aveling, who says that Marx was paid one British pound per article (p. 9). She did not admit what she must have known, that Engels had written them. In Volume II of the Collected Works, the essays are reproduced under Engels’s name. The editors discretely fail to mention that for at least half a century, Marx had been given credit for having written them.

In 1848, Charles A. Dana (1819-97), visited Europe for the Tribune to meet with various revolutionaries, where he met Karl Marx. Dana later became the Tribune’s managing editor. He was later to serve as Assistant Secretary of War in Lincoln’s administration when Horace Greeley tired him from the newspaper in 1861: William Harlan Hale, Horace Greeley: Voice of the People (New York: Collier, [1950] 1961), p. 261. Dana in 1840 had been a founder and financier of Brook Farm, an early writers’ colony (Nathaniel Hawthorne also lived there) and socialist communal farm (ibid., p. 11 O). He and Greeley were followers of Charles Fourier, and were also members of a secret society known as the Colombians (founded in New York City in 1795): David Tame, “Secret Societies in the Life of Karl Marx,” Critique, #25 (1987), p. 95. They built the Tribune into a highly successful newspaper. The paper ceased publishing Marx’s essays in 1861. The association had lasted a decade.

41. Gouldner, The Two Marxisms, ch. 9.

and *Scientific* has had far more impact in bringing men to Communism than *Das Kapital* has ever had. He was not a pedant. He was not an anti-Semite, either, at least not in his writings; Marx was, and all the hedging and squirming of contemporary liberal and Marxist scholars regarding “the hidden underlying meaning” of Marx’s vicious essay, “On the Jewish Question” (1843), will not erase the fact.  

Engels was not a Ph.D-holding drudge. Those who *are* Ph. D-holding drudges have a distinct tendency to identify with Marx rather than Engels. They pretend to suffer with Marx, who was, like themselves, a heavily subsidized “victim” of the hated capitalist system. They share his alienation. Many of them also share his literary style, which is best described as Germanic verbal constipation coupled with a bad case of hemorrhoids. (The shouts! The groans! The outrage! The vows of revenge!) They write fat, unreadable books on Marxism, and they attribute to Marx rather than Engels almost everything of intellectual importance in Marxism. They attribute far greater importance to Marx’s academic drudgery than to Engels’s original insights. In one sense, however, this assessment may be valid, because Marxism has always been a movement that owes its success to its appeal to envy-driven intellectuals and academics who have revolutionary pretensions. This explanation of Marxism’s success is seldom discussed by Marxists and academic humanists. Marxism has

---

43. An extract from the less readable *Herr Eugen Dühring’s Revolution in Science* (1878).

44. Nathaniel Weyl, *Karl Marx: Racist* (New Rochelle, New York: Arlington Hr., 1979). Fritz Raddatz, who is typical of modern Marx scholars in this regard,
not united the workers of the world, but it certainly has united tens of thousands of well-fed bourgeois academics, at least until the Marxist revolution actually comes and sweeps them into the Gulag or its regional equivalents.

This emphasis on Marx over Engels is made much easier by the fact that Marx maintained an air of authority and self-confidence (except when he was begging for money) regarding his position as the primary leader of the European revolutionary movement, and loyal historians have accepted Marx's self-assessment at face value, unlike the pawn brokers who wisely discounted everything Marx brought to them. This view of Marx as the key figure is also a lasting testimony to Marx's own machinations and maneuverings in the narrow, German-speaking circles of the European revolutionary movement. He took all the credit from Engels, in both senses. The pattern never changed: Engels gave; Marx spent.

Engels was a humble man. In his 1893 letter to Franz Mehring, he insisted that "you attribute more credit to me than I deserve, even if I count in everything which I might possibly have found out for myself—in time—but which Marx with his more rapid coup d'oeil (grasp) and wider vision discovered much more quickly."% He had lived in the shadow of Marx's footnotes all his life, and his traditional Germanic awe of the academic drudge colored his own self-evaluation right up until his death. His own admission of a manufactured false front of self-confidence reveals a great deal about his own sense of inferiority: "Here in Paris I have come to adopt a very insolent manner, for bluster is all in the day's work, and it works well with the female sex."47 The latter concern was always high on his list of priorities,

---


Moses Hess: The Forgotten Co-Founder

By writing this book, I became familiar with the major writings of the two intellectual founders of the most important secular religion of the modern world, Marx and Engels. By reading Sidney Hook’s From *Hegel to Marx*, I also stumbled onto the existence of the shadowy figure who converted Frederick Engels to communism in 1842, Moses Hess (1812 -1875). He was the son of a successful Jewish businessman. As an adolescent, he wanted to join his father in the family business, but his father insisted that the young man devote his life to the study of traditional Judaism’s holy books, the Babylonian Talmud, which young Moses hated. He fell into bad company, young Jews who were rebelling against their parents’ religion. Hess lost his faith in Judaism about a decade prior to Engels’s loss of faith in Christianity. By 1836, Hess was a communist, as reflected in his anonymously published book, *Holy History of Mankind*. Hess’s second book, *The European Triarchy* (1841), predicted that a fusion of French revolutionary socialist political theory, German revolutionary philosophy, and English social revolution would produce a new society.

Engels read the second book and was greatly influenced by it. He met with Hess in late 1842. Seven months later, Hess described this meeting with Engels: “We talked of questions of the day. Engels, who was revolutionary to the core when he met me, left as a passionate Communist.” Engels also met Marx briefly at this time, but the two did not get along. For one thing,

Marx was not yet a Marxist. Sidney Hook dates Marx's first appearance as a Marxist – an expositor of historical materialism – with The German Ideology (1845), an unpublished manuscript co-authored with Engels. Part of this manuscript actually appears in Hess's handwriting.

Marx had read essays by Engels in 1843, which the latter submitted to Marx as editor of two short-lived radical newspapers, and which Marx published. (The second, co-edited by Arnold Ruge and Marx, the Deutsch-Französische Jahrbücher, published in Paris, lasted only for one issue before being confiscated at the borders by the Prussian authorities in February 1844.) By 1844, Marx had also been converted to communism, though not the "scientific" Marxist version, which began to take shape only in 1845. It was in 1844 that the long collaboration between Marx and Engels began. Hess had been the catalyst.

In the widely read, notoriously pro-Marx biography by Franz Mehring, Hess's influence is downplayed; Mehring even goes so far as to write: "Both Marx and Engels co-operated with Hess on numerous occasions during the Brussels period, and at one time it appeared as though Hess had completely adopted their ideas. He makes it appear as though they were Hess's teachers, when in fact it had been the other way around, at least in the early stages (1842-44). This Marxist rewriting of history is understandable, since Marx and Engels concentrated their fire on Hess's ideas in the section on "True Socialism" in the Communist Manifesto (1848), despite the fact that Hess had adopted many of their views on political economy. This attack on a former friend and teacher was typical of Marx and Engels from

---

58. Ibid., p. 112.
59. Hook, From Hegel to Marx, p. 186. For details of Engels's attack on Hess at the October 23, 1847, meeting of the executive committee of Paris Communist League's District Authority, see Hamm, The Red '48ers, pp. 163-64.
the very beginning. His early associates had been warned. Raddatz writes: "One of the scenes of that Köln period, vividly pictured by ‘Heinzen, is both revealing and sinister. The chief editor [of the Rheinische Zeitung] and his colleagues often sat over a glass of wine in the evenings, and if the row of empty glasses was becoming noticeably long, Marx would look round the company with the angry flashing eye of the aristocrat. One of his friends would be taken aback by a finger suddenly pointed at him, accompanied by the words ‘I will destroy you.’"\(^{60}\) Hess was shortly to be repaid in full in traditional Marxist currency for his extravagant praise of Marx in 1841.\(^{61}\)

Hess has remained a forgotten historical figure. He was ridiculed by Marx as the “Communist rabbi.”\(^{62}\) He was later to become the spiritual founder of Zionism. That one man served as the intellectual father of both of these important ideological movements is remarkable; even more remarkable is the fact that his name seldom appears in textbooks on modern European history. This was equally true a century ago. When the founder of political Zionism Theodore Herzl wrote The Jewish State, he had never heard of Hess. Shown a copy of Hess’s 1862 book, Rome and Jerusalem, over thirty years after its publication, he said that if he had known of it earlier, he would not have written The Jewish State, since Hess’s book had so thoroughly prefigured his own writing.\(^{63}\)

---

60. Raddatz, *Karl Marx*, p. 35.

61. Hess had written: "Here is a phenomenon who has made an enormous impression on me although I work in the same field. In short prepare to meet the greatest, perhaps the only genuine philosopher now living who will soon have the eyes of all Germany upon him wherever he may appear in public, whether in print or on the rostrum. Dr. Marx, as my idol is called, is still quite a young man (aged about 24 at the most) and it is he who will give medieval religion and polities their coup de grace; he combines a biting wit with deeply serious philosophical thinking. Imagine Rousseau, Voltaire, Holbach, Lessing, Heine and Hegel combined into one person - and I say combined, not blended — and there you have Dr. Marx.” Cited by cited by Raddatz, *Karl Marx*, pp. 25-26; also cited by Robert Payne, *Marx* (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1968), p. 82; and by Avinen, *Moses Hess*, pp. 14-15.


The Posthumously Published Marx: Dead Ends

Marx was a Ph. D-holding academic in the classic Germanic mold, the archetypal Dr. Drudge. He kept in his files a lifetime of unpublished notebooks that are filled with some of the most turgid prose in history, and because Lenin’s Bolsheviks won in Russia in October of 1917, scholars feel compelled to plow through many published volumes of Marx’s posthumously edited notes, letters, and polemical tirades, in order to avoid being accused of not having done their homework. Worse, they sometimes argue as though these unpublished notes were actually more important in understanding “the true Marx” than his published works. (“A niche, a niche, my kingdom for an academic niche!”) A representative example of this academic preference for notebook-sniffing is the amount of attention paid to Marx’s 1857-58 notebooks, published in German only in 1933, and in English in 1973, the Grundrisse, which is appropriately subtitled Foundations of the Critique of Political Economy. Translator Martin Nicolaus’s assertion in his 59-page Foreword is typical: “The Grundrisse challenges and puts to the test every serious interpretation of Marx yet conceived.” In other words, “Hey, everybody, look what I found!”

It seldom seems to have occurred to these people that the reason the Grundrisse was not published in Marx’s lifetime is that Marx did not regard it as, worth publishing. Every college student knows that it would be unwise to submit his notes and first drafts along with his term paper, but scholars of Marxism who are desperately searching for an academic niche conveniently ignore the obvious. You can imagine an author’s outrage if he had his notes for his books stolen by a colleague who then published them along with an introductory essay that announced to the world: “These notebooks are really more representative of this man’s ideas than his published books are.” The thief would be hooted into silence, But once the victimized author is

dead, this literary strategy is considered academically manda-
tory. Gouldner states only the obvious when he writes, with
respect to The Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844 and the
Grundrisse: "For all manner of reasons, writers often blanch at the
prospect of the posthumous publication of their hitherto unpub-
lished manuscripts." Unfortunately, the obvious is sometimes
neglected by scholars who are in a hurry to gain a reputation.

One scholar who has not been taken in by the overestimation
of the importance of the Grundrisse is Sidney Hook. "The claim
has been made that most interpretations of Marx have been
rendered invalid by failure to consider the contents of the mass
of unpublished manuscripts that are now referred to as the
Grundrisse. . . . All sorts of exaggerated claims have been made
for it. It has been declared by David McLellan, Marx's most
recent biographer, as 'the most fundamental work that Marx
ever wrote.' . . . The simple truth of the matter is that the
Grundrisse was earmarked by Marx as rough notes to himself to
be used, modified, or developed for subsequent publication. They
should be taken as evidence of what Marx was trying to say, of
his wrestling with ideas in order to achieve clarification. What
he was trying to say emerged clearly in the introduction to the
Critique of Political Economy and in Volume I of Capital. These are
the books that Marx himself wanted to be judged by. To second
guess what Marx really meant is a gratuitous piece of presump-
tion." Hook refers to the Grundrisse as "these jumbled out-
lines."

Today, literary grave robbers are given tenure and hailed
as masters of the "really important" primary sources. It is not
just specialists in Marx who do this; virtually all modern literary
critics do it. Their arrogance is exceeded only by so-called

68. Ibid., p. 59.
69. Edmund Wilson offered an enlightened blast against such nonsense in The
Fruits of the MLA (New York New York Review Book, 1968). The MLA is the
higher critics of the Bible who claim that the books of the Bible were pieced together over centuries by a series of unnamed editors, i.e., that the books are in fact nothing but a clever (and not always clever) patchwork of notes. (This search for unpublished “crucial” drafts of manuscripts may at last end with manuscripts written after the 1980’s; first drafts of manuscripts will normally be written on ‘computer disks that are then repeatedly revised electronically, erasing all previous drafts.) I’m not certain about correspondence: computer disks survive, but they are easily lost, erased, or destroyed by heirs.

The best reason for spending a lot of time reviewing Marx’s notebooks and unpublished writings (other than his letters) is to discover ideas or lines of reasoning that later proved to be dead ends for his system, especially if there is evidence that he recognized them as dead ends. I include here even the now-famous Paris manuscripts, Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844, in which Marx began to consider fundamental religious and psychological themes that he later refused to pursue. Scholars would be wise to seek answers to this question: Why did Marx refuse to discuss in print (in contrast to the 1844 notebooks) the theme of human alienation, despite the fact that

Modern Language Association. Wilson, of course, had no academic position and no Ph.D, an academic degree which he said should have been abolished during World War I as a German atrocity: p. 20.


71. On the other hand, notes and drafts can be stored forever by the use of gigantic data storage systems such as the “write-only, read many” (WORM) optical disks. These may become common as their prices fall in the 1990’s. See science fiction novelist and computer whiz Jerry Pournelle’s column, “A User’s View,” Info World (March 7, 1988). Let us hope that commercially viable erasable optical disks will soon appear thereby destroying the market for non-erasable optical disks. Let us also hope that writers will systematically erase their preliminary drafts, in order to reduce the possibility of submitting the wrong disk to the typesetter. They should leave only their notes and final manuscript versions on permanent electronic file for posterity, future graduate students and assistant professors seeking tenure will be losers; everyone else will gain.
Marx's Religion of Revolution

many modern commentators on Marx are convinced that this was the fundamental continuing theme of his life's work? Why did he switch to political and economic themes after Engels's appearance in Paris in September of 1844? Engels wrote to Franz Mehring in 1892 concerning the results of Marx's early reading: "He knew absolutely nothing of economics; a phrase like 'form of industry' meant nothing to him." After 1844, all this changed; Marx switched to economics. Engels's influence was clearly the catalyst, but what were the reasons? We need to take seriously Hook's assessment of the alienation theme in Marx's writings: "The theory of alienation in the Paris Manuscripts presupposes an original and a fixed human nature which was abandoned soon afterwards in The Poverty of Philosophy (Anti-Proudhon) and is subjected to renewed, running criticism in the Grundrisse." We therefore need to ask ourselves, for example, how the theme of personal and psychological alienation of the 1844 manuscripts is related to the concept of the fetishism of commodities in Capital. We also need a serious biography of Marx that focuses exclusively on the years of his intellectual conversion, 1841-45.

A Mountain of Unpublished Molehills

Socialist economics also eventually proved to be no solution to Marx's intellectual problems. The fact that he refused to publish the second and third volumes of Capital and his Theories of Surplus Value is at least circumstantial evidence of the "dead end" character of his economic system, since he had plenty of

72. Engels to Mehring, 28 Sept. 1892; cited by Raddatz, Karl Marx, p. 50.
73. Especially his book, The Condition of the Working Class in England (1845); in Marx and Engels, Collected Works, 4 (New York International Publishers, 1975), pp. 295-583. The book's second paragraph begins: "The condition of the working-class is the real basis and point of departure of all social movements of the present because it is the highest and most unconcealed pinnacle of the social misery existing in our day. . . . A knowledge of proletarian conditions is absolutely necessary to be able to provide solid ground for socialist theories, on the one hand, and for judgments about their right to exist, on the other, and to put an end to all sentimental dreams and fancies pro and con." Ibid., p. 302.
money from Engels at this stage of his career; he could have afforded to get them published. If he was willing to publish his doctoral dissertation as a young man when he had very little money, why not his post-1867 *magna opus*? It was not what he wrote early in his career and did not bother to publish in uncompleted form that is most important, for he later submitted what he regarded as superior manuscripts to his publishers. (The one major exception is *The German Ideology* [1845], which he and Engels tried unsuccessfully to get published, and which was never put into final form.) 75 What he labored on for a decade, 1857-67, and then refused to publish is what is most significant. The dead ends of his system finally overwhelmed him. Marx’s economic analysis was visibly dead in 1867; Marx was smart enough to know that it was dead, so he wisely stopped writing economic analysis. The most accurate thing Marx ever wrote was his 1858 assessment of his notes for the manuscript that later became *Das Kapital*, notes which today are hailed as crucial in the development of Marx’s later thought, published as the *Grun- drisse*. Marx called this material *Scheisse*.76 He saw clearly after 1867 that there is little use spending your “golden years” writing even more *Scheisse*.

What few scholars have admitted in print is that Marx short-circuited after age 49. It is rarely mentioned that after the publication of what later became known as Volume 1 of *Capital*, Marx never had another full-length book published during his lifetime. Instead, he confined his intellectual activities to working frantically on a wide, unstructured range of unpublished projects, plus writing the usual refutations of his enemies. These tirades lacked both the venom and volume of the enormous pile of tirades published earlier in his career. It was as if he was going through the motions out of habit more than anything else, like an old dog who still chases an occasional car for a hundred feet


76. Marx to Engels, 2 April 1858; in Marx and Engels, *Correspondence*, 1846-1895, p. 105.
instead of three blocks down the street. A few barks, and then he trots back to his rug on the front porch. Except for citations from The Civil War in France (1871) and an occasional reference to the Critique of the Gotha Program (1875), you will hardly see anything written by Marx referred to in anyone’s book on Marx. Almost everything of significance to the Communist movement after 1867 was written by Engels. The Moscow-published, three-volume Selected Works of Marx and Engels has more Engels in it than Marx, and after The Civil War in France (the middle of Volume 2), almost all of the set is written by Engels.

Raddatz has summarized Marx’s later years quite well: “As it subsequently proved, however, for the last fifteen years of his life following publication of Volume I Marx hardly, if at all, worked on Capital. The information given by Engels in his prefaces to Volumes 2 and 3 was almost sensational: the manuscripts he found among Marx’s papers had clearly been written between 1864 and 1867, in other words before Volume I had been published. Moreover, Marx had not been prevented from completing his book by illness or debility. . . . Letters show that Marx actually ran away from this book, that he definitely looked for excuses. . . . He delved into such problems as the chemistry of nitrogen fertilizers, agriculture, physics, and mathematics. His book of excerpts of 1878 is full of tables and sketches, on atmospheric temperature for instance, or drawings of sea shells and fossils; whole pages are covered with chemical formulae; on page after page whole lines are carefully erased with a ruler. Methodical labor for no good purpose. This time-wasting in senseless and extreme precision was a method of evasion; even in the early days Engels had warned him: ‘As long as you have some book you think important lying in front of you unread, you will never get down to writing.’ And there were always sufficient books lying unread to satisfy the appetite of this gargantuan devourer of paper—studies on differential calculus, a Danish theory of the state, or Russian grammar. Marx immediately wrote a trea-

tise on differential calculus and various other mathematical manuscripts; he learned Danish; he learned Russian. Among his papers Engels, who knew only too well the defenses behind which Marx barricaded himself, found ‘over two cubic meters of books on Russian statistics alone.’ The word ‘excuse’ appears even in a letter from Marx himself to the Russian translator of Capital; in it he counts himself lucky that publication in Germany is prevented by anti-socialist legislation and that fortunately fresh material from Russia and the United States provides him with the ‘excuse he is looking for to continue with his research instead of finishing the book and publishing it.’ Raddatz then reveals that even this excuse was a lame one; the Prussian censors regarded Marx’s books as social-democratic or non-revolutionary communism (which boggles the imagination), and so there was no legal excuse for prohibiting their importation. What I argue is that this was not Marx’s mid-life crisis; this was his inconsistent-system crisis.

There is true irony here. In constructing his critique of capitalism, Marx explicitly adopted the classical economists’ erroneous intellectual legacy, the labor theory of value. The classical economists argued that the source of all economic value is human labor. We date the advent of modern economics with the “marginalist revolution” of the early 1870’s, when three economists – England’s William Stanley Jevons, the Switzerland-residing French economist Léon Walras, and Austria’s Carl Menger – abandoned the labor theory of value and adopted a subjective theory of value. One error that results from the labor theory of value is the idea that activity is a meaningful economic substitute for production. The obvious nature of the error should

78. Engels to Friedrich Adolph Serge, 29 June 1883.
79. Marx to Nicolai F. Danielson, 10 April 1879. All cited in Raddatz, Karl Marx, pp. 236-37.
80. Ibid., p. 237.
have warned economists that something was fundamentally wrong with the labor theory of value. Yet Marx lived out the labor theory of value during the final sixteen years of his life. He substituted frantic intellectual activity for meaningful intellectual production.

Raddatz has recognized the fragmented nature of Marx's legacy: "The fact that Marx's life's work remained fragmentary, therefore, cannot be laid at the door of external circumstances. Since, apart from his great polemics or works of criticism and shorter inflammatory writings, everything remained uncompleted, the question arises whether this was due to some fundamental tendency." Marx was endlessly rewriting pieces that were more than a month old. His son-in-law Paul Lafargue records that Marx could not bear to publish anything that was less than perfect. (What he needed, I can say with confidence, was the unbreakable schedule imposed by four newsletter essays per month, plus book publishing deadlines. What he needed was ownership of a profit-seeking publishing firm. These eliminate such perfectionist tendencies.) Yet he left behind a mountain of notebooks and jumbled papers. And out of this jumble many academic reputations have been constructed!

Except for The Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844 and selected parts of The German Ideology - the key transitional document in Marx's thinking - the items that remain most important from his file of unpublished manuscripts are the pieces that he wrote late in his career in order to repair his economic system's visible inconsistencies, and then failed to publish because his answers created more problems than they solved. As I mentioned in Marx's Religion two decades ago, the fact that he got to the end of Volume 3 of Capital without defining "class" is significant. He started to define that crucial term, but the manuscript ends two paragraphs later. The manuscript then sat on his shelves for well over a decade, gathering dust. Mises is correct: "Significantly the third volume breaks off after a few sentences

82. Raddatz, Karl Marx, p. 237.
83. Idem.
in the chapter headed ‘The Classes’. In treating the problem of class Marx got only as far as setting up a dogma without proof, and no further.\textsuperscript{84}

His biographer (or more accurately, his hagiographer) Franz Mehring recognized Marx’s life-long problem with getting anything written in final form, from his doctoral dissertation onward.\textsuperscript{85} “It was characteristic of Marx, and it remained so until the end of his days, that his insatiable urge to knowledge permitted him to master difficult problems quickly, whilst his merciless self-criticism prevented him from having done with them equally quickly.”\textsuperscript{86} Merciless self-criticism was never one of Marx’s visible personality traits, but his overwhelming desire to avoid making a mistake in print was increasingly a problem for Engels as Marx grew older. He could not get Marx to finish anything.

Arnold Ruge, one of Marx’s early radical associates, had lived at the same address in Paris during one of Marx’s numerous exiles.\textsuperscript{87} Ruge, who had recommended in 1842 that Marx be made co-editor of the short-lived Rheinische Zeitung, and who within two years became an early target of his invective, once described Marx as follows: “He is a strange character with a pronounced bent towards scholarship and authorship but totally incompetent as a journalist. He reads a great deal; he works at extraordinary pressure and has a talent for criticism which sometimes develops into presumptuous and discourteous dialectics; he never completes anything, is always breaking off and plunging back again into an endless welter of books.”\textsuperscript{88} It could be said of Marx that he was the perpetual sophomore, learning new material rapidly and superficially, but inevitably becoming bogged down with details of analysis when they proved to be inconvenient.


\textsuperscript{86} Mehring, Karl Marx, p. 2.5.

\textsuperscript{87} Raddatz, Karl Marx, p. 43.

\textsuperscript{88} Cited by Raddatz, ibid., p. 43.
ient with his presuppositions and initial hypotheses, as they invariably proved to be.

(Marx later got even with Ruge, as he did with all his former colleagues except Engels, who never stopped sending him money. He became a paid informant for the Austrian police, spying on his revolutionary associates. Ruge was one of them. He was paid about $25 for each bit of information he turned up. This is not one of the biographical details heralded in the dozens of conventional histories of Marx, although the story has been known since 1960.)

Perhaps it really was self-criticism that at last destroyed him. He had criticized everything mercilessly all his life. Perhaps he did criticize himself into partial intellectual paralysis after 1867. If so, this was a fitting end to a life of endless rebuttals, detailed nit-picking of others, and continual self-justification. What I suspect, however, was that he was too arrogant to admit publicly that the economic analysis found in Volume 1 of Capital was self-contradictory, and he was also too arrogant to admit publicly, by failing to publish Volume 1, that more than a decade of struggling with economics had been a major malinvestment of his life’s resources. He therefore allowed Volume 1 to be published, but then refused to finish the other explanatory manuscripts for publication, knowing full well that their appearance in print would only visibly compound his problem, as indeed they did.

Marx’s economic analysis was conceptually bankrupt from the beginning. Nothing that anyone has ever written has been able to resuscitate this dead corpse, which was publicly buried by Böhm-Bawerk on two occasions, in 1884 and again in

---

89. The German Newspaper Reichsnuf (Jan. 9, 1960) reported that Chancellor Raabe of Austria gave Nikita Khrushchev an original letter from Marx that had been found accidentally in the Austrian archives. The letter gave details on this unique financial arrangement. Premier Khrushchev was not amused. Wurinbrand, Marx and Satan, p. 33.

1896. Nevertheless, several of Marx’s most prominent ideas to a great extent have shaped the thinking of twentieth-century liberal humanists, e.g., atheism, dialectical materialism, economic determinism, the class struggle in history, the stage theory of economic and historical development, historicism, the revolutionary fusion of theory and practice, and most recently, alienation (especially alienation from one’s own bourgeois origins and present economic identification). It is Marx’s alienation theme that captivated the minds of humanist scholars in the late 1960’s and 1970’s — men who apparently saw themselves, in their taxpayer-funded, non-profit, tenured security, as neglected victims of capitalism who were suffering from alienation in an alienated world. It just had to be the “system’s” fault that they felt so alienated; otherwise, they were themselves at fault and in need of repentance and reform rather than the capitalist world. This is why the academic world “discovered” the notebooks of the “young Marx.”

The “Young Marx” and the “Mature Marx”

A young man’s book may be worth republishing, depending on what he has accomplished in the meantime. At the age of 26, the age I was when this book appeared, Karl Marx wrote a series of brief manuscripts in 1844 which have become widely known as The Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844. (Catchy title!) They were not published during his lifetime. If you were to read them with no prior information about who wrote them, you would understand why they were not published. If they had been written in the notebooks of someone named Herman Schmidt, they would never have been published at all. They were first published in a complete English-language edition in early 1964


when I was a student at Westminster Theological Seminary in Philadelphia. I had read extracts of several of these documents in 1961 in a college course in social philosophy taught by Peter Fuss.\textsuperscript{93}

These documents created a minor sensation in Marxist and non-Marxist academic circles. Everyone even remotely interested in academic Marxism in the late 1960's was talking about the 1844 manuscripts. Erich Fromm was not exaggerating when he wrote in his Foreword to Bottomore's 1964 edition of the Manuscripts “Marx has truly been rediscovered, and one does not go too far in saying that we are witnessing the beginning of a renaissance of Marxist thought.”\textsuperscript{94} With the centenary of the publication of \textit{Das Kapital} (1867) only three years away, Fromm's prophecy required little imagination. A mountain of new material on Marx appeared over the next three years.

The 1844 manuscripts launched what appears to be an interminable debate among scholars, Marxist and non-Marxist, about the degree to which these early manuscripts represented the basic world-and-life view of the “later Marx.” It was a debate that Fromm had warned against from the beginning. Fromm's prophecy was incredibly incorrect, however, when he announced that this renaissance in Marx studies “tends to cease cutting Marx into two parts: the ‘young Marx,’ still an idealist and concerned with such concepts as the essence of man, and the ‘mature Marx,’ mainly or exclusively interested in economics. . . .”\textsuperscript{95} This bifurcated Marx has remained in the writings of many scholars. My view on this question today is the same as it was in 1968: the young Marx and the mature Marx were the same old Marx, a man eaten up by his hatred of everything

\textsuperscript{93} Karl Marx: Selected Writings in Sociology and Social Philosophy, edited by Bottomore and Rubel.


\textsuperscript{95} Idem.

\textsuperscript{96} An exception is Robert C. Tucker, whose excellent book, Philosophy and Myth in Karl Marx (Cambridge University Press, 1961), relies heavily on the 1844
and everyone outside his own immediate household, Engels alone excepted. The details of his economic analysis were not that important, either to him or his non-academic followers. Marx's primary legacy is his religion of revolution, not his theory of surplus value.

Still, Oscar Hammen's observation is relevant: Engels was hostile to the Germanic "True Socialism" movement because of its overemphasis on Hegelian philosophy. Marx adopted Engels's emphasis on economic history. "In the light of the above, it is not surprising that Marx himself never completed the celebrated Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844. It contained too much talk of 'humanity,' 'realization' of humanity and similar things now regarded as synonymous with softness, confusion, sentimen-
tality, compassion and what not. From this point forward Marx and Engels used such concepts very sparingly — spaced where they would do the most good and the least harm."97 Marx's religious impulse never changed, but his categories surely did.

**Wasting Time**

This search for a "young-old" dichotomy in any author's philosophical presuppositions is usually a waste of valuable time, except for a graduate student who is looking for an angle to justify a doctoral dissertation. Ideologically oriented authors and world-changing figures usually have their worldviews formed by age 25 or 30 at the latest, and very few of them get into print earlier than this. The energy devoted to trying to demonstrate a major transformation in some intellectual's thinking after he has reached age 25 is almost as risky an investment as the energy it

would have taken to change his worldview after age 25. For example, the first edition of John Calvin’s *Institutes of the Christian Religion* was published in 1536 when Calvin was 27 years old. Try to imagine someone who would spend his academic career trying to prove that the perspective of the “young Calvin” was fundamentally different from that of the “mature Calvin” of 1559, when the final edition of the *Institutes* appeared. Yes, Calvin revised the book several times, but he did not alter its basic theology. This is not to say that some obscure professor seeking to carve out a brief and undistinguished niche in the historical guild will not attempt or has not attempted to write such a “young Calvin-old Calvin” thesis. I just cannot imagine a normal person’s paying any attention to such a hypothesis. There are better ways to spend your life, both as a writer and as a reader.

Very rarely, an historian may have reason to believe that a key event or key document transformed the thinking of some historical figure who became influential intellectually later in life – or in a case like Marx’s, became influential long after he was in his grave. (It was Lenin who made Marx’s reputation far more than Marx made Lenin’s.) Short of a conversion experience, such ideological transformations late in life are comparatively rare. Nothing like a conversion experience happened to Marx after 1845.

“Young North, Old *North*”

I hope such a scholarly debate never develops concerning the “young North” and the “later North.” By the age of 24, my basic world-and-life view was set in concrete, not putty. I cannot think of one major area of my outlook that has changed since 1966. I have obviously revised my views regarding certain details.98 Twenty years of continuous reading and writing eventually mod-

---

98. Depending on how important value theory is in economic thought, I did alter my views somewhat. I was a straight subjectivist, following Mises, until the mid-1970’s. Today, I hold to both subjective value theory and objective value theory. To be accurate, we must affirm the reality of both objective value and
ify a person’s thinking. The best example of such a change is my view of the biblical covenant; until Ray Sutton made his monumental breakthrough in late 1985, there had never been a clear exposition of the Bible’s five-point covenant model. It was not that any one of the five points was new to my thinking; it was that for the first time, an author had shown that these five points are inherent in the biblical covenant, and also in a specific order. Nevertheless, the language, theology, and categories of Marx’s Religion are not substantially different from what I would write today. This is another reason why I have decided not to revise it extensively.

This Book’s Style

The style of Marx’s Religion of Revolution does reflect the academic environment in which it was originally written. A wise graduate student does not write with the same sort of visible confidence that a financially independent author-publisher can safely adopt. I was granted my Ph.D four years after the book appeared. Today, I no longer worry about what a book editor will think, let alone what college professors will think. But back in 1968, I was at least to some degree under the self-imposed restraints of the petrified hand of academic discourse. In this one area, I can sympathize with Marx, who wrote anonymously in 1842 regarding his essays on Prussian censorship: “I am humorous, but the law bids me write seriously. I am auda-

subjective value, because God evaluates both objectively and subjectively. I have presented my position in The Dominion Covenant: Genesis (2nd ed.; Tyler, Texas: Institute for Christian Economics, 1987), ch. 4. I have also abandoned Mises’s commitment to pure apriorism; we need both economic theory and historical facts in our formulation of hypotheses, just as we need subjectivism and objectivism in value theory: North, “Economics From Reason to Intuition,” in Gary North (ed.), Foundations of Christian Scholarship: Essays in the Van Til Perspective (Vallecito, California Ross House Books, 1976), ch. 5.

99. The five points are transcendence, hierarchy, ethics, oath, and succession. Its acronym is THEOS.

100. See, for example, my Foreword to Ian Hedge’s Baptized Inflation: A Critique of “Christian” Keynesianism (Tyler, Texas: Institute for Christian Economics, 1986), which I regard as my classic polemical piece on Christian academia.
cious, but the law commands that my style be modest. *Grey, all grey*, is the sole, the *rightful colour* of *freedom*. Every drop of dew on which the sun shines glistens with an inexhaustible play of *colours*, but the spiritual sun, however many the persons and whatever the objects in which it *is* refracted, must produce only the *official colour*!101 Prussian censorship is still with us: the grey sludge style that is still required for the Ph.D dissertation — an invention of the Prussian state education system — as well as for academic discourse in general. Marx was partially hampered by this tradition early in his career, and so was I. But within a few years of having received our doctorates, we both escaped.

Nevertheless, in reviewing this manuscript for publication, I was impressed by the stylistic similarities it has to at least my more academically oriented books (e.g., *The Dominion Covenant: Genesis*). I was confident in 1966-68 that I knew what I was *talking* about when it came to Marx’s thought, and that confidence was reflected in the book’s style. I have not changed my mind since then. (If I had, it would have constituted one of those rare conversion experiences.) The only major change in my thinking regarding Marx is my present reduced opinion of his intellect. Today, I *would* not rate him as a profound thinker. He was at best a third-rate economist, and he was seldom at his best. His writing style reveals a grotesque combination of academic drudgery and infantile temper tantrums, in contrast to Engels, who wrote with verve.

In my earliest high school and undergraduate term papers, I used short paragraphs. In my graduate school papers, I tended to use long paragraphs. Once I escaped academia, my style reverted to a midway point. At the same time that I was *writing this* book, I was writing book reviews for my friend Joel Blain, who was the book review editor of the Riverside (California) Press-Enterprise, and that training forced me to shorten my paragraphs. (I strongly recommend book reviewing as the best way to begin a writing career – the grown-up’s version of the high

school book report.) In rereading Marx's Religion, I concluded that its long paragraphs needlessly bog down the reader. Thus, in some cases I have split longer paragraphs into two shorter ones.

I have occasionally added bold-faced subheads, especially in Chapter 3 on Marx's economics. I have also added italicized subheads that are flush with the left margin. I did not adopt the use of these flush-left italicized subheads until the early 1980's, I use them strictly for the reader's benefit. They breakup trance-inducing text, they announce what is coming next, and they are useful for the reader's reviewing purposes. In the 1940's and earlier, many academic books, especially textbooks, included very brief summaries of each paragraph or section; these summaries were printed in bold face and appeared as insets in the left hand margin of each page. This helpful practice fell out of favor for some reason, and modern readers are the losers. Subheads in my books replace these long-lost insets.

I have added new material inside brackets, so that readers can more easily distinguish the old from the new. These additions are confined mainly to the footnotes. Also, I have updated the footnotes to conform, whenever possible, to the multi-volume English-language Collected Works of Marx and Engels, which began to appear in 1975. (Twenty-eight volumes are now in print; another twenty-two are projected.) Also, in the original edition, I relied on the two-volume Selected Works published by the Soviet Union in 1962; in this edition I refer to the revised three-volume Soviet version of 1969. Finally, I have abandoned my earlier use of block quotations that are set apart from the book's narrative. I find that people do not read block quotations; they prefer to skip over them. Thus, in-recent years I have done what Robert Nisbet does: I insert them into the narrative and identify them by means of quotation marks. This makes the paragraphs longer, but at least the citations are more likely to be read.

**Billington's Fire in the Minds of Men**

What I sketched in this book concerning the close relation-
ship between secret societies, revolutionary practice, and Marx's thought has been proven accurate beyond a shadow of a doubt by James Billington, who is presently the director of the Library of Congress, and who was for many years a professional historian. His book is titled, Fire in the Minds of Men: Origins of the Revolutionary Faith (Basic Books, 1980).

He was a Rhodes Scholar as a graduate student, and received his doctorate from Oxford. He later taught at both Harvard and Princeton Universities. He served as Chairman of the Board of Foreign Scholarship, which directs the Fulbright scholarship program. He served for fourteen years as the Director of the prestigious Woodrow Wilson international Center for Scholars. In 1987, he was appointed to the office of Librarian of Congress. Predictably, he is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations. He is as Establishment a scholar as there can be. This is why his book is so shocking and so important, in much the same way as Carroll Quigley's Tragedy and Hope (Macmillan, 1966) was -shocking and important: as the work of an insider historian who blew the whistle, ever so politely, on the dark side of the powers that be and have been. But unlike Quigley, Billington provides us with the required footnotes - more footnotes in more languages than you can imagine, 140-plus pages of them. (His editor, Midge Decter, told me that right up until the day the page proofs were sent to the printer, he was adding footnotes. She finally had to call a halt to the process.)

I regard Fire in the Minds of Men as the finest piece of historical scholarship of my generation — revolutionary in its thesis regarding revolutionaries, sweeping in its overall performance, and monumental in terms of its grasp of the primary sources. That the book was financed in part by the Rockefeller Founda-
tion and the Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies104 demonstrates the providence of God in history: He still allows the Egyptians to be spoiled by the righteous every so often.

The book offers an arsenal of information that is damaging to the humanist intellectual Left, for it exposes Marxism's non-rational origins as no book had previously done. Billington traces the roots of both revolutionary Marxism and revolutionary National Socialism back to two major yet long-ignored strands of late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century European culture: Germanic occultism and the new profession of journalism. The book surveys the rise of the modern revolutionary faith from the era of the French Revolution to the Russian Revolution of 1917. It lacks only a companion volume documenting in detail the financial and political connections between the revolutionaries and the secret societies; the book is already nearly flawless in establishing the ideological connections. (I have never seen a more competent job of proofreading, either; the book contains virtually no typographical errors.)

Billington began researching this book at about the time that Marx's Religion of Revolution came into print. He describes the academic environment of that disruptive era on campus: "As a university-based historian during the early years of this study, my 'method' was to ignore professorial debates and to spend my time with old books and new students. The experience gave me an unanticipated sense of 'relevance.' I was repeatedly struck in the depths of libraries with precedent for almost everything that was daily being hailed as a novelty from the rooftops outside."105 While Billington was being struck by historical parallels, students were striking outside.

I will go so far as to say that it is impossible today to understand nineteenth-century Europe if you have not read Fire in the Minds of Men, or if you are not thoroughly familiar with the long-ignored primary sources that serve as the foundation of his book. You could safely skip any other single book written about

105. Ibid., p. 11.
the period and still remain confident that you probably understand it, but not if you skip this one. There is nothing else even remotely like it in terms of its breadth of scholarship and the revolutionary nature of its thesis. Someday, professional historians specializing in nineteenth-century Europe may begin to cite it, or even more astounding, may use it to structure their own studies of the era. Not in the near future, however, for the book overturns just about everything that conventional historians have written about the roots of Marxism and radicalism.

Professional historians got the story basically wrong for well over a century. Even a man with Billington’s academic credentials has not yet been able to penetrate the historical blackout, for if what he says is true, then the way the Western world really has run in the past is very different from the way that professional historians have said it that it ran. They will not readily admit this possibility, for it raises that embarrassing, crucial, and personally dangerous question: “Then is it run similarly today?” They prefer not to answer that one.

**After Marx's Religion of Revolution**

Two other books deserve comment. The first is Robert Payne's biography, *Marx* (1968). 107 It was not well received by the academic community, but it remains by far the best biography of Marx. 108 It was the first book in English that I am aware of to reveal that Marx fathered a child through his wife's lifetime maid, Helene (Lenchen) Demuth, and then got Engels to take the blame. Fred Demuth was rejected by his true father, whom he met only once, and he never knew who his father was. 109

---

108. Fritz Raddatz’s biography is excellent in integrating Marx’s ideas and life, but Payne’s reads much better, and I think it gives a better view of Marx as a person.
(That Communist Karl employed a household servant who had literally been given to his wife by his mother-in-law is more than a little ironic. Gouldner properly refers to this as a feudal gift.\textsuperscript{110})

Payne also shows that Engels’s subsidy to Marx in his later years made Marx a rich man, contrary to received academic opinion. (Payne’s book and Marx’s Religion were the first books to reveal this fact, as far as I am able to determine.) Payne did not endear himself to professional historians by making them appear by comparison to be lazy, since previous biographers had not done their homework regarding Marx’s illegitimate son or his income level. Payne also started out with two additional strikes against him: he was not a professionally certified historian, and he wrote so many excellent books. Financially successful amateur historians – that is, market-certified historians rather than taxpayer-supported or donor-supported historians – are too often resented by unpublished and unknown scholars who write the book reviews for non-profit and generally unread professional journals.

The second book is Francis Nigel Lee’s massive 1,177-page study of Marxism, Communist \textit{Eschatology} (Craig Press, 1974).\textsuperscript{111} It is by far the best study of Marxist philosophy ever published. It also contains an excellent 100-page chronological table of the history of the world, 130 pages of footnotes, and 88 pages of bibliography. Unfortunately, it lacks an index, which in a world of lazy and harried scholars is nothing short of catastrophic for any academic book’s influence. The book immediately sank without leaving a trace, much as mine did and Payne’s did. The fact that under-funded Craig Press had published it was partly responsible. The fact that the original manuscript had served as one of his two doctoral dissertations did not help, either. Doctoral dissertations tend to be the equivalent of chloroform in print. But the plain fact is, thousand-page conservative Christian books that deal with the history of ideas do not sell well these days, or

\textsuperscript{110}, Gouldner, The Two Marxism, p. 277.

\textsuperscript{111}, It has the lively subtitle, A Christian Philosophical Analysis of the Post-Capitalistic Views of Marx, Engels and Lenin.
back in the good old days, either. Nevertheless, anyone who writes (or who has already written) a book on Marxism who has not mastered (not just read) Lee’s book has not completed his homework. This means literally everyone who has gone into print since 1974. Yet the book is unknown in academic circles; it never appears in the footnotes or bibliographies.

**Why Marxism’s Success: Guns or Dogmas?**

Key questions regarding Marxism still divide the West’s academic community, which in turn divide the foreign policy establishments of the West. The main one is this: How did Marxism capture one-third of the world’s population?

Igor Shafarevich, the Soviet mathematician and critic of Marxism, made a very important observation in his classic book, *The Socialist Phenomenon* (1975). He said that peculiar little socialist groups debate for years about the details of their odd-ball social theories, and then, almost overnight, their ideas become widely believed, and societies are restructured in terms of them. “At the moment of their inception, socialist movements often strike one by their helplessness, their isolation from reality, their naively adventuristic character and their comic, ‘Golgolian’ features (as Berdyaev put it). One gets the impression that these hopeless failures haven’t a chance of success, and that in fact they do everything in their power to compromise the ideas they are proclaiming. However, they are merely biding their time. At some point, almost unexpectedly?, these ideas find a broad popular reception, and become the forces that determine the course of history, while the leaders of these movements come to rule the destiny of nations.”

We must never underrate the power of ideas.

The academic debate goes on: Ideas or organization, pamphlets or guns? Was Marx the creator of a new religion, or was Marxism’s success based on Lenin’s organizational skills? If Lenin’s strategic success in Russia made Marxism a world-
transforming force, why should we spend so much time examining Marx's ideas? Why not focus most of our attention on Lenin's strategy and tactics? Or is there something unique in Mare's worldview that captures the minds and souls of men, generation after generation, turning them into clones of Lenin who can translate Marx's religion of revolution into successful revolutionary action? Are Marxist revolutionaries essentially priests of the prophet Marx, bringing the sacrament of revolution to the oppressed? Or are they essentially gangsters—although accepted as peers by the U.S. State Department— who successfully combine Marxist-Leninist rhetoric and Leninist-Maoist tactical organization to produce revolutions in Third World countries? In short, is the heart of the appeal of Marxism its essentially messianic worldview? Liberal anti-Communist John P. Roche does not think so. In his excellent little book on Communist organizational principles, he writes:

Most analyses of Marxism-Leninism are philosophical exercises conducted in the intellectual stratosphere. This approach has a limited utility, but it is based on a deeply flawed premise: that Marxism-Leninism is a form of high theory, rather than an operational code for a new-style Mafia, far more interested in finding a rationale for seizing or wielding power than in liberating "prisoners of starvation" or the "wretched of the earth."

While conservative and liberal oracles often agree that we are engaged in "a war of ideas" with the Marxist-Leninists, the hard reality is that we confront a Moscow-supported apparat which utilizes AK-47s, T-72 tanks, and assorted ordnance, not copies of The Communist Manifesto, or Lenin's State and Revolution, in its evangelical missions. No South Vietnamese, Salvadorian, Israeli, or American soldier has ever been killed by stepping on a copy of Marx's Capital.

But the question still remains: If Marx had never written The Communist Manifesto and Capital, if Engels had never written

113. North, Conspiracy, ch. 5: "Convergence Justifying Surrender."

Socialism: Utopian and Scientific, and if Lenin had never written *State* and Revolution and his many other pre-Revolution tracts, newspapers, pamphlets, and books, would there be any Communist-laid land mines? The world has never for a single year been free of this or that petty dictator strutting across the pages of some people’s history, but why are we for the first time in man’s history facing the forced alignment of almost every society on earth into a pair of armed military camps — nations that will face the fallout, literally, of any full-scale nuclear war between these two major superpowers? Why has there been the enormous appeal of Communism compared to, say, the Mafia itself, or the Nazis, or any of a dozen other ideological conspiracies? The fact that criminal secret societies exist today and have existed from the dawn of history is not a recent discovery. The fact that an ideologically identifiable pair of criminal initiatory societies — the Communist parties of Red China and the Soviet Union — should now control the lives of a billion and a half people is” historically unprecedented. In short, why do we find so many dedicated men around the globe who carry AK-47’s, whether manufactured in the Soviet Union or Red China? (The answer to this question may help us to answer a closely related one: Will anti-Communist freedom fighters wind up the primary users of the AK-47’s?)

There is more involved in the success of Marxism-Leninism than organizational structure and mass-produced weapons. There is the appeal of something more than participation in an effective international terrorist organization or regional tyranny that motivates men to sacrifice everything they are and own for the sake of Marxism-Leninism. In the typically muddled prose of the professional sociologist, Henri Lefebvre writes concerning Marx’s philosophy: “The ‘truth of religion’ — what religion really is — is discovered in philosophy. This means that philosophy contributes a radical criticism of religion, that it lays bare the essence

---

115. “Pakistani Arms Dealers Hail God and the AK-47,” *New York Times* (March 8, 1988). The Soviet model sells for $1,400; the Soviet-licensed Red Chinese version for $1,150. (Gold is at $430/02.)
of religion, namely, the initial and fundamental alienation of the human creature, root of all alienation, and that it can demonstrate how this alienation came about. This particular truth was arrived at gradually, in the course of long and bitter struggles. Born of religion, philosophy grows up in ground [that] religion has prepared and battles hard against it, not always victoriously. Roche rejects this sociological line of reasoning, based as it is on the religious theme of human alienation. "Thus, recent efforts to turn Marx into a sociological critic of alienation — an exercise based on his Hegelian, Baudelaire phase in Paris — are fundamentally nonsense. The mature Marx was not a social worker: the man who could assert in Capital that 'individuals are dealt with only insofar as they are personifications of economic categories, embodiments of particular class relations and class interests' was hardly a caring person. Marx viewed alienation, that is, the resentment felt by an oppressed class, say, the proletariat under capitalism, as a necessary concomitant of progress. A happy proletarian was, for the post-Hegelian Marx, suffering from an acute case of 'false consciousness'; alienation became the badge of true class consciousness and rising revolutionary fervor, not a cause for tears and lamentations."  

Nevertheless, there remains a deeply religious impulse in Marx's post-Hegelian use of the theme of alienation. Remove the religious impulse of Marxism, and you have removed its heart. The beast would not survive that operation. Marx always wanted to overcome human alienation. After 1845, he described human alienation in terms of his theory of changes in the mode of production, but from the beginning of his communist phase, he had tied the origin of human alienation to the origin of private property, and therefore he had tied the overcoming of alienation to the abolition of private property. He wanted to live in a world in which the post-revolutionary communist mode of production had eradicated alienation. He never wavered in his faith that the only means of overcoming alienation is the communist revolu-

117. Roche, *History and Impact*, p. 9,
tion. What changed in Marx's thought between 1844 and 1867 was that he became convinced that scientific socialism's economic analysis could prove the inevitability of the cleansing revolution, since economic forces would inevitably produce this revolution. What never changed was Marx's faith in revolution. Marx's faith in the regenerating potential of violent revolution is the theme of Marx's Religion of Revolution.

Conclusion

I would like to write another book on Marxism some day. I would call it Communism: The Counterfeit Covenant. I would examine Marxist doctrines in terms of the five points of the biblical covenant: transcendence/presence, hierarchy/authority, ethics/law/dominion, oath/judgment, and succession/inheritance. Under the category of transcendence/presence, I would discuss the sovereign dialectical forces of world history, as revealed perfectly to the infallible Communist Party by means of Marxism-Leninism. Under hierarchy, I would discuss the Communist Party's structure and its declared position as the representative of the proletariat, which in turn represents humanity. Under ethics, I would discuss the Marxist concept of law, which is determined in each era by the evolutionary forces of historical progress (dialectical materialism). The Marxists call the study of these historical forces “the correlation of forces.” Under oath/judgment, I would discuss the Communist Revolution as Marxism's initial means of transforming human nature by transforming the social order, with permanent terrorism as Marxism's continuing means of human transformation. Under succession, I would discuss Communist eschatology, the inevitable triumph of the proletariat, and its effects in motivating Communists, especially in Third World countries and Western universities. But until this proposed book at last sees the light of day, readers will have to content themselves with this slightly revised edition of Marx's Religion of Revolution.

I leave the reader with a nagging question regarding lawful inheritance. If Engels's deeply pietistic father had disowned his revolutionary son, cutting off the financial inheritance, if Marx's
vaguely religious father had done the same with his son, and if Moses Hess’s businessman father had done the same with Hess, would today’s world would be a safer place to live in? Blood was thicker than water for those financially successful German patriarchs, and blood has flowed as never before in man’s history as a direct result of their sons’ religion of revolution.

One last observation: I have changed the subtitle of this edition of Marx’s Religion. In the first edition, I selected The Doctrine of Creative Destruction. That was accurate enough regarding Marx’s theories, but it led to confusion, since economist Joseph Schumpeter defended the free market in terms of its supposed benefit of providing creative destruction through entrepreneurship. I disagree with Schumpeter on this point — profit-seeking entrepreneurship as inherently destructive — but right or wrong, Schumpeter’s economic views should not be confused with Marx’s. Also, it was Bakunin who announced that “The passion for destruction is also a creative passion.” Admittedly, this phrase does summarize Marx’s thought, which is why anarchist Bakunin and Communist Marx could cooperate in the early 1840’s (Vorwärts) through the early 1860’s. Still, I thought it wise to substitute a new subtitle, one which more clearly reflects the thesis of this book.

---

120. Raddatz, Karl Marx, p. 58.
INTRODUCTION

(1967)

[Marxism] is a religion, but it’s a religion in which the promise is not in the next world but in this world. And then, when you look and see what radicals do and what the actual record is, you see that in the name of some future paradise, they create hell on earth.

David Horowitz (1986) 1

My interest in the Marxian system dates back to the time when I was a sophomore in high school. Since that time there has been a huge outpouring of scholarly books and articles dealing with Marx, especially the so-called “young Marx.” I was first introduced to some of this material by Professor Peter Fuss of the Department of Philosophy at the University of California, Riverside, during the course of an undergraduate seminar. Subsequently, I took up the whole subject again in a graduate seminar at Westminster Theological Seminary, Philadelphia, under the guidance of Dr. Robert Knudson. Upon my return to the Riverside campus for further graduate training, I was privileged to take a series of special studies under Donald Lowe of the Department of History, Robert A. Nisbet of the Department of Sociology, and Howard Sherman of the Department of Economics, none of whom is responsible in any way for my conclusions. Nevertheless, without their aid and criticisms, this study would not have been possible. I should also mention the constant

1. Quoted in Insight (Aug. 18, 1986), p. 63. Horowitz, the co-founder of the radical magazine of the late 1960’s, Ramparts, along with Peter Collier, later abandoned his Marxism. He and Collier became biographers of the rich and powerful: the Rockefeller family, the Ford family, and the Kennedy family.
encouragement I received from Professor Herbert Heaton, although he was careful to warn me about the morass of material which would face me in such an undertaking. He was so right.

Anyone who has ever looked at even a brief bibliography on Marx and Marxism is aware of the staggering amount of research which has been expended on the man and the movement. It is probably safe to say that in the Western world, the two figures of Marx and Jesus have received the most attention in this century. Why, then, have I decided to add another volume in this already vast ocean of monographs? There are a number of reasons. First, I hope that it will serve as an introduction to some of the major themes in Marx's writings, although many of them will be mentioned only briefly. Second, the book will provide a beginning for anyone who is interested in the flood of scholarly analyses that has appeared in the last century. A beginner normally would not know where to begin; perhaps this will help him. Third, it offers a new way of looking at Marx and his message: not as a secularized Old Testament prophet, but as a modern throwback to the chaos cults of the ancient world. The chief motivation behind the writing of this study, however, was my desire to subject Marx to an evaluation based upon the perspective of that contemporary Calvinist system known as "presuppositionalism." The major exponents of this viewpoint are Professor Cornelius Van Til or Westminster Theological Seminary in Philadelphia and Herman Dooyeweerd of the Free University of Amsterdam. So far as I know, no one writing in English [had] made this kind of analysis of Marx's thought [prior to the first edition of this study].

In no sense, it deserves to be pointed out, is this book a "debate" with Marx. Sidney Finkelstein, writing in the Marxist journal, Science and Society, explains why this must be the case:

---

2. For an introduction to Van Til's writings, see the two books by R. J. Rushdoony, By What Standard? (1958) and Van Til (1960). Also, see the chapter on "The Neo-Augustinianism of Herman Dooyeweerd," in David Hugh Freeman, Recent Studies in Philosophy and Theology (1962). All are published by the Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Co., Philadelphia. [Now located in Phillipsburg, New Jersey.]
“Philosophies that are incompatible cannot debate one another. There must be some common ground, some problem of life which both accept as crucial and to which the philosophies offer different answers. Otherwise instead of a debate there is simply the revelation of different premises or different concepts of the function of philosophy.”

Between Christianity and Marxism there can be no meaningful “dialogue.” Charles Hedge, the great 19th-century Calvinist theologian, put it this way: the last issue of history will be the conflict between “Atheism and its countless forms and Calvinism. The other systems will be crushed as the half-rotten ice between two great bergs.”

Neither the consistent Marxist nor the consistent Christian can hope for a reconciliation between the two systems; it is a question of total intellectual warfare. Members of both sides are convinced that their ultimate triumph is inevitable. The issue is basically a conflict in the realm of faith.

It is interesting to note that in recent years, certain humanists within the churches and outside of them have attempted to reconstruct Marx in their own image. This has been done in order to make Marx appear more palatable to the modern world. For the Christian, however, these efforts have accomplished precisely the reverse; they have exposed the demonic features of a humanism which can embrace something as grotesque as the Marxian system. The orthodox Christian is not convinced by Leopold Senghor, the President of the Republic of Senegal, when he asserts that “Churchmen themselves cannot deny Marx’s contributions and they accept his positive values.” Nor is there much to be thankful for when we read a statement such as the one made by Santiago Alvarez, a Spanish Marxist: “Thus, logic tells us that the way to test the two positions – the Marxist and


Marx’s Religion of Revolution

the Catholic – is to begin right now joint actions to reconstruct society and to advance, through successive stages, to the creation of a society where both ideologies will be put to the test. So why not make the experiment?6 There are many reasons why the experiment should not be made, and some of them are discussed at length in this study.

Marx, like the Devil, must be given his due. He created a vast, compelling intellectual structure, perhaps the greatest of the post-Hegelian attempts to bind together the contradictions of man’s self-proclaimed autonomous reason. The attempt failed, but we should be willing to acknowledge his efforts. No modern historian or social thinker can fully escape the influence of Marx’s intellect, as Raymond Aron has argued.7 In a sense, this book takes a stand against all those who think that all of Marx’s labors were silly. Some of his ideas were silly, and they deserve to be treated as such. For this reason I cannot agree with one critic of this study who wrote: “You should remove the quality of sarcasm from your writing when you write about a great historical figure like Marx.”* In the history of scholarship, there has been no more sarcastic, vitriolic writer than Karl Marx, and since he established the precedent, who am I to depart from it? But on

---


8. [Let it be known in 1988: the critic was Howard Sherman, a syndicalist who calls himself a Marxist.]
the whole, I have taken Marx seriously; he is a formidable opponent.

On the other hand, I have taken a stand against those who are unwilling to admit that such an imposing intellectual achievement could have been made by a madman. For Marx, following his humanistic presuppositions to their terrifying ultimate conclusion, did become a sort of lunatic - a man obsessed with the idea of blood, chaos, and revolution. As the Bible says, “The fool bath said in his heart, There is no God” (Ps. 14:1). That Marx said it eloquently makes him no less a fool. The collapse of the system was guaranteed by its starting point: “The criticism of religion ends with the doctrine that man is the supreme being for man.” But man is not God, and in this fact we find the beginning of the end of the Marxian structure.

---

Ancient man believed extensively that the universe developed out of chaos, and that chaos was accordingly the source of all creativity and power. Social regeneration required therefore the rebirth of chaos, and this the ancient festivals, of which Saturnalia is best known popularly, sought to provide ritually. During a stated period of time, the festival, all laws of order were deliberately subverted. Property and marriage, for example, were rendered null and void. Lucian of Samosata, a second-century pagan writer, gives us an account of Saturnalia. For Lucian, the golden age preceded order; it was a time when “all men were good and all men were gold,” when “slavery was not.” The purpose of Saturnalia was to restore briefly that golden age through chaos and to revive contemporary society in its quest for the new golden age. . . .

We should not be surprised, therefore, that Marxists and other worshipers of chaos are committed to revolution even when the peaceful take-over of a country is possible. Revolution must then be created by mass liquidations and the destruction of all established law and order, including economic order. The “economics” of socialism (and welfare states) do not make sense because they are not intended to make sense: they are a defiance of the universe of God in the name of chaos. They invoke chaos as the highway to the golden age. If they fail, the guilt is not their’s. They blame the failure on residual areas and pockets of religion, law, and order, of property and national loyalty. Their solution therefore is to increase the chaos. Since their universe is a universe of chaos, their golden age can only come through planned chaos. Hence, they deny the validity of the biblical God; they cannot accept a world of moral and economic law. Their golden age requires the triumph of man over religion, over morality, and over economics. The liberation of man requires the systematic violation and destruction of every law sphere.

R. J. Rushdoony*

*R. J. Rushdoony, The Religion of Revolution (Victoria, Texas: Trinity Episcopal Church, 1965), pp. [1, 4].
THE BIOGRAPHY OF A REVOLUTIONARY

For Marx was before all else a revolutionist. His real mission in life was to contribute, in one way or another, to the overthrow of capitalist society and of the state institution which it had brought into being, to contribute, to the liberation of the modern proletariat, which he was the first to make conscious of its own position and its needs, conscious of the conditions of its emancipation.

Frederick Engels (1883) ¹

Karl Heinrich Marx, the bourgeois son of a bourgeois father, was born in Trier, in what is now Rhineland Germany, on May 5, 1818. He was a Jew by birth, but in 1816 or 1817, his father joined the state's official Christian church,² and he saw to it that his children were baptized into his new faith in 1824.³ After a brief fling with a liberal, pietistic form of Christianity, young Karl became a dedicated humanist. He took his humanism to

¹. Frederick Engels, "Speech at the Graveside of Karl Marx," (1883), in Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Selected Works, 3 vols. (Moscow Progress Publishers, 1969), 3, p. 163. [I have dropped the use of the word “vol.” in the footnotes to Marx's various works. The Arabic numeral following the title of the book or the year of its publication is the volume number.]


revolutionary conclusions. Karl Marx, the grandson of rabbis, would become the rabbi of Europe's most important religious movement: revolutionary humanism.

Marx's early years were notable only in the fact they were so comfortable and so undistinguished. Like the career of his 20th-century disciple Lenin, Marx's pre-college days were marked by his competence and doggedness, but without any signs of originality of thought. He was a good student, especially in languages and line-by-line dissections of other people's philosophical systems. He was to retain both facilities throughout his life. In October of 1835, he entered Bonn University, during which time he occupied himself by drinking and dueling, both of which were fundamental pastimes in the education of any young German gentleman.* Because of pressures from his father, Marx enrolled the next year in the law school of the University of Berlin. The elder Marx hoped that his son would be subject to fewer distractions at Berlin, since it was known to be very rigorous academically. The German scholar Ludwig Feuerbach once remarked that "Other universities are positively Bacchanalian compared with this workhouse," in reference to the University, and Heinrich Marx could do no more than to send his son into such an institution. Fortunately, Marx was easily distracted in Berlin; this time, however, the distractions were primarily intellectual.

**The Young Hegelians**

Berlin was the center of a group of students and young professors known as the "Young Hegelians," radical followers of the philosopher G. W. F. Hegel (1770-1831). Marx became an intimate member of this "Professors' Club," and most of his

---


5. The quote from Feuerbach is found in Mehring, *Karl Marx*, p. 9.
time was spent in long philosophical and political discussions in the coffee houses and other meeting places of the little group. In spite of his glowing letters home to his father which were filled with details describing his supposed academic progress — the quantities of work which he claimed to have accomplished are positively staggering — he seemed to advance very slowly, if at all, toward his law degree. Even his associates in the group implored him to hurry on his doctoral dissertation. Finally, in 1841, he submitted his dissertation to another university, the University of Jena, and he was awarded his degree in philosophy (not in law) in the same year. [The dissertation was titled, "Difference Between the Democritean and Epicurean Philosophy of Nature," an appropriately narrow topic for a dissertation. It is even less interesting than its title indicates. The reader should note how far removed its subject matter was from anything Marx wrote subsequently. He later paid to have it printed as a book. The English-language version is 72 pages long. It has never played an important role in Marxism or anything else, but the final sentence of the foreword to the printed version is important, for it reveals Marx’s hatred of both God and authority: "Prometheus is the most eminent saint and martyr in the philosophical calendar." Immediately preceding this, he had quoted in Greek from Aeschylus’s Prometheus Bound: "Be sure of this, I would not change my state of evil fortune for your servitude. Better to be the servant of this rock than to be faithful boy to Father Zeus."7

In 1842, he began to labor at the only type of paying job he would ever hold, that of a journalist. He began to write for the Rheinische Zeitung, one of the liberal papers of the day. It was a small paper, but at least it offered the possibility of rapid ad-

6. An example of these letters is reproduced in Otto Rühle, Karl Marx: His Life and Work (New York: New Home Library, 1943), 15-24. Many of his biographers take these letters seriously, but his father remained somewhat skeptical. For a more reasonable account of what probably took place in these university days, see Leopold Schwartzschild, Karl Marx: The Red Prussian (New York: Universal Library, 1947), ch. 3. [This letter is reprinted in Marx and Engels, Collected Works, 1 (New York: International Publishers, 1975), pp. 10-21.]

7. Collected Works, 1, p. 31n.
vance for a young man who held a doctor’s degree. He began in April; by October, the young Marx was editor. Unfortunately, the young man displayed a trait which was to mark him throughout his career: an unwillingness to compromise in the face of overwhelming odds. In March of 1843, the Prussian government ordered it suppressed after April 1. Marx resigned as editor on March 17.

Interestingly enough, at this stage of his career, he was actually opposed to communism as an economic and philosophical system. But within a year he and another young German intellectual, Frederick Engels, were converted to a crude sort of communism. The catalyst in this metamorphosis was Moses Hess, the “communist rabbi,” as Marx often called him. Marx later went far beyond Hess in his devotion to the revolutionary cause, and he constructed a far more thorough critique of capitalist society, but the role played by Hess at this early stage of Marx’s development cannot be over-estimated.  

Another opportunity to enter into the world of journalism presented itself shortly thereafter. Marx took his young bride, Jenny von Westphalen, to Paris, where he and his old “Young Hegelian” associate, Arnold Ruge, set out to edit *Deutsch-Französischen Jahrbücher* [German-French Yearbooks]. The first edition was published in February of 1844; it was to be the last, as well. The two men quarreled, and the breach was never healed. Many of the copies were confiscated by the Prussian government when issues were sent into Prussia. In the Yearbooks two of Marx’s important early essays appeared: the “Introduction to a Critique of the Hegelian Philosophy of Law,” and his reply to

---

Bruno Bauer, "On the Jewish Question," so, from the historian's viewpoint, the endeavor was not totally useless. But given the era in which he lived, Marx was not really the best man to have as an editor, as the radicals in Prussia and France were beginning to learn. Nevertheless, he continued to write for another radical publication, *Vorwärts! [Forward!]*.  

In 1844, Marx and Engels began a long friendship which was to last as long as both were alive. Engels was the son of a wealthy German industrialist, and he himself did not break off relations with the business until late in his career. He was a man of expensive tastes who enjoyed an evening at the opera or the ballet. He was hardly the man one would expect to find as the collaborator of Karl Marx, the founder of Marxist revolutionary thought. Engels's own work, *The Condition of the Working Class in England in 1844*, was to have a profound effect on Marx; from 1845 on, Marx was to have far more respect for economic research and investigation than he had ever imagined possible in his early "philosophical" days.

**The Communist League**

The Prussian government put pressure on the French authorities to deport Marx, and in 1845 the little Marx family was exiled to Brussels. In order to avoid any similar experiences, he renounced his Prussian citizenship. For the next two years, Marx was able to devote his time to other affairs. He helped establish radical correspondence societies; he wrote; and he helped organize the League of the Just. The league changed its name in 1847 to the Communist League; 17 members belonged, none of whom was of proletarian background (it went out of existence in 1851, after the collapse of the revolutions of 1848-50). He and Engels collaborated in writing *The Holy Family* (1845) and *The German Ideology* (1845-46, and published only posthumously in the 1930's). Finally, in 1847, the two worked on their most famous publication, *The Communist Manifesto*, at the request of the Communist League. Engels at first submitted a revolutionary tract

modeled after the standard catechisms of the churches of the era, but Marx rejected the idea. The Communist League hoped that it would be ready to influence the masses in the coming revolution, which all the members expected to begin almost momentarily. The revolution came too soon, however; the tract did not appear until February of 1848, just as the uprisings were beginning. The next month saw Marx's expulsion from Belgium.

Marx and his family arrived in London, and he was not to depart from the British Isles for any extended length of time for as long as he lived. It was in London that he did his research for *Das Kapital*, laboring for long hours in the British Museum each day. He held his only job in Britain as a correspondent and analyst for Dana's New *York Daily* Tribune. It was in England that he and Engels organized, in 1864, the International Working Men's Association (the First international). After his publication of *The Civil War in France* (1871), in which he defended the Paris Commune of 1871, he became known as England's "Red Doctor," yet he never manned a barricade or fired a rifle at government troops; stodgy England never was able to muster up a revolution for him.

For all of his vitriolic attacks on bourgeois institutions and bourgeois morality, Marx was the antithesis of his ideal revolutionary, at least in his private life. He remained legally married to the same woman all his life, and the two were devoted to each other. [This, despite the fact that Marx in 1851 fathered an illegitimate son by his wife's lifetime maid, Helene Demuth. 10] Though he was hardly a competent breadwinner, he apparently was successful as a father, at least in the eyes of his children. * 1 Yet of the three daughters who survived death in childhood, two (including Eleanor) committed suicide. But perhaps most important of all was the fact that Karl Marx, the radical's most

---

10. [The youth’s name was Fred Demuth. Robert Payne, *Marx* (New York Simon & Schuster, 1968), pp. 532-45. His name was pronounced “DEEmoth,” p. 537.]

brilliant economist, was in poverty and continual debt throughout his life. 12

[The following section on Marx's upper middle-class income and his squandering of it was, as far as I am aware, the first analysis ever published that referred to statistics regarding income levels of Marx's day. In the same year that this book first appeared, 1968, Robert Payne's biography of Marx also revealed this fact. It also discussed in greater detail Marx's purchase of a nice home and other luxuries. 13 I expanded my discussion of this story in a 1971 essay, 14 which is reprinted as Appendix C. Even today, very few students know about this side of Marx's life. The historians have simply not done their homework or are predisposed to remain silent about their findings for ideological reasons.]

Marx's hostility to bankers and capitalists in general, and Jewish moneylenders in particular, may have stemmed in part from his own inability to make ends meet. In 1866, only two years after his £1 150+ windfall, he was searching for a loan at 5 percent; he was then paying out 20-30 percent. 15 His illnesses were expensive, and his attempt to keep his three daughters in bourgeois luxury also drained his finances, but this kind of debt is remarkable. As he wrote to Dr. Kugelmann in 1866, "I am faced with a financial crisis in the immediate future, a thing which, apart from the direct effects on me and my family, would also be disastrous for me politically, particularly here in London, where one must 'keep up appearances.'" 16 London's revolutionary circles were apparently afflicted with a severe dose of "bourgeois affectations," and Marx was no exception. It is ironic that

16. Ibid.
the things which kept him afloat financially were the pawnbrokers and his successful capitalist friend, Engels. The role Engels played was freely admitted by Marx: “He is my most intimate friend. I have 289 secrets from him. Had it not been from him I should long ago have been compelled to take up ‘business.’”7 The thought of Marx taking up business is amusing, given his financial acumen. It is too bad that Marx lived in the 19th century; today he would be supported in a far higher style by any number of private or quasi-private foundations which make it a policy to finance prospective revolutionary writers.

**Endless Excommunications**

Another feature of Marx’s personality was his inability to co-operate with his fellow revolutionaries. Throughout his career, he found himself bickering with former associates and present workers who were, in Marx’s mind, rivals. With Engels alone he remained on friendly terms, and Engels was careful always to give Marx the two things which he required: unfailing subservience and money. Otto Ruble, by no means an unfavorable biographer, has not exaggerated when he writes that “Marx was one of those persons who are overpowered by a perpetual urge towards the highest, the purest, the most ideal. It was not merely his ambition to be the most famous among those who have studied socialist literature, and the most learned of all the critics of economic science; he also wanted to be the most efficient revolutionist, and pre-eminent among the advocates of revolution. He wanted to expound the purest theory, to establish the most complete system of communism. As a preliminary to the demonstration of this superiority, he must prove that the socialist theories of all his predecessors were worthless, false, contemptible, or ludicrous. He had to show that the socialism of the utopists was a crazy-quilt of outworn and questionable ideas. That Proudhon was a suspect intruder into the realm of socialist thought. That Lassalle, Bakunin, and [Johann] Schweitzer were tainted with bourgeois ideology, and had prob-

ably sold themselves to the enemy. He, Marx alone, was in possession of the true doctrine. His was the crystal-clear knowledge; his was the philosopher's stone; his the immaculate conception of socialism; his the divine truth. With contemptuous wrath, with bitter mockery and profound hostility, he rejected all other opinions, fought against all other convictions, than his own, persecuted all ideas that had not originated in his own brain. For him, there was no wisdom except his own, no socialism other than the socialism he proclaimed, no true gospel outside the limits of his own doctrine. His work was the essence of intellectual purity and scientific integrity. His system was Allah, and he was its prophet.”

Marx's unwillingness to tolerate anything which he regarded as insubordination was the cause of numerous splits within the ranks of the proletarian revolutionary movement in Europe, some of which were avoidable. Even Franz Mehring, the author of the semi-official biography of Marx, has to admit that during the dispute with Lassalle, the founder of the Marxist German Social Democratic Party, Marx was excessively bitter, “In his letters to Engels Marx condemns Lassalle's activities with a severity which occasionally develops into bitter injustice.” Marx's references to him as “a little kike” or as a “Jewish nigger” are certainly not in the best spirit of his own self-proclaimed neutrality.

Marx's Anti-Semitism

This brings up the whole question of Marx's supposed anti-Semitism. The question is extremely difficult to deal with, if for no other reason than the fact that it involves a post-mortem psycho-analysis, a questionable academic endeavor at best. How can we know what he thought in an area where his writings are so ambiguous? Those who claim that he was an anti-Semite

---

20. For a list of these vitriolic references, see Schwartzschild, Karl Marx: The Red Prussian, p. 251.
invariably point to the letters that he wrote to Engels which contained nasty statements about Lassalle. Why would he use the word “Jew” as the ultimate form of contempt? In his essay published in 1844, “On the Jewish Question,” what was he attacking, his critics ask, if not the Jewish faith and culture? The answer, at least in part, is that he was attacking bourgeois life in general, using the famous stereotype of the European Jewish financier as his representative type of the bourgeois man. He saw the Jewish community as an infected, diseased culture—totally bourgeois, and always seeking after money. But the critic’s question still remains: why did he single out the Jews?21

Sidney Hook has tried to defend Marx on this point: “Although Marx was free of anti-Semitic prejudice, he unfortunately was not over-sensitive to using the term ‘Jew,’ often with unsavory adjectives, as an epithet of abuse.”2 But the fact remains that “Jew” was the word which Marx chose. Otto Ruble has provided as reasonable an answer as one could hope for. Marx, he argues, was acutely aware of the social stigma attached to his own Jewish background. “No one could ever forget that Marx had been born a Jew, for not only was his facial type markedly Hebraic, but his whole aspect shouted a Semitic origin. Baptized


22. Hook, From Hegel to Marx, p. 278n. [Hook’s defense is of a mild sort; he challenged L. Rudas for defending Marx’s practice in using the word “Jew.” But what is Hook’s rationale for saying that Marx was free of anti-Semite prejudice?]
or unbaptized, Marx remained a Jew, recognizable as such at the first glance, and burdened therefore with all the odium attaching to his race. One may presume that from early childhood he had been on the defensive, earnestly endeavoring, by means of intelligence and industry, to compensate for the disadvantages of birth.” In other words, Ruble speculates, Marx probably suffered from some kind of inferiority complex, and his anti-Semitic references were a form of self-defense: “The reader cannot escape the feeling that he is ostentatiously showing his opposition to Judaism, is demonstratively severing himself from his own race, and by emphasizing his anti-capitalist tendencies is declaring himself before all the world not to be a Jew.”

[1 have removed the final two paragraphs from the original edition’s first chapter. They reported a supposed interview between S. M. Riis and Helene (Lenchen) Demuth. Riis said that the interview had taken place in 1903. This is impossible. Payne’s biography provides the date of Demuth’s death: 1890. 1 had not known that she was dead by 1903. I should have verified my source, since I was somewhat skeptical of it, as I indicated at the time. Payne’s book and mine appeared at about the same time, and no other biographer of Marx had devoted more than a sentence or two to Helene Demuth. I do not know who it was that Riis talked to in 1903, or whether the conversation ever took place, but it was not with Helene Demuth.]

23. Rühle, Karl Marx, p. 377. A brief, but similar, analysis is found in Berlin, Karl Marx, p. 269.
25. Payne, Marx, p. 518,
THE COSMOLOGY OF CHAOS

Both for the production on a mass scale of this communist consciousness, and for the success of the cause itself, the alteration of men on a mass scale is necessary, an alteration which can only take place in a practical movement, a revolution; this revolution is necessary, therefore, not only because the ruling class cannot be overthrown in any other way, but also because the class overthrowing it can only in a revolution succeed in ridding itself of all the muck of ages and become fitted to found society anew.

Marx and Engels (1845-46)

It is always a difficult task to deal with an individual like Karl Marx, for a number of reasons. Not the least of these problems is the fact that Marx was a synthesis figure: he was the inheritor of the revolutionary Jacobin tradition of the French Revolution; he was of major importance in his development of some of the ideas of classical political economy; he was one of the founders of economic history, sociology, and social science in general; and he was the most famous of the radical left-wing followers of Hegel. Above all, he was the co-founder (along with Frederick Engels) of "scientific socialism" or Communism, a

system of thought which undergirds, in theory at least, the civil
governments that exercise rule over one-third of the world's
population.

**Dialectics: Logic and History**

In analyzing the Marxian system, it is necessary to look at
the background of the philosophical problems that were of great-
est concern to him. The central problem which has confronted
social philosophers throughout history is the question of law and
its relationship to changing conditions in man's universe. For
countless centuries, men have attempted to locate permanent
standards that can be shown to be both eternal and universally
applicable to all human societies. If these laws can once be
discovered and codified, they can be relied upon to regulate
human society in an orderly and proper manner. The assump-
tion lying behind this search is that mankind is essentially a
unified' species being, and that the basic human problems and
solutions remain the same throughout history and across geo-
ographical boundaries. On the other hand, philosophers have also
realized that the universe is in constant flux, and human activi-
ties do change as men cross over time or national and cultural
boundaries. It has proven an impossible task to discover static,
universal laws that are relevant for all times and places; theologi-
ans have proclaimed such standards, of course, but philosophers
have not been able to locate them through the use of "neutral"
reason.

Cornelius Van Til, the Calvinist philosopher-theologian, has
summarized this dilemma very well: "On the assumptions of the
natural man logic is a timeless impersonal principle, and facts
are controlled by chance. It is by means of universal timeless
principles of logic that the natural man must, on his assump-
tions, seek to make intelligible assertions about the world of
reality or chance. But this cannot be done without falling into
self-contradiction. About chance no manner of assertion can be
made. In its very idea it is the irrational. And how are rational
assertions to be made about the irrational? If they are to be
made then it must be because the irrational is itself wholly
reduced to the rational. That is to say if the natural man is to make any intelligible assertions about the world of 'reality' or 'fact' which, according to him is what it is for no rational reason at all, then he must make the virtual claim of rationalizing the irrational. To be able to distinguish one fact from another fact he must "reduce all time existence, all factuality to immovable timeless being. But when he has done so he has killed all individuality and factuality as conceived of on his basis. Thus the natural man must on the one hand assert that all reality is non-structural in nature and on the other hand that all reality is structural in nature. He must even assert on the one hand that all reality is non-structurable in nature and on the other hand that he himself has virtually structured all of it. Thus all his predication is in the nature of the case self-contradictory."^2

**Dialectics (Dualism) in Humanist Philosophy**

In Greek philosophy, the dualism between law and "brute factuality" appeared as the "form-matter" controversy (or the "appearance-reality" dualism). Externally existing forms (Ideas) were the basic reality in nature, and these metaphysical forms were to be used as the standards by which order could be imposed upon a recalcitrant fluctuating matter. These metaphysically existing forms were the philosophical corollaries of raw matter which was in total flux; absolutely static laws were to regulate a fluctuating matter which was ruled completely by chance.

During the Middle Ages, the dilemma shifted somewhat; the dualism was seen as a conflict between nature and grace. Thomists and later scholastics (including post-Reformation Protestants) divided the reasoning faculty of man into two compartments: natural reason was said to be sufficient for an understanding of natural events, while revelation was needed for a soul-saving understanding of spiritual and supernatural phenomena. Greek philosophical categories were still the foun-

---

dation of human reasoning in the "natural" sphere (and in practice, the "spiritual" or "grace" side as well was influenced by Greek thought).

Finally, the modern dualism appeared, ushered in by the Renaissance: the "nature-freedom" division. Man finds himself, in a universe which is bounded on the one side by total mystery; nature stands as an irrational force which opposes man, and it subdues man to the control of chance. The laws of nature are unknown, and therefore man faces what appears to be a wholly contingent environment. Yet in discovering the laws of nature, man not only reduces the operation of chance in nature, he simultaneously reduces the possibility of his own free action. Man is also a part of nature in the schema of modern philosophy; hence, by restricting the free (i.e., irrational) operations of nature, he must also give up his own freedom. If man is truly "one with nature" then the laws of nature and the laws of society are both a source of power for him and a threat to his freedom. The power which is granted to man by his knowledge of impersonal law simultaneously reduces man to a machine, a thing in bondage; freedom from bondage in this perspective therefore involves a retreat from law into lawless irrationality. In contrast to the Christian idea that man is free only when he is under divinely inspired and revealed law, the view of modern philosophy is that man can only be free when he is not operating under law. But of course, without law there can be no power, no prediction, and no science.

Kant's contribution was in separating the realms of nature and freedom. As Herman Dooyeweerd writes: "The nature motives were depreciated. The mathematical and mechanistic science-ideal was restricted to an empirical world of sensory phenomena

3. For a survey of the whole issue of law and freedom in secular philosophy, see Herman Dooyeweerd, In the Twilight of Western Thought (Philadelphia: Presbyterian and Reformed, 1960). E. I., Hebben Taylor has provided a thorough treatment of this issue in his important study, The Christian Philosophy of Law, Politics and the State (Nutley, New Jersey: Craig Press, 1966), chs. 1-7. R. J. Rushdoony, The One and the Many (Nutley, New Jersey: Craig Press, 1971). [In the first edition, I referred to this study as forthcoming.]
Marx's Religion of Revolution

ordered by transcendental logical categories of the human understanding. The autonomous freedom of man does not belong to the sensory realm of nature but to the suprasensory realm of ethics, which is not ruled by natural laws, but by norms. As in Rousseau, the religious primacy was ascribed to the freedom-motive. But the central seat of human freedom was now sought in the moral aspect of the human will.4 The basic dualism, however, was not resolved. A link had to be found to reunite the realm of personal ethical norms with the world of empirical reality.

**Historicism**

After Kant's critical dualism, we see a new attempt to overcome the separation of the two realms. It was thought that they might be resolved together in the historical sphere, and it is here that we can see the rise of a new movement, **historicism**. History itself supposedly carries with it its own laws of development, its own principles of interpretation; as historical circumstances change, the laws of history are altered, but in an orderly fashion. Thus man's freedom is reasserted; he is no longer bound by eternal, fixed laws which bind him into some freed pattern. Social science, in short, can escape the problem of necessity by redefining itself as an historical science.5

Yet even in this perspective of **historicism**, man cannot claim to have regained his freedom, for within any period of time or in any geographical setting, the laws of nature and the laws of society still control him. Within any instant of time, the laws are still total in their control. The fact that they are changing need not reduce their total character; just because the laws may be relative between two instants of time does not reduce their absolute authority within each instant. **Historicism** does not offer an escape for man; it only subjects him to a radical relativism. All

---


his standards are constantly changing through time; his reference points are always shifting. Man still faces the chaos of flux on the one hand and the despotic claims of absolute law on the other. Both claims are made on him simultaneously; they are philosophical corollaries of each other.

These philosophical questions are important, in spite of the fact that they appear to be quite nebulous. The discussions concerning the so-called "New Morality" revolve around this basic question of the permanence of ethical standards. The current [1968] "hippie" movement is vitally concerned with the whole problem of social norms, contemporary legal codes, and the effects which science has on the freedom of man. In 1967, the leader of an underground hippie secret society in San Francisco, the Psychedelic Rangers, granted an interview to a Newsweek reporter. The motto of the Rangers, he said, is this: "The psychedelic baby eats the cybernetic monster." By this, he explained, the group means that the modern LSD-drug culture will sweep over the technological civilization of the West. The crushing burden of bureaucratized, computerized life will be liberated by men and women seeking escape through the use of drugs, much as the citizen of Huxley's Brave New World used "soma." This hippie expects to have both internal freedom and the wealth provided by mass production: "That doesn't mean back to savagery. It doesn't mean we're going to tear down all the computer systems. It's only a question of the mind being tuned enough, so that it's involved in making things better. And this will result in a civilization that is super-beautiful. We're out to build an electric Tibet."6 The best of all possible worlds: the mass production of the West and the mystical retreat of the East. Kant's dream is going to be fulfilled in a psychedelic America: there will be a unification of the realm of internal freedom and the cybernetic realm of science.

Hegel

In the 19th century, the resolution of Kant's dualism was

last attempted on a grand scale by the Prussian-employed Swabian philosopher G. W. F. Hegel. He created one of the most complex and total philosophical systems ever constructed.7 In the same period, the science-ideal was reasserted by the new group known as the positivists, especially St. Simon and Comte. Herbert Marcuse has summarized the viewpoint of the positivist movement: "The idealistic idea of reason, we recall, had been intrinsically connected with the idea of freedom and had opposed any notion of a natural necessity ruling over society. Positive philosophy tended instead to equate the study of society with the study of nature, so that natural science, particularly biology, became the archetype of social theory. Social study was to be a science seeking social laws, the validity of which was to be analogous to that of physical laws. Social practice, especially in the matter of changing the social system, was herewith throttled by the inexorable. Society was viewed as governed by rational laws that moved with a natural necessity. This position directly contradicted the view held by the dialectical social theory, that society is irrational precisely in that it is governed by natural laws. . . . The positivist repudiation of metaphysics was thus coupled with a repudiation of man's claim to alter and reorganize his social institutions in accordance with his rational will."8 It is in Marx's work that we find the next great attempt to unify the various strands of thought, and it is this attempted synthesis that establishes Marx as a major figure in 19th-century intellectual history.

Before looking at Marx's system, however, it is necessary to consider briefly Hegel's contribution. He tried to unify the Kantian dualism of human freedom and mechanistic science into an overall philosophy of history. Flux was inserted into the law sphere, while historical factuality became infused with philo-

sophical necessity. History, in Hegel’s scheme, is dynamic, non-cyclical, linear; all historical facts are therefore unique. History is developing to a point at which there will be an ultimate reconciliation of the many with the unity of the one. Unity and diversity will be transcended, and subjective knowledge and objective knowledge will become one supreme form of knowledge. Unfortunately, this will not happen in time, since the historical process is eternal.9

The final resolution of this dualism serves as a backdrop—a limiting concept—for Hegel’s view of history. History, in short, is the self-conscious development of the Spirit, and man is only a means in that development. Man is driven by “the cunning of history.” True freedom for man therefore consists “in submitting to the inner necessities which are gradually working themselves out in social institutions and not in attempting to force matters by revolutionary action.”10

The incredible subtleties of Hegel’s triadic scheme of historical and logical development have baffled the best of philosophic minds. Some have gone so far as to deny that any “thesis-antithesis-synthesis” formula exists in Hegel’s system.11 Others, taking a more moderate approach, admit that the triadic form of reasoning was present in the system, but that no simple generalization can be made about the way in which Hegel used it.12 In any case, it is probably safe to say that Hegel saw the process of history as the reunification of the Spirit from its alienated condition; it is a dialectical process whereby historical-logical contradictions are overcome by discontinuous “leaps” or syntheses. Louis J. Halle has put it this way: “History, for Hegel, is the dialectical process by which God overcomes his alienation. Replace ‘God’ with ‘Man’ and this is what history is for Marx

as well."\textsuperscript{13}

The basic conservatism of both positivism and Hegel's thought should be obvious. If history is inexorable, then what is the role of men's decision-making? In this sense, Comte and Hegel are united, as Hayek has argued: "Their historical determinism — by which is meant, not merely that historical events are somehow determined, but that we are able to recognize why they were bound to take a particular course — necessarily implies a thorough fatalism: man cannot change the course of history. . . . There is no room for freedom in such a system: for Comte freedom is 'the rational submission to the domination of natural laws,' that is, of course, his natural laws of inevitable development; for Hegel it is the recognition of necessity." \textsuperscript{4}

In both cases, men are determined by impersonal forces. Comte sees men controlled by impersonal laws; Hegel sees men controlled by an impersonal, alienated Spirit. Both are opposed to the traditional Augustinian perspective of a world controlled by a personal God in whose image man is made. Inherent in both Hegelianism and positivism, however, is a basic possibility of radicalism. If laws can be known by men, then perhaps men can use their knowledge to reorder the world. If the universe does not belong to a personal God who orders it according to his plan and who will bring all things to pass, then man must try to gain control if he is to keep from perishing. The radical side of Hegelian determinism was to become manifest in the 1840's.

**Hegelianism's Dialectic: Left and Right**

Two schools emerged after Hegel's death in the 1830's. One side emphasized the conservative elements of Hegel's system. Taking as their starting point Hegel's dictum that "whatever is real is rational," they argued that the Prussian state was the high point of history at that time (as Hegel himself had argued), and

\textsuperscript{13} Louis J. Halle, "Marx's Religious Drama," *Encounter*, XXV (Oct., 1965), p. 30. This is a very useful introduction to Marx's early thought.

that a revolution would be philosophically unjustified. In contrast to this group, were those known as the "left Hegelians"—Bruno Bauer, D. F. Strauss, Arnold Ruge, Ludwig Feuerbach, and Marx—who put stress on the revolutionary implications of the second half of Hegel’s statement, "whatever is rational is real." They argued that the irrational, petty, inefficient, and coercive nature of the Prussian state disqualified it as being rational, and therefore its reality was ephemeral. Prussian rule must be criticized unmercifully, and ultimately, Marx concluded, it should be overthrown in favor of a new and rational social environment.

D. F. Strauss launched the intellectual "revolt" with the publication, in 1835, of his Life of Jesus. In it he criticized the New Testament documents from the standpoint of a rationalistic historical analysis. The tools of "higher criticism," he argued, demonstrated that the Gospels were filled with many myths which could not be connected with definite historical events. These myths were important as symbols of certain religious truths, but they were not to be considered as history. Strauss did not reject Christianity as a religion, or so he claimed; he "only" asserted that the historic teachings of the faith in regard to the Bible's infallibility were not legitimate in the light of historical investigation.5

An Escalation of Radicalism

Bruno Bauer was not willing to let the matter rest at this point. He argued that the Bible was totally false, and that it would be foolish for a thinking man to take it seriously. Religion, in Bauer’s view, was nothing more than superstition; it should be replaced by rational thought. Strauss was trying to liberalize Christianity, and not to destroy it (or so Strauss claimed); Bauer was setting forth atheism. As Hook describes the situation, "Strauss' attack cost him at most an academic post. Bauer’s works were matters for the police."16

15. For details concerning Strauss and the other Young Hegelians, see Sidney Hook’s From Hegel to Marx.
16. Ibid., p. 93.
Nevertheless, Bauer did not go far enough to satisfy the young radicals of Germany. Feuerbach took Bauer's basic position on the nature of religion and converted it into materialism. He concluded that religion is merely the product of the social needs of mankind. Men project their hopes and values into the void, and they call this projection "God." In his crucial study, *The Essence of Christianity* (1841), he wrote: "The personality of God is thus the means by which man converts the qualities of his own nature into the qualities of another being, - of a being external to himself. The personality of God is nothing else than the projected personality of man." In a certain sense, Feuerbach did put his finger on the essence of Christianity. He saw a distinction between faith and love; love united mankind, and this, for Feuerbach, is the very essence of religion. Faith, however, divides men, precisely because it divides men from God: "The essence of religion, its latent nature, is the identity of the divine being with the human; but the form of religion, or its apparent, conscious nature, is the distinction between them. God is the human being; but he presents himself to the religious consciousness as a distinct being." This, for the humanist, is the unforgivable sin: the Christian denies that man is God, and as a direct result of this blasphemy, the Christian begins to make distinctions between those who believe in God and those who do not: "To believe, is synonymous with goodness; not to believe, with wickedness. Faith, narrow and prejudiced refers all unbelief to the moral disposition. In its view the unbeliever is an enemy to Christ out of obduracy, out of wickedness. Hence faith has fellowship with believers only; unbelievers it rejects. It is well-disposed towards believers, but ill-disposed towards unbelievers. In faith there lies a malignant principle." It was Feuerbach's contention that prior to Christianity, men had a conception of the species as a whole, but that Christi-

---

18. Ibid., p. 247.
19. Ibid., p. 252.
anity destroyed this conception of a united humanity. Historically, he was on shaky ground; the distinction which the Greeks drew between Greeks and Barbarians (all those who did not speak Greek) seems to testify to the incapacity of men to consider themselves as a unified whole. Still, his basic point is correct; Christianity in its orthodox form has a vision of a divided humanity: men are either saved or lost, and the distinction is permanent throughout eternity. Thus, as a humanist, Feuerbach was far more consistent than Hegel or Strauss. Hegel originally hoped to defend religion (though not Christian orthodoxy) by means of his philosophical speculations. Feuerbach took Hegel’s presuppositions and extended them into a position of radical materialism. In 1850, he went so far as to claim that man is what he eats, but this “vulgar” materialism never had any influence on Marx.

Feuerbach’s vision of alienated humanity – alienated because of the perversity of religious beliefs which divide mankind – combined with his materialism to cause a metamorphosis in the minds of the Young Hegelians. Years later, Engels described the impact of his ideas: “Then came Feuerbach’s Essence of Christianity. With one blow it pulverized the contradiction, in that without circumlocutions it placed materialism on the throne again. Nature exists independently of all philosophy. It is the foundation upon which we human beings, ourselves products of nature, have grown up. Nothing exists outside nature and man, and the higher beings our religious fantasies have created are only the fantastic reflection of our own essence. The spell was broken; the ‘system’ was exploded and cast aside, and the contradiction [between nature and the Absolute Idea in Hegel’s system], shown to exist only in our imagination, was dissolved. One must himself have experienced the liberating effect of this book to get an idea of it. Enthusiasm was general; we all became at once Feuerbachians.”

Feuerbachian humanism was to be taken one step farther by Marx and Engels. Religion, Marx saw, was not merely to be criticized with the tools of logic and historical methodology. Religion, said Feuerbach, was merely a factor in life which pointed to man as a species. Man had alienated himself by projecting his ideals into the void, Feuerbach had argued. But why had man done this? Obviously, concluded Marx, because of the alienated social conditions that made up man's environment. Feuerbach, however, offered no solution to man's alienation, since he expected men to escape their alienation merely by adopting a religion of humanistic love for humanity. This was not a solution, Marx believed, since it did not get to the root of the problem; man's oppressive social conditions gave rise to such fantasies, so one must deal with man's environment in order to remove the bases of the religious illusions. Feuerbach's materialism was faulty; it conceived of man as a plastic, observing creature, totally subject to the material reality about him. Marx rejected it in his famous theses on Feuerbach (1845), and in the 11th thesis, he summarized his position: “The philosophers have only interpreted the world, in various ways; the point, however, is to change it.”

Marx was to devote the remainder of his life to this twofold task: interpreting the world; and organizing, explaining, and prophesying the revolution which would change it.

Marx's Humanism

Marx, in 1842, was not yet a communist, as we have seen earlier. In 1843, Moses Hess converted him to the communist ethic, and he was never to depart from this faith in the next four decades of his life. In the posthumously published writings of this early period in his career, we can see the rough outlines of


the themes that were to characterize all of his life's work. However he may have modified this original framework, he was never to abandon its basic premises.

Our chief sources of information for the "early Marx" (age 25-27) are the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844, unpublished until 1927 and translated into English only in the 1960's (apart from a 1949 mimeographed version circulated within a small group of American Marxists). When these manuscripts are read along with first writings which he and Engels worked on, The Holy Family (1845) and The German Ideology (1845-46), they present a picture of Marx which, with only a few notable exceptions, had not been recognized by most modern scholars until the mid-1960's.22

In the deluge of scholarly articles and books which has been produced as a result of the "discovery" of these 1844 notebooks, one fact has become clear: Karl Marx was a radical humanist in the tradition of the Enlightenment and the French Revolution.23 Humanism can mean many things to different people, but


Marx spelled out his humanism in no uncertain terms: “The criticism of religion ends with the doctrine that man is the supreme being for man. It ends, therefore, with the categorical imperative to overthrow all those conditions in which man is an abased, enslaved, abandoned, contemptible being. . . .”2

This revolutionary impulse is visible throughout his writings, and it characterizes his humanistic perspective. Man is his own highest good; man is therefore his own “ultimate concern,” to use theologian Paul Tillich's phrase — his own God. As such, man must be as creative as God, and therefore he must purge his universe of all that is inhumane and therefore evil and irrational. Man's universe must give glory to its creator, man, and it cannot be permitted to reflect anything that is not humane. Man, in short, is to be the standard of evaluation for all things, including himself. Engels later summarized this goal as the creation of a world in which “man no longer merely proposes, but also disposes,”2 thus claiming as man's right that which the Bible limits to God: “A man's heart deviseth his way: but the Lord directeth his steps” (Prov. 16:9).

In an important chapter on “Socialist Humanism,” the Marxist philosopher Maurice Cornforth has defined Marxist humanism, and it indicates the totality of the commitment to man (in opposition to God) in Marxist thought: “Humanism takes the view which Plato objected to so strongly when it was first put forward by Protagoras, that ‘man is the measure of all things’. Everything else is to be judged in accordance with how it affects men and can be used by men. Everything men do is to be done for the sake of men and to be judged by its effects on men. Men are not to regard themselves as existing for the service of any-

24. Marx, “Contribution to the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right. Introduction” (1844), in Karl Marx: Early Writings, p. 52. [Collected Works, 3, p. 182.] In all cases throughout my book, the italics are Marx's, not mine. In his early writings, Marx was especially liberal in his use of wide spacing of words - stress - which English translators have transformed into italics.

25. Frederick Engels, Herr Eugen Dühring's Revolution in Science [Anti-Dühring] (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1934), p. 348. This was published originally in 1877-78 in Vossärts, a German radical publication, [Collected Works, 25, p. 302.]
thing else. Men were not created to serve God, but their purpose is to make other things serve men.”

Creation

Marx's humanistic theology necessarily excludes the Christian conception of creation, one of the fundamental pillars of the Christian philosophy of history. Man must be his own creator in the Marxist framework, and Marx made this quite clear: "A being only considers himself independent when he stands on his own feet; and he only stands on his own feet when he owes his existence to himself. A man who lives by the grace of another regards himself as a dependent being. "Marx understood perfectly the implications of the Christian conception of creation and the necessity of divine grace as a sustaining power in the universe; he understood it and rejected it: “But I live completely by the grace of another if I owe him not only the maintenance of my life, but if he has, moreover, created my life – if he is the source of my life. When it is not of my own creation, my life has necessarily a source of this kind outside of it. The Creation is therefore an idea very difficult to dislodge from popular consciousness. The fact that nature and man exist in their own account is incomprehensible to it, because it contradicts everything tangible in practical life.”

You Must Not Ask Such a Question!

Man therefore cannot legitimately ask where the first man came from, in much the same way that the Christian philosopher cannot question the fact that God created the universe. To question one's philosophical presuppositions is self-contradic-

29. ibid.
tory; neither Marx nor the consistent Christian thinker can do this. One cannot challenge one’s god, and man is Marx’s god: “Who begot the first man, and nature as a whole? I can only answer you: Your question is itself a product of abstraction.”

In the passage following this last section, Marx set forth some incredibly obscure arguments which were to show that the whole issue of human origin is illegitimate. Then he made this point: “Since, however, for socialist man, the whole of what is called world history is nothing but the creation of man by human labour, and the emergence of nature for man, he, therefore, has the evident and irrefutable proof of his self-creation, of his own origins . . . . [T]he quest for an alien being, a being above man and nature (a quest which is an avowal of the unreality of man and nature) becomes impossible in practice. Atheism, as a denial of this unreality, is no longer meaningful, for atheism is a negation of God and seeks to assert by this negation the existence of man. Socialism no longer requires such a roundabout method; it begins from the theoretical and practical sense perception of man and nature as essential beings.”

Socialist man does not even need to assert his own being by denying God; he just ignores God from the start. One stands on one’s own two feet; how the feet got there or how the foundation upon which the feet are resting got there, one never bothers to ask. In fact, one should not ask it; the question is a ‘product of abstraction. One who has been forced to read the fantastically abstract discussions found throughout Marx’s writings can only wonder why, at this particular point, Marx shied away from abstract thinking.

Karl Marx always prided himself on remaining on “neutral” ground philosophically. He always asserted that he was rigorously empirical and scientific. As he wrote in 7’’ German Ideology (1845-46): “The premises from which we begin are not arbitrary

30. Ibid., p. 145. [Collected Works, 3, p. 305.]
31. Here I am using the Bottomore translation of EPM, in Marx, Early Writings, pp. 166-67. The passage appears in the Struik edition, p. 145. [Collected Works, 3, pp. 305-6.]
ones, not dogmas, but real premises from which abstraction can only be made in the imagination. . . . These premises can thus be verified in a purely empirical way.”

Socialism begins, however, with the presupposition that God’s existence is not a valid philosophical issue; if He did exist then man and nature could not exist, since they would owe their origin to God, and by definition man and nature are autonomous! Marx always began with empirical premises only in the sense that he assumed, a priori, that all concrete, visible phenomena are self-sustaining, self-creative, and totally autonomous.

Man Produces Man

The doctrine of creation is central to all philosophical systems, and Marxism is no exception. Marx’s whole perspective was based upon the idea that human creative activity is the ultimate foundation of all social existence. This is one of the central themes in Marxism, and it can be found in the theoretical volumes of Capital just as easily as it can be gleaned from his earlier writings, although perhaps not in such a blatant fashion. Production is the sphere of human existence from which all other temporal spheres are viewed; in this sense, it is the Marxist’s intellectual “Archimedean point.” Again and again, Marx returned to the production theme: “As individuals express their life, so they are. What they are, therefore, coincides with what they produce and with how they produce.”

If this is true, then his materialistic concept of history has its theoretical justification: “The nature of individuals thus depends upon the material conditions determining their production.”

Human labor, in fact, actually defines mankind as a species: “Indeed, labor, life-activity, productive life itself, appears in the first place merely as a means of satisfying a need - the

---

32. Marx and Engels, The German Ideology, p. 31. These manuscripts were not published in the authors’ lifetimes. [Selected Works, 1, pp. 19-20. Collected Works, 5, p. 31.]

33. Ibid., p. 32. [Selected Works, 1, p. 20. Collected Works, 5, pp. 31-32.]

34. Ibid. [Selected Works, 1, p. 20. Collected Works, 5, p. 32.]
need to maintain physical existence. Yet the productive life is the life of the species. It is life-engendering life. The whole character of a species — its species character - is contained in the character of its life activity; and free, conscious activity is man’s species character. . . . The animal is immediately one with its life activity. It does not distinguish itself from it. It is its life activity. Man makes his life activity itself the object of his will and of his consciousness. He has conscious life activity. . . . Conscious life activity distinguishes man immediately from animal life activity. “35

In this perspective, the whole of man’s existence is interpreted as a part of this single sphere, production: “Religion, family, state, law, morality, science, art, etc., are only particular modes of production, and fall under its general law.”36 Meyer has pinpointed the source of this element of Marx’s thought: “Marx has appropriated for his system a Promethean image of man the creator, man the provider, man the tamer of his environment. He has identified himself with a glorification of material achievements which, before him, had been an essential part of revolutionary liberalism, part of the ideology of the rising bourgeoisie.”37 Marx, in spite of his emotional attacks against bourgeois ideals, could not escape the influence of the presuppositions of the Enlightenment.38

38. Donald Clark Hodges has attempted to sever Marx’s thought from the Enlightenment, but his arguments are not very convincing. See his essay, “The Unity of Marx’s Thought,” Science and Society, XXVIII (1964), pp. 316-23. For Marx’s attacks on the ideals and institutions of bourgeois life, see section II of the Manifesto of the Communist Party (1848), in Selected Works, I, pp. 121-25. [Collected Works, 6, pp. 499-503.] Also, see his essay, “On the Jewish Question,” which is far more hostile to bourgeois life as such (especially money) than it is critical of Jews as such. It was written in 1843 and published in 1844; reprinted in T. B. Bottomore’s edition of Marx, Karl Marx: Early Writings. [Collected Works, 3, pp. 147-74.]
In contrast to Hegel, who conceived of human alienation as a spiritual-intellectual problem, Marx saw it as a social and productivity phenomenon. It is human material labor, not intellectual labor, which is alienated, and the cure for the problem should not be sought in the realm of thought. Marx absolutized the sphere of human labor, and it is not surprising that he should have found the solution to the alienation question in that same sphere.

Alienation

With this framework of humanism supporting his thinking, Marx’s revolt against the society in which he found himself is easy to understand. Industrialization was transforming a rural civilization into an urbanized society, and the transition was not an easy one. While the horrors of the so-called Industrial Revolution have undoubtedly been overemphasized, there was naturally a great deal of personal and social strain involved in the process of urbanization. Men who have worked as farmers all their lives, for example, find it difficult to adjust to the production methods of the factory system. The religious rootlessness of urban life as compared with rural traditional culture is another familiar theme, and need not be reviewed here. Marx realized the impact which urban life would have on the conservative tendencies of a formerly agricultural Europe, and he welcomed the transition: “The bourgeoisie has subjected the country to the rule of the towns. It has created enormous cities, has greatly increased the urban population as compared with the rural, and has thus rescued a considerable part of the population from the idiocy of rural life.”


41. Marx, Manifest of the Communist Party, in Selected Works, 1, p. 112. [Collected Works, 6, p. 438.]
What disturbed Marx was the dehumanizing nature of industrial production, which he identified exclusively with capitalistic, privately owned production. Thus, he and Engels were able to spend hours going through Parliamentary reports and other documents in their search for appropriate "horror stories" about urban life under the rule of capitalists. This tradition was carried on successfully by the Fabian socialists in England in our century, a fact which might have bothered (or perhaps even amused) Marx; that such bourgeois reformers as the Fabians should have carried on his intellectual labors would never have occurred to him.42

The alienation theme appears more often in his earlier writings than in the later ones, although it never disappears entirely in the so-called "mature Marx." For this reason, modern scholars have become fascinated with these early manuscripts. The alienation which they see in the modern world has focused their attention on Marx's handling of the subject. As one commenta-

42. The literature on the "Industrial Revolution" is voluminous. Marx's chapters in Capital, vol. I: 10, 15, 25, and Engels, The Condition of the Working Class in England in 1844 (1845), were very early examples of the "horror story" approach. Conservative thinkers also looked nostalgically back to rural life and its control by the landed aristocrats, and they concluded that industrialism was a curse. As Nisbet has pointed out, "This is why the indictment of capitalism that comes from the conservatives in the nineteenth century is often more severe than that of the socialists." Robert A. Nisbet, The Sociological Tradition (New York: Basic Books, 1966), p. 26. Fabian writers, especially J. L. and Barbara Hammond, produced semi-popular books describing the "intolerable" conditions of the period. Paul Mantoux's The Industrial Revolution in the Eighteenth Century (English translation, 1928) is probably the best of these studies. They tend to de-emphasize such factors as: (1) the lack of capital and savings in the period; (2) the tremendous impact of the population explosion in these centuries, which lowered per capita income throughout Western Europe (especially in those areas in which no industrialization occurred); and (3) the misallocation of scarce resources caused by state regulations and prohibitions on private industry. See F. A. Hayek (cd.), Capitalism and the Historians (University of Chicago Press, 1954), for alternative views of the industrialization of Europe. Also see T. S. Ashton, The Industrial Revolution (New York Oxford University Press, 1964); R. M. Hartwell, "The Rising Standard of Living in England, 1800 -1850," Economic History Review, Second Series, XIII (1961), pp. 397-416; John U. Nef, "The Industrial Revolution Reconsidered," Journal of Economic History, 11 I (1943), pp. 1-31; Herbert Heaton, Economic History of Europe (New York Harper & Row, 1948), chaps. 21-24.
tor has put it: "Surely the outstanding characteristic of contemporary thought on man and society is the pre-occupation with personal alienation and cultural disintegration." In the mid-19th century, it was Marx's preoccupation with revolution which fascinated those people who happened to encounter his writings; in the 1880's, his economics interested the scholars; in the 1940's and 1950's, his political philosophy was the important issue. In the mid-1960's, it is unquestionably the alienation theme, possibly because so many of today's scholars feel themselves to be totally alienated from contemporary culture.

In brief, the thesis of this study is quite simple: Marx's concept of human alienation was used by him as a substitute for the Christian doctrine of the fall of man. He used the idea in at least two different ways: first, to show the "externalization" of one's life (through the sale of one's labor power); second, in the sense of social estrangement, or the detaching of oneself from other men (interpersonal alienation). 44

The Source of Alienation

What is the source of man's alienation? This is the most important question which can be raised in regard to Marx's entire philosophy of human history; it was of crucial importance in the development of the original Marxist system. In the one (and the only) section dealing with the ultimate source of human alienation, Marx refused to explain it in terms of his economic materialism, as one might suppose. Private property did not cause alienated human labor; in fact, the very reverse is true: "Thus, through alienated labour the worker creates the relation of another man, who does not work and is outside the work


process, to this labour. The relation of the worker to work also produces the relation of the capitalist (or whatever one likes to call the lord of labour) to work. Private property is, therefore, the product, the necessary result, of alienated labour, of the external relation of the worker to nature and to himself. Private property is thus derived from the analysis of the concept of alienated labour; that is, alienated man, alienated labour, alienated life, and estranged man."\(^4\) In order to make his position absolutely clear, he added: "We have, of course, derived the concept of alienated labour (alienated life) from political economy, from an analysis of the movement of private property. But the analysis of this concept shows that although private property appears to be the basis and cause of alienated labour, it is rather a consequence of the latter, just as the gods are fundamentally not the cause but the product of confusions of human reason. At a later stage, however, there is a reciprocal influence."\(^4^6\)

Private property, in other words, was not the cause of man’s alienation; originally, man’s alienation caused the establishment of private property. Marx never again mentioned the original cause of man’s alienated condition, so we must rely on this early essay for our knowledge of his thoughts on the ultimate source of man’s plight.

Once private property is seen as a result of alienated production, one of the central flaws in Marx’s system is revealed. If the original cause is psychological rather than economic, then there is no guarantee that the coming revolution will permanently wipe out alienation merely because it destroys private property. If the “fall into sin” of man is psychological, then how can the “salvation” of man be assured by a social revolution? This whole issue will be discussed in detail in relation to Marx’s linear concept of history.

The Division of Labor

Under a system of alienated production, Marx argued, man


\(^{46}\) Ibid. [Collected Works, 3, pp. 279-80.]
discovers that his very life forces are being robbed from him. The source of his immediate difficulty is the existence of the division of labor. The division of labor is the essence of all that is wrong with man's present condition; for Marx, it is contrary to man's existence as a fully creative being. It pits man against his fellow man; it creates class divisions; it destroys the unity of the species. That Marx should oppose the division of labor with such vehemence is not too surprising. Mankind, in the Marxian perspective, is god; theologically, one cannot permit the Godhead to be divided. In his treatment of French Revolutionary thought, Rushdoony elaborates on this question: "Tenth, humanity is the true god of the Enlightenment and of French Revolutionary thought. In all religious faiths one of the inevitable requirements of logical thought asserts itself in a demand for the unity of the Godhead. Hence, since humanity is god, there can be no division in this godhead, humanity. Mankind must therefore be forced to unite. Since Enlightenment philosophy was monistic, this means an intolerance of differences as unessential. National and racial differences, instead of being God-given and possessing richness and dignity to be respected, are to be obliterated. The goal is not communion but uniformity."47

Following an analysis remarkably similar to Rousseau's, Marx argued that the division of labor gave rise to social classes; therefore, to eliminate these, economic classes - themselves an outward manifestation of man's alienated condition - mankind must abolish the division of labor.48 Anything that leads to divisions in mankind's unity must be eliminated, by definition.

One of Marx's diatribes against the division of labor is found in volume 1 of Capital: "Some crippling of body and mind is inseparable even from division of labour in society as a whole.


Since, however, manufacture carries this social separation of branches of labour much further, and also, by its peculiar division, attacks the individual at the very roots of his life, it is the first to afford the materials for, and to give a start to, industrial pathology.\textsuperscript{49} Admittedly, industrial activity has sometimes led to such "pathology" - a pathology which is usually accompanied by falling productivity and declining profits, although Marx ignored this fact.

In contrast to this Enlightenment view of the division of labor stands the traditional Christian view of man and society. The Christian perspective reverses the Marxian outlook. Men have individual callings precisely because the fall of man has resulted in human depravity; the curse on the earth has limited its productivity drastically, making necessary asocial order based upon the specialization of labor. Such specialization is required if productivity is to be increased; if men wish to have more material goods and greater personal services, they, must choose callings in which they can become efficient producers. The Christian concept of the calling supports social harmony; the division of labor forces men to restrain their hostilities against each other if they wish to increase their material wealth. In this perspective, the division of labor is an aid to social unity. In the Christian view, as in the very early Marxian, social alienation and social conflict stem from within man himself (Jas. 4:1); given this fact, the division of labor can be seen as a blessing rather than a burden. Without it, men would destroy themselves with even greater ferocity than they have previously demonstrated. Scarcity, which has its origin in the curse of the ground (Gen. 3: 17-19), makes social collaboration a necessity. In short, the cause of economic scarcity is not in "deformed human institutions" as all socialists have always claimed; it is basic to the human condition.\textsuperscript{50} While this does not sanction total specialization of


\textsuperscript{50} For a classical liberal's similar treatment of this subject, see Ludwig von Mises, \textit{Socialism} (New Haven, Connecticut Yale University Press, 1951), pp. 60-62.
production (since man, in the Christian framework, is more than a machine), it does demand that the division of labor be accepted as a positive social benefit.\textsuperscript{51}

Marx, however, was utterly hostile to the Christian idea of the calling "In a communist society there are no painters but at most people who engage in painting among other activities."\textsuperscript{52} The division of labor is personified for Marx in the distinction between mental and physical labor: "Division of labor only becomes truly such from the moment when a division of material and mental labor appears."\textsuperscript{53} Since private property and human alienation are reciprocal, we find that the division of labor and private property are also reciprocal: "Division of labor and private property are, moreover, identical expressions. . . ."\textsuperscript{54} Human alienation, private property, and the division of labor are all aspects of the same detestable condition of man in capitalist society .\textsuperscript{55}

Dialectics: Man Into Commodity

Man, under capitalism, has become a mere commodity: "2% demand for men necessarily governs the production of men, as of every other" commodity. . . . The worker has become a commodity, and it is a bit of luck for him if he can find a buyer."\textsuperscript{56} Marx saw what a totally secularized, urbanized, and "rationalized" capitalist productive system was doing to those workers who labored under it. Instead of blaming the rootless secularism which was dehuman-

\textsuperscript{51} One of the most profound descriptions of the division of labor is found in St. Paul's first epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 12. In it, he describes the distribution of spiritual gifts to the Christian church in terms of a body: there are hands and feet, eyes and ears, and each has its special function. [Cf. Gary North, \textit{The Dominion Covenant: Genesis} (rev. cd.; Tyler, Texas: Institute for Christian Economics, 1987), chaps. 8, 10.]

\textsuperscript{52} Marx and Engels, \textit{The German Ideology}, p. 432. [Collected Works, 5, p. 394.]

\textsuperscript{53} Ibid., p. 43. [Collected Works, 5, pp. 44-45.]

\textsuperscript{54} Ibid., p. 44. [Collected Works, 5, p. 46.]

\textsuperscript{55} "Meaning of Human Requirements," \textit{EPM}, p. 159. [Collected Works, 3, p. 317.]

\textsuperscript{56} "Wages of Labor," \textit{EPM}, p. 65. [Collected Works, 3, p. 235.]
izing the culture of the 19th century, he blamed capitalism’s division of labor.

This is precisely what one might expect; Marx, like so many secular philosophers, divinized one aspect of the social order: production. Every aspect of man’s life was viewed by Marx from this one perspective. “As individuals express their life, so they are,” he wrote. 57 Man therefore expresses his very being in his own productive activity. Under capitalism, however, the products of his labor do not belong to him, but to another man, the capitalist. This is the source of man’s alienation. He concluded, “as the result, therefore, of the fact that more and more of his products are being taken away from the worker, that to an increasing extent his own labor confronts him as another man’s property. . . . “58 Estranged labor turns the products of his own hands into alien, hostile creations that stand in opposition to him; it tears him from his very species life. It finally results in an estrangement between man and man. 59

While the emphasis on the separation between men did not occur very often in Marx’s subsequent writings, the idea that man’s labor actually confronted him as an alien force appeared in the later volumes of Capital. 60 A laborer is like a complex machine which is slowly wearing out; the profits of the capitalist stem from the exploitation (not a very neutral term for a professing “scientist”) of his employees’ life forces. Under alienated production, a peculiar phenomenon occurs, according to Marx: the more material wealth society produces, the more inhuman it becomes, and the less of one’s own life can a person possess. “The

57. German Ideology, p. 32. [Selected Works, 1, p. 20. Collected Works, 5, p. 31.]
60. Capital, 1, pp. 339, 384, 396f., 462, 625; Capital, 3 (Charles H. Kerr Co., 1909), pp. 102, 310, 948. Moscow’s Foreign Languages Publishing House has produced an inexpensive three-volume set of Capital, and this edition has been issued by International Publishers in New York City. I am using the older Kerr edition throughout, however, since most libraries have this set if they have any. Also, it is the set generally referred to in most pre-1965 scholarly works on Marx by Americans. [International Publishers edition: Capital, 1, pp. 310, 349-50, 360-61, 423, 570-71; Capital, 3, pp. 85, 264, 814-15.]
less you are, the less you express your own life, the greater is your alienated life, the more you have, the greater is the store of your estranged being.”

All mankind is being dehumanized under capitalism, including the capitalist: “Estrangement is manifested not only in the fact that my means of life belong to someone else, that my desire is the inaccessible possession of another, but also in the fact that everything is itself something different from itself — that my activity is something else and that, finally (and this applies also to the capitalist), all is under the sway of inhuman power.”

Here we see one aspect of the inevitable nature-freedom problem. Man’s own creation, which he had hoped would free him from an irrational nature governed by scarcity, now turns upon him and becomes his master, “an inhuman power.” Rather than putting the responsibility for this where Dooyeweerd has shown that it belongs — in the antinomies of all secular thought and the societal relations that are based upon them — Marx proclaimed that capitalist relations of production are the sole cause of man’s problem. Industrial production, in short, is the expression of alienated mankind in general: “We see how the history of industry and the established objective existence of industry are the open book of man’s essential powers, the exposure to the senses of human psychology . . . We have before us the objectified essential powers of man in the form of sensuous, alien, useful objects, in the form of estrangement, displayed in ordinary material in’dustry . . .”

Some reputable scholars have argued that the alienation theme, while important to Marx as a young man, did not really play a very large part in his mature writings. Yet in the posthumously published volume three of Capital, we find the same idea expressed in even clearer and more forceful language: “Capital becomes a strange, independent, social power, which stands opposed to society as a thing, and as the power of capitalists by

61. “Meaning of Human Requirements; EPM, p. 150. [Collected Works, 3, p. 309.]
62. EPM, p. 156. [Collected Works, 3, p. 314.]
means of this thing."\textsuperscript{64} The worker is forced to create an alien force which stands above him: "... the combination of the labor of a certain individual laborer with that of other laborers for a common purpose, stands opposed to that laborer and his comrades as a foreign power, as the property of a stranger which he would not care particularly to save if he were not compelled to economize with it. It is entirely different in the factories owned by the laborers themselves, for instance, in Rochdale."\textsuperscript{65} Capitalistic private ownership, and not industrialism as such, is the culprit in the Marxist system.

\textit{Marx's Utopianism}

Thus, the ultimate hope of mankind lies in the possibility of man's being able to overcome the evils of alienated production. The triumph of mankind will therefore involve the abolition of private property and the abolition of the division of labor. In one of the most utopian passages in Marx's writings, we find outlined his dream for that future paradise; here is the post-revolutionary society, a culture devoid of all human alienation: "... in communist society, where nobody has one exclusive sphere of activity but each can become accomplished in any branch he wishes, society regulates the general production and thus makes it possible for me to do one thing today and another tomorrow, to hunt in the morning, fish in the afternoon, rear cattle in the evening, criticize after dinner, just as I have a mind, without ever becoming hunter, fisherman, shepherd or critic."\textsuperscript{66}

It seems fantastic that Marx could assert in all seriousness such an impossible ideal for a society which is to retain the productivity of modern industrial life. Daniel Bell has even gone so far "as to argue that Marx later abandoned any such realization in the "promised land."\textsuperscript{67} Bell, however, is forced to appeal

\textsuperscript{64.} Capital, 3, p. 310. [\textit{Capital}, 3, p. 264.]
\textsuperscript{65.} Capital, 3, p. 102. [\textit{Capital}, 3, p. 85.]
to certain passages in the writings of Engels, since Marx never formally repudiated his earlier stand. Engels, we must bear in mind, had a tendency to state the obvious, frequently by-passing the repercussions his statements would have in the overall Marxian scheme. Marx was seldom so straightforward as his partner. In a confusing passage in volume three of Capital, he admitted that a certain kind of central direction is necessary "in every mode of production requiring a combination of labors." This direction is to be like that of a conductor leading an orchestra. The evil side of capitalistic centralized direction will, of course, be absent, since "this labor of superintendence necessarily arises in all modes of production, which are based on the antagonism between the laborer as a direct producer and the owner of the means of production." Apparently, the abolition of the antagonism between capitalists and laborers will alter fundamentally the very nature of industrial production; he was obviously clinging to the same hope which had captured his imagination three decades earlier. He never bothered to explain just how mass production of consumer goods would be possible in a world in which men could change their occupations two or three times a day.69

**Classes and History**

Marx's concern with the problems of human alienation, private property, and the division of labor led him very early to a theory of class antagonism. This concept began to take shape in *The German Ideology*, a manuscript written by Marx and Engels (and, apparently, Moses Hess) in 1845-46. Class distinctions ultimately stem from the division of labor: "The division of labor inside a nation leads at first to the separation of industrial and commercial from agricultural labour, and hence to the separa-

---

70. Part of the manuscript appears in Hess's handwriting Hook, From Hegel to Marx, p. 186.
tion of town and country and to the conflict of their interests. Its further development leads to the separation of commercial from industrial labour. At the same time through the division of labour inside these various branches there develop various divisions among the individuals co-operating in definite kinds of labour."\textsuperscript{71}

Marx could easily have concluded from this that the proletarian class was itself divided into subclasses, but the thought was never entertained by him very seriously. \textbf{We} have already seen that "as individuals express their life, so they are. . . . The nature of individuals thus depends upon the material conditions determining their production."\textsuperscript{72} Thus, the transition is simple: different men have different functions to perform in industrial production, and this gives rise to the creation of separate classes.

Social production determines man's very being; this is the foundation of Marx's theory of the "ideological superstructures" of human thought: "In direct contrast to German philosophy which descends from heaven to earth, here we ascend from earth to heaven. That is to say, we do not set out from what men say, imagine, conceive, nor from men as narrated, thought of, imagined, conceived, in order to arrive at men in the flesh. We set out from real, active men, and on the basis of their real life-process we demonstrate the development of the ideological reflexes and echoes of this life-process. The phantoms formed in the human brain are also, necessarily, sublimates of their material life-process, which is empirically verifiable and bound to material premises. Morality, religion, metaphysics, all the rest of ideology and their corresponding forms of consciousness, thus no longer retain the semblance of independence. They have no history, no development; but men, developing their material production and their material intercourse, alter, along with this their real existence, their thinking and the products of their thinking. Life is not determined by consciousness, but consciousness by life."\textsuperscript{73}

\textsuperscript{71.} \textit{German Ideology}, p. 32. [Selected Works, 1, p. 21. Collected Works, 5, p. 32.]
\textsuperscript{72.} \textit{Ibid.} [Selected Works, 1, p. 20. Collected Works, 5, p. 32.]
\textsuperscript{73.} \textit{Ibid.}, pp. 37-38. [Selected Works, 1, p. 25. Collected Works, 5, pp. 36-37.]
Economic Determinism and Social Class

Hegel, in other words, was wrong in trying to trace the history of the Universal Spirit in the form of human ideas; these ideas have no independent existence apart from material conditions. By reversing the Hegelian formula, Marx arrived at his conception of economic determinism, or as it is also called, the materialistic conception of history. It is epitomized in his phrase, “Life is not determined by consciousness, but consciousness by life.”

The theory is intimately bound up with his conception of classes. At a point in time, human productive activity was not alienated (this is Marx’s “Golden Age”); once alienated labor entered the picture, man became alienated from his fellows, and ultimately these hostile individuals joined with others of similar economic interests and origins. These groupings are economic classes. Classes seek to control society for their own benefit, and this is the origin of the State. As he wrote, “the division of labor implies the contradiction between the interest of the separate individual or the individual family and the communal interest of all individuals. . . . And out of this very contradiction between the interest of the individual and that of the community the latter takes an independent form as the State. . . . “7

The class which wishes to control society must therefore “first conquer for itself political power in order to represent its interest in turn as the general interest. . . .”7

Now, if ideas, morality, metaphysics, and ethics stem from the nature of the mode of production, then the prevailing ideologies are nothing more than class ideologies — the ideologies of the ruling class. In other words, the prevailing laws and rules that govern any society, as well as the philosophical and theological presuppositions that undergird the rules, are ultimately the products of class interests. The idea of a truly general interest or a truly universal philosophy was repellent to Marx; his opposition to the “True Socialists” and the “Utopian Socialists” was based upon his rejection of a universal system of ethics which

74. Ibid., pp. 44-45. [Selected Works, 1, pp. 34-35. Collected Works, 5, p. 46.]
75. Ibid., p. 45. [Selected Works, 1, p. 35. Collected Works, 5, p. 47.]
could serve as a common ground between classes. All morality is class morality.

At the heart of Marx's conception of historical development lies his theory of classes and his corresponding theory of economic determinism. In the famous Preface to the *Critique of Political Economy* (1859), he spelled out his thesis quite bluntly. After restating his familiar idea that the “mode of production in material life determines the general character of the social, political and spiritual processes of life,” he went on, “It is not the consciousness of men that determines their existence, but, on the contrary, their social existence determines their consciousness. At a certain stage of their development, the material forces of production in society come in conflict with the existing relations of production, or — what is but a legal expression for the same thing — with the property relations within which they had been at work before. From forms of development of the forces of production these relations turn into their fetters. Then comes the period of social revolution. With the change of the economic foundation the entire immense superstructure is more or less rapidly transformed. In considering such transformations the distinction should always be made between the material transformation of the economic conditions of production which can be determined with the precision of natural science, and the legal, political, religious, aesthetic or philosophic — in short ideological forms in which men become conscious of this conflict and fight it out.”

Marx had no doubt, therefore, concerning the true nature of historical development; as he wrote in the first chapter of the Communist Manifesto (1848): “The history of all hitherto existing society is the history of class struggles.” Classes must fulfill their

---


appointed roles in historical development; when the mode of production is altered (due to the contradictions inherent within it), classes rise or fall from power. Feudal society becomes capitalist society; the feudal lord loses his position to the capitalist entrepreneur (though not without a struggle). What Marx had previously seen as the internal alienation within the individual man now becomes the total alienation and warfare between classes, and specifically, two classes: the have-nets. As Halle has put it: "The real actors in Marx's drama are two social classes: the proletarian and the capitalist. They have now become separate persons, rather than separate aspects of the same person."78

The conflicts in history will be reconciled only after the Revolution. Apparently, progress will then be possible even without the "dialectical" conflict between classes. This is a problem in the Marxian system, since the whole premise of historical advancement is based squarely upon the idea of conflict as a dynamic force. Contemporary Marxists have been forced to acknowledge that certain kinds of "progressive differences" may still remain between groups of "unalienated" men after the revolution, thus providing the necessary forces for social advancement. 79 In any case, the proletariat is the engine of social progress in our own age; its revolutionary action will ultimately resolve the contradictions inherent in society, whether within man, among men, between classes, within human thought, or in the productive process.


Philosophy - class philosophy - is one of the tools which the proletariat can use in its war against the fetters of capitalist production, and after the revolution, philosophy will cease to be divided, since all classes other than the proletariat will be dissolved. In other words, philosophy is not a mere tool of the mind, a means for merely comprehending the world; philosophy is a weapon. "Just as philosophy finds its material weapons in the proletariat, so the proletariat finds its intellectual weapons in philosophy." 80

Dialectic of History: Law vs. Flux

At this point, it would probably be wise to return to the original problem which was raised in the early pages of this chapter. The dilemma which confronted Marx was the one which has confounded all secular thinkers who have considered the problem of philosophy how can we relate the flux of history to general laws which are permanent and which regulate the flux? If we are to understand (and influence) history, then we need standards of evaluation by which we can examine, explain, catalogue, control, and to some extent predict history. Marx turned to the historical process itself, and specifically to the economic and social elements of history, in his search of those laws of development. Not logic, not military or political history, not church history, but economic history is supposedly the key which unlocks the closed door of the mysteries of the past, present, and future. He thought that he had discovered a pattern of development in economic history, a pattern which could be used to predict the future of mankind.

Popper's Critique

It is this "historicist" methodology - the attempt to explain history by means of laws inherent in history itself-which has

repelled such rationalists as Karl Popper. Popper sees the retreat into history as a denial of the possibilities of the corrective power of human reason: "There is a wide gulf between Marx's activism and his historicism, and this gulf is further widened by his doctrine that we must submit to the purely irrational forces of history. For since he denounced as Utopian any attempt to make use of our reason in order to plan for the future, reason can have no part in bringing about a more reasonable world. I believe that such a view cannot be defended, and must lead to mysticism."2

This is the issue, as seen from the perspective of a total rationalist. It is the old conflict between total rationalism and total irrationalism, between static law and flux. But Popper himself cannot solve the problem, and he also retreats into a position of irrationalism with his concept of "piecemeal social engineering" which, because it is not total — not worked out according to a systematic preconceived plan — will somehow preserve man's freedom in a technological world. Marx was more of a rationalist than Popper thinks, and Popper is less rationalistic than Popper thinks, but the basic question still remains: how are we to subdue the flux of history to the orderly world of law, while simultaneously preserving human freedom? One can have total law without human freedom, as Roderick Seidenberg predicts, or total anarchy without law, as some of the more anarchist hippies seem to want, but how is it possible to have both?3

Marx constantly attacked the so-called "vulgar economists" because of their notion of static social and economic laws, as well as for their view of a constant human nature. "It is precisely


characteristic of vulgar economy that it repeats things which were new, original, deep and justified during a certain outgrown stage of development, at a time when they have become palpitating, stale, false. Laws in one era are not applicable in another period of time. There can be absolute, inevitable, total law in one period, and this is what enables social scientists to investigate society and make accurate predictions about what is to come, but these rigid laws are not permanent. One can be certain that the economic laws inherent in capitalist society will not be present in the socialist age to come, in exactly the same way that laws governing feudal economic life are no longer present under capitalism. Each successive age overcomes and transcends the laws of its predecessor. Law, like matter, is in constant flux.

Popper, though he has no answer for the problem, has indeed spotted a central flaw in Marx's system. Ultimately, the total rationalism of Marx's "scientific" socialism degenerates into philosophical irrationalism and mysticism. Marx stepped into a position which inevitably implies a total relativism. At the bottom of the Marxist system, like the other modern systems of rationalistic society, is the concept of chance; the material universe is unsupported by an overall plan (such as we find in Calvinism), nor does it operate by any permanent, universal laws.

84. Marx, Capital, 3, p. 913. [Capital, 3, p. 786.] See especially the review of volume 1 of Capital which Marx quoted favorably in the preface to the second edition of the first volume in 1873. Marx clearly agrees with the reviewer's evaluation of his (Marx's) perspective of changing law. See the Untermaier edition of Capital (New York Modern Library, n.d.; Chicago: Charles H. Kerr, 1906), 1, pp. 22-24. [Capital, I, pp. 17-19.] In one brief passage, Marx tried to hold on to a more static conception of law, but even here, his relativism was inescapable for him: "No natural laws can be done away with. What can change, in changing historical circumstances, is the form in which these laws operate." Marx to Kugelmann, 11 July 1868: Letters to Kugelmann, p. 73. [Selected Works, 2, p. 419.] This is as close as he ever came to a static conception of law.

Marx's understanding of human society rested on his concept of economic determinism. Yet he was forced to admit that "Economic categories are only the theoretical expressions, the abstractions of the social relations of production." And these social relations of production are constantly changing. How did Marx know that he was analyzing 19th-century society with the proper theoretical framework? How could he be certain that, assuming their existence, economic laws were in fact related in some way to the material world which he was trying to analyze? How could he even believe in economic laws at all? The answer is simple: he had faith. His "empirical neutralism" rested on the most theological foundation imaginable. The contradictions in his thinking are astounding: asserting total rationalism, he drifted into mysticism; proclaiming the powers of prediction, he destroyed the very concept of law which might have supported the possibility of prediction; arguing in favor of an all-encompassing philosophical and social theory, he came to a position of relativism. Only his personal faith enabled him to pass over these fundamental antinomies in his system.

Engels made explicit the relativism of the Marxian outlook "A system of natural and historical knowledge which is all-embracing and final for all time is a contradiction to the fundamental laws of dialectical thinking; which however, far from excluding, on the contrary includes, the idea that the systematic knowledge of the external universe can make giant strides from generation to generation." The last clause, it should be pointed out, is a statement of irrational faith; the first clause denies the validity of the second (assuming there is such a thing as logic). One can speak of progress only in terms of a permanent framework; Engels denied the existence of such an eternal standard, and so did Marx. Yet the idea of systematic knowledge implies the existence of a total standard of truth; one can approach such

systematic truth only if truth actually exists. Otherwise, man has no grounds for saying that giant strides in knowledge are, in fact, being made. As with Hegel, the idea of eternal truth is merely a presupposed limiting concept, an intellectual backdrop, for Marx and Engels. As Engels wrote: "If mankind ever reached the stage at which it could only work with eternal truths, with conclusions of thought which possess sovereign validity and an unconditional claim to truth, it would then have reached the point where the infinity of the intellectual world both in its actuality and in its potentiality had been exhausted, and this would mean that the famous miracle of the infinite series which has been counted would have been performed." 88

He was able to ward off the charge of total relativism only by appealing to the concept of the relative exactness of the natural sciences. Some of their truths are eternal, he claimed, thus effectively negating what he had just written. 89 Even here he was forced to admit that "eternal truths are in an even worse plight in the third, the historical group of sciences. " 90 The conclusion was inescapable: "... knowledge is here essentially relative, inasmuch as it is limited to the perception of relationships and consequences of certain social and state forms which exist only at a particular epoch and among particular people and are of their very nature transitory. Anyone therefore who sets out on this field to hunt down final and ultimate truths, truths which are pure and absolutely immutable, will bring home but little, apart from platitudes and commonplaces of the sorriest kind." 91

Dialectics: Rationalism vs. Irrationalism

Van Til has argued that total rationalism must always have total irrationalism as a corollary. If man, on the presuppositions of rationalistic, autonomous human thought, can claim to know anything, he must claim to know everything. If all facts are

88. Ibid., p. 100. [Collected Works, 25, p. 81.]
89. Ibid., p. 101. [Collected Works, 25, p. 81.]
90. Ibid., p. 102. [Collected Works, 25, p. 82.]
91. Ibid., p. 103. [Collected Works, 25, p. 83.]
related to all others, then exhaustive knowledge must be a requirement for true knowledge. If something is not known, the thinker cannot be sure that the unknown factor is not somehow influencing the behavior or the nature of the known. Thus, on man’s presupposition of autonomy, to know anything truly requires that one must know everything exhaustively. The possibility of exhaustive knowledge, however, is not open to man (not even with the aid of computers); the result is total irrationalism: nothing can be known with certainty. Man loses control of his universe; chance reasserts itself. All of this knowledge may be an illusion; man cannot be sure. All that secular man can do is to retreat into faith, and in today’s world the brand of faith most popular is pragmatism; if something works, it is acceptable as knowledge. Of course, the idea of “it works” implies permanent standards of proper functioning, and this again introduces the original problem: how can we discover such standards? Do they really exist, and can they be applied to this world? Marx, no less than other autonomous thinkers, could not resolve this issue.

The answer to the question is found in the revelation of God to man, but Marx and his fellow humanists reject this possibility. Rushdoony, following Van Til, explains why the revelation of God in the Bible is basic to all understanding: “All knowledge becomes possible because God is absolute, autonomous and self-contained. Because He is the source of knowledge of Himself, and the basic principle of interpretation for all creation, we do not need to have an exhaustive knowledge of God to have reliable knowledge, nor do we need to know all created facts to have valid knowledge of the universe. Man cannot comprehend all facts with his knowledge, and he therefore cannot know God or creation exhaustively. If it is brute factuality that he deals with, then he has no reliable knowledge, since unrevealed possibilities still remain. But since God has no unrealized potentialities, and since God has created all things in terms of His plan and decree, our knowledge can be reliable and valid. The incomprehensibility of God is thus the basis of man’s knowledge.”

God's eternal decree is the absolute standard, and He has revealed Himself to man. Thus, men have a standard by which they can evaluate the created facts of the universe. Man does not need to claim omniscience in order to justify his knowledge. Thus, he need not become involved in the irrationalism of all secular thought; the fact that he cannot know all things does not doom his thought to chaos.

**Dialectics: Class Conflict**

We have examined Marx's concept of history at some length. What about his theory of classes? Joseph A. Schumpeter has called attention to some of the flaws of Marx's theory of classes. In his important work, *Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy* (1942), Schumpeter showed how Marx never really defined the word "class." Marx ended the third volume of Capital (never completed in his lifetime, but substantially finished before 1867) with these words: "The first question to be answered is this: What constitutes a class?" Two paragraphs later, the manuscript breaks off; Marx failed to answer the question in the remaining sixteen years of his life. But the general outline of "owners" and "non-owner" is clear. In our day, Marx wrote, we see two classes: the proletariat class, which owns none of the means of production, and the capitalist class, which does.

Schumpeter points out that there are other ways of defining a class; economic is only one way of delimiting social groups from each other. For one thing, there is a constant rise and fall of families in and out of the ruling class. For another, such factors as race or military prowess may serve as better models in certain societies than the concept of ownership of capital. One of the problems Marx had in explaining the triumph politically of Louis Napoleon Bonaparte in mid-19th-century France concerned just this issue. If the State is the reflection of class supremacy, then how did Bonaparte succeed? He represented all classes, and his greatest strength was among the small peasants, yet the

---

urban bourgeoisie was the class which dominated the economy. Marx tried to argue that "the peasants find their natural ally and leader in the urban proletariat, whose task is the overthrow of the bourgeois order."\textsuperscript{94} But this does not do much to explain how Bonaparte III was elected, since the proletariat certainly had no power in France in the 1850's, and even if it had been a powerful class, it certainly had no reason to elect Bonaparte. Why, then, did all classes support him? Marx the political journalist came into conflict with Marx the social theorist. His narrowly defined class theory did not fit the empirical political facts.

Marx had to link his theory of class conflict with his theory of economic determinism if the system were to display theoretical consistency. Schumpeter has seen the absurdity of this link: "... Marx wished to define capitalism by the same trait that also defines his class division. A little reflection will convince the reader that this is not a necessary or natural thing to do. In fact it was a bold stroke of analytic strategy which linked the fate of the class phenomenon with the fate of capitalism in such a way that socialism, which in reality has nothing to do with the presence or absence of social classes, became, by definition, the only possible kind of classless society, excepting primitive groups."\textsuperscript{95} It was analytic strategy, not empirical investigation, which led Marx to make the connection between classes and economic power.

\textsuperscript{94} Marx, \textit{The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte}, in \textit{Selected Works}, 1, p. 482. \textsuperscript{95} Schumpeter, 10C. \textit{cit.}
In all of this we can see the desire which led Marx to define classes (and, in his economic writings, commodities) in very special, very limited ways: he wanted to find assurance that his economic determinism would bring the new socialist era into existence. Mankind should not be left in a sea of chance; the new society had to come. If this meant that certain limited and even peculiar definitions would have to be applied to complex social phenomena, then Marx was not one to hesitate. Man has a role to fulfill, a task to complete; he needs the power of rigorous economic determinism to help him in his battle against chance. In a neglected portion of The German Ideology, Marx outlined this task: “In the present epoch, the domination of material conditions over individuals, and the suppression of individuality by chance, has assumed its sharpest and most universal form, thereby setting existing individuals a very definite task. It has set them the task of replacing the domination of circumstances and of chance over individuals by the domination of individuals over chance and circumstances.”

Several problems are involved here. First, Marx admitted that for him economic determinism is a corollary of a chance universe. The two concepts are mutually exclusive, yet both were held by Marx. If man is to conquer the contingency of nature, he must do so, in the Marxist scheme, by means of industrial power and economic law. Engels, as usual, put the whole issue much more clearly than Marx did: “Hegel was the first to state correctly the relation between freedom and necessity. To him, freedom is the appreciation of necessity. ‘Necessity is blind only in so far as it is not understood.’ Freedom does not consist in the dream of independence of natural laws, but in the knowledge of these laws, and in the possibility this gives of systematically making them work towards definite ends. . . . Therefore the freer a man’s judgment is in relation to a definite question, with so much the greater necessity is the content of this judgment determined; while the uncertainty, founded on ignorance, which seems to make an arbitrary choice among many

96. Marx, German Ideology, p. 482. [Collected Works, 5, p. 438.]
different and conflicting possible decisions, shows by this precisely that it is not free, that it is controlled by the "very object it should itself control. Freedom therefore consists in the control over ourselves and over external nature which is founded on knowledge of natural necessity; it is therefore necessarily a product of historical development."g

This, however, raises another issue, the question of elites. If men - generic, species mankind - are to take control of circumstances, then we must, as Engels put it, gain "control over ourselves." C. S. Lewis, in one of the most important novels of the century, *That Hideous Strength*, has one of the characters in the book raise precisely this question: "Man has got to take charge of Man. That means, remember, that some men have got to take charge of the rest — which is another reason for cashing in on it as soon as one can. You and I want to be the people who do the taking charge, not the ones who are taken charge of."98 Marx did not care to deal with this problem, but modern day analysts of the Soviet and satellite nations have been forced to reckon with it; the "classless" society has created a new class of political elites.99

**Dialectics: Controller or Controlled?**

The most fundamental problem, nevertheless, is philosophical: if man is to take control of his universe, and if chance is to be defeated, how -can man do this if he is determined by that very chance universe? This was the dilemma Feuerbach had not


99. Milovan Djilas, in *The New Class* (New York: Praeger, 1957), blames Stalin rather than the socialist economic system as such for the tyranny of Communism. He cannot offer a solution for the problem of bureaucratic elites, except for an appeal to a vague "democratic socialism." Hayek’s *Road to Serfdom* (University of Chicago Press, 1944) has disposed of that particular hope. The socialist planning board will inevitably become a part of a “new class.” T. B. Bottomore, a Marxist sociologist, has also called attention to the issue of elites in “Industry, Work, and Socialism,” in Fromm (cd.), *Socialist Humanism*, p. 397.
resolved, and it was Marx's desire to turn Feuerbach's passive man into a person who could change the alienated world. But how can a man who is determined by the world ever accomplish this? At this point, Marx introduced his theory of reciprocity or interaction between the substructure of economic production and the superstructure of thought and volition. History, he argued in The Holy Family (1845), does not control man at all: "History does nothing; it 'does not possess immense riches,' it 'does not fight battles.' It is men, real, living men, who do all this, who possess things and fight battles. It is not 'history' which uses men as a means of achieving — as if it were an individual person — its own ends. History is nothing but the activity of men in pursuit of their ends." 100

It appears that Marx was inserting the element of human choice into his scheme, in order to preserve human freedom. Unfortunately, in doing so, he reintroduced contingency into his system. Why is the coming socialist revolution inevitable? How can it be said (as he repeated constantly) that social conditions determine man's thoughts, his will, and his decisions? Yet Marx never wavered from his belief that the coming socialist society is inevitable; he never for a moment entertained the thought that the conflagration could be permanently postponed (inmost countries, at least). He wrote many thousands of pages of economic analysis to prove the inevitability of the Revolution. 101 He wrote thousands of lines in newspaper articles predicting the collapse of the capitalist system.

Marx was no fool; he saw the contradiction involved in this indeterminism, and he returned almost immediately to his determinist scheme: "What is society, whatever its form may be? The product of men's reciprocal activity. Are men free to choose this or that form" of society themselves? By no means. . . . It is superfluous to add that men are not free to choose their productive

100. Marx, The Holy Family, quoted in Bottomore and Rubel (eds.), Kad Marx: Selected Writings in Sociology and Social Philosophy, p. 63. [Collected Works, 4, p. 93.]

forces — which are the basis of all their history — for every productive force is an acquired force, the product of former activity. The productive forces are therefore the result of practical human energy; but this energy is itself conditioned by the circumstances in which men find themselves, by the productive forces already won, by the social form which exists before they do, which they do not create, which is the product of the former generation.” 102

Dialectics: Circular Reasoning, Circular Causation

This circularity is best expressed by Marx's equivocation, "circumstances make men just as much as men make circumstances." 103 But it was Engels's letter to J. Bloch in 1890 which announced with absolute clarity that the Marxist system is unable to overcome this dualism between chance and necessity. "According to the materialist conception of history, the ultimately determining element in history is the production and reproduction of real life. More than this neither Marx nor I have ever asserted. Hence if somebody twists this into saying that the economic element is the only determining one, he transforms that proposition into a meaningless, abstract, senseless phrase. The economic situation is the basis, but the various elements of the superstructure — political forms of the class struggle and its results, to wit: constitutions established by the victorious class after a successful battle, etc., juridical forms, and even the reflexes of all these actual struggles in the brains of the participants, political, juristic, philosophical theories, religious views and their further development into systems of dogmas — also


103. German Ideology, p. 50. [Selected Works, 1, p. 42. Collected Works, 5, p. 54.]
exercise their influence upon the course of the historical struggles and in many cases preponderate in determining their form. There is an interaction of all these elements in which, amid all the endless host of accidents (that is, of things and events whose inner connection is so remote or so impossible of proof that we can regard it as non-existent, as negligible), the economic movement finally asserts itself as necessary. Otherwise the application of the theory to any period of history would be easier than the solution of a simple equation of the first degree.”

Ironically, Marx had claimed for his system exactly this kind of mathematical precision in his early days. In 1843 [note: over two years before he collaborated with Engels in writing The German Ideology, where his economic materialism took its initial shape], he had written with regard to the study of political conditions “In investigating a situation concerning the state one is all too easily tempted to overlook the objective nature of the circumstances and to explain everything by the will of the persons concerned. However, there are circumstances which determine the actions of private persons and individual authorities, and which are as independent of them as the method of breathing. If from the outset we adopt this objective standpoint, we shall not assume good or evil will, exclusively on one side or the other, but we shall see the effect of circumstances where at first glance only individuals seem to be acting. Once it is proved that a phenomenon is made necessary by circumstances, it will no longer be difficult to ascertain the external circumstances in which it must actually be produced and in those in which it could not be produced, although the need for it already existed. This can be established with approximately the same certainty with which the chemist determines the external conditions under which sub-

stances having affinity are bound to form a compound.”¹⁰⁵

Engels categorically asserted that accidents have no lasting importance in determining the course of history. But this is a statement of his faith, not of his irrefutable proof. How can he be certain that such events are so remote or so impossible to measure that they can be regarded as non-existent? He inserts accidents in an attempt to give some room for human freedom in a world determined ultimately by economic factors. But this new contingency does little for man’s sense of freedom; he still cannot do much to direct his own path in life, let alone the course of his society. Economic circumstances ultimately appear as final. Besides, as Marx argued, these accidents cancel each other out: “These accidents themselves fall naturally into the general course of development and are compensated again by other accidents.”¹⁰⁶ All they can do is accelerate or delay the general course of events.¹⁰⁷ But the insertion of the element of contingency effectively guts the whole system. Marx and Engels went from pillar to post on this issue; they never came to rest at a place of total determinism or total indeterminism. R. N. Carew Hunt has commented on this Marxist dualism: “If man is to be in any real sense the master of his destiny, it can only be through his ideas and opinions. But these belong to the superstructure, and the form they take is determined by the substructure. All they will admit is that an interaction takes place between the two,

¹⁰⁵. [Here I am using the full English translation of the deliberately anonymous article by Marx, “Justification of the Correspondent from the Mosel, Sect. B,” Rheinische Zeitung (17 Jan. 1843), in Collected Works, 1, p. 337.] Quoted by A. James Gregor, “Marx, Feuerbach and the Reform of the Hegelian Dialectic,” Science and Society, XXIX (1965), p. 77. Lichtheim’s argument that Marx became determinist only in his later years is unable to account for such statements as these in his youth. If anything, Marx’s qualification of his determinism which we find in Capital, 3, p. 919 [3, pp. 791-92], indicates that he was less of a determinist in his “mature” period. But it would be most accurate to say, in contrast to Lichtheim, that Marx was both a determinist and an indeterminist throughout his career; both were held in a contradictory dialectical tension. Cf. George Lichtheim, Marxism: An Historical and Critical Study (New York: Praeger, 1961 ), pp. 236-37.

¹⁰⁶. Marx to Kugelmann, 17 April 1871: Letters to Kugelmann, p. 125. [Selected Works, 2, p. 421.]

¹⁰⁷. Ibid. [Selected Works, 2 p. 421.]
though upon what principle they do not tell us. But once an interaction has been conceded, the whole thesis is undermined, since we are no longer dealing with a purely economic factor, but with one which has been itself in part determined by non-economic factors. To say after this that the economic factor must always be decisive is meaningless." 108

Walter Odajnyk has echoed this observation: "It is the same glaring contradiction in Marxism that keeps coming back again and again: men, ideas, society are determined by operative physical, economic, and social causes, and yet they can be free of all these causes at times, if not always. Which is it? It cannot be both together. Marxism holds on to both, for it needs the determinism and it needs causation; but to be realistic as well as revolutionary, it is forced to explain and even to rely upon situations as if determinism and causation did not apply. Thus it must sustain the contradiction within itself for the sake of its existence as a theory." 109

The "interaction" theory breaks up the original strength of the economic-materialist conception of history. Admittedly, the theory does seem to provide a certain element of human freedom for the system, and contemporary Marxists have used some of these "indeterminist" passages in Marx to try to show that Marx was a man who loved human freedom — a true humanist. Some have even gone so far as to say that Marx never really believed that the socialist revolution was inevitable.110 But these attempts to make Marx palatable only destroy the original unity of the determinist vision. Without total determinism, the system loses its compelling quality. As Schumpeter writes, "the glamour of fundamental truth that surrounds it depends precisely on the


strictness and simplicity of the one-way relation which it asserts. If the idea of absolute economic determinism is abandoned, Marxism loses its ideological punch.

Dialectics: Chance vs. Determinism

In the last analysis, we find that the Marxian theory of classes and the materialist conception of history cannot stand. The antinomies of the system cannot be overcome: man, a creature of his environment, is called upon to transcend that environment and to create a new world. Man lives in a determined world, yet he finds that world inhabited by chance. Like all secular philosophers, Marx saw the origin of all things in chance, and he was never able to eliminate chance from his supposedly deterministic universe. As a result, there is a constant tension between man's freedom and man's determined life; as to which is more prominent depends upon the context of Marx's particular argument: where he tried to escape the implications of economic determinism, he appealed to chance, and where he wished to insure the inevitability of the Revolution, he appealed to "determinism.

There is another problem with his theory of classes. Marx was not a systematic thinker, contrary to popular opinion. He was a powerful thinker, and his system is a monumental one, but that is not the same as saying that he was systematic. He changed his definitions in the course of his arguments, and he used familiar terms in peculiar ways (this is especially true in the economic writings). With the exception of the first 200 pages of volume 1 of Capital, in which he developed his theory of surplus value, there is almost no other equally systematic exposition of any theme in all of his works. He would pass over some subject briefly, giving an indication of real insight, but he would only hint at solutions. This is especially true in the case of his theory of the economic substructure of society.

If a man's membership depended upon his role in the mode of production, then it was absolutely vital for Marx to give an

accurate definition of "mode of production." Unfortunately, he was not very careful in his use of the phrase. As a result, a conflict has developed over what exactly the theory implies. Did Marx proclaim a strictly technological interpretation of history, or was it a more broad definition? Some scholars take the view that Marx thought that technology alone determined the nature of the society. Others think that Marx believed that all the relations of production — ownership, technology, bureaucracy, and even ideas — must be considered in any "social equation." Mayo's comment is accurate: "The very foundation of the Marxist theory is sapped by this uncertainty, and hence Marxism can mean different things to different people, just as it meant different things to Marx himself at different times. Most expositions of Marx are thus forced to make his theories appear more consistent and intelligible than they really were."112

The ambiguities in Marx's own mind account for many of the debates among his followers, and between his followers and his detractors. Marx's theory was supposed to give an account of the nature of historical change, but it fails in its task. What is

112. H. B. Mayo, *Introduction to Marxist Theory* (New York Oxford University Press, 1960), p. 70. Mayo describes this confusion: "Marx himself summarized his theory thus: 'the mode of production in material life determines the social, political and intellectual life processes in general'; and speaking of production, said 'this one historical fact is the fundamental determinant of all history.' At times he listed the three ingredients as purposive labor activity, subject matter (materials), and the instruments. Sometimes, however, the meaning was broadened to include the methods of exchange and the means of transport, which vary according to whether production is for one's own needs or for the market. . . . The greatest ambiguity of all in this essential phrase has already been mentioned: where are we to put knowledge, science, technology, labor skills - among the modes of production or in the superstructure? If we put them among the former as they ought to be, and as Mare-sometimes put them, since scientific knowledge is obviously one of the forces of production, then the unique point of Marxist theory disappears. Marx's fundamental law may then be reduced to the statement that history is made by mankind working with nature. However true this may be, it is certainly not what Marxists usually think they mean. On the other hand, to put science in the strictly determined superstructure, as Marx and Engels sometimes put it, ignores the truth that the materials and tools depend for the most part on knowledge." Ibid., pp. 69-70. [This lengthy passage was originally in the main body of the first edition's text, but I decided to relegate it to a footnote in this edition.]
the source of change? Ideas, technology, legal relationships, or some other element? As Mayo puts it: "In the end, then, it comes to this: the forces of production, never clearly defined, are said to determine both the course of history and the entire superstructure of society. In no sense is this an ultimate explanation, since how changes occur in the independent variable is as much a mystery as ever. But since the weary mind must somewhere come to rest, Marx took his stand upon spontaneous changes in the elusive modes of production. They are the mysterious *self*-supported tortoise holding up society and carrying history along on its back." 113 [As I reflect upon this statement, it reminds me of modern Darwinism's theory of unpredictable genetic changes that are determinative of everything except for subsequent random genetic variations — that comes afterward in the process of natural selection.]

Thus, we see that the Marxist theory of historical development is a morass of circular arguments and shifting definitions. It is unable to resolve the "nature-freedom" antinomy, and by relying upon pure contingency to provide freedom for man, the necessary Revolution lost its scientific inevitability. Without a consistent class theory to support the Revolution's appearance, it can hardly be said to have been established empirically. Yet Marx never lost faith in the coming cataclysm. It was not made clear exactly how change occurred in the society, but Marx always believed that he had demonstrated that social change is unilinear and points to the ultimate resolution of all human history. What was it that compelled him to hold on to the idea of the coming Revolution with such a religious determination? Why did he spend his whole life trying to show that the proof of the Revolution's inevitability had been found? 114


Revolution

All roads in Marx's works lead to the Revolution. Whether we examine his theory of human alienation or his philosophy of history, whether we look at his theory of knowledge or his economic analysis, whether politics is the theme or the development of science, all contradictions and difficulties are to be resolved by the coming of the Revolution. It is the beginning of a truly human history; it is the end of fettered production and exploited labor. It is the discovery of human freedom combined with absolute omnipotence and total control over nature. No more absurdities like the division of labor will exist, no more warfare, no more conflict between men or within man. Without the ideal of the Revolution as its goal, Marxism would be little more than a huge mass of economic and historical material - interesting, perhaps, but hardly the basis of a mass movement. When combined with the idea of total revolution, it becomes a new religion, or more accurately, a very ancient religion in new, pseudoscientific garb.

Was Marx primarily a scientist, or was he a religious prophet? This debate has divided scholars for over half a century, and it is unlikely that it will be resolved in the near future. T. B. Bottomore, a sociologist whose works are in the Marxist tradition, is one of those who think that Marx is best understood as a scientist; naturally, the Soviet Marxists agree with this evaluation. Robert C. Tucker, Louis J. Halle, Erich Fromm, Karl Lowith, and many others see him as a semi-religious figure, especially as an Old Testament prophet type. Lowith's description is typical: "He was Jew of Old Testament stature, though an emancipated Jew of the nineteenth century who felt strongly antireligious and even anti-Semitic. It is the old Jewish messianism and prophetism — unaltered by two thousand years of economic history from handicraft to large-scale industry — and Jewish insistence on absolute righteousness which explain the idealistic basis of Marx's materialism. Though perverted into

secular prognostication, the Communist Manifesto still retains the basic features of a messianic *faith*: 'the assurance of things to be hoped for.'

Unquestionably, there is a religious element in Marxism. But to classify him as an Old Testament prophetic figure is to miss the essential nature of the Marxist message. *What* Marxism *represents* is a secular throwback to the chaos cults of the ancient *world*, and not a modern school of the prophets.

**Dialectics: Thought and Action**

Marx attempted to overcome the dialectical tension between thought and action; he was aware of the fact that theoretical explanations of the universe are always separated from the actual material events, and he was determined to bridge the gap. Thus, he offered his thesis that in action — revolutionary practice — we have the resolution of the dichotomy. In his second thesis on *Feuerbach*, he wrote that "the question whether objective truth can be attributed to human thinking is not a question of theory but is a practical question. In practice man must prove the truth, that is, the reality and power, the this-sidedness of his thinking." Can human thought be said to be valid apart from revolutionary action? Marx utterly denied the possibility: "The dispute over the reality or non-reality of thinking which is isolated from practice is a purely scholastic question." He continued the theme in the eighth of these theses. "Social life," he said, "is essentially practical." Statements such as these have led many scholars to conclude that Marx was essentially a pragmatist, and in a certain sense, this is an accurate evaluation. In this pragmatism we can see Marx's relativism at work: theory is always valid only in the context of revolutionary action.

---


118. An example of this interpretation can be found in Sidney Hook’s earlier writings. Hook, *Towards an Understanding of Karl Marx* (New York John Day, 1933); *From Hegel to Marx*, pp. 284-85.
changing, just as matter is in constant flux; only revolutionary practice can unify theory and empirical reality. Lichtheim has put it well: Marx was very much a "pragmatic theorist."119

Revolution, however, has more than an intellectual function in Marx's system. Revolution is to create a new society and a new humanity: "In revolutionary activity the changing of oneself coincides with the changing of circumstances." 120 Man can change his own nature, and the nature of the species as well, by changing his environment: "By thus acting on the external world and changing it, he at the same time changes his own nature."121 As the chronology of the two quotations indicates, Marx held this belief throughout his career. What he had originally conceived as a psychological fall into alienation now was to be healed by an alteration of the environmental substructure of society. He pursued this theme with a religious fanaticism: "For the creation on a mass scale of this communist consciousness, as well as for the success of the cause itself, it is necessary for men themselves to be changed on a large scale, and this change can only occur in a practical movement, in a revolution. Revolution is necessary not only because the ruling class cannot be overthrown in any other way, but also because only in a revolution can the class which overthrows it rid itself of the accumulated rubbish of the past and become capable of reconstructing society." 122

119. Lichtheim, Marxism, p. 129.


121. Capital, 1(1867), p. 198. [Capital, 1, p. 177.]

122. German Ideology, p. 86. [Selected Works, 1, p. 41. Collected Works, 5, pp. 52-53.] This is that same statement which appears at the beginning of this chapter. In this case, however, I am using the translation in Bottomore and Rubel (eds.), Selected Writings in Sociology and Social Philosophy, p. 65. In the light of this statement by Marx, the conclusion made by H. B. Mayo seems ludicrous: "As we have seen, Marx did not idealize violence as such; his error may be called rather an error of judgment. Believing that the bourgeoisie would not yield their class position without armed resistance, he naturally believed also that overthrow by violence would be necessary, and this is now a prime article of the communist creed." Introduction to Marxist Theory, p. 257.
In an early essay for *Vorwärts! [Forward!]*, a revolutionary German periodical, he was equally emphatic: “Revolution in general — the overthrow of the existing ruling power and the dissolution of existing social relationships — is a political act. Without revolution socialism cannot develop.” *23 Much later, he wrote: “Force is the midwife of every old society pregnant with a new one.”*124 He was to modify this view only slightly on occasion: England, he said, might possibly avoid revolution in its transition to socialism, but this was not very likely. However, he did not voice this opinion very often, and usually it was said only to members of the International Working Men’s Association, a trade union organization which relied heavily on British “bread and butter” union support. His private opinion, which only his intimates saw, was far more explicit: “The Englishman first needs a revolutionary education,” he wrote to Engels in 1866. “One thing is certain, these thick-headed John Bulls, whose brainpans seem to have been specially manufactured for the constables’ bludges, will never get anywhere without a really bloody encounter with the ruling powers.”125 The “bloody encounter” was a matter of religious and philosophical principle with him; the Revolution had to come if man were to free himself from the bondage of an alienated world.

*chaos* cults

The doctrine of revolutionary practice became for Marx the equivalent of the chaotic license which was at the heart of all pagan *cosmologies*. The Golden Age could only be recovered through total license, chaos, and degradation: this theme was central to pagan *cosmologies*, and it was basic for Marxism. The ancients believed in the existence of a primitive age of *luxury*,

---


125. Marx to Engels, 27 July 1866 Correspondence, p. 213.
wealth, and freedom; this age had been lost. Orthodox Hebrew and Christian theology explains this transition in terms of an ethical fall into sin; man opposed the law of God and was punished for his disobedience. The fall, in other words, was an ethical rather than a metaphysical phenomenon. The ancients, however, saw the fall as a metaphysical event; the world is in bondage to law and scarcity, and by returning to chaos for a period, society participates in that pre-temporal age of plenty. There is the hope that the Golden Age itself might be restored. Only through participation in the pre-temporal chaos event can society be rejuvenated; only through ritualistic participation can the link be established between cosmic time and the present reality.

In all but the Biblical cosmology, the creation was seen as the imposition of order upon a chaotic matter. Thus, in the festivals and other rituals of chaos, society was thought to have access to that vital matter which existed before form was imposed to stifle its free action. Roger Caillois has explained this pagan cosmology, focusing his attention on the festival: “It is a time of excess. Reserves accumulated over the course of several years are squandered. The holiest laws are violated, those that seem at the very basis of social life. Yesterday’s crime is now prescribed, and in place of customary rules, new taboos and disciplines are established, the purpose of which is not to avoid or soothe intense emotions, but rather to excite and bring them to climax. Movement increases, and the participants become intoxicated. Civil or administrative authorities see their powers temporarily diminish or disappear. This is not so much to the advantage of the regular sacerdotal caste as to the gain of secret confi- eternities or representatives of the other world, masked actors personifying the Gods or the dead. This fervor is also the time for sacrifices, even the time for the sacred, a time outside of time that recreates, purifies, and rejuvenates society. . . . All

excesses are permitted, for society expects to be regenerated as a result of excesses, waste, orgies, and violence." 127

The festival is a ritual re-creation of some key event in the life of a society. Perhaps the most famous of the creation festivals were the Saturnalia, the New Year, and the spring fertility rites. There was an identification with those first days of the universe where no rules bound creation. "It is the Golden Age: the reign of Saturn and Chronos, without war, commerce, slavery, or private property."128 It was an age of total abundance but also one of terror, where dark forces were loose in the universe. Both elements were therefore present in the festivals. 129 Here was the primitive conception of the form-matter controversy or the nature-freedom scheme: law was seen both as a limitation on man and simultaneously a barrier against the terrors of the unknown. The function of the excesses was to pour vitality into the world of order: "All living things must be rejuvenated. The world must be created anew."130 The traditions of the festival have been preserved in modern times in isolated primitive cultures, as well as in many folk customs, such as the Mardi Gras and the Carnival.131 And Marx's system certainly rested on a cosmology similar to the one described by Mircea Eliade: "This complete reversal of behavior — from modesty to exhibitionism — indicates a ritual goal, which concerns the entire community. It is a case of the religious need for periodical abolition of the norms that govern profane life — in other words, of the need to suspend the


law that lies like a dead weight on customs, and to recreate the state of absolute spontaneity."¹³²

Secret Societies

In a secular form, this tradition of ritual chaos and secrecy has been preserved in the secret societies which are common to all cultures. This is one of the reasons why they have served so often as sources of revolutionary and conspiratorial activity, especially in the history of Europe.¹³³ One of the most blatant statements of the philosophy of chaos was made recently by Jeff Nutall, editor of the underground My Own Mag, and the principal mouthpiece for William Burroughs (author of Naked Lunch, an underground favorite): "Still, Burroughs, all of us - we're decaying men, for God's sake. We're all decaying, clearly. Playing "around with drugs, playing around with every possible sexual deviation. Really, previous ages of decadence would look upon the modern avant garde with amazement and admiration. We've outdone the lot of them. But the curious, impressive thing is that so many artists are able to go through these things as intelligent men - not as totally unprincipled men. If you go through these things to some purpose, it can be even noble. It's as if, with your own rot, you refuel and invigorate - you fertilize this very scorched earth for those yet to come."¹³⁴


¹³³. While they are out of favor in today's historical circles, Nesta Webster's studies contain solid information dealing with the activities and the development of Europe's secret societies. Some of the connections that she establishes between historical events and certain conspiratorial groups are probably questionable on methodological grounds, but much of what she has to say is very important. Historical scholarship always has difficulty in treating secret societies, since they leave few written documents and many of the public data are deliberately misleading. Three of her most important works are Secret Societies and Subversive Movements (Hawthorne, California: Omni Reprint, [1923] 1964); World Revolution (Waco, Texas: Owen Reprint, [1921] 1964); The French Revolution (London: Constable, 1919). [Vastly superior is James L. Billington's masterpiece, Fire in the Minds of Men: Origins of the Revolutionary Faith (New York Basic Books, 1980).]

Throughout history and in all societies, we find men who swear allegiance to this demonic philosophy, whatever form it may take. Marx was prefigured by such persons as Mazdak, the revolutionary communist in 5th century (A. D.) Persia, a man who very nearly succeeded in over-throwing the society in which he lived. In the Assassins of 11th-century Arabia (the name is derived from the same root as hashish, which was an integral part of Assassin ritual), a sect of revolutionary Moslems, the same basic perspective was present, and it was imported into the West by Bogomils and Cathars, the dualist sects of the medieval world. The whole list of rationalist secret societies in 18th-century Europe—Illuminate, Rosicrucians, Grand Orient Masonry—all contributed to the same revolutionary tradition, though in the name of enlightened and liberated humanity.

The culminating point in this tradition was the French Revolution. It was here that secular humanism, revolutionary fervor, and the secret societies fused into one overwhelming movement. Marx was the inheritor of this tradition, especially of the plot of Babeuf to overthrow the government in 1795. Marx acknowledged his respect for Babeuf's efforts. In fact, Marx's diagram for conspiratorial, revolutionary action which he set

---


137. The role played by the secret societies is not some wild thesis in the mind of Mrs. Webster; liberals have profoundly acknowledged the part which these societies took. Cf. Una Birch, *Secret Societies and the French Revolution* (London: John Lane, 1911). See also Charles William Heckethome, *The Secret Societies of All Ages* (2 vol.; New Hyde Park, New York University Books, [1897] 1965) for a sympathetic treatment of these movements.

forth in his Address of the Central Committee to the Communist League (1850) was modeled after the Jacobin organization and Babeuf's secret society.\textsuperscript{139}

A classic example of revolutionary French science in the period after the Terror was published in one of the new scientific journals: ‘The Revolution has razed everything to the ground. Government, morals, habits, everything has to be rebuilt. What a magnificent site for the architects! What a grand opportunity of making use of all the fine and excellent ideas that had remained speculative, of employing so many materials that could not be used before, of rejecting so many others that had been obstructions for centuries and which one had been forced to use.’\textsuperscript{140}

Marxism and Ancient Paganism

Whatever modifications Marx later made on his original conspiratorial formulations, there can be little question that the framework of his theory of revolution was based upon ‘an ancient cosmology of nature which has had a long history in Western (and Eastern) civilization. Eliade has seen this close relation between Marx and the ancient world: ‘Yet Marxism preserves a meaning to history. For Marxism, events are not a succession of arbitrary accidents; they exhibit a coherent structure and, above all, they lead to a definite end – final elimination of the terror of history, ‘salvation.’ Thus, at the end of the Marxist philosophy of history, lies the age of gold of the archaic eschatologies. In this sense it is correct to say not only that Marx ‘brought Hegel’s philosophy back to earth’ but also that he reconfirmed, upon an exclusively human level, the value of the primitive myth of the age of gold, with the difference that he puts the age of gold only at the end of history, instead of putting it at the beginning too. Here, for the militant Marxist, lies the


secret of the remedy for the terror of history: just as the contemporaries of a 'dark age' consoled themselves for their increasing sufferings by the thought that the aggravation of evil hastens final deliverance, so the militant Marxist of our day reads, in the drama provoked by the pressure of history, a necessary evil, the premonitory symptom of the approaching victory that will put an end forever to all historical 'evil.'"  

Eliade could have stated his case even more forcefully. Marx did share with the ancients a belief in a past Golden Age, as we have seen; at some point in man's history, albeit a primitive culture, man's world was without alienation. The coming age will be superior, of course, because mankind will also control the former chaos of the environment around him. In his posthumously published manuscripts, *Grundrisse der Kritik der Politischen Ökonomie* (1857-58), Marx sketched some of his ideas on the primitive communal social structure, and as E. J. Hobsbawm has pointed out, Marx's own interests after the publication of *Capital* (1867) were "overwhelmingly concerned with this stage of social development. . . ."  

Eliade shared Marx's interest, and he also pictured a primitive Golden Age in his *Origins of the Family, Private Property and the State* (1884)  

The Language of Salvation

The transition between capitalism and the first stage of communism would be heralded by the Revolution, and there is no question that Marx used explicitly soteriological language in describing the coming conflagration. In his essay extolling the Paris Commune of 1871, Marx wrote of a "France, whose salvation from ruin, and whose regeneration were impossible, without


the revolutionary overthrow of the political and social conditions that had engendered the Second Empire [of Napoleon III], and, under its fostering care, matured into utter rottenness. "  

144 Marx did not really understand the Commune, but the use he made of it demonstrates that he saw it in terms of political and social regeneration - collective salvation.  

Revolutionary practice gives the workers a sense of self-realization, since through revolutionary action alone does class consciousness develop. Marx, in 1850, characterized this message: "You have got to go through fifteen, twenty, fifty years of civil wars and national wars not merely in order to change your conditions but in order to change yourselves and become qualified for political power..."  

Again, a semi-religious function is accomplished; Caillois's thesis is that only in war and bloodshed can modern man approximate the destructive psychology of the chaos festivals. The communal feeling of collective devotion to a higher cause in modern civilization can be experienced only in warfare.  

Marx's belief that proletarian consciousness can be achieved only in struggle is very similar to Caillois's position; in this sense, the proletarian revolution has the same religious and psychological function as the festival had in the ancient world.  

Engels, in his forthright manner, wrote to Marx in 1857, just as the depression of 1857 was beginning. He had been recuperating from an illness in the United States. His language is clearly religious: "The bourgeois filth of the last seven years had stuck to me to a certain extent after all, if it is washed away now..."  


145 Similar statements can be found in the essay: Selected Works, 2, pp. 200-1, 222.  

146 Minutes of London Central Committee of the Communist League, 15 Sept. 1850: Correspondence, p. 92. [Collected Works, 10, p. 626.]  

147 Caillois, Man and the Sacred, ch. 4.
I shall feel another fellow again. The crisis will do me as much good physically as a sea-bathe, I can see that already.”

The cleansing waters of total chaos: this is the theological foundation of the religion of revolution.

The Dictatorship of the Proletariat

Marx’s doctrine of the “dictatorship of the proletariat” reveals a great deal about the function of the Revolution. After the proletarian revolution is achieved, and the working classes seize political power, there will be “a political transition period in which the state can be nothing but the revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat.” This will not be the ultimate state, but merely the era of rule by the working classes in which all remnants of bourgeois life will be crushed. Engels spelled out in detail what this period would be like, and what the purpose of the proletarian state should be: “As, therefore, the state is only a transitional institution which is used in the struggle, in the revolution, to hold down one’s adversaries by force, it is pure nonsense to talk of a free people’s state: so long as the proletariat still uses the state, it does not use it in the interests of freedom but in order to hold down its adversaries, and as soon as it becomes possible to speak of freedom the state as such ceases to exist.”

The transitional period is the one in which the new rulers begin to guide the new society into the world of socialist plenty, but to do this, freedom and bourgeois institutions must be stamped out. It is a period of enforced destruction, as Iring Fetscher has pointed out: Marx’s period of “crude communism” would not overcome alienation, and it would even be less progressive in some ways than capitalism. “There is no connection between this way of abolishing private property and the real appropriation of alienated reality. On the contrary all people would be reduced, according to this notion, to the unnatural simplicity of

148. Engels to Marx, 15 Nov. 1857: Correspondence, p. 86. [Collected Works, 40, p. 203.]
poor people without needs and wants. 'Community [in this case] is only a community of labor and equality of salary paid out by the Communist capital, the community as the universal capitalist.' The obvious indication of this kind of brute Communism, which Marx understood as a primitive generalization of private property, is the *Weibergemeinschaft*, the community of women. This Communism is inhuman, not because it destroys capitalism but because it makes capitalism broader, more radical and more absolute. It does not transcend *capitalistic* society but even lags behind some of the more progressive aspects of *private* property. Nevertheless Marx thought at this time that at least from the theoretical point of view this kind of Communism was a stage through which one necessarily had to pass." 151

Dialectics: State or No State

Here is one of the dialectical results of the Marxian system: it is simultaneously a call to total revolution against the state and a program to create an absolute state. Marx's ultimate vision was a hope in a society which needed no state, yet it was to take a period of state-planned inhumanity to bring this world into being. Marx tried to compensate the total authoritarianism with a vision of a truly human society to come; this was Marx's "pie on the earth" dream. "But these defects are inevitable in the first phase of communist society as it is when it has just emerged after prolonged birth pangs from capitalist society." 152 The "mature" Marx of 1875 then drew his picture of the coming paradise: "In a higher phase of communist society, after the enslaving subordination of the individual to the division of labour, and therewith also the antithesis between mental and physical *labour*, has vanished; after *labour* has become not only a means of life but life's prime want; after the productive forces have also increased with the all-round development of the individual, and all the springs of co-operative wealth flow more abundantly - only then


can the narrow horizon of bourgeois right be crossed in its entirety and society inscribe on its banners: From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs!” 153

Marx’s basic authoritarianism was perceived by his anarchist rival, Michael Bakunin. Bakunin had once been able to cooperate with Marx, since they shared an opposition to the bourgeois state, but Bakunin later broke with Marx. He did not share Marx’s faith in a total state’s ability to abolish the state forever: “I hate communion [communism – apparently a typographical error] because it is the negation of liberty and because humanity is for me unthinkable without liberty. I am not a communist, because communism concentrates and swallows up in itself for the benefit of the State all the forces of society, because it inevitably leads to the concentration of property in the hands of the State, whereas I want the abolition of the State, the final eradication of the principle of authority and patronage proper to the State, which under the pretext of moralizing and civilizing men, has hitherto only enslaved, persecuted, exploited, and corrupted them. I want to see society and collective or social property organized from below upwards, by way of free association, not from above downwards, by means of any kind of authority whatever.” 154

Demythologizing Marx

Some contemporary scholars - e.g., Lichtheim, Halle, Mayo, Schumpeter – want to play down Marx’s revolutionary fervor, especially the call to revolution which he made in his later career. The problem with this interpretation is providing an explanation for his obvious delight with the Paris Commune of 1871. This “aberration” in the so-called “mature” Marx indicates that his

153. Ibid. The “ability-needs” slogan was Morelly’s (1760).

154. Quoted in E. H. Carr, Michael Bakunin (London: Macmillan, 1937), p. 341. How one can be against private property and also property managed by the state is not very clear, but Bakunin certainly saw the latent totalitarianism present in the Marxian system, and for this reason his comments are useful. What exactly he meant by this statement, “I am a collectivism, but not a communist,” is a mystery (ibid.). [He was a syndicalist, a philosophy of economic ownership that has no economic theory.]
old dream of regeneration through total chaos had merely been waiting for an opportunity to reappear as an intimate part of his social analysis. In an otherwise brilliant article, Louis Halle tries to “demythologize” Marx: Marx was only using the word “revolution” as a religious metaphor, not as an actual form of political action.155 Sometimes scholars will not take other men at their word; they just cannot believe that another scholar would say such things. 156

These interpretations of Marx’s later “mellowing” are based upon the fact that Marx, at certain stages of his career, was willing to de-emphasize the idea of revolutionary action because of tactical considerations. But his real concern was betrayed by his economic analyses; again and again in his “mature” period, he saw traces of the coming revolution - a revolution which would be ushered in by means of an economic crisis in the world capitalist system. He and Engels welcomed the coming collapse with open arms. As he wrote to Engels in 1857 (supposedly in his “mature” period): “I am working like mad all through the nights at putting my economic studies together so that I may at least have the outlines clear before the deluge comes.” 157 In fact, the two men were continually prophesying the collapse throughout their lifetimes. Engels was still acting as a prophet of doom as late as 1886, although in 1892 he was forced to admit that capitalism was apparently experiencing a revival. 158

156. George Lichtheim’s Marxism is probably the most important study that promotes the idea that Marx lost his revolutionary outlook after 1850 and became a sort of Social Democrat prototype. Bertram D. Wolfe apparently agrees with Lichtheim on this point: Marxism: One Hundred Years in the Life of a Doctrine (New York Dial Press, 1965), p. 239n.
Robert C. Tucker's evaluation seems perfectly justified: "Thus, for Marx, the communist revolution is the means of attaining not material abundance (though that, in his view, will come too) and not justice in the distribution of goods, but the spiritual regeneration of man."\textsuperscript{159} Marx held, unquestionably, a religion of revolution. Regeneration through total chaos was his goal, and the proletariat would serve as the priestly class in this ritual so that the whole society might be freed from its alienation.

**Dialectics: Ethics vs. Metaphysics**

It was pointed out earlier that Marx's doctrine of alienation was a substitute for the Christian doctrine of the fall of man. In spite of this apparent affinity for a Christian cosmology, Marx's system must be linked more with pagan ancient religion than with Old Testament messianism. This is not really contradictory, since the cosmologies of the ancients were equally substitutes for the idea of the fall. The similarities and distinctions between the pagan and Hebrew-Christian views have already been hinted at previously. The ancients believed in a metaphysical fall from chaos into the bondage of order and law. Marx asserted (or so his language indicates) that the fall was originally psychological but that man's alienation became reciprocal with private property at a later date. By changing the environment, man would regain his pre-alienation state, but with his modern technology intact.

The Christian view is that the fall was ethical; the universe, including man, was cursed as a result of the fall — the alienation between man and the Creator - but the fall itself was ethical. Because man is alienated from God, he is also alienated from his fellow men, since they are made in God's image. The restoration of man and his civilization is not to be accomplished, therefore, by a flight from law, but by a return to covenant obedience in terms of Biblical law. Regeneration is to come through faith in Christ's sacrificial atonement on the cross; this is God's grace to the individual. Any social reconstruction that should result from

this ethical regeneration of mankind must be in terms of society’s obedience to law. Man, in this conception, is truly free only when he is saved by grace (St. Paul’s doctrine of the “new man in Christ”: II Corinthians 5:17) and when he is under God’s law. Total perfection is reached only after the judgment brings an end to time; it will not come as a result of the activity of self-proclaimed autonomous men. Thus, the idea of total perfection which is implied in the Marxian scheme is utterly foreign to the orthodox Hebrew-Christian tradition.

There is no question that passages in the Bible do exist that seem to contain a similar hope in total conflagration. The final chapter of Isaiah and the third chapter of the second epistle of St. Peter are examples of this. Judgment in the scriptures is frequently seen in terms of the language of fire and destruction. At times the references deal with the last days of the earth and God’s final judgment; in other cases references to the shaking of earthly foundations apply only to God’s temporal retribution or to a change in God’s administration (as from the national covenant with the Hebrews to the universal covenant with the gentile world). For example, Psalm 18 is filled with the language of cataclysmic change, yet David’s meaning was clearly allegorical. But one fact dominates all these visions of conflagration: it is God, and only God, who initiates the change. It is expected that faithful men will remain orderly in all the aspects of their lives; they are not to create chaos in order to escape from law (Rem. 13; I Cor. 14:40). It is reserved to God alone to bring His total judgment to the world: “I will overturn, overturn, overturn, it [the crown]: and it shall be no more, until he come whose right it is; and I will give it to him” (Ezek. 21:27).

In contrast to this view stood ancient paganism. It was man who would accomplish this shattering of the foundation. It was man who, by ritual participation in the cosmic time of pre-creation, would restore the Golden Age. It was man who would abolish time and restore eternity to earth. To abolish time and time’s curses: here was the goal of the pagan world. Eliade writes: “The wish to abolish time can be seen even more clearly in the ‘orgy’ which takes place, with varying degrees of violence, during the New Year ceremonies. An orgy is also a regression into the ‘dark’, a restoration of the primeval chaos, and as such precedes all creation, every manifestation of ordered form. The fusion of all forms into one single, vast, undifferentiated unity is an exact reproduction of the ‘total’ mode of reality. I pointed out earlier the function and meaning of the orgy, at once sexual and agricultural; at the cosmological level, the ‘orgy’ represents chaos or the ultimate disappearance of limits and, as time goes, the inauguration of the Great Time, of the ‘eternal moment’, of non-duration. The presence of the orgy among the ceremonials marking the periodic divisions of time shows the will to abolish the past totally by abolishing all creation.”

Escape from History: Cycles

This, it should be apparent, is the very essence of the Marxian faith. The proletarian class “can only in a revolution succeed in ridding itself of all the muck of ages and become fitted to found society anew.” 162 What Marx wanted was an escape from history. The history of all hitherto existing societies has not been a truly human history, since alienation has dominated them all. As he wrote in the Preface to the Critique of Political Economy “The bourgeois relations of production are the last antagonistic form

161. Mircea Eliade, Patterns in Comparative Religion, p. 399; cf. 400-7 for a full discussion of the subject. “The meaning of the carnivalesque orgy at the end of the year is confirmed by the fact that the chaos is always followed by a new creation of the cosmos. All these seasonal celebrations go on to a more or less clear symbolic repetition of the creation.” Ibid., p. 400.

162. Marx and Engels, German Ideology, p. 86. [Selected Works, 1, p. 40. Collected Works, 5, p. 52.]
of the social process of production — antagonistic not in the sense of individual antagonism, but of one arising from conditions surrounding the life of individuals in society; at the same time the productive forces developing in the womb of bourgeois society create the material conditions for the solution of that antagonism. This social formation constitutes, therefore, the closing chapter of the prehistoric stage of human society.''

All earlier societies have been merely “prehistoric.” We may call our era “history,” but that is a misnomer. What we call history must be abolished if man is to survive. Marx, therefore, appealed to revolutionary chaos to bring an end to this era and to inaugurate true human history. Man must accomplish this, for man is Marx’s only god. Eschatology for Marx is the restoration of the society free from alienation and brought into being by man; the escape from the bondage of present history will be achieved.

In linking Marx to the ancient cosmology rather than to the Hebrew-Christian tradition one problem does exist. On the surface, at least, Marx’s conception of history is linear; the ancients held a cyclical view of history. This is an apparent contradiction. Marx’s view seems to be closer to the Christian viewpoint: history does progress in the Marxian system, and historical facts are important. In this sense, Marx is in the Western tradition; no one who is a part of that tradition can completely escape the influence of Augustine’s linear history. It would be odd if Marx had not shared with all Western thinkers some of the premises of Augustine. Nevertheless, in several important respects, Marx’s history is potentially cyclical in nature. If man fell from a primitive society in which there was no alienation, what is to prevent a similar fall back into alienation after the coming revolution has produced the Golden Age? Marx said specifically that private property did not cause the fall into alienation but rather that the reverse was true. Though he assumed that a mere reordering of the social environment would regenerate mankind forever, he

could not guarantee that this regenerated state would be preserved. If the original fall was essentially psychological, what is to prevent a similar fall into alienation at some unspecified date in the future? It would seem that this is the implication of Tucker’s observation: “And he never seems to have asked himself what would prevent the inhuman force from rising again to estrange man from himself on the yonder side of history.”164 Thus, it seems safe to say that Marx returned, at least in part, to a conception of history which partakes of the old Greek cycles, in so far as he was never able to show that the very logic of his system would not lead back into some kind of cyclical pattern.

With Engels we find some of these themes made explicit. His discussion of the eternal cycle of matter is illuminating. Matter, he wrote, is in eternal motion, “a cycle in which every finite mode of existence of matter . . . is equally transient, and wherein nothing is eternal but eternally changing, eternally moving matter and the laws according to which it moves and changes.” 165 In fact, under Engels’s earlier assumptions, even the laws of change themselves are changing. It can be argued, perhaps, that a cyclical nature does not necessarily imply a cyclical human history, but when the idea is taken into conjunction with Marx’s earlier teachings, it is not beyond reason to conclude that the Marxian conception of history resembles the Greek conception far more than it resembles Augustine’s theological, linear history.


165. Engels, Dialectics of Nature, published posthumously from his notebooks (New York: International Publishers, [1940] 1963), p. 24. [Selected Works, 3, p. 57. Collected Works, 25, pp. 334-35.] Some important commentators, including Lichtheim and Tucker, do not wish to admit that the later excursions into the study of science that were made by Engels really reflect Marx’s perspective. Marx, it is argued, was interested only in human society and social dialectics, not in any mechanical dialectic of nature. Marx’s letter to Lassalle, 16 Jan. 1861, throws some light on this subject: “Darwin’s book is very important and serves me as a basis in natural science for the class struggle in history.” Correspondence, p. 125. [Collected Works, 41, p. 246.] In a letter to Engels, 19 Dec. 1860, he wrote: “Although it is developed in the crude English style, this is the book which contains the basis in natural history for our view.” Correspondence, p. 126. [Collated Works, 41, p. 232.]
We have examined Marx’s doctrine of revolution as a cosmological and philosophical theme. This, however, does not explain the historical setting in which Marx placed the inevitable chaos, nor does it give much light on the whole problem of revolutionary tactics. It is to this aspect of the revolutionary format that we must turn.

**Young Marx vs. Old Marx?**

Marx never set forth his outline of the Revolution in any one place. Like most of his theories, this one is found throughout his works, and it is not altogether clear as to exactly what he thought the Revolution would be.\textsuperscript{166} As to how it was to come into being, he never decided; in fact, conflicting statements concerning the proletarian uprising have been used as a means for distinguishing the younger Marx from the “mature Marx.” The year 1850 is usually seen as the point of transition.\textsuperscript{167}

In his early years, Marx firmly believed that the forces of material production in capitalism would bring the Revolution to a head. The exploited proletariat class would rise up against the bourgeoisie and take possession of the means of production, the state, and the other organs of bourgeois control. He never

---

\textsuperscript{166} Meyer, *Marxism: The Unity of Theory and Practice*, p. 80.

fully abandoned this explanation.\textsuperscript{168} In 1867, he published volume 1 of Capital, a huge treatise in economics which was supposed to prove that the inner contradictions of capitalist production and distribution would ultimately lead to the Revolution. When that glorious day arrives, “The [death] knell of capitalist private property sounds. The expropriators are expropriated.” 169 In the Communist Manifesto (1848), he argued that the proletarians must seize control of the capitalist state and use their political power to impose a ten-point program of expropriation against the capitalist order, thus crushing all capitalist institutions and ideas.\textsuperscript{170}

One of the most important of the earlier organizational documents was his Address to the Communist League (1850). It outlined a program of tactical terrorist activities, using subversion in the tradition of Babeuf’s conspiracy. He advised proletarians to use Jacobin-type clubs as the basis of the organizational structure, while maintaining close alliances with the various secret revolutionary societies of the period. A secret, underground government should be established, so that it can seize control of the state when the bourgeois order collapses.\textsuperscript{171} Terrorism is useful in stirring up social chaos. In all things pertaining to the proletarian struggle, “Their battle cry must be: The Revolution in Permanence.” 172

The changes in Marx’s outlook stemmed from the failure of the revolutions in Europe in 1848-50. After this time, he still looked to the contradictions of the capitalist system as the basic cause of the coming struggle, but he began to admit that democratic action might be of real service to the revolutionary cause. If universal suffrage could hasten the collapse, fine, do not hesi-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{168} Marx, Wage-Labor and Capital (1847), Selected Works, 1, pp. 163-74.
\item \textsuperscript{169} Capital, 1, p. 837. [Capital, 1, p. 763. Selected Works, 2, p. 144.]
\item \textsuperscript{170} Manifesto of the Communist Party, in Selected Works, 1, pp. 126-27. [Selected Works, 1, pp. 179-80. [Collected Works, 10, 281-82.] Cf. The Class Struggles in France, 1848-1850(1850), in Selected Works, 1, pp. 247,258. [Collected works, 10, p. 91 .]
\item \textsuperscript{171} Address, in Selected Works, 1, pp. 185. [Collected Works, 10, p. 287.]
\end{itemize}
tate to use it: this was his message to the working class. We have already seen how he admitted that in England and America there might be some small chance to avoid the Revolution in the transition to socialism. He even praised the Ten Hours Act which shortened the working day in England. Of course, in this later period he was trying to gain the support of the English trade unions, and the ballot box appealed to them. 173 As Marx himself realized, he was not wholly forthright in his famous Address to the Working Men’s Association: “It was very difficult to frame the thing so that our view should appear in a form acceptable from the present standpoint of the workers’ movement. In a few weeks the same people will be holding meetings for the franchise with Bright and Cobden. It will take time before the reawakened movement allows the old boldness of speech. It will be necessary to be fortiter in re, suaviter in modo [bold in matter, mild in manner].” 174

‘Marx’s appreciation for the cooperative movement has led Martin Buber to place Marx in the camp of the European utopian thinkers. In his Paths in Utopia, Buber argues that Marx wanted to create a sense of communal membership in his post-revolutionary society, and for this reason Marx saw in the co-operatives the sign of a coming transformation of society. *75 Marx, in this sense, was a Utopian Socialist, although he had criticized his utopian predecessors for the lack of insight into the


174. Marx to Engels, 4 Nov. 1864: Correspondence, p. 163.

175. Martin Buber, Paths in Utopia (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1949), ch. 8. For Marx’s comments on the co-operative movement, see the Inaugural Address, in Selected Works, 2, pp. 16-17. [Collected Works, 20, p. 11.] Capital, 3, p. 527. [Capital, 3, p. 445.] It is interesting that a co-op publishing firm was the first company to publish Marx’s complete economic writings in this country. This, of course, was Charles H. Kerr & Co.
nature of capitalist relations of production. His goals, if not his methodology, were utopian. Marx never said exactly what part the co-ops would play in the Revolution; whether their role would be peaceful or revolutionary was never made clear.

**Dialectics: The Role of the Proletariat**

There was a fundamental ambivalence in Marx's system: was the primary task of the proletariat political or was it revolutionary and conspiratorial? The streams of Marxism have divided on precisely this issue. In 1872 the general rules of the International Working Men's Association were amended to read: "This constitution of the proletariat into a political party is indispensable to ensure the triumph of the social revolution and of its ultimate goal: the abolition of classes." In a sense, the Marxian scheme had become schizophrenic at this point; both Lenin and Eduard Bernstein could subsequently appeal to Marx (and to Marx's tactical decisions) in support of their two very different positions. Both democratic action and revolution were being affirmed at the same time.

The basic message of the International was still the same as the appeal of the defunct Communist League: "... the conquest of political power becomes the great duty of the proletariat." In the 1850 Address of the Central Committee to the Communist League, Marx had said that "everywhere workers' candidates are put up alongside of the bourgeois-democratic candidates," and he recommended that these candidates should be members of the League whenever possible. Furthermore, "their election is [to be] promoted by all possible means." Marx was not a Social Democrat in his later years, as Lichtheim would have us believe;

---


180. Address of the Central Committee to the Communist League (1850), in Selected Works, 1, p. 182. [Collected Works, 10, p. 284.]
Marx's Religion of Revolution

he was a revolutionary who was willing to use all means, including the pressure of the ballot, when the latter gave his rule for Party action: one must "work wherever the masses are to be found." As Lenin put it, "revolutionaries who are unable to combine illegal forms of struggle with every form of legal struggle are poor revolutionaries indeed." One must use all approaches to bring about social chaos. Marx was a good tactician: theory was always subordinate to the rule of practice. The person who fails to understand this basic fact will never understand Karl Marx and those who have followed him.

Dialectics: Universal History vs. Russia

This conflict between theory and tactics can be seen in Marx's treatment of the Russian question. His system could not allow for a proletarian revolution in any rural, pre-industrial country if theoretical consistency were to be preserved. History's stages cannot be by-passed; feudalism must precede capitalism, and a fully developed capitalism must come before proletarian paradise. He spelled this out very clearly: "No social order ever disappears before all the productive forces, for which there is room in it, have been developed; and new higher relations of production never appear before the material conditions of their existence have matured in the womb of the old society." Russia was an agrarian nation; it had only abolished serfdom in 1861. How could a proletarian revolt possibly succeed there? There was virtually no proletariat to create it. Yet both Marx


182. Ibid., p. 77.

183. Cf. Lozovsky, Marx and the Trade Unions, p. 114; G. D. H. Cole, The Meaning of Marxism, tries to argue that Marx's "flexibility" involved no departure from consistent theory (p. 50). How this "flexibility" is to be kept from becoming pure relativism, Cole does not make clear (nor did Lenin or Marx).

184. Marx, Preface to A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, p. 12. [Selected Works, 1, p. 504.] He repeated this idea in Capital, 3, p. 1030. [Capital, 3, pp. 883-84.] For obvious reasons, the Marxist writer Maurice Dobb has tried to argue that Marx really never taught that the stages were chronological. He was only concerned with the development of the increasing individualization of man as
and Engels came to the conclusion that Russia could have its Revolution apart from the economic foundations required for such an event. In 1875 Engels wrote that the Russian communal land system, the mir, could serve as the foundation for a new society, if only there were a revolution in the West immediately following. In a letter written by Marx in 1877, he had announced: “If Russia continues to pursue the path she has followed since 18(51, she will lose the finest chance ever offered by history to a nation, in order to undergo all, the fatal vicissitudes of the capitalist regime.”

It is not altogether clear as to why Marx and Engels saw fit to abandon their theoretical framework in order to make room for the possibility of a Russian Revolution. It may have been that Marx was impressed by the fact that the Russian radicals were very often openly his followers. Russia was the first country in which a wide distribution of Capital-was experienced. (The Czar’s censors thought that such a large, ponderous volume would not be read by anyone.) Buber has seen in this admission by Marx a desire on his part to achieve the kind of communal society which he had always dreamed of: the mir seemed to be just this sort of ideal society. Whatever the reason, the “stage theory” of economic and social evolution was dealt a hard blow by the founders of the Marxian system.

he progressed away from tribal unity. Dobb, “Marx on Pre-Capitalist Economic Formations,” Science and Society, XXX (1966), pp. 319-25. He is supported in this interpretation by another Marxist, Eric J. Hobsbawn: Introduction to Marx’s Pre-Capitalist Economic Formations, p. 36. The reason for all this hedging is that Marx’s historical schema is not supported by the historical facts, and Russia and China in the 20th century are the final refutation of the Marxist version of historical stages.

186. Cf. Marx-Engels, Correspondence, p. 335.
187. Marx to the Editor of the Otvetstvennuye Zapisky, late 1877; ibid., p. 353.
188. Buber, Paths in Utopia, pp. 90-94.
What, then, becomes of the all-encompassing theory of capitalist development? What happens to the inevitable sweep of man-made history on the march? Marx answered one critic of his Russian compromise in this fashion: "He feels himself obliged to metamorphose my historical sketch of the genesis of capitalism in Western Europe into an historico-philosophic theory of the *marche générale* [general path] imposed by fate upon every people, whatever the historic circumstances in which it finds itself, in order that it may ultimately arrive at the form of economy which will ensure, together with the greatest expansion of the productive powers of social labour, the most complete development of man. But I beg his pardon. (He is both honouring and shaming me too much.)" 189

It is almost beyond belief! The system is now nothing more than "an historical sketch of the genesis of capitalism in Western Europe." The system, as anything more than a general survey of European history, is now officially gutted by its author! It is fantastic that so much labor and energy, so much poverty and sickness, should have been self-imposed by Marx in order to bring forth such a pitiful mouse.

Inevitability and Universality

G. D. H. Cole, who was either unfamiliar with this letter or else did not take it seriously, sees Marx's universal history as a powerful, but unfortunately inaccurate, hypothesis. He made a very significant observation: "They could have rested content with a formulation of the law of development limited to the particular civilization which they were trying to influence. Whether, formulated in this narrower way, their theory would have exercised as powerful a spell as it has in fact exercised may be doubted; for its universalist was undoubtedly not the least of its attractions and played a large part in converting it from a rationalistic doctrine into a belief which could be held with the intensity of a religion." 190

---

189. Marx to the Editor of the *Otechestvennie Zapiski*, late 1877: Correspondence, p. 354.

Without the inevitability doctrine, the system loses its forcefulness; without its universality, the same thing is true. Marx drew his view of society and history in large, compelling sweeps of his pen, and as a result, a new religion swept over Europe and Asia. Yet whenever they found themselves in some intellectual trap of their own making, Marx and Engels quibbled their system away in obscure letters to their associates. It was dishonest intellectually, for Marx did not really think that his vision of humanity was less than universal. In 1871 he wrote to Kugelmann: “The struggle of the working class against the capitalist class and its state has entered upon a new phase with the struggle in Paris. Whatever the immediate results may be, a new point of departure of world-historic importance has been gained.”

The great Revolution was coming, period. But anything which competed with that hope was superfluous for Marx; even theoretical consistency was not to stand in the way of the Revolution, any kind of Revolution, even a rural-communal one in backward Russia. At this point, Marx’s total religious commitment to the ideal of revolution should be obvious. The Revolution had become a passion for him, a truly holy goal, and everything — family, wealth, time, and even theoretical consistency — had to be sacrificed to it.

**Revolution or Repentance**

The Marxist message is, above all, a call to revolution; the society must be turned over if it is to be made whole again. In opposition to the Marxian perspective, the traditional Christian message has been a call to repentance; individual men must turn around from the path of destruction. Marx, in spite of his apparent moralism — almost a Victorian moralism — always denied

---

191. Marx to Kugelmann, 17 April 1871: Letters to Kugelmann, p. 125. [Selected Works, 2, p. 442.] Some kind of total revolution was vital for Marx, but what kind would it be? Raymond Aron has found at least three wholly different concepts of the Revolution in Marx a Blanquist conspiratorial one, an evolutionary one, and the idea of the Permanent Revolution. Aron, *The Opium of the Intellectuals*, p. 47.
being a moralist.¹⁹² "The communists do not preach morality at all. . . ."¹⁹³ What reason would he have for moralism in a "scientific" system? The capitalist society is doomed, and the socialist society is inevitable. Capitalism cannot be reformed by an ethical appeal; good societies are not made by making men "good": "... capitalist production comprises certain conditions which are independent of good or bad will. . . ."¹⁹⁴ The Christian appeal to individual repentance, for the Marxist, is an absurd waste of time and energy; capitalist society must be destroyed, since it cannot be reformed. For the Marxist, the very rational goal of the good society can only be brought into being through the use of an irrational Revolution; it is "not ethical reconciliation with God but rather metaphysical chaos that the Marxist desires. ¹⁹⁵ Raymond Aron has commented on this Marxist corollary of both reason and irrationalism: "On the face of it, Revolution and Reason are diametrically opposed: the latter suggests discussion, the former, violence. Either one argues and ends up by convincing one's opponent, or one renounces argument and resorts to arms. Yet violence has been and continues to be the last resort of a certain rationalist impatience. . . . The error is to attribute to the Revolution a logic which it does not possess, to see it as the logical end of a movement which is based on reason, and to expect it to produce benefits which are incompatible with its very essence. It is not unprecedented for a society

¹⁹². Capital, 1, chaps. 10, 15, 25. On his Victorian moralism, see his comments on a society which permits men to work in close contact with women: Capital, 1, pp. 283, 434, 536. [Capital, 1, pp. 257, 397, 490.]

¹⁹³. German Ideology, p. 267. [Collected Works, 5, p. 247.]

¹⁹⁴. Capital, 2, p. 476. [2, p. 411.] [Again, in a passage cited earlier, Marx insisted that "there are circumstances which determine the actions of private persons and individual authorities, and which are as independent of them as the method of breathing. If from the outset we adopt this objective standpoint, we shall not assume good or evil will, exclusively on one side or the other, but we shall see the effect of circumstances where at first glance only individuals seem to be acting." Marx, "Justification of the Correspondent from the Mosel, Sect. B" Rheinische Zeitung (17 Jan. 1843), in Collected Works, 1, p. 337.]

to return to the path of peace, after a revolutionary explosion, with a positive balance sheet. But revolutionary means remain on balance contrary to the ends envisaged.” 196

Paradise can be achieved only by total, irrational (or hyper-rational) destruction.

Paradise

Marx thought of himself as an optimist. However bad the conditions of life might be under capitalism, and however tyrannical things might become under the initial dictatorship of the proletariat, there is still hope. A new age is coming, Marx believed, and with it would come a new mankind. He never spelled out the details of all the elements of life in the “kingdom of freedom,” but he did give a few hints: “Communism is the positive abolition of private property, of human self-alienation, and thus the real appropriation of human nature through and for man. It is, therefore, the return of man himself as a social, i.e., really human, being, a complete and conscious return which assimilates all the wealth of previous development. Communism as a fully developed naturalism is humanism and as a fully developed humanism is naturalism. It is the definitive resolution of the antagonism between man and nature, and between man and man. It is the true solution of the conflict between existence and essence, between objectification and self-affirmation, between freedom and necessity, between individual and species. It is the solution of the riddle of history and knows itself to be this solution.” 197

As we have already seen, the division of labor is to be abolished in this communist-humanist-naturalist Golden Age. While Engels may have abandoned this hope, it was certainly a fundamental tenet of the early Marxist credo. Given this premise, “the communist revolution, which removes the division of

labor, ultimately abolishes political institutions. . . .

If the division of labor gave rise to classes, and if class power was exercised by means of the state, then the abolition of the division of labor would naturally eradicate the need both for classes and the state. If a class can be said to exist, it is only the proletarian class, and therefore there will be no need for an instrument of class oppression, since there is no rival class to suppress. “When, in the course of development, class distinctions have disappeared, and all production has been concentrated in the hands of a vast association of the whole nation, the public power will lose its political character. Political power, properly so-called, is merely the organized power of one class for oppressing another. . . . In place of the old bourgeois society, with its classes and class antagonisms, we shall have an association, in which the free development of each is the condition for the free development of all.”

Marx deliberately limited his definition of a class to include little more than a group’s economic function in the production system. He limited the idea of the state to that of an arm of oppression of a ruling class. Thus, he could assert that “a vast association of the whole nation” would replace the state. The unity of the new society will abolish the division of labor and therefore it will abolish the dichotomy between individual interests and the general, communal interests. No state is needed in this schema.

Engels may have been bothered by the idea of “the association,” although he used it on occasion. In his dialogue against the anarchists, “On Authority” (1873), he denied that it is possible to have an organization without a division between leadership and subordination. “Yes,” he paraphrased their reply, “but here it is not a case of authority which we confer on our delegates, but of a commission entrusted!” And he replied, quite appropriately “These gentlemen think that when they have


changed the names of things they have changed the things themselves."\textsuperscript{200} Precisely; Marx had done just exactly what Engels castigated the anarchists for doing: he had merely given the functions that a state must have over to a new entity called an "association." Marx was careful to define the state strictly as an instrument of class oppression; he did not admit that a state has many administrative functions that must be performed by it apart from any consideration of class interests. Law and law enforcement are examples of such functions. Unless one can assume that there will be no sin in the Golden Age, then society needs a state (Rem. 13:1-7).

Planning the New Society

What about economic production in the final society? Marx admitted that there would probably be many problems of production and especially distribution during the period of the dictatorship of the proletariat; this is merely the "first phase of communist society as it is when it has just emerged after prolonged birth pangs from capitalist society."\textsuperscript{201} As we have already seen, Marx did not expect great things from it. However, in the "higher phase of communist society," the rule of economic justice shall become a reality: "From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs!"\textsuperscript{202} This will be easy to accomplish, since the vast quantities of wealth which are waiting to be released will be freed from the fetters and restraints of capitalist productive techniques.\textsuperscript{203} As Mises points out, "Tacitly underlying Marxian theory is the nebulous idea that the natural factors of production are such that they need not be economized."\textsuperscript{204} Maurice Cornforth, the Marxist philosopher, con-

\textsuperscript{200} Engels, "On Authority" (1847), Selected Works, 2, p. 378.

\textsuperscript{201} Marx, Critique of the Gotha Program (1875), Selected Works, 3, p. 19.

\textsuperscript{202} Ibid. [Selected Works, 3, p. 19.]


\textsuperscript{204} Ludwig von Mises, Socialism, p. 164. Cf. Bober, Karl Marx's Interpretation of History, p. 289; Meyer, Marxism, p. 82; Berlin, Karl Marx, p. 150.
firms Mises's suspicion that Marxists see all scarcity as a product of institutional defects rather than as a basic fact of the created order of the universe (cf. Gen. 3:17-19): "The eventual and final abolition of shortages constitutes the economic condition for entering upon a communist society. When there is socialized production the products of which are socially appropriated, when science and scientific planning have resulted in the production of absolute abundance, and when labour has been so lightened and organized that all can without sacrifice of personal inclinations contribute their working abilities to the common fund, everyone will receive a share according to his needs."²⁰⁵

A critical problem for the whole question of communist planning is how production is to be directed. By what standards should the society guide the allocation of scarce resources? Whatever Marx believed, resources are not in infinite supply, and therefore society must plan production.²⁰⁶ Automobiles do not grow on trees. Someone must decide how many automobiles should be produced as compared with how many refrigerators. Planning is inherent in all production, and Marx realized this: "Modern universal intercourse can be controlled by individuals, therefore, only when controlled by all."²⁰⁷ But how can they "all" register their preferences? If there is no private property (and, therefore, no free market economy), and if there is no state planning — no political planning — then who decides what goods are produced and which ones are not? As the laissez-faire advocate, Murray Rothbard, has argued: "Rejecting private property, especially capital, the Left Socialists were then trapped in an inner contradiction: if the State is to disappear after the


²⁰⁶. Even if all material goods were somehow free from the laws of scarcity, men still lack time. They are not immortal. Because of this, men must establish certain orders of preference concerning the goods and services that they consume over time, thus giving rise to the factor of interest on one’s money. For a discussion of this, see Eugen von Bohm-Bawerk, *The Positive Theory of Capital* (4th cd., 1921), Book IV (South Holland, Illinois: Libertarian Press, 1959). Cf. Mises, *Human Action*, chs. 18 and 19.

²⁰⁷. German *Ideology*, p. 84. [Selected Works, 1, p. 75. Collected Works, 5, p. 88.]
Revolution (immediately for Bakunin, gradually 'withering' for Marx), then how is the 'collective' to run its property without becoming an enormous State itself in fact even if not in name? This was the contradiction which neither the Marxists nor the Bakuninists were ever able to resolve.  

The necessity of productive planning implies scarcity: production is necessary only because all people do not have everything they want at exactly the moment when they want it. Raw materials must be fashioned into goods or indirectly into services; these goods must be shipped from place to place. These things involve time (interest on the investment of capital goods) and labor (wages). Production, in short, demands planning. Society is never faced with a problem of "to plan or not to plan." The issue which confronts society is the question of whose plan to use. Marx denied the validity of the free market's planning, since the market is based upon the private ownership of the means of production, including the use of money. Money, for Marx, was the greatest curse of all non-communist societies. It was his fervent hope to abolish the use of money forever. At the same time, he denied the possibility of centralized planning by the state. How could he keep his "association" from becoming a state? The Fabian writer G. D. H. Cole has seen what the demand for a classless society necessitates: "But a classless society means, in the modern world, a society in which the distribution of incomes is collectively controlled, as a political function of society itself. It means further that this controlled distribution of incomes must be made on such a basis as to allow no room for the growth of class-differences." In other words, given the necessity for a political function in a supposedly state-less world, how can the Marxists escape the criticism supposedly offered by Leon Trotsky: "In a country where the sole employer is the

---


State, opposition means death by slow starvation. The old principle: who does not work shall not eat, has been replaced by a new one: who does not obey shall not eat.”2 The Marxists, for that matter, cannot even answer the issue raised by Engels: “If man, by dint of his knowledge and inventive genius, has subdued the forces of nature, the latter avenge themselves upon him by subjecting him, in so far as he employs them, to a veritable despotism independent of all social organization.”212

Dialectics: Society vs. the Individual

Thus, we are brought full circle. The “nature-freedom” scheme reasserts itself once again. Either man is controlled by an h-rational nature or by a despotical, ultrarational social system of man’s own creation. Walter Odajnyk describes the Marxian view of man — a creature always dominated by his environment, yet somehow the master of his own fate: “He is now something in between a free being and a machine responding to the laws governing its operations - a sort of elaborate IBM machine, which has a degree of operational independence.”213

In a lengthy passage near the end of the third volume of Capital, Marx dealt with the problem as well as he could; he did his best, but he failed:

In fact, the realm of freedom does not commence until the point is passed where labor under the compulsion of necessity and of external utility is required. In the very nature of things it lies beyond the sphere of material production in the strict meaning of the term. Just as the savage must wrestle with nature, in order to satisfy his wants, in order to maintain his life and reproduce it, so civilized man must do it, and he must do it in all forms of society and under all possible modes of production. With this development the realm of natural necessity

211. Trotsky, The Revolution Betrayed (1937), p. 76, quoted by Hayek, The Road to Serfdom, p. 119. [He may not have said it. Hayek’s citation is incorrect. But the observation is correct: obedience to the civil government is basic to personal survival if the state is the sole employer.] Cf. Abram Harris, “The Social Philosophy of Karl Marx,” Ethos, LVIII (April, 1945), pt. II, p. 32.
expands, because his wants increase; but at the same time the forces of production increase, by which these wants are satisfied. The freedom in this field cannot consist of anything else but of the fact that socialized man, the associated producers, regulate their interchange with nature rationally, bring it under their common control, instead of being ruled by it as by some blind power; that they accomplish their task with the least expenditure of energy and under conditions most adequate to their human nature and most worthy of it. But it always remains a realm of necessity. Beyond it begins that development of human power, which is its own end, the true realm of freedom, which, however, can flourish only upon that realm of necessity as its basis. The shortening of the working day is its fundamental premise.\textsuperscript{214}

Marx went around the issue without ever confronting it directly: how can society regulate its interchange with nature in a rational manner, thus bringing it under society's common control, while "still maintaining the freedom of man within that society and within that "rationalized" universe? The material realm of production, Marx admitted at last, "remains a realm of necessity." Only beyond production can mankind find true freedom, yet the whole foundation of the Marxian system is that man is man only in the sphere of free, voluntary productivity.\textsuperscript{215} After struggling with one of the most profound philosophical problems which can confront the secular thinker, and after raising the whole question of production in the future society, Marx resolved the issue with these words: "The shortening of the working day is its fundamental premise."\textsuperscript{216} The paucity of the answer is staggering, incredible! If so much misery had not been launched by Marx's labors for the forces of revolution, and if so many lives had not been destroyed in the name of Marx, that answer would be amusing in its pathetic quality.


\textsuperscript{215} On the contradiction within Marxism between free, unspecialized production and mechanized factory life, see Robert C. Tucker, "Marx as a Political Theorist," in Lobkowicz (cd.), \textit{Marx and the Western World}, pp. 130-31.

Conclusion

When self-proclaimed autonomous man asserts his absolute independence from God, he simultaneously asserts his absolute dependence on some aspect (or synthesis of aspects) in the world of creation. Man must have some principle of authority, and if God is not that ultimate source, then man must seek to deify some aspect of the supposedly autonomous universe. What inevitably results, as Dooyeweerd and Van Til have argued, is that man’s thought becomes subject to inescapable contradictions. As Dooyeweerd has put it: “For a Christian there can be no question of the inner antinomy [contradiction] that Humanism has to experience on seeing how human personality, claiming to be autonomous in its self-sufficient freedom, is being enslaved by its own rational creations. The Divine world-order is not itself antinomic when it avenges itself on every deification of temporal meaning by the disharmony caused on account of this apostasy in the opening process. No more is it antinomic when it causes philosophical thought to entangle itself in inner antinomies, as soon as this thought supposes it can ignore the Divine order.”

Karl Marx was not able to escape these contradictions. He deified human thought, and subjected it to the dialectical processes of continual contradiction. He viewed all things from the point of view of the sphere of human production, and subjected that sphere to the contradictions of the “nature-freedom” dualism. In the name of a society without a state, he created a system which was to become totally state-dominated. He hoped to crush all states, yet as Robert Nisbet has seen, “Marx expressed his admiration for the centralization of the French Revolution that had, like a ‘gigantic broom,’ swept away all the localism, pluralism, and communalism of traditional French society.”

How could Marx have been anything but a statist and an authoritarian? He was a thorough revolutionary, and as Engels wrote, “A revolution is certainly the most authoritarian thing

there is; it is the act whereby one part of the population imposes its will upon the other part by means of rifles, bayonets and cannon — authoritarian means, if such there be at all; and if the victorious party does not want to have fought in vain, it must maintain this rule by means of the terror which its arms inspire in the reactionaries.\textsuperscript{219} Thus Marx the professing anarchist necessarily became in practice ‘Marx the totalitarian. This is the fate of all humanistic schemes, as Rushdoony points out: “Humanistic law, moreover, is inescapably totalitarian law. Humanism, as a logical development of evolutionary theory, holds fundamentally to a concept of an evolving universe. This is held to be an ‘open universe,’ whereas Biblical Christianity, because of its faith in the triune God and His eternal decree, is said to be a faith in a ‘closed universe.’ This terminology not only intends to prejudice the case; it reverses reality. The universe of evolutionism and humanism is a closed universe. There is no law, no appeal, no higher order, beyond and above the universe. Instead of an open window upwards, there is a closed cosmos. There is thus no ultimate law and decree beyond man and the universe. Man’s law is therefore beyond criticism except by man. In practice, this means that the positive law of the state is absolute law. The state is the most powerful and most highly organized expression of humanistic man, and the state is the form and expression of humanistic law. Because there is no higher law of God as judge over the universe, over every human order, the law of the state is a closed system of law. There is no appeal beyond it. Man has no ‘right,’ no realm of justice, no source of law beyond the state, to which man can appeal against the state. Humanism therefore imprisons man within the closed world of the state and the closed universe of the evolutionary scheme.\textsuperscript{220}

Undoubtedly, Marx was a mighty proponent for the cause of autonomous man. Man is to stand alone, on his own foundation, and create a new world, a paradise on earth. Man is his


own God, and he has God's very power of creation; man is totally creative. Yet Marx's blueprint for action was a call to total destruction. Here, too, is the philosophy of the chaos cults of the ancient world. Godless man has a passion for destruction, even as the Bible declares: "... all they that hate me love death" (Prov. 8:36b). This passion is not part of the biblical heritage, and for this reason the attempt to link Marx to the Old Testament prophetic tradition is really erroneous. Though Marx's system may, in certain instances, resemble in a superficial way the biblical cosmology, on the whole it stands in open contrast to orthodoxy. Halle writes that "Marxism met the city man's need for a new body of belief. It met the need for a religion of the industrial age." To some extent, this is true enough, but it misses the point; the cult of chaos has met the emotional needs of apostate men for countless generations. Marx's contribution was his clothing of this revolutionary cult with language of Germanic logic and contemporary secular science.

The Bible affirms a wholly divergent cosmology. Man is not his own creator; he did not create himself "ex nihilo" - out of nothing. Man is a creature who must operate under law, and he lives in a universe which also operates under law. Because he is under God's law, man can stand over creation as God's vicegerent. Marx, however, could not admit that man's authority is derivative; like the self-proclaimed autonomous men at the Tower of Babel, he announced the creative power of man apart from God: "And they said, Go to, let us build us a city and a tower, whose top may reach unto heaven; and let us make us a name [i.e., define ourselves without reference to God], lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth" (Gen. 11:4). "Ye shall be as gods," the tempter promised (Gen. 3:5), and Marx believed the promise. In affirming the powers of man for total creation, he launched the forces of absolute destruction.

Man's capacity for self-delusion seems boundless, but man has been warned of the results of such self-deception, and the Marxists shall be the recipients of their proper reward: “Bread of deceit is sweet to a man; but afterwards his mouth shall be filled with gravel” (Prov. 20:17).
THE ECONOMICS OF REVOLUTION

But in the measure that history moves forward, and with it the struggle of the proletariat assumes clearer outlines, they no longer need to seek science in their minds; they have only to take note of what is happening before their eyes and become its mouthpiece... From this moment, science, which is a product of the historical movement, has associated itself consciously with it, has ceased to be doctrinaire and has become revolutionary.

_Karl Marx (1847) \(^1\)

Writing a brief, critical chapter on Marx's economic system is very much like kicking a dead horse. So many of the criticisms are ancient, familiar ones, that it seems like a waste to go over them once again. For the most part, non-Marxists find little of relevance in Marx's economics, except for a few scattered observations that were not necessarily bound up with his overall critique of capitalist society. E. R. A. Seligman, who accepted much of the Marxian perspective concerning the nature of historical development, expressed his doubts over a half century ago about the validity of the actual economic theory which Marx presented. What he wrote then is echoed today by most of today's non-Marxist scholars: "We need to lay stress on Marx's philosophy, rather than on his economics; and his philosophy, as we now know, resulted in his economic interpretation of history. It chanced that he also became a socialist; but his

\(^1\) Karl Marx, _The Poverty of Philosophy_ (Moscow Foreign Languages Publishing House, [1847] n.d.), p. 120. [Collected Works, 6, pp. 177-78.]
socialism and his philosophy of history are, as we shall see later, really independent. One can be an ‘economic materialist’ and yet remain an extreme individualist. The fact that Marx’s economics may be defective has no bearing on the truth or falsity of his philosophy of history.”

The focus of interest in this century has been on other aspects of Marx’s thought: philosophy, politics, or his early sociological writings; the complex labyrinth of his economic system has been left, primarily, to those writing texts on the history of economic doctrines. Yet his approach to economic questions is important, since it throws at least some light on his overall outlook. For this reason alone it would be useful to examine the Marxian economic system, and there are others.

One thing must be stressed from the outset: in spite of Marx’s claims to the contrary, he was not even remotely a totally empirical, neutral observer. He came to his studies with a whole host of presuppositions about the nature of capitalist society, and his frequent use of violent language reflects his deep hostility to the world of Europe in the middle years of the 19th century. Abram L. Harris has pinpointed this basic fact: “But Marx’s investigation of the facts of economic life was subordinate to his main purpose, which was to prove that the transformation of capitalism was inevitable and a necessary condition of human progress. Marx’s absorbing interest was a theory of social and economic progress, and not a theory of economy.”

György Márkus, writing in the Marxist periodical Science and Society, agrees with Harris: “He was not an unbiased viewer of history, but a revolutionist interested in the possibility of humanistic transformation.” Marx had very definite ideas about how the truly human society should treat the individual, and these ideas in

turn were based upon numerous assumptions about the nature of man, the function of civil government, and the basis of historical development. "From this point of view," Tucker has commented, "Capital is the attempted proof of a preconception. . . . The first purpose of Capital was to demonstrate how and why things must inevitably come to 'such a pass'."5 The Revolution had to come if society were to be regenerated; the capitalist system, therefore, must be an outworking of an inevitable history, and it must result in a final conflagration. Karl Marx was determined to find in economic theory and history the proof of his presupposition.6

In addition to Marx's cosmological presuppositions, he was also a product of his times intellectually and methodologically. His economic tools were those of classical political economy - particularly those of Ricardo - and these tools imposed serious limitations on his analysis of the capitalist economy. By the time the "marginalist revolution" in economics came about in the 1870's, Marx had already written and published two full volumes of economic analysis (including volume 1 of Capital), and he had the basic manuscripts of several further thick volumes. Thus, the new ways of looking at economic events that were sketched by Menger, Jevons, and Walras came too late in Marx's life to make any impression on him. It was too late for him to have revised his works, even assuming that he might have desired to do so; his health was failing, and after the publication of Capital in Germany in 1867, he never returned to his labors


6. On a preliminary draft of this manuscript, one commentator wrote: "I thoroughly disagree. Marx was very careful and honest with facts, and had no more biases than any other social scientist. His whole philosophical method was deeply empirical." Apparently, the critic regards the mere amassing of footnotes as proof of one's empiricism.

in the area of economics.⁸

Marx had certain insights into the nature of capitalism that went beyond the boundaries of classical economic reasoning. He had a sort of intuitive grasp of certain tendencies of 19th-century economic life, and he was able to make some profound observations in regard to the probable development of capitalism. Some of them proved to be terribly inaccurate, but others were more successful. As the late Joseph Schumpeter has pointed out in his excellent study, Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy (1942), Marx often drew accurate conclusions from false premises; he was right for the wrong reasons.

**The Labor Theory of Value**

The labor theory of value was one of the most fundamental doctrines of classical political economy. Given Marx's almost theological concern with man as creator, it is not surprising that he failed to abandon this particular economic principle. He placed it at the core of his system. Unfortunately for his system, it was wrong.⁹

Marx began volume 1 of Capital with a series of definitions relating to commodities. He first noted that any economic good has both "use-value" and "exchange-value." Use-value, he said,

---


⁹. A few pro-Marxist economists may not like this evaluation, of course, but the fact remains that modern economics no longer can integrate it into any useful model of economic reality. Even Joan Robinson, who tends to favor much of Marx's analysis, has had some trouble in retaining the labor theory. She argues that it really was not fundamental to Marx's criticism of capitalism. It is unlikely that Marx would have agreed with this "helpful" revision, and if he had accepted it, he would have been forced to reorganize vast quantities of his published and unpublished writings. Cf. Robinson, *An Essay on Marxian Economics* (New York Macmillan, 1942, 1957), ch. 3. In reply, see G. F. Shove, "Mrs. Robinson on Marxian Economical Economic Journal, LIV (1944), pp. 48-49. Hodges, *op. cit.*, wants to abandon the Marxian language of "value": Marx became, in his words, "trapped in the language of Smith and Ricardo" (p. 311).
"is independent of the amount of labour required to appropriate its useful qualities." 10 A thing can be useful to men, in other words, even if no one has expended any labor in creating it; a mountain stream or unimproved land are examples. But exchange value, according to Marx, is something else again; exchange value is the congealed form of human labor, since human labor is the only means of creating value. Marx offered the old Aristotelian argument that for an exchange to take place, there must be a common element of equal quantity in each of the exchanged items. "The two things must therefore be equal to a third, which in itself is neither the one nor the other. Each of them, so far as it is exchange value, must therefore be reducible to this third." 11 The common element cannot be use-value, he hastened to add, because "the exchange of commodities is evidently an act characterized by a total abstraction from use-value." 12 Use-value makes possible an exchange, since people will not bother to enter a market in order to exchange useless goods, but use-value is not the basis of the exchange. Then what is? He concluded that the exchanged objects each must contain equal quantities of human labor. It is not a question of any physical or aesthetic qualities inherent in any particular economic good: "... there is nothing left but what is common to them all; all are reduced to one and the same sort of labour, human labour in the abstract." 13

Fundamental to the Marxian economic system is the belief that things will not be exchanged unless the common element, human labor, is present in each good to be exchanged. This, however, is a fallacious concept, and it was dropped by modern economics after the marginalist-subjectivist schools gained predominance in the later 19th century. Exchanges take place when

11. Ibid., 1, pp. 43-44. [Ibid. 1, p. 37.]
12. Ibid., 1, p. 44. [Ibid. 1, p. 37.]
13. Ibid., 1, p. 45. [Ibid. 1, p. 38.]
each of the exchanging parties values the other's goods more than he values his own. Far from some common element being present, it is the essence of exchange that the exchanged goods be unequal in the eyes of the potential traders. It does no good to reply, as one economics professor scrawled on the first draft of this manuscript, "you are talking psychology, not economics." It was the very essence of the post-classical revision that one must provide a cogent explanation for economic affairs in terms of human action and human decisions. Naturally the explanation is "psychological," since the foundation of economic reasoning is centered on men's decisions to act in the sphere of economics. Any explanation which does not take account of psychological causation in economic affairs is subject to the fallacy Marx was always concerned with, the "fetishism of commodities," i.e., ascribing to economic events a life of their own apart from the human and social relations which make the events possible. Marx's explanation of the exchange phenomenon is a classic case of "economic fetishism": he looked at the commodities instead of trying to explain the phenomenon in terms of the economic actors. The idea of some metaphysical equality in the exchanged items is wholly superfluous, and any conclusions drawn from it can hardly fail to be irrelevant at best, and probably wrong and highly misleading.

Once Marx had accepted the validity of the "common substance" hypothesis, he began to draw certain conclusions: "We have seen that when commodities are exchanged, their exchange value manifests itself as something totally independent of their use-value. But if we abstract from their use-value, there remains their Value as defined above. Therefore, the common substance that manifests itself in the exchange value of commodities, whenever they are exchanged, is their value."  

Apart from the difficulty of understanding his own jargon, Marx faced an immediate problem: "How, then, is the magnitude of this value to be measured? Plainly, by the quantity of the value-creating substance, the labour, contained in the article." The quantity of labour, he went on to say, "is measured by its duration," but this necessarily must assume that all human labor is homogeneous. This he was willing to admit: "The labour, however, that forms the substance of value, is homogeneous human labour, expenditure of one uniform labour-power." He continued in this vein:

The total labour-power of society, which is embodied in the sum total of the values of all commodities produced by that society, counts here as one homogeneous mass of human labour-power, composed though it be of innumerable individual units. Each of these units is the same as any other, so far as it has the character of the average labour-power of society, and takes effect as such; that is, so far as it requires for producing a commodity, no more time than is needed on an average, no more than is socially necessary. The labour-time socially necessary is that [which is] required to produce an article under normal conditions of production, and with the average degree of skill and intensity prevalent at the time.

What about skilled labor? "Skilled labour counts only as simple labour intensified, or rather, as multiplied simple labour, a given quantity of skilled labour being considered equal to a

---

15. Capital, 1, p. 45. [Capital, 1, p. 38.]
16. Ibid. [Ibid.]
17. Ibid., 1, pp. 45-46. [Ibid., 1, p. 39.]
18. Ibid., 1, p. 46. [Ibid., 1, p. 39.]
greater quantity of simple labour." But how are we to determine the size of the "labor multiplier"? Marx was extremely vague on this point, and for good reason. His analysis rested on the assumption that there is such a thing as homogeneous, average, socially necessary human labor, and that a common unit of measurement can examine quantitatively the varying degrees of intensity of the common labor. In point of fact, however, such an "average labor" exists only as a mental abstraction; there is nothing like it in the real world, and therefore there is no common unit of its measurement. Marx was virtually forced to admit this in his Poverty of Philosophy (1847) when he wrote: "Is your hour's labour worth mine? That is a question which is decided by competition." Competition according to what standard? In effect, he was saying that the free market must decide according to its laws of competition. Yet if the labor theory is true, then the market must respond to the labor embodied in the product; the value of the labor in a product should not be determined by the forces of free competition on an open market.

Throughout this discussion, the focus has been on "the commodity." This Marx defined as a strictly social category, "an economic good produced by human labor for the purpose of exchange on the market." "A thing can be useful," he wrote, "and the product of human labour, without being a commodity. Whoever directly satisfies his wants with the produce of his own labor, creates, indeed, use-values, but not commodities." Commodities are produced, not for direct consumption, but for a market. Economic goods — scarce items which are valuable and therefore could command a price — are not necessarily commodities: "In order to produce the latter, he must not only produce use-values, but use-values for others, social use-values." This, it must be pointed out, is a very peculiar way of defining a com-
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19. Ibid., 1, p. 51. [Ibid., 1, p. 44.]
20. Marx, Poverty of Philosophy, p. 51. [Collected Works, 6, p. 126.]
22. Ibid., p. 48 [Ibid., 1, p. 41.]
commodity. It has a very definite flaw, since on this definition it is impossible to explain the phenomenon of rent. Many economic goods have neither been produced by human labor nor produced for any market, yet they command a price. Marx struggled unsuccessfully with this problem: “The waterfall, like the earth in general, and like any natural force, has no value, because it does not represent any materialized labor, and therefore it really has no price, which is normally but the expression of value in money. Where there is no value, it is obvious that it cannot be expressed in money. This price is merely capitalized rent. The ownership of land enables the landowner to catch the difference between the individual profit and the average profit.”

The problem is not solved by an appeal to land-ownership. If it is true that the waterfall “really has no price,” then how does it command a price? If it is true that “where there is no value, it is obvious that it cannot be expressed in money,” then why is it expressed in money? By definition, the waterfall contains no value, since value was defined by Marx as congealed labor time (as distinct from use-value), yet he was forced to admit that a waterfall may, in reality, command a price anyway. There is clearly a contradiction here. It stems from his strangely narrow definition of “commodity” which for him did not mean just an economic good, but only an economic good produced by human labor for a market. The 19th-century economist, Eugen von Böhm-Bawerk, commented on this strange definition:

From the beginning he only puts into the sieve those exchangeable things which contain the property which he desires finally to sift out as “the common factor,” and he leaves all the others outside. He acts as one who urgently desiring to bring a white ball out of an urn takes care to secure this result by putting in white balls only. That is to say he limits from the outset the field of his search for the substance of the exchange value to “commodities,” and in doing so he forms a conception with a meaning narrower than the conception of “goods” (though he does not clearly define it), and limits it to products of labor as

against gifts of nature. Now it stands to reason that if exchange really means an equalization, which assumes the existence of a "common factor of the same amount," this common factor must be sought and found in every species of goods which is brought into exchange, not only in products of labor but also in gifts of nature, such as the soil, wood in trees, water power, coal beds, stone quarries, petroleum reserves, mineral waters, gold mines, etc. To exclude the exchangeable goods which are not products of labor in the search for the common factor which lies at the root of exchange value is, under the circumstances, a great error of method.24

As if he had not created enough confusion, Marx further modified his labor theory of value: "If the thing is useless, so is the labour contained in it; the labour does not count as labour, and therefore creates no value."25 In other words, he admitted that if too much of some commodity has been produced, and if the market is unable to absorb all of this product at a given price (e.g., linen), then the labor which has been expended on this product does not count: "... our friend's product is superfluous, redundant, and consequently useless."26 Almost as superfluous as the labor theory of value, one is tempted to add. No, Marx argued, it is supply and demand - the market's pricing mechanism - that will determine the value of human labor, and not the other way around (as he had previously maintained). The whole argument is unable to account for prices or values in terms of human labor, yet the labor theory of value is the very foundation of Marx's economic critique of capitalist society.

**Exploitation: Surplus Value**

As we have seen, Marx argued that there must be an equality
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of exchange value in any objects that are traded. If there is no equality of value, then by Marx's definition no exchange can take place. Given this assumption, an important issue immediately arises: if all the products entering into exchange contain equal values, then what is the source of the capitalist's profits? The capitalist, Marx said, begins with an amount of money, \( M \); he converts money into capital, \( C \); at the end of this process of exchange, he takes in more money than he started out with, \( M' \). The system of \( M-C-M' \) is basic to the capitalist structure; without it, there would be no motivation for the capitalist to enter into business. It is imperative that the economist explain this apparent impossibility: the capitalist begins with a given amount of money, and after entering into the market returns with more then he began with, yet at every stage of production and exchange the capitalist is forced to exchange equal values with equal values.

Marx had an ingenious explanation, although its basic elements had been offered by earlier economists: the idea of surplus value. He believed that he had discovered the only commodity which, when purchased at its full value, is able to produce for the capitalist more value than it had cost. That commodity is labor power. Labor power, like all other commodities, has an exchange value. Its exchange value, Marx said, is equal to the value necessary for its production. Labor power is also governed by the labor theory of value; the labor which is necessary to create labor power determines its value. Marx put it this way: "What, then, is the cost of production of labour power? It is the cost required for maintaining the worker as a worker and of developing him into a worker. . . . The price of his labour will, therefore, be determined by the price of the necessary means of subsistence."27 This includes more than just the worker's own personal needs; it includes the needs of his family, since the worker must be replaced eventually by other laborers.

27 Marx, Wage-Labour and Capital (1847), in Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Selected Works, 3 vols. (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1969), 1, p. 158,
The Economics of Revolution

... in calculating the cost of production of simple labour power, there must be included the cost of reproduction, whereby the race of workers is enabled to multiply and to replace worn-out workers by new ones. Thus the depreciation of the worker is taken into account in the same way as the depreciation of the machine.

The cost of production of simple labour power, therefore, amounts to the cost of existence and reproduction of the worker. The price of this cost of existence and reproduction constitutes wages. Wages so determined are called the wage minimum. This wage minimum, like the determination of the price of commodities by the cost of production in general, does not hold good for the single individual but for the species. Individual workers, millions of workers, do not get enough to be able to exist and reproduce themselves; but the wages of the whole working class level down, within their fluctuations, to this minimum.²⁸

Marx's picture of millions of workers actually starving in mid-19th-century European society was exaggerated (unless he was talking about those countries which had not yet experienced industrialization, e.g., Ireland). Conditions were certainly not pleasant by 20th century middle class American standards, but Western culture, apart from Ireland, has avoided starvation during the last two centuries. Nevertheless, his point is clear: the worker under capitalism is forced to accept a minimum wage, by definition. This is the very basis of capitalism, Marx said; given the labor theory of value, which cannot be abandoned in Marx's opinion, there is no other conclusion possible. The minimum subsistence wage is not the product of evil capitalists as such; it is a basic definition of the system as a whole. The labor theory of value absolutely requires that all commodities be exchanged at their value, and the value of labor power, Marx said, is the cost necessary for its minimum reproduction. This, in short, is Marx's version of the "iron law of wages."

The capitalist enters into the labor market and hires laborers. When his employees enter the factory, the process of production begins. Now, let us assume for a moment that it takes six hours for the "average" laborer to produce goods equal in value to those goods necessary to keep him and his family at their

²⁸ Ibid., 1, pp. 158-59.
subsistence level. At this point, the laborer has created enough value to balance the value of his wages. But the process of production does not cease at this point. The capitalist is in a position to “exploit” the laborer, to use Marx’s highly unneutral term. The laborers are not permitted to return home at this time; they can be kept on the job for, say, another six hours (at least this was true in Marx’s era). He is forced to add his labor power to additional products, and this added labor (i.e., value) becomes the property of the capitalist who employs him. The value which he creates in the extra six hours is therefore surplus value — value which is a surplus over the laborer’s minimum subsistence wage. The extra laboring time is therefore the source, the only source, of the capitalist’s profits. Here is the mystery of capitalism’s inner mechanism; here is the secret of its existence. All the requirements have been fulfilled: equals have been exchanged for equals, and yet there has been the creation of profits. “Every condition of the problem is satisfied, while the laws that regulate the exchange of commodities, have in no way been violated. Equivalent has been exchanged for equivalent. For the capitalist as buyer paid for each commodity, for the cotton, the spindle and labour power, its full value.”

In analyzing the process of production, Marx divided the capital into two kinds: (1) constant capital, which includes machinery, raw materials, and buildings; and (2) variable capital, the wages of labor. The latter he called variable because labor, for Marx, is the only commodity from which it is possible to extract more value than it originally cost. Raw materials and machinery, on the other had, can contribute only that quantity of value which is exactly equivalent to the value of the depreciation and wear of the materials involved. In other words, constant capital adds no new value to the process; labor power can. As it is used up by wear and tear, constant capital adds the value of the stored-up human labor which it contains, but any surplus value has already been extracted by the capitalist who employed the laborers who produced the machinery originally; there is no

29. *Capital*, 1, p. 217. [*Capital*, 1, p. 194.]
way of extracting further surplus value from a machine. Profits come solely from exploited living human labor, i.e., from the variable capital.

This, however, raises a serious problem. If all profits stem from the employment of human labor, then it follows that greater profits can be made in businesses that are labor intensive. The more machinery one employs in the production process, the less profit should be available, since there are fewer laborers present to exploit." Marx stated this explicitly when he wrote that "it is self-evident that the greater the variable capital, the greater would be the mass of the value produced and of the surplus value."30 If this analysis is correct, then we should expect to see very little constant capital (machinery and tools of production) employed by the capitalist class, since labor-saving machinery reduces the available human laborers in the "exploitation" system. Yet what we do see is precisely the reverse: the most profitable industries tend to be those in which large quantities of constant capital are employed. The law of surplus value has led to a contradiction between observation and theory, as Marx had to admit. "This law clearly contradicts all experience based on appearance."31 Marx tried to devise an explanation based on the increase in productivity which "machinery provides. Laborers are able to earn their subsistence wages in a shorter period of time, and the capitalist is therefore able to increase the effective amount of time spent in labor for his profits. But this explanation, as we shall see later, comes into conflict with his discussion of the falling rate of profit under capitalism.

The rate of surplus value is the ratio of the time spent in laboring for the capitalist over the time the laborer works, in effect, to produce his own minimum subsistence wage. Surplus value, S, is divided by the wage, V. The rate is thus s/v.

The capitalist can extract surplus value in either or both of two ways. First, he can lengthen the working day. All of the labor
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produced in the additional hours thus extracted returns to the capitalist’s account. Second, he can intensify the working day by adding new machinery or by speeding up the machinery on hand. This will increase the output of the laborers per hour, and thus they will earn their minimum wage in a shorter period of time; they are actually working longer hours for their employer. The first system Marx called absolute surplus value; the second he called relative surplus value. Actually, there is a third way: the capitalist can hire the wives and children of the laboring force. Since the subsistence wage paid to the workers is a family subsistence wage, he can pay each member less wages if all are working, thus increasing the percentage of time each spends working for him. This would probably be classified under relative surplus value.

Marx believed that he had unlocked the mystery of capitalism’s system of production. The M-C-M’ riddle was solved. All profits arise from the fact that the value of labor power itself is less than the value of the total amount of products produced by that labor power. Surplus value, in short, is simply unpaid labor.\footnote{Ibid., 1, p. 637. [Ibid., 1, p. 582.]} Capitalism operates on the basis of theft.

The Falling Rate of Profit

By explaining profits in terms of his surplus value concept, Marx was led inevitably to a series of questionable conclusions. The most important of these was his belief that the rate of profit in the capitalist system is bound to fall in the long run. This is an inescapable tendency, he argued, given the constant pressure of competition, which forces the capitalist to cut his production costs by expanding output, thus enabling his company to sell its products at prices lower than his competition can afford to sell them. This expansion of output clearly requires a greater use of constant capital - raw materials, machinery — proportionate to human labor.

This brings up the whole question of the so-called “organic composition of capital.” A greater organic composition of capital
means simply that more constant capital is being used in the production process. As more and more machinery and raw materials are added, the percentage of human labor power involved in the process necessarily falls. In other words, there is proportionately less human labor power available for exploitation, and therefore profits must fall, since living labor is the only source of capitalism's profits.33

Capitalism, in Marx's system, is caught in a fundamental contradiction: capitalists are impelled to act in a fashion which will ultimately destroy their very mode of existence. In order to increase their profits, they must increase production; in order to increase production, they must add constant capital; and the addition of constant capital increases the organic composition of capital, thus causing a fall in the rate of profit. This tendency for the rate of profit to fall can be offset by other tendencies which can temporarily compensate for the fall, but ultimately the profits of capitalism must decrease to a level incompatible with the maintenance of the system.34

**Capitalist Accumulation**

The scramble for profits motivates the capitalist to expand the size of his industry and thus take advantage of the economies of scale. Up to a point, increased plant capacity can achieve lower cost per unit. After this point is reached, costs per unit will rise at such a rapid rate that it will not pay the capitalist to
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33. Algebraically, the organic composition of capital is expressed by the fraction C/C + V. As C rises, the fraction approaches the value of one, or 100 percent constant capital. The labor factor, V, therefore carries a smaller weight in the fraction. As V gets smaller, the source of capitalism's profits dries up. For a full discussion of this "law" or tendency, see *Capital*, 3, ch. 3. The rate of profit is expressed by the fraction S/C + V. As C increases, if S (surplus value) and V (wages) remain constant, the value of the fraction clearly decreases, since its denominator is increasing because of the increase of C. The rate of profit is therefore falling. This assumes, of course, that S is constant, or at least not rising fast enough to offset the rate of the rise in C.

34. The offsetting tendencies' are discussed in *Capital*, 3, ch. 25. For a critical discussion of the "law" of Marxian analysis, see David McCord Wright, *The Trouble With Marx* (New Rochelle, New York: Arlington House, 1967), ch. 5.
invest any more capital into the production plant itself. Marx, however, virtually ignored this latter possibility; he generally took the attitude that the economies of scale are, for all practical purposes, unlimited. He never bothered himself with the very real problem of optimum plant size.

In his frantic search for profits, the small businessman will inevitably be crushed, Marx thought. The small businessman cannot afford to invest the huge sums of capital necessary to increase his company’s production. This being the case, the small competitor cannot lower the costs of his products without suffering losses, and he will be driven out of business. Marx gave no attention to the possibility that many kinds of economic activity may be more suited to the smaller enterprise than to a huge, complex, highly bureaucratic, industrialized establishment. The area of personal services is one example, and the service industries have shown a tremendous capacity for growth in this century.\textsuperscript{30} It is true, of course, that ours is the age of huge firms, but much of this growth has been the result, not of higher efficiency, but of political intervention and the state’s inflationary policies.\textsuperscript{36}

\textsuperscript{35} For a survey of the literature dealing with the growth of the service industries in the United States, see William Regan, “Economic Growth and Services,” \textit{Journal of Business}, XXXVI (1963). Cf. George Stigler, \textit{Trends in Employment in the Service Industries} (A Study by the National Bureau of Economic Research [Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1956]). In 1870, something like 20 percent of the American working force was employed in the service industries; by 1950, the figure was over 50 percent. Most of this change was not due to a falling off of employment in manufacturing industries, but due rather to the decline of the number of those connected with agriculture. See Stigler, \textit{Service Industries}, pp. 5-6.

\textsuperscript{36} On the effects of state sponsored monetary inflation, see my book, \textit{An Introduction to Christian Economics} (Nutley, New Jersey: Craig Press, 1973), chaps. 1-6. The expansion of the money supply directly by the state, or indirectly by state-licensed commercial banks, redistributes wealth. Those who first gain access to the newly created money spend it into circulation; those who receive it late, as it “trickles down” through the economy, are forced to reduce their consumption because of the higher prices induced by the injection of new credit money. This monetary inflation eventually sets the “boom-bust” trade cycle into operation: Ludwig von Mises, \textit{Human Action: A Treatise on Economics} (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1949), ch. 20; Murray N. Rothbard, \textit{America’s Great Depression} (Princeton, New Jersey: Van Nostrand, 1963).
Even with the growth of the large firms, the tendency of large manufacturing firms to subcontract jobs to smaller organizations, when coupled with the growth of the service industries, has more than compensated for the concentration of capital into the hands of a few big capitalists.

In explaining the constant tendency toward the accumulation of capital, Marx wrote: "The battle of competition is fought by cheapening of commodities. The cheapness of commodities depends, ceteris paribus [other things being equal – G.N.], on the productiveness of labour, and this again on the scale of production. Therefore, the larger capitals beat the smaller."³⁷ To some extent, this is accurate. But beyond certain limits, the newer, smaller capitalists who have new approaches to the problem of production and marketing are able to compete successfully with the older, larger units. This presupposes, however, that the state does not interfere in the market's processes in order to grant a favorable position to the larger companies, such as took place in the United States at the turn of the century.³⁸ In this case, big business was able to preserve its monopoly status, but not because of any inherent laws of the capitalist system; it required the intervention of the state to secure big business's preferred position.

Along with the accumulation of larger and larger capitals, Marx said, would go the concentration of capital into the hands of fewer and fewer capitalists. "Capital grows in one place to a huge mass in a single hand, because it has in another place been lost by many."³⁹ This is Marx's explanation for the growth of monopolies. The whole problem of monopoly was one which had not been explored to any extent before Marx began to write. He argued that monopolies are basic creations of the capitalist order. They result from "cut-throat" competition among the capitalists, and therefore they cannot be stopped by any kind of

³⁷. Capital, 1, p. 686. [Capital, 1, p. 626.]
³⁹. Capital, 1, p. 686. [Capital, 1, 626.]
piecemeal social legislation. If anything, Marx argued, monopolies are aided by such things as factory acts: the limitations placed on the employment of cheap labor by women and children imposed on the factory owners the necessity of adding even more machinery to increase production.\footnote{Ibid., 1, p. 519. [Ibid., 1, p. 474.]} Smaller capitalists are placed at an extreme disadvantage under such conditions, since the bourgeois state has cut off some of their cheap labor supply, and only the larger and richer capitalists can afford to replace these workers with expensive machinery. The tendency in the direction of monopoly is therefore unstoppable under capitalism.

a conclusion which, had it been a forecast a century ago, Marx would have rejected as utter bourgeois nonsense: "The studies of trends of both general and market concentration have yielded useful negative conclusions. It is clear now, as it was not clear before, that there is no inevitable historical force at work that must produce, over any extended period of time, an increase in the per cent of economic activity accounted for by the largest firms either in American manufacture or in the economy as a whole."

**Increasing Misery of the Proletariat**

This is one of the more familiar themes in Marx's economic analysis. It is familiar in the sense that it has become a *cliché* within Marxist circles; it is *not* familiar in the sense that anyone is really certain as to what Marx meant exactly by the phrase. Like so many of his teachings, this one was set forth by Marx only in scattered places, and never in any systematic fashion. Commentators are forced to sift through many seemingly contradictory passages in their attempt to find some semblance of order in his idea of "increasing misery."

One view which many scholars (especially the more vociferous critics) have argued is that Marx meant that the increasing misery is to be absolute under capitalism: things must inevitably get worse for the proletariat as capitalism develops. There can be no question about the fact that Marx did write several passages which definitely teach just such a doctrine. For example, in the Communist *Manifesto* (1848), he and Engels wrote: "The modern labourer, on the contrary, instead of rising with the progress of industry, sinks deeper and deeper below the conditions of existence of his own class. He becomes a pauper, and
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44. Edward S. Mason, *Economic Concentration and the Monopoly Problem* (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1957), pp. 42-43. Solomon Fabricant put it this way: "All the doubts that can be raised [concerning the data] do not destroy, rather they support, the conclusion that there is no basis for believing that the economy of the United States is largely monopolistic and has been growing more monopolistic." See his essay, "Is Monopoly Increasing?" *Journal of Economic History*, XIII (1953), p. 93.
pauperism develops more rapidly than population and wealth.\textsuperscript{4} \textsuperscript{5} Again, in Value / Wages, Price and Profit (1865), we read: "The general tendency of capitalistic production is not to raise, but to sink the average standard of wages, or to push the value of labour more or less to its minimum limit."\textsuperscript{46} Certainly, it would not be deliberately misleading to argue, as many have done, that Marx did believe that the condition of the workers was clearly going to decline absolutely.\textsuperscript{47}

On the other hand, many commentators have taken the position that Marx actually taught a doctrine of relative increasing misery, i.e., that the standard of living might be rising somewhat even for the working class, but rising far more slowly than production would warrant. Most of the wealth would go either into the capitalists' accumulation or into their personal consumption budgets. This has been the view of many Marxists since the time of Karl Kautsky; it is apparently the view of an increasing number of non-Marxists scholars.\textsuperscript{48} Perhaps the most explicit statement of the relative increasing misery thesis is found in Wage-Labour and Capital (1847): "If capital is growing rapidly, wages may rise; the profit of capital rises incomparably more rapidly. The material position of the worker has improved, but
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at the cost of his social position. The social gulf that divides him from the capitalist has widened.”49 Owing to an increase in the productivity of capital, it might be possible for both the laborer and the capitalist to improve their respective standards of living. But, as he wrote in Capital, “even in such case, the fall in value of the labour-power would cause a corresponding rise of surplus-value, and thus the abyss between the labourer’s position and that of the capitalist would keep widening.”50 While the proletarians may find that their material standard of living may have an occasion to rise, they will be at a psychological disadvantage. Their pitiful successes will be so tiny in comparison to the increase in wealth within the capitalist class.

Bober, who is of the opinion that Marx held to an absolute increasing misery doctrine, has challenged this opposing interpretation: “But we must remember that this psychological misery applies only to ‘the most favorable case,’ the special phase of accumulation.”51 It then becomes a question concerning Marx’s attitude towards the possibility of capitalism’s continuing the expansion of economic goods and services. It leads, in short, to Marx’s theories concerning capitalist crises, capitalism’s inherent contradictions, and the coming collapse of the system. These will be discussed at some length later. But on the whole, it would be safe to say that Marx’s writings give evidence of both doctrines, depending upon the purpose of the particular document in question. For propaganda purposes, it is impressive to assert the absolute misery doctrine; yet Marx as a careful scholar was determined to cover himself if there were some increase in the proletariat’s wealth, it would naturally require an explanation. However, the attempt to show that Marx matured in his approach – that he held an absolute increasing misery doctrine before 1850, but not after – is hopeless. Marx’s writings before 1850 show that he asserted both views, and the same is true for his later writings. There is a certain tendency for scholars to

50. *Capital*, 1, p. 573. [Capital, 1, p. 523.]
attempt to make Marx look more consistent than he ever was, and as a result we find these men drawing rather fixed lines between the young, revolutionary Marx and the older, more mature Marx. Such hard and fast lines do not fit; Marx may have emphasized certain arguments in one period as compared to a later or earlier one, but the dialectical thinking of his youth never left him. He was forever arguing for conflicting positions throughout his four-decade career.

Whichever doctrine is really more representative of his overall system (I personally would favor the relative misery thesis), one Marxian scholar, Ronald Meek, has admitted that Marx certainly did not foresee the startling rise in the standard of living of Western, industrial laborers. The economic progress of the past century has made either of the arguments rather superfluous. Other explanations should be found, Meek thinks, to give an account of this unforeseen improvement— the Lenin imperialism theses, for example — but the increasing misery doctrine has served its purpose as a piece of propaganda, and it should now be dropped. Marx was correct, Meek argues, in his general predictions concerning capitalism, but this particular dogma should be replaced by something more realistic. He calls for a major revision or revisions in the Marxian economic approach.

In his arguments in favor of his increasing misery doctrine, Marx laid great stress on what he called the “Industrial Reserve Army.” It was made up of all those laborers who had been thrown out of their jobs because of the increased mechanization of industry. This reserve army of the unemployed would help to hold down wages, thus making it almost impossible for trade union organizations to organize effectively, especially during periods of economic stagnation and crisis. The ranks of this army would be increased by petty bourgeois elements which would also be sent into bankruptcy by the crushing competition of the huge capitalist industries. Thus, larger and larger masses
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53. Capital, 1, pp. 689-703. [Capital, 1, pp. 628-40.]
of men would face abject poverty and deprivation, while at the same time their presence within the economy would help to make conditions worse for those of their fellow proletarians who happened to be employed. The problem with this whole thesis, other than the fact that such an army has never materialized, has been pointed out by the Fabian socialist scholar G. D. H. Cole:

But Marx nowhere explained why, if the capitalist class managed to rise to power, in most countries, not by catastrophic revolution overthrowing the previous ruling class, but rather by a gradual process of encroachment and adaptation of the established social structure, increasing misery should be the means to the conquest of power by the proletariat, whereas increasing prosperity had been the weapon of the bourgeoisie. Yet the view is plainly paradoxical; for, on the face of the matter, the increase of misery would be much more likely to weaken and dispirit a class than to aid it in the prosecution of the class struggle. . . . In effect, if Marx had been right, the probable outcome would have been the collapse of Capitalism under conditions in which the proletariat would have been too weakened by its misery successfully to establish an alternative system. In these circumstances, if there had been no other aspirant to the succession, a collapsing Capitalism would have been likeliest to be succeeded, not by Socialism, but by sheer chaos, and by the dissolution of the entire civilization of which Capitalism had been a phase.54

Cole, of course, favored a gradual transition to socialism, and thus was hostile to Marx's openly revolutionary approach. But whatever Marx "really meant" by the doctrine of increasing misery, it seems safe to say that it is no longer a tool of economic analysis in the contemporary Marxist critique of capitalist society. Even the idea of relative increasing misery fails to explain the great advances made by members of the working class in improving their standard of living over the last 100 years. Capitalism simply has not brought deprivation to Western workers. A good Fabian would give the credit to the role of the state and trade unions in forcing capitalism into reforms. A good free

market advocate would point to the rising per capita private investment of capital and to the tremendous increases in productivity which such investment has created, in spite of the tampering of the market’s actions by the civil government. But both sides would reject Mare’s analysis, and even contemporary Marxists are unhappy with it. Those workers who live under capitalism are just not that miserable, if by misery one is referring to their material conditions.

Contradictions, Crises, and Collapse

Karl Marx, however profound some of his individual conceptions may have been, was not a systematic thinker. He would take an idea, explore it along one path, and then go on to another line of thought. All too frequently, he failed to tie his speculations into a coherent, systematic whole. As a result, it is difficult to guess exactly what he had in mind concerning any particular subject. Nowhere is his "scattershot" approach more evident than in his explanation (or, more accurately, his explanations) of capitalism’s inherent crises. His statements on the subject are found throughout his economic writings, and it is difficult, perhaps impossible, to be certain which one was most fundamental in his own mind.

The most obvious capitalist flaw, for Marx, is the tendency toward the falling rate of profit. As we have already seen, this is caused by the fact that capitalists are forced by competitors to increase the quantity of constant capital in their respective production processes, and this in turn diminishes the proportion of variable capital - living labor - in the process. Living labor is the one source of profits under capitalism; hence, the rate of profit must fall, inevitably, as the ratio of constant capital increases. In other words, Marx argued, we should expect to see two simultaneous tendencies: the falling rate of profit and the increasing misery of the proletariat. Unfortunately for his consistency, the two are in contradiction with each other.

In so far as wages are pushed down to the minimum subsistence level, the proletariat suffers from the misery which the capitalist system supposedly inflicts upon it. When wages are
forced lower, the capitalist obviously improves his position; there is an increased quantity of surplus value available to him, since there is a greater quantity of unpaid labor present in the production process. On the other hand, if the increased output of the particular capitalist's industry succeeds in what it aims at, i.e., a greater share of the market than his competitors can attain, the laboring classes achieve a higher standard of living, since they can purchase more consumer goods than they previously could with whatever wages they receive. The price of commodities must fall, since each commodity, by Marx's definition, contains a smaller proportion of human labor than before; commodities contain less value, since the average socially necessary labor time embodied in them is falling as the output of the capitalist system increases. Where capitalist profits are falling, theoretically due to the increased use of productive machinery, the standard of living is rising, and vice versa. The two "inevitable" tendencies offset each other; they are mutually contradictory in the long run.

Marx explicitly stated that the two should be simultaneously achieved under capitalism: "The falling tendency of the rate of profit is accompanied by a rising tendency of the rate of surplus-value, that is, in the rate of exploitation." He attempted to explain the contradiction elsewhere, but his argument is hardly convincing. It was based primarily on the idea of technological unemployment — the Industrial Reserve Army — a phenomenon which has not yet come into existence as a major economic factor. While some economists do fear that automation may create such a technological unemployment situation in our time, even they are usually more concerned with the problem of the excess leisure time which these unskilled workers will have on their hands, rather than any fear of some kind of mass starvation. It is assumed that the vastly increased production of consumer

goods will provide for those who cannot work.\textsuperscript{58} Other econo-
mists do not think that automation should increase the number of
employed persons, since the additional wealth generated by
automated production can be used for retraining programs, edu-
cational advance, and the expansion of the service industries.\textsuperscript{59}
In either case, a huge army of unemployed laborers accompany-
ing capitalism’s expansion of output is not a group which is going
to be thrown into abject poverty in this century, at least not by
the mere operation of private capital investment by today’s

citizens.

In addition to his theory of the declining rate of profit, Marx
also employed a theory of overproduction to condemn capital-
ism’s business cycles. Because of this built-in overproduction
feature, capitalism is incurably cyclical: booms will always bust.
“The stupendous productive power developing under the capi-
talist mode of production relatively to population, and the in-
crease, though not in the same proportion, of capital values (not
their material substance), which grow much more rapidly than
the population, contradict the basis, which, compared to the
expanding wealth, is ever narrowing and for which this immense
productive power works, and the conditions, under which capital
augments its value. This is the cause of crises.”\textsuperscript{60}

This is not very lucid language, but he expressed himself
more concisely elsewhere. Actually, he argued that capitalism

\textsuperscript{58} Many of these visionary economists propose a guaranteed annual income to
all people irrespective of whether they work for a living or not. Cf. Robert Theobald
(cd.), \textit{The Guaranteed Income} (Garden City, New York Doubleday, 1966); “The
Triple Revolution,” included in Erich Fromm (cd.), \textit{Socialist Humanism: An Interna-
Perhaps the most ridiculous exposition of this position is Richard Elman’s \textit{The
Poorhouse State} (New York: Pantheon, 1966). An alternative view is Henry Hazlitt’s

\textsuperscript{59} Cf. Yale Brozen, \textit{Automation and Jobs} (Selected Papers of the Graduate School
of Business Administration, #18, University of Chicago, 1966), or see his article,
“Automation and Jobs,” \textit{U.S. News and World Report} (March 8, 1965); Tom Rose,
“Why Automation?” \textit{The Freeman}, XV (July, 1965). For a very optimistic view of
automation, see Eric Hoffer, “Automation is Here to Liberate us,” \textit{New York Times

\textsuperscript{60} \textit{Capital}, 3, pp. 312-13. [\textit{Capital}, 3, p. 266.]
on the one hand produces too much, while on the other hand it produces too little. As he wrote, “conflict must continually ensue between the limited conditions of consumption on a capitalist basis and a production which forever tends to exceed its immanent barriers. Moreover, capital consists of commodities, and therefore the overproduction of capital implies an overproduction of commodities.” Yet on the very next page he wrote: “It is not a fact that too many necessities of life are produced in proportion to the existing population. The reverse is true. Not enough is produced to satisfy the wants of the great mass decently and humanely.” Not all of the population can be employed, he argued, and therefore they cannot obtain minimum supplies of consumer goods and services. Finally, he concluded: “It is not a fact that too much wealth is produced. But it is true that there is periodical overproduction of wealth in its capitalistic and self-contradictory form.” Clearly, capitalist society is the worst of all possible worlds: it cannot produce enough while it simultaneously produces too much. This is truly dialectical reasoning.

How did he account for such blatant contradictions in capitalism? Basically, he relied on a rejection of Say’s Law to explain capitalist crises: in contrast to Say, who had argued that production creates its own demand and therefore there can be no long-run glut of commodities on the market, Marx said that there must be such a glut. This periodic glutting of the market will continue, and it will increase in intensity. It will ultimately destroy the capitalist system. Production and consumption will not balance each other, and this will lead to over-investment in capital goods, further depressing the rate of capitalist profits. There must be an absolute overproduction of capital. The smooth working of the capitalist system is thus a myth; it is really, Marx

61. Ibid., 3, p. 301. [Ibid., 3, p. 256.]
62. Ibid., 3, p. 302. [Ibid., 3, p. 257.]
63. Ibid., 3, p. 303. [Ibid., 3, p. 258.]
64. Ibid., 3, pp. 294-95. [Ibid., 3, pp. 250-52.]
taught, a patchwork of glaring contradictory tendencies which will ultimately blow apart.

For certain purposes, however, Marx did accept the validity of Say’s Law. He admitted that “it is a mistake to say that the consumption of necessities of life does not grow with their cheapening.” Yet the glut of goods, including, apparently, capital goods, must continue, and Engels added in a parenthetical note that the glut was worse in the 1890’s than it had been in. Marx’s day. The obvious question is simply this: why do the capitalists refuse to lower their prices sufficiently to clear the market of unsold goods? Say’s Law assumed that capitalism would do so; if they refused, naturally a glut would result. Why would they continue to produce the kinds of goods which the market would not absorb at the given prices?

Marx asserted that gluts could result on the market because buying and selling are separate links in the chain of production, and the two links can be broken. This produces a crisis: “No one can sell unless some one else “purchases. But no one is forthwith bound to purchase, because he has just sold. . . . If the split between the sale and the purchase becomes too pronounced, the intimate connexion between them, their oneness, asserts itself by producing – a crisis.” Or again: “The chain of payments due at certain times is broken in a hundred places, and the disaster is intensified by the collapse of the credit-system. Thus violent and acute crises are brought about, sudden and forcible depreciations. . . .” But why should the chain break? He never answered this very clearly, but his assumption seems to have been that the prices of goods are set by entrepreneurs who for some mysterious reason are so stubborn that they refuse to admit that they have seriously misforecast the state of the market, and who are unwilling to lower the prices of their products when faced with gluts at the original price level. The assumption

65. Ibid., 3, p. 769. [Ibid., 3, p. 657.]
66. Ibid., 3, p. 518. [Ibid., 3, p. 437.]
67. Ibid., 1, pp. 127-28. [Ibid., 1, pp. 113-14.]
68. Ibid., 3, p. 298. [Ibid., 3, p. 294.]
of flexible prices was basic to Say’s formulation of the law of markets, but for some reason, Marx argued, capitalists are totally irrational – totally unaware of the way to avoid complete losses – and that Say’s original assumption is therefore wrong. The market’s pricing mechanism, for some reason which he never was able to explain, ceases to function in its allocation of scarce resources. It refuses to respond to changed conditions, and the market is unable to clear itself of all the goods offered for sale. Production, contrary to Say, has not created its own consumption. The basic question still remains: why not?

Marx blamed part of the trouble on the hoarding by capitalists (Keynes, in this century, was to use a similar argument): “In order to accumulate capital, he must first withdraw a part of the surplus-value from circulation which he obtained from that circulation in the form of money, and must hoard it until it has increased sufficiently for the extension of his old business or the opening of a sideline. So long as the formation of the hoard continues, it does not increase the demand of the capitalist. The money is then inactive.” He made, however, one absurd assumption: “Credit is not considered here. And credit includes the depositing, on the part of the capitalist, of accumulating money in a bank on payment of interest as shown by a running ac-

69. Bernice Shoul has argued that Marx did accept the validity of Say’s Law in his general analysis of capitalism. He did so, she asserts, in order to demonstrate the coming collapse of capitalism in terms of his theory of the falling rate of profit. By accepting Say’s Law, he supposedly was able to criticize capitalism in terms of its own presuppositions. Therefore, Shoul de-emphasizes Marx’s obvious rejection of Say’s Law when he denied that the pricing mechanism can balance supply and demand. As a matter of fact, Marx in some places assumed the validity of Say’s Law, and in other cases, when it suited his particular argument, he rejected it. Why Shoul refuses to see that Marx held both views is a mystery. Perhaps it is her refusal, like so many other scholars who are sympathetic towards Marx’s labors, to see what glaring contradictions were present in the system of such a supposedly brilliant thinker. Bernice Shoul, “Karl Marx and Say’s Law,” Quarterly Journal of Economics LXXI (1957); reprinted in Joseph J. Spengler and William R. Allen (eds.), Essays in Economic Thought: Aristotle to Marshall (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1960).

70. Capital, 2, pp. 397-98. [Capital, 2, p. 345.]
71. Ibid., 2, pp. 136-37. [Ibid., 2, p. 120.]
Yet no modern capitalist enterprise actually sets aside a pile of money for some future investment. It is either deposited in a bank or else it is invested in some short-term security or bond. In some cases large corporations actually enter the loan market with excess capital (General Motors’s GMAC time payment plan is an example). But no capitalist actually hoards cash. Marx’s explanation of the crisis in terms of hoarding is meaningless; the only time when men hoard paper money is at a time when they expect a rapid fall in the price level. This may accentuate a depression, of course, but it cannot cause one; Marx fails to explain why, at one instant, all capitalists would hoard their paper. The only other major source of hoarding is the hoarding of specie metals which goes on during a period of mass inflation. This does little to affect the price level, however, since the percentage of money metals in the economy dwindles rapidly in any inflation.  

In any case, these inflationary periods are never characterized by gluts of goods; they are periods of shortages of durable goods in comparison with demand. Finally, even on the assumption that hoarding would temporarily decrease demand, why would it break the “chain of exchange”? Why would not prices fall to compensate for the new conditions, thus clearing the market? If the market is free to raise or lower its prices, then hoarding cannot explain the existence of trade cycles.

Marx’s most cogent explanation of the cause of overinvestment, i.e., malinvestment, is found in the sections of Capital dealing with the role of credit in the economy. He blamed the...

72. Ibid., 2, p. 137. [Ibid., 2, pp. 121-22.]
74. For an indirect refutation of Marx on this point, and an explicit refutation of Keynes, see W. H. Hutt, “The nature of Co-Ordination Through the Price System,” chapter 4 of his book, Keynesianism: Retrospect and Prospect (Chicago Regnery, 1963). Cf. F. A. Hayek, Prices and Production (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1935); Murray N. Rothbard, Man, Economy and State, pp. 679-87. If the market is not free to raise or lower prices, then it is no longer a free market, and therefore the “inevitable tendencies” of capitalism toward a crisis due to a breakdown of the exchange mechanism are not, in fact, inevitable under capitalism, but only under some form of state interventionism.
overproduction on the expansion of the credit system: "... there has been a general overproduction, promoted by credit and the inflation of prices that goes with it."7

So long as the process of reproduction is in flow and the reflux assured, this credit lasts and extends, and its extension is based upon the extension of the process of reproduction itself. As soon as a stoppage takes place, in consequence of delayed returns, overstocked markets, fallen prices, there is a superfluity of industrial capital, but it is in a form in which it cannot perform its functions. It is a mass of commodity-capital, but it is unsalable. It is a mass of freed capital, but largely unemployed through the clogging of reproduction. Credit is contracted, 1) because this capital is unemployed, that is, stops in one of its phases of reproduction, not being able to complete its metamorphosis; 2) because confidence in the continuity of the process of reproduction has been shaken; 3) because the demand for this commercial credit decreases. . . . Hence, if this expansion is disturbed, or even the normal exertion of the process of reproduction infringed, credit also becomes scarce; it is more difficult to get commodities on credit. It is particularly the demand for 'cash payment and the caution observed toward sales on credit which are characteristic of that phase of the 'industrial cycle, which follows a crash.76

Surprisingly enough, this explanation of crises resembles the neo-Austrian trade cycle theory set forth in this century by the free-market advocates Ludwig von Mises and F. A. Hayek. Mises has developed the arguments of the 19th-century ‘Currency School’ of economists, and it is at least possible that Marx was influenced by this group of economic thinkers. In any case, Marx believed that the credit system is a flaw basic to capitalism, but not to socialism. “As soon as the means of production have ceased to be converted into capital (which includes also the abolition of private property in land), credit as such has no longer any meaning.”77 This is a strange assertion; credit’s function, that of making capital available for industry through sav-

75. Capital, 3, p. 578. [Capital, 3, p. 492.]
76. Ibid., 3, p. 567. [Ibid., 3, p. 483.]
77. Ibid., 3, p. 713. [Ibid., 3, p. 607.]
nings, certainly is important in any economic system, even if the state or the “association” does the saving. However, Marx may have had in mind only the idea that fractional reserve banking would cease under socialism. He ridiculed all non-specie metal monetary systems (a fact which may come as a surprise to many readers), since he believed that unbacked paper credit or currency is a basic fraud of capitalism. Since all fractional reserve banking is based upon an expansion of currency and credit beyond the available gold and silver reserves, the system must be condemned. His criticism went far deeper than this, however; Marx argued that under communism no money would exist at all. Money is the very symbol of the evils of capitalism — the very sign of alienated production — and one of the glories of full communism would be the abolition of money.

Here is the central flaw of all socialist systems: how can the allocation of scarce resources take place in a society devoid of money? See the appendix on “Socialist Economic Calculation” for a more extended discussion of this problem. There would be no money and no debt; debt is a form of economic slavery, and it could never exist in the new society. It followed from this, in Marx’s mind, that bankers are nothing more than “honourable bandits.” Merchants’ capital is simply “a system of robbery. . . .” None of this will exist in the world beyond the Revolution.

Thus, Marx’s system contains multiple theories concerning the breakdown of capitalism. The falling rate of profit is one cause, and another is the supposed contradiction between production and consumption. There is overproduction of both capital goods and consumer goods; simultaneously, there is a shortage of the basic necessities for the masses of society. The overexpansion of credit is a third cause. Wherever Marx looked, he saw contradictions, all of which pointed to the inevitable coming
conflagration and the restoration of a society free from the pains of alienated production. The proletariat would seize the reins of production from the capitalist class, and in doing so, the workers would remake society. Nothing could save capitalism, and nothing should save it. It has fulfilled its purpose in the overall world history by expanding vastly the productive capacity of industrial society, but its contradictions will permit it to exist only for a short time. Capitalism, both he and Engels argued, has shown men how to arrange production socially in the factory; now the proletariat will be able to organize distribution socially, removing the distribution process from the "anarchy" of the free market. The anarchy of capitalist competition will be replaced by the order of socialist planning. It was never explained exactly how society will be able to regulate production without a state and without monetary calculation, but Marx and Engels assumed on faith that the problem could be overcome eventually. They always claimed that they were not in the business of drawing up blueprints for the socialist future; it was enough for them merely to have demonstrated that the present system is corrupt and doomed to destruction. The inherent contradictions of capitalism will lead to a final resolution within a new social and economic

82. On the supposed contradictions between "socialized factory production" and "anarchistic market distribution," see Capital, 1, p. 391; 3, pp. 673, 1027. Capital, 1, p. 396; 3, pp. 574, 881.] Engels made this a fundamental point in his explication of the Marxian system: Anti-Dühring, pp. 296-301. [Collected Works, 25, pp. 256-61.] Murray N. Rothbard has commented on this supposed separation: "'Personal distribution' – how much money each person receives from the productive system - is determined, in turn, by the functions that he or his property performs in the system. There is no separation between production and distribution, and it is completely erroneous for writers to treat the productive system as if producers dump their product into some stockpile, to be later 'distributed' in some way to the people in the society. Distribution' is only the other side of the coin of production on the market." Man, Economy and State, P. 555.

83. Capital, 1, pp. 90-91; 3, pp. 220-21, 673, 954. Capital, 1, pp. 78-79; 3, pp. 186-88, 573-74, 820.] Engels, Anti-Dühring, pp. 169, 311. [Collected Works, 25, pp. 138-39.] The "anarchy" of the market somehow sees to it that each morning one receives his newspaper, an incredible feat when one considers the intricate complexity of the whole operation. A remarkable order is displayed for such an "anarchistic" system.
form; in fact, the very contradictions are the source of the desired changes. As he wrote in volume 1 of Capital, “the historical development of the antagonisms, immanent in a given form of production, is the only way in which that form of production can be dissolved and a new form established.” It was convenient for Marx that the social system which he believed was a moral necessity would come inevitably out of the system which he had always hated. It is always pleasant to discover that one’s moral goals can be proven as historically inevitable by one’s neutral, scientific analysis. And once his tools are accepted as being scientifically accurate and valid, his logic and his empirical data will drag the reader to his inescapable conclusion. His conclusions follow from his presuppositions; in reality, his conclusions are determined from the start by his presuppositions. There is no escape, given the first principles he sets forth.

**Böhm-Bawerk’s Criticism**

It was Marx’s misfortune that one of his contemporaries was Eugen von Böhm-Bawerk, perhaps the most logically rigorous and scholarly economist in the last century. Shortly after Marx died, Böhm-Bawerk’s History and Critique of Interest Theories was published, and it contained a devastating section on Marx’s exploitation theory, i.e., surplus value. This was in 1884. The third volume of Capital appeared in 1894; two years later Böhm-Bawerk published his classic essay on the Marxian system. The Marxists never recovered from this blow, in spite of seven decades of their attempts to reply to it. The basic problem which has proved impossible to solve is that Marx’s law of value contradicts the empirically obvious fact of an average rate of profit industry. Bohm-Bawerk had pointed this out in his preliminary chapter in 1884, and he elaborated on the subject in 1896. Between 1884 and 1894, Engels actually conducted a literary contest (aimed primarily at the followers of Rodbertus) in order to discover someone who could provide a solution to the

---

84. Capital, 1, p. 535. [Capital, 1, p. 488.]
problem. No one in the decade ever succeeded in carrying off the prize.\textsuperscript{85}

**Profit: No Consistent Explanation**

The issue which faced Marx was simply this: his definition of the rate of surplus value did not conform to his explanation of the rate of profit. He had defined surplus value as that additional labor time in the production process over and above the labor necessary to produce the laborer's minimum subsistence wage. The capitalist appropriates the value of this extra labor, and this is the sole source of his profits. The rate of surplus value was defined as the surplus value divided by the wage: \( s/v \). The rate of profit is something completely different. It was defined by Marx as the ratio between the surplus value and the total capital invested, including the constant capital: \( s/c + v \). In other words, the capitalist calculates his return not in terms of surplus value as such, but in terms of the profits of his industry in comparison to his overall capital outlay. Obviously, if he employs only one man to run a multi-million dollar machine, he can extract his profit only from the surplus living labor time contributed by that one man; the capitalist would be out of business very quickly if Marx's theory were correct. This raises a distinct problem, as Böhm-Bawerk pointed out with such devastating effect.

Consider, Böhm-Bawerk said, Marx's favorite example: an industry exists in which the workers earn their salaries in the first six hours of labor, yet they are forced to work an additional six hours for the capitalist. The rate of surplus value is \( s/v \), or \( 6 \text{ hrs.}/6 \text{ hrs.} \), or 100 percent. We know, however, that different industries have different organic compositions of capital. One industry may be labor intensive, with 20 c (constant capital) and

\textsuperscript{85} A list of these essays is found in Bohm-Bawerk's 1896 essay, which is generally translated as *Karl Marx and the Close of His System*. I am using a more recent edition, "Unresolved Contradiction in the Marxian Economic System"; in *The Shorter Classics of Böhm-Bawerk* (South Holland, Illinois: Libertarian Press, 1962), vol. 1, p. 2 10n. [Libertarian Press is now located in Spring Mills, Pennsylvania.]
80 v (wages). Others may be machinery intensive: 70 c and 30 v. Modern industry, of course, tends to fit into the latter category. Marx was aware of the problem, and he constructed several tables to demonstrate it and his supposed solution. The first table explored industries with equal rates of surplus value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capitals</th>
<th>Rate of Surplus Value</th>
<th>Surplus Value</th>
<th>value of ‘Product’</th>
<th>Rate of Profit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. 80 c 20 v</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. 70 c 30 v</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. 60 c 40 v</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV. 85 c 15 v</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v. 95 c 5 v</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Capital, 3, p. 183 [3, p. 155]*

Böhm-Bawerk commented on this table and its implications: “We see that this table shows in the different spheres of production where the exploitation of labor has been the same, very different rates of profit, corresponding to the different organic composition of the capitals.” Yet such a phenomenon is unheard of in industry. The profit rates of the various industries in the graph vary from 5 percent to 40 percent. Why would any intelligent capitalist stay in a highly mechanized industry which yields only 5 percent profit, when he can invest his money in some labor intensive project and reap a 40 percent return? As Böhm-Bawerk argued: “His theory demands that capitals of equal amount, but of dissimilar organic composition, should exhibit different profits. The real world, however, most plainly shows that it is governed by the law that capitals of equal amount, without regard to possible differences of organic composition, yield equal profits.”

Marx *Knew* He Was in Trouble

There is absolutely no doubt that Marx recognized this contradiction very early. He did not need a Böhm-Bawerk to
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86. *Shorter Classics*, 1, p. 221.
point it out for him. He admitted it in a letter to Engels in 1868, and he believed that he had discovered a solution to it.\textsuperscript{88} He devoted all of part II of volume 3 of \textit{Capital} just to this question.\textsuperscript{89} In fact, Marx's own statement of the problem was as forceful as Böhm-Bawerk's, and Böhm-Bawerk quoted it in full.\textsuperscript{90}

We have demonstrated, that different lines of industry may have different rates of profit, corresponding to differences in the organic composition of capitals, and, within the limits indicated, also corresponding to different times of turn-over; the law (as a general tendency) that profits are proportioned as the magnitudes of the capitals, or that capitals of equal magnitude yield equal profits in equal times, applies only to capitals of the same organic composition, with the same rate of surplus-value, and the same time of turn-over. And these' statements hold good on the assumption, which has been the basis of all our analyses so far, namely that commodities are sold at their values. On the other hand there is no doubt that, aside from unessential, accidental, and mutually compensating distinctions, a difference in the average rate of profit of the various lines of industry does not exist in reality, and could not exist without abolishing the entire system of capitalist production. It would seem, then, as though the theory of value were irreconcilable at this point with the actual process, irreconcilable with the real phenomena of production, so that we should have to give up the attempt to understand these phenomena.\textsuperscript{91}

Then Marx issued the challenge to himself "How is this equalization of profits into an average rate of profit brought about, seeing that it is evidently a result, not a point of departure?"\textsuperscript{92} He used two additional charts to show what was involved. The first one showed that it was necessary to find an average rate of profit for industry, and therefore he assumed that an average organic composition of capital had to exist in theory, though not in fact. [These boxes appear in vol. 3, p. 185; 1967 edition, pp. 156, 157.]

\textsuperscript{88} Marx to Engels, 30 April 1968: \textit{Correspondence}, p. 243.
\textsuperscript{90} \textit{Shorter Classics}, 1, p. 220.
\textsuperscript{92} \textit{Ibid.}, 3, p. 205. [\textit{Ibid.}, 3, p. 174.]
In this chart, Marx set forth a more realistic assumption, that all the constant capital was not used up in one period; hence, the used up constant capital in industry I is not the full 80 c but merely 50 c (constant capital used up) + 20 v (wages) + 20 s (surplus value accruing to capitalist). The cost price, of course, is the price minus the surplus value, or 70. By adding the total capital invested in all the industries, we find a figure of 500. The total surplus value accruing to capitalists as a group is 110. The profit rate, then, is $s/c + v = 110/500 = 22$ percent. This is the average profit rate for all industries, and it must assume the existence of an average ratio of constant capital to variable capital: 78 c and 22 v. This assumption, however, is an impossibility; the whole problem is that such an average organic composition of capital cannot exist in the real world.

The third chart assumes that the average rate of profit, 22 percent, is in operation throughout the industries. It is here that the labor theory of value collapses; if labor is supposed to be the sole source of value, and prices must reflect this value directly (since equal values are supposed to be exchanged for equals), then there should be no deviation of prices from values. Unfortunately, there is.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capitals</th>
<th>Surplus Value</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Cost of Commodities</th>
<th>Price of Commodities</th>
<th>Rate of Profit</th>
<th>Deviation of Price From Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. 80 c + 20 v</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. 70 c + 30 v</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. 60 c + 40 v</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV. 85 c + 15 v</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>+7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. 95 c + 5 v</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>+17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The cost price of commodities in example 1 is 70. The average rate of profit is 22 percent. Thus, the market price must be 92: 70 + 22 (.22 x 100). In the preceding chart, it was demonstrated that the real value of the commodities is 90 (50 c + 20 v + 20s). Thus, the deviation of the actual price of 92 from the value price of 90 is +2. If the labor theory of value were correct, there could be no such deviation.

The “Price of Production” Theory

In explaining this obvious contradiction, Marx appealed to the idea of a “price of production” theory. This same escape had been used by both Adam Smith and David Ricardo, although Marx rejected their use of a similar approach. First, he admitted the problem: “One portion of the commodities is sold in the same proportion above in which the other is sold below their values. This statement is in absolute opposition to his basic assumption in volume 1: “The creation of surplus-value, and therefore the conversion of money into capital, can consequently be explained neither on the assumption that commodities are sold above their value, nor that they are bought below their value.”

Marx went on: “And it is only their sale at such prices which makes it possible that the rate of profit for all five capitals is uniformly 22%, without regard to the organic composition of these capitals.” Yet by his own definition, profit can be computed only in terms of the organic composition of capital: s/c + v. “The prices which arise by drawing the average of the various rates of profit in the different spheres of production and adding this average to the cost-prices of the different spheres of production, are the prices of production. They are conditioned on the existence of an average rate of profit, and this, again, rests on the premise that the rates of profit in every sphere of production, considered by itself, have previously been reduced to so many

---

93. Ibid., 3, pp. 233-34. [Ibid., 3, pp. 198-99.]
94. Ibid., 3, p. 185. [Ibid., 3, p. 157.]
95. Ibid., 1, p. 179. [Ibid., 1, p. 161.]
96. Ibid., 3, p. 185. [Ibid., 3, p. 157.]
Finally, he defined his terms: "The average rates of profit." He then used the analogy of a huge national stockholding company in order to resolve the problem; this crude aggregate was his basic answer:

While the capitalists in the various spheres of production recover the value of the capital consumed in the production of their commodities through the sale of these, they do not secure the surplus-value, and consequently the profit, created in their own sphere by the production of these commodities, but only as much surplus-value, and profit, as falls to the share of every aliquot part of the total social capital out of the total social surplus-value, or social profit produced by the total capital of society in all spheres of production. . . . The various capitalists, so far as profits are concerned, are so many stockholders in a stock company in which the shares of profit are uniformly divided for every 100 shares of capital, so that profits differ in the case of the individual capitalists only according to the amount of capital invested by each one of them in the social enterprise, according to his investment in social production as a whole, according to his shares.

But what kind of answer is this? Capitalists, except in the case of very limited cartels, never act in this fashion. They compete with each other, receiving their profits or taking their losses according to the competitive position of their individual establishments. If capitalists actually did act as if they were members of a huge stock company, then why should any of them receive losses? If the company is part of a huge aggregate, automatically receiving its share of the average rate of profit, then it should never fail. But one of the main tenets of the Marxist faith is that capitalists become increasingly competitive, driving their competitors out of business whenever possible. The

97. Ibid., 3, p. 185. [Ibid., 3, p. 157.]
98. Ibid., 3, p. 186. [Ibid., 3, p. 157.]
99. Ibid., 3, pp. 186-87. [Ibid., 3, p. 158.]
"cut-throat" competition of these "ruthless" industrialists – the vision which captivated Marx in volume 1 — now appears in a modified form: shareholders of one happy company can receive, automatically, their share of the average profits. Böhm-Bawerk exploded this aggregate argument forever: there is no such national sum of common profit from which each capitalist cuts his share. 100 It is a totally static conception of profit.

Volume I vs. Volume 3

Marx admitted only that "The foregoing statements are indeed a modification of our original assumption concerning the determination of the cost-price of commodities." 101 It was more than a modification; it was a total refutation of his earlier position. He had argued before that the value of a commodity and its price had to be equal; his theory of surplus value was offered precisely as a solution to the problem of capitalism's profits arising in an economy where equal values must be exchanged for equals. Yet in volume 3 he offered as a mere modification the statement that "the price of production may vary from the value of a commodity. . . ." 102 Bohm-Bawerk pinpointed the issue, since he was unwilling to permit Marx to escape from an absolute contradiction as if the later revision were merely a modification of the earlier: "There are two possible alternatives. The first alternative is that a permanent system of exchange is really established whereby goods are exchanged at values which are in proportion to the labor that the respective goods represent, and whereby, furthermore, the magnitude of the surplus proceeds to be derived from production is really determined by the quantity of labor expended. If that alternative obtains, then any equalization of the ratio of surplus proceeds to capital is an impossibility. The second alternative is that such an equalization does take place. If that alternative obtains, then products cannot possibly

100. Shorter Classics, 1, pp. 230-35.
101. Capital, 3, p. 194. [Capital, 3, p. 164.]
102. Ibid., 3, p. 194. [Ibid., 3, p. 164.]
continue to be exchanged at values which are in proportion to
the labor they represent. . . . 103

He then delivered the intellectual coup de grace: "I cannot help
myself; I see here no explanation and reconciliation of a contra-
diction, but the bare contradiction itself. Marx's third volume
contradicts the first. The theory of the average rate of profit and
of the prices of production cannot be reconciled with his theory
of value." 104 He then went on to demolish Marx's four pathetic
attempts to find some kind of solution, and the reader is referred
to those rebuttals for further study. 105

Desperate Revisions

Böhm-Bawerk's position has never been successfully rebut-
ted. There have been numerous attempts by Marxists and others
to redefine Marx's economics in order to avoid Böhm-Bawerk's
telling criticisms, but none has carried the day; Marxists have
never agreed upon any of these various alternatives. One of the
more famous of these attempted reconstructions was presented
by L. von Bortkiewicz near the turn of the century. His answer
was very detailed and complex, dealing with a difficult portion
of the more obscure volume 2 of Capital. Paul Sweezy, America's
foremost living Marxist economist, has seized upon this solution
in a desperate hope of salvaging Marx's system, but Paul Samuel-
son has shown the insufficiency of Bortkiewicz's attempt. In fact,
Samuelson concludes that Bortkiewicz's theory of production is
not far removed from Böhm-Bawerk's! 106

103. Shorter Classics, 1, p. 226.
104. Ibid., 1, p. 228.
105. Ibid., 1, pp. 229-56.
106. Paul Samuelson, "Wages and Interest A Modern Dissection of Marxian
of Böhm-Bawerk's Karl Marx and the Class of His System (New York Augustus
Kelley, 1949). Another attempt along these lines is Ronald L. Meek, "Some Notes on the
'Transformation Problem'," Economic Journal, LXV (1956), pp. 94-107. This essay
has been reprinted in Spengler and Allen (eds.), Essays in Economic Thought.
G. D. H. Cole has argued that Marx's theory of value was not an explanation of prices at all! It was merely a theory of capitalist exploitation. 107 He fails to mention that Marx's theory of exploitation was written only in terms of a theory of capitalist prices. It would have surprised Marx to have learned that all of his time spent in computing price data, poring over statistics in the British Museum, and formulating his theory of exchange - a system based on the pricing mechanism - was spent in vain. Cole's argument is certainly unique.

Perhaps the most startling revision is Sweezy's most recent contribution. Not only was Marx not talking about a theory of prices, he was not really interested in explaining the capitalist economy in terms of classical economic theory: "The first nine chapters of Capital, it is now widely recognized [! ? !], are not primarily concerned with exchange value or prices in the sense of either classical or neoclassical economics but rather with what today might be called economic sociology." 108 Poor Marx; he actually imagined that his system was a total one. He thought that he had constructed a theoretical framework which demonstrated all the contradictions of capitalism, whether economic or social. He actually believed that he was an economist who used the very presuppositions of Adam Smith and Ricardo in order to demonstrate with their own intellectual tools that capitalism is doomed. But his followers have proven to their own satisfaction that Marx really had not accomplished this, even that he had not attempted to do so; he was a sociologist primarily, and not a classical economist. Odd, under these circumstances, that Marx was so concerned in volume 3 with his hopeful demonstration of the basic validity of the economic outline of volume 1. For a sociologist who was not supposed to have been interested in price theory, he certainly struggled for many pages with a problem which would not have arisen except


for the fact that it involved the problem of relating classical value theory to capitalism's price mechanism.

The attempted revisions of Marx's system are a testimony to at least two things: (1) the absolute contradiction in the original Marxian economic system; and (2) the unwillingness of Marxist scholars to face the basic truth. Since they cannot resolve the problem, they try to argue that Marx was never concerned with such matters or that such matters, even if present in Marx's mind, were not fundamental to his outlook, in spite of the fact that Marx considered them to be of enormous importance. Scholarship, in this century, has not always been faithful to the idea of rigorous truth - even a truth defined by the canons of secular thought. As Samuelson advises: "Marxolaters, to use Shaw's term, should heed the basic precept valid in all societies: Cut your losses!"}

Gottfried Haberler, one of America's most respected economists, has offered this evaluation of Böhm-Bawerk's efforts: "In my opinion Böhm-Bawerk's is to this day the most convincing and lucid analysis of the Marxist theory of value, price, capital and interest. . . . Böhm-Bawerk's criticism, which goes, of course, beyond the demonstration of an internal contradiction to showing the basic flaws of theory, is altogether convincing and has never been refuted." No more fitting compliment could be paid to a master economist by one of his peers; it is a long-deserved memorial to a brilliant logician. after a half century of garbled "refutations" and open vilification by those whose Marxist presuppositions have interfered with their reasoning processes.

---


111. In a letter to me dated 4 March 1967, Professor Hans Sennholz writes: "It's an indication of the incredible shallowness of contemporary thought that respected economists can deny the Marxian contradictions of fact and reality. Surely Marxist error is as important today as it was 85 years ago when Böhm-Bawerk wrote his rejoinders. If Marx were right for the 'aggregate' then in my belief capitals of equal
Entrepreneurship and Profit

Marx sought for a solution to the profit question, and as we have seen, he was unable to find it. He assumed the existence of a national rate of profit which is produced by the competition of all capitalists. The solution was no solution at all, but it placed the ideas of capitalist competition at the forefront of his economic analysis.

Throughout most of his economic analysis, as Bober has pointed out, Marx took a dim view of the functions of the capitalist-entrepreneur. As capitalism developed, Marx believed, the capitalist-entrepreneur would begin to lose his function: "An industrial army of workmen, under the command of a capitalist, requires, like a real army, officers (managers), and sergeants (foremen, overlookers), who, while the work is being done, command in the name of the capitalist. The work of supervision becomes their established and exclusive function." A statement made by Engels was even more explicit: "If the crisis revealed the incapacity of the bourgeoisie any longer to control the modern productive forces, the conversion of the great organizations for production and communication into joint-stock companies and state property shows that for this purpose the bourgeoisie can be dispensed with. All the social functions of the capitalists are now carried out by salaried employees. The capitalist has no longer any social activity save the pocketing of revenues, the clipping of coupons and gambling on the Stock Exchange, where the different capitalists fleece each other of their capital. Just as at first the capitalist mode of production displaced the workers, so now it displaces the capitalists, relegating them, just as it did the workers, to the superfluous popula-

amount and similar organic composition anywhere in the world would have to bear equal yields. A Mexican capital and American of identical composition would have to produce the same return, which again contradicts reality. To seek refuge in macro-economics to escape micro-economic deductions is to admit the lack of a logical answer."

112. Bober, Karl Marx's Interpretation of History, pp. 281-83.
113. Capital, 1, p. 364. [Capital, 1, p. 332.]
tion, even if in the first instance not to the industrial reserve army.”

As capitalism advances, the salaried manager replaces the capitalist-entrepreneur this is the basic thesis of Marxism in regard to the function of entrepreneurship. Marx made no functional distinction between the entrepreneur and the manager. This has always been a fatal flaw in Marxism, since it makes it impossible for the Marxist to explain the nature and function of profit in an economy.

Marx’s view of capitalistic profits hinged upon his belief that all profit stems from the exploitation of living human labor. But on this presupposition, Marx was unable to explain such phenomena as interest, profits accruing to the owners of unimproved land, and the high value of diamonds and other precious gems which have, in their natural state, virtually no human labor present in them. He had, in short, no theory of capitalist profits that would fit the economic facts. The only one which he had was effectively scrapped in volume 3 of Capital when he abandoned the rigid theory of surplus value which he had formulated in volume 1. His “price of production” assumed a prevailing rate of profit without doing anything to explain its origin (apart from simple competition).


115. Lenin’s view of entrepreneurship was especially naive. Economics is reduced by him to mere accounting: “Accounting and control – these are the chief things necessary for the organizing and correct functioning of the first phase of Communist society. All citizens are here transformed into hired employees of the state, which is made up of the armed workers. All citizens become employees and workers of one national state ‘syndicate.’ All that is required is that they should work equally, should regularly do their share of work, and should receive equal pay. The accounting and control necessary for this have been simplified by capitalism to the utmost, till they have become the extraordinarily simple operations of watching, recording and issuing receipts, within the reach of anybody who can read and write and knows the first four rules of arithmetic.” This he wrote in State and Revolution in 1917 (New York International Publishers, 1943), pp. 83-84. It is little wonder that after four years of economic management run on this belief, the economy of the new Soviet Union collapsed, making necessary the reintroduction of at least limited private ownership and planning under the New Economic Policy (NEP).
Modern economic theory sees profit as the result of entrepreneurial planning. This theory has been expounded forcefully by Frank H. Knight in his monumental Risk, Uncertainty and Profit (1921). It offers the argument that pure profit stems from the ability of some entrepreneurs to forecast the state of the market more accurately than their competitors. They are thus able to reap an excess of income over capital, wage, and interest expenditures. Profit, in other words, stems from the fact of uncertainty. Without this entrepreneurial function – the task of guessing accurately about the future and planning accordingly - there could be no profits under capitalism's free market.” The manager's task is merely to carry out the decisions made by the entrepreneurs. While the function of management is in part entrepreneurial (just as the entrepreneur's function is in part managerial), the managers do not perform the basic task in a profit-seeking establishment.

Under this theory, the entrepreneur's success is directly dependent upon his ability to predict the future and plan for it. The least successful at the job will be forced out of business through the endless competition of the open market. In this view, all societies need entrepreneurs; so long as men are not omniscient concerning the future needs and wants of the population, the entrepreneurial function must be performed by someone. The free market, with its incentives of profit and loss, has been the most successful in meeting the desires of the public at the least possible expenditure. So far, it has proven to be the most efficient means of stimulating men to bear the risks of economic forecasting and planning.

Marx Ignored the Entrepreneur

Marx wrote, in regard to profit, that “the rate of profit of the individual capital is determined, not by the market price of a

---

commodity, but by the difference between the market-price and the cost-price.\footnote{118} This is true enough, but he neglected to offer an explanation for this difference, other than his surplus value formulation. The whole theory collapsed with the labor theory of value's demise; in fact, Marx's own writings called it into question. The fact that Marx abandoned that labor theory for a cost of production approach testified to the inapplicability of the labor theory and the surplus value theory of profit.

As we have already seen, both Marx and Engels de-emphasized the role of the entrepreneur. At best, the capitalist performs a small function of the "superintendence of labor." In short, capitalists command factory production.\footnote{119} But the coming of cooperative production has shown the uselessness of the capitalist. As he said, "not the industrial capitalists, but the industrial managers are 'the soul of our industrial system'."\footnote{120} Then who will predict the nature of consumer demand in the future? If the managers do it, then they have, in effect, taken over the role of the capitalist; if they are not entitled to the resulting profit (i.e., that residual income remaining after the other factors of production have been paid for), then what incentive will they have to forecast as accurately as possible? A basic conservatism — the unwillingness to assume responsibility for losses — is notorious among salaried bureaucrats. Knight has referred to this fact: "The great danger to be feared from a political control of economic life under ordinary conditions is not a reckless dissipation of the social resources so much as the arrest of progress and the vegetation of life."\footnote{121}

If there are no capitalist-entrepreneurs, how will the economy avoid total bureaucratic, "managerial" stagnation?

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item 120. \textit{Ibid.}, 3, p. 454. [\textit{Ibid.}, 3, p. 386.]
\item 121. Knight, op. cit., p. 361. Cf. Mises, \textit{Socialism}, pp. 205-10. As Mists writes: "Success has always been attained only by those [joint stock] companies whose directors have predominant personal interest in the prosperity of the company. . . . Socialist-etatistic theory of course will not admit this. . . . It refuses to see in those who guide the company anything except officials, for the etatist wants to think of the whole world as inhabited only by officials." \textit{Socialism}, pp. 208-9.
\end{itemize}
What Marx found abhorrent in capitalism was its dynamic character. Some firms failed, others profited, and all seemed caught up in the 19th century's scramble for increased production. Capitalism fluctuates too much. It is anarchistic. What it needs is collective planning, where all uncertainty is removed. \[122\] This has been the dream of all socialist thinkers. They have criticized the capitalist system because of its dynamism which, in the eyes of the socialists, is anarchistic because there is no board of planners directing all phases of economic life. Capitalism permits failure. This, of course, must be true of capitalism, since the free market economy accepts the necessity of losses for those firms and individuals who cannot supply the needs of consumers more effectively than their competitors. Capitalism operates under the assumption that men are neither omnipotent nor omniscient. Man, in short, is not God; capitalism recognizes this fact, and it tries to regulate production and distribution as efficiently as possible, given the basic limitation on mankind. Mises puts it very nicely: "That Socialism would be immediately practicable if an omnipotent and omniscient Deity were personally to descend to take in hand the government of human affairs, is incontestable." \[123\] The socialist has such a Deity: the state planning board. Marx had his: the "association."

No Valid Theory of Profit

Without a proper concept of entrepreneurship, Marx had no valid theory of profit. It is not surprising, as Haberler has pointed out, that "Marxist economics has proved operationally completely sterile in both capitalist and Communist countries." \[124\] Marx's concept of supply and demand was essentially static: once supply and demand "balance," i.e., once market prices correspond to prices of production, "these forces cease to operate, they compensate one another. . . ." \[125\] As if supply and demand

\[122\] Capital, 3, pp. 220-21. [Capital, 3, pp. 186-87.]
\[123\] Mises, Socialism, p. 207.
\[125\] Capital, 3, p. 419. [Capital, 3, p. 356.]
were not always constantly in flux, a fact which Marx readily admitted in other places! 126

Supply and demand are dynamic factors; even at those points where market prices do equal cost prices, there is no cessation of economic forces. 127 At the point of perfect balance, there could be no profits in Marx's system of analysis, since costs and market prices are identical. Then why should he criticize the capitalist system? Capitalism uses the entrepreneur to forecast the future state of the market; if all capitalists were to succeed, all profit would disappear. Marx, therefore, had nothing but contempt for the very men whose function tends toward the conquest of uncertainty. He never saw capitalism for what it is: the response of sinful and limited men to make the best of an uncertain, imperfect and fallen world. Marx demanded an economic paradise where there would be no scarcity, no uncertainty, and no capitalist entrepreneurship. It is only this kind of world which can dispense with profits. Marx wanted heaven on earth, or more accurately, he wanted an escape from time and the curses which time has brought. His vision of socialism ultimately required a static universe in which there would be no change whatsoever, or at least where all change could be accurately predicted and controlled. Because the capitalist system failed to meet this requirement, he rejected it as the creation of alienated mankind, a temporary period which would come to an end with the Revolution. He castigated the capitalist for deviating from the utopian conception of a perfect world. 128

Conclusion

Marx began with the assumption that the labor theory of value is operative in capitalist economic affairs. A good must contain an equal quantity of human labor with any other good if an exchange is to take place. Prices, therefore, should be in direct proportion to the quantities of labor contained in the

126. Ibid., 3, pp. 150,190,230. [Ibid., 3, pp. 126, 161, 195.]
respective products. This theory in turn led Marx to formulate (or borrow from Rodbertus) the idea of surplus value: the presence of unpaid labor in the process of production gives the capitalist the power to exchange equals for equals and still reap a profit (assuming the validity of his erroneous minimum subsistence wage concept). The surplus value issue raise still another problem: how could profits be equal on all equal capital investments if the only source of profit is living human labor? Would not the firm using more living labor in the production process reap far greater profits than a firm using machinery extensively? Yet this obvious conclusion stood in absolute contradiction with the economic facts. And if, as Marx finally had to admit, all capitals do return equal profits on equal capitals invested (in the long run), then the original presupposition of the Marxian system is destroyed: factors of production other than human labor time apparently create value and are therefore entitled to a return. Constant capital is obviously receiving equal return with labor under these circumstances; the capitalist’s profit does not depend strictly on the quantities of living labor present in the productive process. Hence, the labor theory of value collapses under its own weight.

What, then, of Marxian economics? Haberler offers his opinion, and it seems to be a sound one: “I conclude that Böhm-Bawerk’s prediction has come true. The Marxist economic system has slowly lost its influence and has no future. But the close of the Marxist system does not mean the end of socialism, and Marxist economics will always maintain a prominent place in the history of the social sciences and the intellectual history of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The historian of economic thought will never cease rummaging in the voluminous writings of Marx and the specialist will find flashes of insight and even genuine analytical discoveries, bits and pieces of usable scrap. People will always marvel as Böhm-Bawerk did, at the boldness of the whole lofty construction, but Marxism as an economic system is closed and will not be reopened.” 129

Nevertheless, the vision which Marx and his followers have held cannot be refuted by a step-by-step dissection of his economic system. Communists have never held to the system merely because of its particular insights into the nature of capitalist production and distribution. The system is held in faith because it promises a better world for secular, apostate men. Marxism fulfilled the needs of 19th-century industrial men who were ready to destroy the system under which they lived. It provided an aura of scientific infallibility in an age which worshiped science. It simultaneously appealed to a side of man’s nature which is never wholly absent: his desire for total destruction of the present. Men want to escape from history, since they believe that it is history which has limited them. Their world is filled with uncertainty, scarcity, and death; that this has been the result of man’s apostasy and disobedience to God is something which they dare not admit. If they did, it would demand repentance. Throughout history, the cosmology of chaos has appealed to such men, for it offers the promise of total liberation from the bondage of time. Liber, in fact, was a Roman god of chaos, and it is from his name that we derive the world “liberty.” Thus, the popularity of the hammer as a revolutionary symbol: it is the means of shattering the present world order. Marxism, in combining the two myths of scientific infallibility and revolutionary action, offered hope to those who have sought to escape from history. This is the essence of Marx’s religion of revolution; it is the same appeal which has dominated all the chaos cults as far back as recorded history extends.
Thou sawest till that a stone was cut out without hands, which smote the image on his feet that were of iron and clay, and brake them to pieces. Then was the iron, the clay, the brass, the silver, and the gold, broken to pieces together, and became like the chaff of the summer threshing floors; and the wind carried them away, that no place was found for them. And the stone that smote the image became a great mountain, and filled the whole earth (Dan. 2:34-35).

History manifests a war between two organizational principles of international civil government, kingdom and empire. Christ’s international kingdom is decentralized. Satan’s international kingdom is centralized, characterized by a top-down bureaucratic system of issuing commands. Satan does not possess God’s omniscience, omnipotence, and omnipresence, so he must rely heavily on his own hierarchy (or as C. S. Lewis calls it in The Screwtape Letters, “the lowerarchy”). The larger that Satan’s empire becomes, the more overextended he becomes. Like a man who attempts to juggle an increasing number of oranges, Satan cannot say no to his assistants, who keep tossing him more decisions. Eventually, every empire collapses. The principle of empire cannot long sustain human government: church, state, or family.

In the colloquial phrase, empires always bite off more than they can chew. The Bible teaches that human empires were always replaced by other empires, until the advent of Christ’s

1. A shorter version of this essay was published as “The Fifth Kingdom: Battle for the Title,” Creation Social Science and Humanities Quarterly, X (Spring 1988).
kingdom. From that time forward, it is the kingdom principle that is dominant in history.

The “thousand-year reich” of Nazi Germany lasted twelve years (1933-45). The Communist empire of the Soviet Union is a creaking economic hulk, one which relies on the threat of nuclear war and a strategy of criminal subversion in order to extend its power, and which is steadily bankrupting itself by supporting its bankrupt client states. Empires are parasitic, relying on their conquest of productive nations in order to keep their bureaucracies well fed. But as their political power grows larger with the growth of empire, these bureaucracies steadily strangle the productivity of those who have already fallen to the empire. The empire cannot sustain its expansionist impulse. Meanwhile, its enemies multiply and strengthen their will to resist, unless they have already begun to worship the gods (world-and-life view) of their potential conquerors.

A LOSS of Faith

The modern West seems paralyzed in the face of Soviet expansion. This lack of resistance has a theological explanation. The West has adopted the religion of humanism, but a much less confident version than the Soviets adhere to. The West’s humanists believe in world unification through trade, government planning, and secret arrangements at the highest government and private levels. They do not believe in direct confrontation, but in subversion through infiltration. The Soviets, on the other hand, are masters of subversion, but they are also expansionists who are ruthless in the pursuit of empire that the West’s flabby humanism cannot match. Thus, the West’s buffer states are Ming to Communism because the West’s religious presuppositions are so similar that it finds itself unable to resist. This is the same plight that Israel found itself in time after time. The

Israelites repeatedly adopted the gods of the very invaders that later threatened them. Then they lost their will to resist. They were too fearful of those who possessed temporal (and temporary) power.

In our day, those who hold the greatest temporal power are Communists. They pursue power as a religious impulse. Marxism, as the anarchist Bakunin recognized very early, is a religion of statism. It glorifies man as creative species being, but as a direct result, it also glorifies the highest manifestation of man's collective species power, the state. It is the classic power religion.

Christianity, in its orthodox form, challenges this and all forms of the power religion. Christianity is the religion of Christ's kingdom (civilization). It offers a better way of life and temporal death, for it offers the only path to eternal life. It offers comprehensive redemption - the healing of international civilization. It is the dominion religion.5

When Christianity departs from its heritage of preaching the progressive sanctification of men and institutions, it abandons the idea of Christ's progressively revealed kingdom (civilization) on earth in history. It then departs into another religion, the escape religion. This leaves the battle for civilization in the hands of the various power religionists. Russia saw the defeat of the visible national church when the theology of mysticism and suffering (kenotic theology) at last brought paralysis to the Russian Orthodox Church. It had been infiltrated by people holding pagan and humanistic views of many sorts.6 The church was incapable of dealing with the power religion of Lenin, and espe-

---


6. Ellen Myers, “Uncertain Trumpet The Russian Orthodox Church and Russian Religious Thought, 1900-1917,” *Journal of Christian Reconstruction, XI* (1985), pp. 77-110. She writes: “Russian pre-revolutionary religious thought was thus
The war for the hearts and minds of men continues to escalate internationally. The technology of nuclear destruction competes with the technology of economic healing and the mass communication of the gospel. But, contrary to Marx, it is not the substructure of the mode of production which determines the superstructure of religious faith; the contrary is the case. The battle is over ethics, not economics.

Conquest Through Service

An empire is necessarily threatened by the gospel. The gospel challenges the theology of man as divine, a theology that always undergirds every empire. But to stamp out their Christian enemies, the bureaucrats must take great risks. The bureaucrats who run the economy always want to meet their production quotas and earn their bonuses. If they persecute Christians, they threaten their organizations' output. Time and again, the most productive citizens of any empire are the hated Christians. They are the ones who are not addicted to alcohol, or absenteeism, or other forms of passive resistance. The Biblical idea of service serves Christianity well. The failing productivity of the empire makes the bureaucratic functionaries increasingly dependent on Christians in order to meet the assigned production quotas. Like Jacob in Laban's household, Joseph in Potiphar's household and, the Egyptian prison, competent service to others creates dependency on the servant. Dominion is by service. “But he that is greatest among you shall be your servant” (Matt. 23:11).

generally suspended between the poles of materialist-Marxist and mystic-idealist monism. It partook of fundamentally anarchist Marxist and also Buddhist-style withdrawal from reality; an infatuation with hedonistic classical paganism over against Christian supposedly joyless morality a ‘Promethean’ desire to raise mankind to godlike superman status; and, concomitant to all three, an ‘apocalyptic; nihilist rejection of the entire existing order in Russia in anticipation of an imminent new, other, and better utopian state of affairs.” Ibid., p. 93.
Satan believes that dominion is by power. He seeks to control others. Their resistance slows his ability to bring others under his power. There is built-in resistance to expansion in every empire. Territory and people once captured cannot be held captive indefinitely. They find ways of thwarting the bureaucratic system.

Empires do not survive for long. Their masters must work very fast and take high risks in order to extend the power of their empires. In contrast, Christians have plenty of time. Slow growth multiplies over many generations. This is God's promise: "For I the LORD thy God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth generation of those who hate me, and showing mercy unto thousands [of generations], of them that love me, and keep my commandments" (Ex. 20:5-6). "Know therefore that the LORD thy God, he is God, the faithful God, which keepeth covenant and mercy with them that love him and keep his commandments to a thousand generations; and repayeth them that hate him to their face, to destroy them. He will not be slack to him that hateth him, he will repay him to his face" (Deut. 7:9-10).

Pagan empires are invariably cut off in the midst of history. They try to achieve world dominion, but there are always new empires rising up to challenge them (Dan. 8). God will not permit any nation to achieve total world dominion in history. The one-State world is a denial of God's universal sovereignty over man, and also a denial of Christ's progressive kingdom in history. The pagan empire cannot tolerate rivals. It cannot be content with a federation. It cannot share the glory of power. It therefore cannot succeed in history.

The kingdom of Christ imposes the requirement of modesty on the nations that compose it. No Christian nation can hope to impose its will by force on the whole world. Such pride is recognized as being evil, as well as self-destructive, Dominion is

by service. Thus, the decentralized earthly kingdom of Christ can grow over time to fill the earth, but without becoming an empire. No one nation can hope to achieve dominance, though one or two may achieve primary influence temporarily, through adherence to the principle of service. Long-term cooperation among nations is possible only if all of them realize the inherent, God-imposed limitations on the power wielded by any one nation. The Christian-nation faces the same warning that Christian individuals face: “Pride goeth before destruction, and an haughty spirit before a fall” (Prov. 16:18).

The residents of each nation must regard their own nation as mortal, just as men are. The more closely a nation conforms to Biblical ethical standards, the longer it will survive as a separate entity. This is the Biblical principle of inheritance. The heirs of any national group will retain their separate character only as long as God continues to grant the nation His grace. Rebellion against Him brings destruction and national obliteration. As always, dominion is by covenant.

LORD, You will establish peace for us, for You have also done all our works in us. O LORD God, other masters besides You have had dominion over us; but by You only we make mention of Your name. They are dead, they will not live; they are deceased, they will not rise. Therefore, You have punished and destroyed them, and made their memory to perish. You have increased the nation, O LORD, you have increased the nation; You are glorified; You have expanded all the borders of the land (Isa. 26:12-15; New King James Version).

Christians have good reasons to be confident about the earthly future of Christ’s kingdom. Pagans do not have much of anything to be confident about. Time is against them. So is God.

Time and Self-Confidence

If people believe that they are doomed as individuals, they find it difficult to survive in a life-threatening crisis. This is also true about civilizations. Self-confidence rests heavily on an opti-

mistic view of the future. The vision of time that a society shares is very important for understanding how it operates. If you think you are running out of time you will do certain things; if you think you have all the time in the world, you will do different things. Your vision of the future influences your activities in the present.

Communism% Confidence

One of the great advantages that the Soviet Union has enjoyed in its confrontation with the West is that Communism appears to offer Soviet leaders a doctrine of linear (straight line) time. It gives them confidence about the future. They believe that the forces of history are on the side of international Communism. This self-confidence is an illusion because Marxism's optimism is an illusion. Marxism is a publicly optimistic religion with deeply pessimistic roots.

Karl Marx professed faith in linear time, and so do his followers. Ultimately, Marxism is pessimistic and cyclical, as are all pagan religions. Marx explained mankind's history in terms of revolution. "Revolutions are the locomotives of history," he wrote.9 Problem: what will serve as the engine of progress after the final Communist revolution? Revolutions will cease. What then becomes the basis of human progress?

To understand the Communists' lack of any answer, you must understand Marxism's doctrine of the fall of man. All religions have such a doctrine; you just have to look for it more carefully in humanist religions. Marx wrote that mankind is alienated. This is the equivalent of being under a curse. This theme of human alienation is the heart of Marx's psychology, economics, and humanist theology. Human alienation is the basis of all of man's conflicts, Marx wrote. How can mankind overcome this alienation? By revolution. But how can revolution

solve man's problem? No answer.

Marx wrote that man's alienation led to alienated labor, which in turn led to the creation of private property. He wrote that "though private property appears to be the source, the cause of alienated labor, it is rather the consequence. . . ." Then what was the cause of alienated labor? He never really said. Then how can Marxists be sure that men will not fall back into alienation after the Communist society is established? They cannot be sure. It could happen again. This is why Communism really has no legitimate reason for its linear view of time.

So, the Marxist system is at bottom implicitly cyclical, since what the Bible says is the root cause of alienation, man's ethical rebellion against God, has no relevance in Marxism. Marxism cannot deal with sin and guilt. The "fall of man" (alienation) was metaphysical in Marxism — a flaw in mankind's being or environment — rather than ethical, as the Bible teaches. There is no way for man to repair this flaw in nature. Thus, the supposed linearity in Marx's view of history is illusory.

But Communists say they believe in linear history. They believe that it has direction. Though the historical forces are impersonal, Marxists teach, the forces of history are leading inevitably to the triumph of Communism in history. This vision of inevitable victory gives Marxists an enormous edge over Western humanists, who today lack confidence in some assured future.

The Biblical Concept of Time

The Bible teaches that time is linear. It also teaches that


everything that takes place in history is governed by the absolute sovereignty of a personal God. Thus, Christians rest their earthly hope in the providence of God. History is neither random nor determined by impersonal forces. It is governed by the God who created the universe.14

The Bible teaches the doctrine of creation, meaning creation out of nothing. It teaches that man rebelled against God, and both nature and man now labor under God's historical curse. It tells of Jesus Christ, the Son of God: His birth, ministry, death, resurrection, and ascension to heaven to sit at the right hand of God. It tells of Pentecost, when He sent His Holy Spirit. It tells us of Christ's church in history, and of final judgment. There is direction in history and meaning in life.

Christians are told to believe in "thousands of generations" as their operating time perspective. This is probably a metaphorical expression for history as a whole. Few if any Christians have taught about a literal 25,000-year period of history (1,000 x 25 years). The point is, the Bible teaches that the kingdom of God can expand for the whole of history, while Satan's empires rise and fall. There is no long-term continuity for Satan's institutional efforts. He has nothing comparable to the church, God's monopolistic, perpetual institution that offers each generation God's covenantal word, community, and sacraments.

If growth can be compounded over time, a very small capital base and a very small rate of growth leads to the conquest of the world. Growth becomes exponential if it is maintained long enough.15 This is the assured basis of Christianity's long-term triumph in history. God is faithful. The temporary breaks in the growth process due to the rebellion of certain generations of covenanted nations do not call a halt to the expansion of the kingdom.

The errors, omissions, and narrow focus of any particular Christian society need not inhibit the progress of Christ's earthly


kingdom. These limitations can be dealt with covenantally. The international church can combine its members’ particular skills and perspectives into a world-transforming world and life view (Rem. 12; I Cor. 12). Modern telecommunications and modern airborne transport are now making this possible.

Christianity has in principle a far more potent view of time than any other religion, including Marxism. If Christians fully understood the implications of the Bible’s view of time, and if they also possessed the covenantal faithfulness to translate this vision into institutional action, then the world would soon fall to the gospel. It is only because of corruption by anti-Christian outlooks that the universal church and Western civilization are visibly in retreat today.

**A Vision of Victory**

Because the West has lost its faith in God, it has lost its faith in the future. Only with a revival of covenantal Christianity is the West likely to reverse the drift into despair. Such a revival is possible, and there are signs that it is coming.

The Communists are suffering from their own waning of faith in Marxism, as Solzhenitsyn has said repeatedly. The problem is, when there is a contest between two empires, or two non-Christian systems, the one that has greater self-confidence, and overwhelming military superiority to back up this confidence, is likely to be the winner. The escape religion (Western humanism) is no match for the power religion (Communist humanism). The West is losing faith in five major premises concerning history, conservative sociologist Robert Nisbet writes: “There are at least five major premises to be found in the idea’s [of progress] history from the Greeks to our day: belief in the value of the past; conviction of the nobility, even superiority, of Western civilization; acceptance of the worth of economic and technological growth; faith in reason and in the kind of scientific and scholarly knowledge that can come from reason alone; and, finally, belief in the intrinsic importance, the ineffaceable worth of life on this earth.”

How will the West defend itself against an implacable Communist enemy? The West has lost faith in the future, so it finds it difficult to defend itself morally in the present. Western intellectuals perceive the West as morally bankrupt, as Revel has warned eloquently. Guilt is eroding the moral foundations of a successful defense of the West, Nisbet says: “What is in all ways most devastating, however, is the signal decline in America and Europe themselves of faith in the value and promise of Western civilization. What has succeeded faith is, on the vivid and continually enlarging record, guilt, alienation; and indifference. An attitude - that we as a nation and as a Western civilization can in retrospect see ourselves as having contaminated, corrupted, and despoiled other peoples in the world, and that for having done this we should feel guilty, ashamed, and remorseful - grows and widens among Americans especially, and even more especially among young Americans of the middle class. For good reasons or bad, the lay clerisy of the West — the intelligentsia that began in the eighteenth century to succeed the clergy as the dominant class so far as citizen’s beliefs are concerned - devotes a great deal of its time to lament, self-flagellation, and harsh judgment upon an entire history: Western history.”

Because Western men have lost their faith in God, biblical law, and God’s sanctions of cursing and blessing in history, they have also lost their faith in the future. The West has begun to lose confidence in its past, its present, and its future. This has paralyzed Western foreign policy for over a generation. The West has lost its faith in progress.

The Soviets are also suffering a spiritual crisis. They have lost their faith in Marxism. Then what keeps the Soviets on the offensive? Their quest for power. They still believe in the power religion, even if they have lost faith in the specifics of Marxism-Leninism. In contrast, the West is in the process of adopting the escape religion. Solzhenitsyn has sounded the warning, but no one in Washington’s highest circles has heeded it: “This is very dangerous for one’s view of the world when this feeling comes

17. Ibid., p. 331,
on: ‘Go ahead, give it up.’ We already hear voices in your country and in the West – ‘Give up Korea and we will live quietly. Give up Portugal, of course; give up Japan, give up Israel, give up Taiwan, the Philippines, Malaysia, Thailand, give up ten more African countries. Just let us live in peace and quiet. Just let us drive our big cars on our splendid highways; just let us play tennis and golf, in peace and quiet; just let us mix our cocktails in peace and quiet as we are accustomed to doing; just let us see the beautiful toothy smile with a glass in hand on every advertisement page of our magazines.’”

Conclusion

The Bible teaches that God deals covenantally with nations, even at the final judgment and beyond. Thus, nations are under the terms of the covenant, either explicitly (ancient Israel) or implicitly (all nations under God as Judge). The covenant process of blessings and cursings is therefore called into operation in the history of nations. National continuity and discontinuity must be viewed as an outworking of this fourth point of the Biblical covenant.

History has seen the rise of empires. They have all failed. They are satanic imitations of the implicitly (though not historically) unified kingdom of Christ on earth. The tendency of Christ’s kingdom is toward expansion. This leavening process is also a feature of Satan’s imitation kingdom. But his kingdom is on the defensive since Calvary. Whenever Christian nations remain faithful to the terms of God’s covenant, they experience blessings leading to victory over time. Whenever they have apostatized, they have faced judgment and have had their inheritance transferred to other nations, either through military defeat or economic defeat.

The West now faces its greatest challenge since the fall of the Roman Empire. The formerly Christian West has abandoned the concept of the covenant, and with it, Christianity’s vision of victory in history. The Marxists have stolen this Biblical view-

point and have applied its vision of victory to Communism. Thus, the Communists now appear to be in a position to impose their will militarily on the West before the end of the twentieth century. This is a religious crisis, and it therefore has become visible in every area of life.

There is only one long-term solution: comprehensive revival leading to the transformation of all things and the healing of the nations.


Marx was unfortunately averse to describing how his utopia was supposed to work. Nevertheless, one can still infer from his many indirect references to the communist society that some sort of democratic procedures would be constructed through which the goals of society could be formulated. After this is done, scientists would devise rational comprehensive planning procedures to implement these goals. Since this planning, to be meaningful and scientific, must obtain control over all the relevant variables, Marx consistently foresaw it as centralized and comprehensive. The commonly owned means of production would be deliberately and scientifically operated by the state in accordance with a single plan. Social problems would henceforth be resolved not by meekly interfering with a competitive market order but by taking over the whole process of social production from beginning to end.

This comprehensive or engineering model of planning will be shown to be the only completely coherent notion of planning advanced in the literature of radicalism, but even it is fundamentally flawed. The social engineering approach mistakes the economy for the rather mechanical process by which an individual technician solves a given problem, when the economic system is actually more like the overall social process of scientific discovery. Science and the market are not limited to the solving of given and well-defined problems by known procedures. They also involve the very process of conceptualizing the problems and discovering the procedures. The notion of comprehensive planning represents the nineteenth century's boldest attempt to apply its mechanistic view of science to society to yield a program for radical change. But it can no longer serve in a century that is, for good reasons, abandoning that view of science.

Don Lavoie*

Appendix A

SOCIALIST ECONOMIC CALCULATION

The problem of economic calculation is the fundamental problem of Socialism. That for decades people could write and talk about Socialism without touching this problem only shows how devastating were the effects of the Marxian prohibition on scientific scrutiny of the nature and working of a socialist economy.

Ludwig von Mises (1922)

What is economic science? This question has baffled even the best of economists for at least two centuries. Airtight definitions are, of course, impossible; no matter what the object of a definition may be, neither human language nor thought permit absolutely rigorous definitions. Nevertheless, we can at least approach a definition narrow enough to be useful, excluding enough extraneous material to allow some kind of understanding. In the past, many definitions of economics have been popular: the science of wealth, the study of welfare, and the science of human avarice. In this century, Lionel Robbins has provided us with the most generally accepted definition: economics is the science of economizing; it is the study of the allocation of scarce resources among competing ends. His book, The Nature and Significance of Economic Science (1932), has become the standard work on the epistemology of economics. He spells out his position in no

uncertain terms: "But when time and the means for achieving ends are limited and capable of alternative applications, and the ends are capable of being distinguished in order of importance, then behavior necessarily assumes the form of choice. Every act which involves time and scarce means for the achievement of one end involves the relinquishment of their use for the achievement of another. It has an economic aspect."3 His basic presupposition, is simple: "Scarcity of means to satisfy ends of varying importance is an almost ubiquitous condition of human behavior."4 Therefore, he concludes, "Economics is the science which studies human behavior as a relationship between ends and scarce means which have alternative uses."5 It is the science of human choice.

The economist's task is supposedly neutral observation and explanation. He must at all times remain "scientific." Given a certain end, what is the most economical way to achieve it? How can a given end be attained with a minimum expenditure of scarce resources; alternatively, with a given quantity of scarce resources, how great a quantity of goods can be produced, and which kinds? In popular (though imprecise) terminology, economics is the study of the laws governing that ancient task, "getting the most from the least." It must make two very basic assumptions: (1) resources are scarce; (2) humans can organize these resources rationally in order to achieve their goals (although they may refuse to act in a rational manner).

In order to plan rationally, men need to have knowledge of certain economic and technological laws of production and ex-
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change; additionally, they must have access to the various data of the particular case in question. They need both theory and facts. This is basic to all human knowledge, but it is especially relevant to rational economic action. Human beings have wants; they can satisfy them only through proper action. It requires both volition and knowledge. It is not surprising that Mises has entitled his major work *Human Action*, for it deals with what he calls praxeology: the science of human decisions and action in a world of limited resources. Given the ends of any particular society (or individual), the economist is supposed to be able to offer advice as to how human plans can be expedited with the least cost. It is the belief of Mises and those who have been influenced by him – Hayek, Röpke, and Robbins, among others – that the pricing mechanism of the free market economy is by far the most efficient means of satisfying human wants. The market’s competitive framework places a premium on accurate forecasting and efficient planning. Those who fail to plan accurately suffer losses and, if they refuse (or are unable) to change their ways, they will be driven out of business. They can no longer gain control of scarce resources which could otherwise be used to satisfy more important consumer wants (or satisfy them more cheaply).^6^

---

The price system is the heart of the free market economy. It is the mechanism by which supply is balanced with demand (assuming that there is no inflation of the currency by either the banking system or the civil government). It informs the consumer of the relative availability of economic goods; simultaneously, it alerts the entrepreneur to the success or failure of his previous economic planning. The private firm is able to operate in a rational manner because prices provide the vital data concerning demand, interest rates, alternative possibilities for investment, and the present cost of labor and raw materials. From the point of view of the entrepreneur, prices are indispensable; they enable him to estimate the value of future sales, and this in turn permits him to make a rational decision concerning the purchase of capital goods - goods of the so-called "higher order." The overall economic system can thus allocate its scarce resources according to consumer demand; a balance of production can be established between consumers' goods and producers' goods. Without this pricing mechanism, men would be almost blind in their economic decisions; nothing beyond a very primitive subsistence economy could be possible. Long run economic planning of any complexity would be out of the question.

Marx on Money

Of fundamental importance to the price system is a common medium of exchange. It requires, in short, the existence of money. Money has taken many forms throughout history, but it must display four qualities: scarcity, divisibility, durability, and portability. For large payments, of course, gold has fulfilled these demands most efficiently, since it is very scarce, extremely durable (it does not corrode), divisible (it can be cut with a knife), and relatively portable. But whatever form money takes, it must be present in any economic system that is based on the division of labor, for without it, there would be no common unit for making comparisons of relative cost. It is the most important of

all exchange goods on a market, since it is, by definition, the most exchangeable good. Without it, economic society as we know it would not exist.

Marx saw this fact very early in his career. He realized the interdependence of money and the division of labor, and his absolute hostility against the division of labor led him to reject the use of money in his coming post-Revolutionary society. He expressed his objections to money in his early essay, "On the Jewish Question," which appeared in the German-French Yearbooks in 1844. He characterized the Jew of his day in the worst (for him) possible terms: the Jew is the ultimate bourgeois figure. "What is the profane basis of Judaism? Practical need, self-interest. What is the worldly cult of the Jew? Huckstering. What is his worldly god? Money." Money, for the Jew, has become his instrument of economic control and social power: "The Jew has emancipated himself in a Jewish manner, not only by acquiring the power of money, but also because roomy had become, through him and also apart from him, a world power, while the practical Jewish spirit has become the practical spirit of the Christian nations. The Jews have emancipated themselves in so far as the Christians have become Jews." Thus, he wrote: "In the final analysis, the emancipation of the Jews is the emancipation of mankind from Judaism."

Money and Alienation

Money, for Man, became a kind of symbol of capitalism. He saw it as capitalism's worst feature. "Money is the alienated essence of man's work and existence; this essence dominates him
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and he worships it."11 In this early essay, he presented a theme which was never to be wholly absent from his writings from that time on: the idea of the alien, hostile force above man and his labor. "Objectification is the practice of alienation. Just as man, so long as he is engrossed in religion, can only objectify his essence by an alien and fantastic being; so under the sway of egoistic need, he can only affirm himself and produce objects in practice by subordinating his products and his own activity to the domination of an alien entity, and by attributing to them the significance of an alien entity, namely money."12 The conclusion was inescapable for Marx: the communist society would abolish all alienation, all division of labor, and all use of money. "As soon as society succeeds in abolishing the empirical essence of Judaism - huckstering and its conditions - the Jew becomes impossible, because his consciousness no longer has an object. The subjective basis of Judaism - practical need - assumes a human form, and the conflict between the individual, sensuous existence of man and his species-existence, is abolished."13

This was not just the product of his youthful Hegelian speculation. He set forth the same goal in volume 2 of Capital: "In the case of socialized production, the money-capital is eliminated. Society distributes labor-power and means of production to the different lines of occupation. The producers may eventually receive paper checks, by means of which they withdraw from the social supply of means of consumption a share corresponding to their labor-time. These checks are not money. They do not circulate."14

Money and Production

This returns us to one of the basic problems which Marx never faced: how can the total wealth of nature be released under

---
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socialism without the use of mass production methods that require the division of labor? Perhaps even more fundamental, how can the socialist planning board allocate scarce resources efficiently without some kind of pricing mechanism involving the use of money? Socialist men, Marx wrote, must bring “the productive process under their common control as a law understood by the social mind” (*Capital*, 3, p. 301 [3, p.257]). Apart from some vague metaphysical conception as the “social mind,” how are the planners to accomplish this feat? On what possible basis can they make economic calculations?

### Mises on Economic Calculation

Several economists had raised the question of socialist economic calculation before 1920, but it was in that year that Ludwig von Mises stated the problem in its most compelling form. It was only after the publication of his essay, “Economic Calculation in the Socialist Commonwealth,” that socialists began to take note of the whole issue, a fact admitted by Oskar Lange, one of the socialist economists who accepted Mises’s challenge. As Lange put it, only half in jest: “Both as an expression of recognition for the great service rendered by him and as a memento of the prime importance of sound economic accounting, a statue of Professor Mises ought to occupy an honorable place in the great hall of the Ministry of Socialization or “of the Central Planning Board of the socialist state.”

Mises attacks the problem in two ways. First, he assumes that the socialist planning board will have to make use of some sort of price system. This, he says, is not really consistent with socialist hopes, but it will be necessary. Second, he shows that Marx’s ultimate vision for society - a world without money - is

---

absolutely unworkable in the real world. His arguments in both cases are based upon his belief that rational economic planning, apart from a truly free price mechanism which is founded on private ownership, is not possible.

The heart of the problem, Mises argues, is the problem of valuation. How can producers know how valuable any economic good is? Even more to the point, how can they evaluate the worth of a factor used in the production process? The good is not directly in demand by consumers, so how can its importance for production be estimated? Socialism is defined as the ownership of the means of production by the state. In this very definition lies the problem: there is no market for production goods. "Moreover, just because no production-good will ever become the object of exchange, it will be impossible to determine its monetary value. Money could never fill in a socialist state the role it fills in a competitive society in determining the value of production-goods. Calculation in terms of money will here be impossible." 16

Money and Economic Calculation

Economic theory since the 1870's has shown clearly that there is no objective, fixed standard of value (e.g., labor). It is the subjective preference by the particular individual that is the foundation of economic value. But, as Mises writes: "Judgments of value do not measure; they merely establish grades and scales." 17 In the calculation and comparisons involved in all valuation, money is an indispensable tool: "In an exchange economy the objective exchange-value of commodities enters as the unit of economic calculation. This entails a threefold advantage. In the first place, it renders it possible to base the calculation upon the valuation of all participants in trade. The subjec-
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tive use-value of each is not immediately comparable as a purely individual phenomenon with the subjective use-value of other men. It only becomes so in exchange-value, which arises out of the interplay of the subjective valuations of all who take part in exchange. But in that case calculation by exchange-value furnishes a control over the appropriate employment of goods. Anyone who wishes to make calculations in regard to a complicated process of production will immediately notice whether he has worked more economically than others or not; if he finds, from reference to the exchange-relations obtaining in the market, that he will not be able to produce profitably, this shows that others understand how to make a better use of the goods of a higher order [production goods – G. N.] in question. Lastly, calculation by exchange-value makes it possible to refer values back to a unit. *8

Money, in short, makes possible production based on the division of labor in society, and this includes an intellectual division of labor. This intellectual division of labor 'is absolutely vital, given the assumption that no single man or group of men can ever be omniscient. 'No single man can ever master all the possibilities of production, innumerable as they are, as to be in a position to make straightway evident judgments of value without the aid of some system of computation. The distribution among a number of individuals of administrative control over economic goods in a community of men who take part in the labour of producing them, and who are economically interested in them, entails a kind of intellectual division of labour, which would not be possible without some system of calculating production and without economy.' 19

Yet Marx would have us abolish the use of money in the final stage of communism, forcing upon us the necessity of calculating in natura — in terms of the physical goods themselves, without any reference to a monetary standard. This would destroy all rational production in a society which went beyond a bare sub-
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sistence form of simple economy. "Calculation in natura, in an economy without exchange, can embrace consumption-goods only; it completely fails when it comes to deal with goods of a higher order." But production goods are the basis of the large-scale productivity that has provided the modern world with its wealth. Without such capital investment, we would find ourselves in the same conditions found in the underdeveloped nations; capitalization through saving is the very foundation of modern economic life.

"Exchange relations between production-goods," Mises argues, "can only be established on the basis of private ownership of the means of production." In other words, "Where there is no free market, there is no pricing mechanism; without a pricing mechanism, there is no economic calculation." Mises then lays down the gauntlet for the socialists: "Thus in the socialist commonwealth every economic change becomes an undertaking whose success can be neither appraised in advance nor later retrospectively determined. There is only groping in the dark. Socialism is the abolition of rational economy."

Understandably, the article produced a storm of protest from the socialists. T. J. B. Hoff has surveyed these attempted rebuttals in his important study, Economic Calculation in the Socialist Society (1949), and he offers convincing arguments to demonstrate their impracticability. In fact, he often uses the various solutions of these socialist economists against each other, since many of them are mutually contradictory. In all of the arguments, certain themes and assumptions keep occurring the omniscience "of the planners, the static condition of the economy in regard to consumer tastes and technological development, and the possibility of establishing an arbitrary system based upon the planners' value systems rather than public demand."
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Planning and Production

The argument has been extended by Georg Halm. As he shows, the whole question of saving and interest rates cannot be solved by socialism except by arbitrary (and ultimately irrational) declarations by the authorities. The planners must decide how much of the presently available capital should be devoted to consumers' goods and how much to producers' goods. The time preference factor is, of course, basic to these calculations: how much are present goods valued by the public in comparison with future goods? Under capitalism, the interest rate allocates savings, and this in turn establishes the quantity of capital available for investment in productive activities. Such a free capital market cannot exist under socialism.

Because capital is no longer owned by many private persons, but by the community, which itself disposes of it directly, a rate of interest can no longer be determined. A pricing process is always possible only when demand and supply meet in a market, when the competition of many offerers and demanders, the mutual out-bidding on the part of the buyers and under-cutting on the part of the sellers, leads by trial and error to the gradual emergence of a price, which may be called normal because it is that price at which the available supply, no more and no less, can be exactly disposed of. . . . In the socialistic economy such a process of interest-determination would be impossible. There can be no demand and no supply when the capital from the outset is in the possession of its intending user, in this case the socialistic central authority.

Now it might perhaps be suggested that, since the rate of interest cannot be determined automatically, it should be fixed by the central authority. But this likewise would be quite impossible. It is true that the 'central authority would know quite well how many capital-goods of a given kind it possessed or could procure by means of a compulsory restriction of consumption; it would know the capacity of the existing plant in the various branches of production; but it would not know how

scarce capital was. For the scarcity of means of production must always be related to the demand for them, whose fluctuations give rise to variations in the value of the good in question, in this case capital, even if the supply of it remains constant.  

Is it not possible for the state's authorities to set prices arbitrarily? Of course, says Halm: "This has, in fact, been explicitly demanded as far as the rate of interest is concerned. But if this were done, the case would be one of central planning of production without regard to the controlling element of consumers' choice." The whole question of who is to control production according to whose value preferences is the vital one for Halm: "For either production is planned, in which case freedom of consumers' choice must be abolished; or else consumption is left free, in which case production must be accommodated to it. The only way in which freedom of consumption can be interfered with, with even comparative safety, is by the extension of collective demand and the consequent artificial restriction of individual demands. Roads, parks, or playing-fields can be constructed, for instance, and the necessary resources secured by restricting the branches of production that satisfy the demands of individuals; and this, under capitalism, ultimately means increased taxation, and, under socialism, appropriate central direction. But what is not possible is on the one hand to allow freedom of consumption and on the other hand to produce according to a plan. Planning and freedom of choice cannot possibly be realized simultaneously."  

Calculating Profit  
Profit, as we have already seen, is an increment which is the result of effective foresight and planning on the part of the entrepreneur. It is not some given percentage of sales that can

---
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be imputed beforehand in the overall production process. Under socialism, the calculation of profit is not possible, if by profit we mean a measurement of the accuracy of previous estimations of consumer demand and factor costs. The reason for this is that the state’s production is totally monopolistic.

Unified accounting in all branches of industry would necessarily be a task so difficult as to be practically insoluble, if only because the enterprises concerned would be so extremely numerous and the different kinds of organization and production technique so varied. Thus the decisive question is whether it is possible to determine net profits at all within individual branches of industry. The problem is one of comparing commodity-prices with costs. The difficulty arises from the reciprocal monopoly relationships. Even in the commodity markets, real competition prevails only on the demand side; supplies are in the hands of monopolists who determine the extent of production and so the level of prices. In these circumstances, even if costs could be assumed as known, it would be uncommonly difficult to decide whether profits were due to an efficient organization of production, a correct estimate of demand, or a monopolistic exploitation of consumers.28

Profits arise from the fact that the world is not static. It is constantly changing knowledge grows, technology develops, the tastes of consumers change, and the skills an individual may possess will vary over time. In contrast to this apparent optimism, there can also be retardation; social advance can reverse itself, and this is also something which an entrepreneur must consider, especially if he is planning for long-run capital investment. His profits will be based on his ability to take change into consideration. But if there is no way to measure profit, then how can the appropriateness of planning be evaluated? Hayek points to many of these problem areas. Has a particular entrepreneur run too many risks? How can the central authority be sure?29 If the state permits a kind of pseudo-profit to be made, how can the size of it be estimated? This can only be determined if

28. Ibid., pp. 194-95.
definite value can be assigned (imputed) to the existing plant, something which cannot be known in a world devoid of capital markets.\textsuperscript{30} How much capital should be given to any particular enterprise or any particular entrepreneur within a given industry?\textsuperscript{31} In short, how can the socialist planning board reap the fruits of competition (or, what is simply another word for the same thing, co-operation) apart from some kind of success indicators? This is precisely the problem that has bedeviled the planners of the Soviet Union, and no generally accepted alternative to free market competition has been found.\textsuperscript{32}

Who Decides, and How?

Socialism, Hayek argues, is not some form of imitation capitalism, and it cannot be organized as if it were. Those socialist proposals that plan to establish some kind of competitive structure which would resemble capitalism’s institutional framework are doomed to failure. In so far as Marx expected to preserve the capitalist system of mass industrial production and wealth, Hayek’s criticism applies. To the extent that Marx did not expect to see any remnants of capitalism in the world beyond the Revolution, the more basic criticisms apply: how can there be economic calculation without a monetary system; how can there be mass production without the division of labor; how can the planners deal effectively with economic change? Assuming, for the moment, that Marx’s first stage of communism (socialism) will preserve prices (thereby indicating scarcity in the world), Hayek’s criticism of socialism’s “quasi-competition” will stand:

It will rest with the central authority to decide whether one plant located at one place should expand rather than another plant situated elsewhere. All this involves planning on the part of the central authority on much the same scale as if it were actually running the enterprise. And while the individual entrepreneur would in all probability be

\textsuperscript{30} Ibid., p. 235.

\textsuperscript{31} Ibid., p. 236.

given some definite contractual tenure for managing the plant entrusted to him, all new investment will necessarily be centrally directed. This division in the disposition over the resources would then simply have the effect that neither the entrepreneur nor the central authority would be really in a position to plan, and that it would be impossible to assess responsibility for mistakes. To assume that it is possible to create conditions of full competition without making those who are responsible for the decisions pay for their mistakes seems to be pure illusion. It will at best be a system of quasi-competition where the person really responsible will not be the entrepreneur but the official who approves his decisions and where in consequence all the difficulties will arise in connection with freedom of initiative and the assessment of responsibility which are usually associated with bureaucracy.  

In a socialist community, there is a constant tension between the goals of the macroeconomic planning of the whole economy and the macroeconomic planning of the firm. Either the plan is made at the top apart from a price system based on microeconomic competition, or else private firms use competitive prices to determine production, to the detriment of the calculations made by the central planning agency. There is a continual fluctuation back and forth between centralization and decentralization. The Soviet Union is a classic example of this confusion; it has never been able to achieve a balance between the two forms of planning. The overall plan established by the central planning body is threatened by local intransigence and lethargy; local production units will not work efficiently unless they can plan according to local needs and conditions. But when the economy is permitted to shift to a more decentralized condition, the local firms tend to ignore national needs and concentrate on local wants and production for local profits. Centralized planning is inefficient; decentralized planning is less subject to political direction and manipulation. 


The Bureaucratic Impulse

The problem of planning has been sketched by Mises in his study, *Bureaucracy* (1945). There are two forms of management or administration. The first form is the type associated with private capitalistic production. It is the decentralized type, since its primary requirement is that each level of the organization must produce a profit. It is left to the local managers to make the decisions which will produce that profit. This does not mean that no general rules are set down by the highest level; this level is the area of the greatest entrepreneurial power. But so long as the managers produce profits, they can be left to themselves without too much danger. There is therefore considerable flexibility for local decision-making. The second form of management is the state bureaucracy. The situation here is totally different. The state's bureaucracy is limited by freed appropriations. Flexibility at the lower levels must be curtailed if the total structure is to stay within its freed budget. The bureaucratic planners must see to it that each dollar that is allocated for a specific purpose does, in fact, reach its destination. If the state's programs are to be brought to fruition, then there cannot be very much latitude in what is permitted to the bureaucracy's subsidiaries. The nature of the type of control is determined, in other words, by the source of the bureaucracy's operating funds. Private businesses are not faced with fixed appropriations; they can suffer losses or make profits, but they do maintain a far higher degree of local flexibility. The state's bureaucracy is not subject to the whims of the free market, since it does not operate on the basis of profit and loss. Hence, its decisions must be freed in advance as much as possible and its activities must be executed according to the preconceived plan. Uncertainty is reduced, but so is the freedom of movement. The two managements are very different, and their rules of conduct are not interchangeable. This is why each must be restricted to its proper realm.


36. In so far as socialistic planning becomes the basis for producing a nation's goods, local industries will resemble less and less the sketch of private bureaucracies
Stagnating Technology

Another important problem for the socialist planners is that associated with technological development. Science and technology are at the mercy of the state's political planners. The latter hold their offices in terms of political desires and needs, and not primarily in terms of the notion of economic productivity (although the economic aspect is one side of the political sphere, in so far as the voting public [if such exists] expects economic benefits to accrue to them as voters). On what basis will the planners make decisions concerning the development of science and technology? Obviously, they must decide, at least in part, in terms of the political ends of the ruling power. There have been a number of studies made concerning the retardation of scientific progress by politically motivated state bureaucrats, and when the state is the one source of research and development funds (as it is under a socialist regime), there are few alternatives open to the prospective developer. Hayek has commented at length on this issue:

In the discussion of this sort of problem, as in the discussion of so much of economic theory at the present time, the question is frequently treated as if the cost curves were objectively given facts. What is made by Mises. This is one of the chief defects of the discussion of bureaucracy made by Van Riessen: he does not differentiate between the two types. Consequently he ascribes the evils of the centralized state bureaucracy to the private sphere. He fails to mention that the reason that the private bureaucracies are beginning to become totalitarian in nature is at least in part due to the fact that they are becoming arms of the state under a so-called “mixed economy.” Cf. H. Van Riessen, The Society of the Future (Philadelphia Presbyterian and Reformed Pub. Co., [1952]), pp. 135ff.

37. One of the startling facts in history is that both the early telegraph and the first crude television were developed in Russia. In both cases, the refusal of the state's bureaucrats to finance the projects resulted in the stifling of the projects. This, of course, happened under Czarist rule, but the principle is the same under any statist system: beware of the political monopoly of investment; it leads to a monopoly of invention. On the telegraph-television point, see James R. Philips, “Russia’s Strength in Science,” The Freeman, XII (April, 1962), pp. 18-25; cf. Mitchell Wilson, American Science and Invention (New York Simon & Schuster, 1954), pp. 119,400.
forgotten is that the method which under given conditions is the cheapest is a thing which has to be discovered, and to be discovered anew, sometimes almost from day to day, by the entrepreneur, and that, in spite of the strong inducement, it is by no means regularly the established entrepreneur, the man in charge of the existing plant, who will discover what is the best method. The force which in a competitive society brings about the reduction of price to the lowest cost at which the quantity salable at that cost can be produced is the opportunity for anybody who knows a cheaper method to come in at his own risk and to attract customers by underbidding the other producers. But, if prices are fixed by the authority, this method is excluded. Any improvement, any adjustment, of the technique of production to changed conditions will be dependent on somebody's capacity of convincing the S.E.C. [Supreme Economic Council – G.N.] that the commodity in question can be produced cheaper and that therefore the price ought to be lowered. Since the man with the new idea will have no possibility of establishing himself by under-cutting, the new idea cannot be proved by experiment until he has convinced the S.E.C. that his way of producing the thing is cheaper. Or, in other words, every calculation by an outsider who believes that he can do better will have to be examined and approved by the authority, which in this connection will have to take over all the functions of the entrepreneur.38

The results of such a system can be safely predicted in advance. It will create a nation of frightened bureaucrats who fear all change because it forces them to make decisions — decisions which may result in more than financial losses if the supreme political authorities decided to make an example of the bureaucrat's error of judgment. It was Lange, against whose theory of economic planning Hayek is arguing, who had to admit that "the real danger of socialism is that of a bureaucratization of economic life," and on this point Hayek was in full agreement.39 Hayek's conclusion seems inescapable:


The success of the individual manager will, however, to a large extent not only depend on the action of the planning authority; he will also have to satisfy the same authority that he has done as well as was possible. Either beforehand, or more likely retrospectively, all his calculations will have to be examined and approved by the authority. This will not be a perfunctory auditing, directed to find out whether his costs have actually been what he says they have been. It will have to ascertain whether they have been the lowest possible ones. This means that the control will have to consider not only what he actually did but also what he might have done and ought to have done. From the point of view of the manager it will be much more important that he should always be able to prove that in the light of the knowledge which he possessed the decision actually taken was the right one than that he should prove to be right in the end. If this will not lead to the worst forms of bureaucracy, I do not know what will.40

A Mountain of Data

The task which would face the central planning authorities is a monumental one. Enrico Barone, whose "solution" to the problem of economic calculation in socialism is in fact only a statement of the problem, realized clearly the magnitude of the planning operation.41 An enormous job of collating all the data concerning technological methods presently available (let alone estimations of the state of future technology, which the capitalist

41. Enrico Barone, "The Ministry of Production in the Collectivism State," (1908), in Hayek (cd.), Collectivism Economic Planning, pp. 287-90. In regard to this article, it is important to refer to a statement made by Hayek in another context: "Professor Schumpeter is, I believe, also the original author of the myth that Pareto and Barone have 'solved' the problem of socialist calculation. What they, and many others, did was merely to state the conditions which a rational allocation of resources would have to satisfy and to point out that these were essentially the same as the conditions of equilibrium of a competitive market. This is something altogether different from showing how the allocation of resources satisfying these conditions can be found in practice. Pareto himself (from whom Barone has taken practically everything he has to say), far from claiming to have solved the practical problem, in fact explicitly denies that it can be solved without the help of the market." Hayek, "The Use of Knowledge in Society," American Economic Review, XXXV (1945); reprinted in Hayek, Individualism and Economic Order, p. 90n.
entrepreneur must take into account if he is to stay in business),
the tastes of the public, the capital available, and a host of other
data must be accomplished by the planning agency. Large-scale
experiments would have to be conducted by the planners
in order to discover the cheapest methods of production. This
is mandatory: "... it has no other means of determining a
priori the technical coefficients most advantageous economically,
and must of necessity resort to experiments on a large scale in order
to decide afterwards which are the most appropriate organiza-
tions, which it is advantageous to maintain in existence and to
enlarge to obtain the collective maximum more easily, and which,
on the other hand, it is best to discard as failures." Barone
ridicules Marx’s idea that collectivism planning would somehow
avoid the kinds of decisions made under “anarchistic” capitalism.

Hayek is more pessimistic than Barone, and after surveying
the number of problems which would face the planning board,
he concludes that in an advanced society the decisions to be
made by the board before embarking on any production plan
would “be at least in the hundreds of thousands.” Lionel
Robbins regards Hayek’s estimate as overly optimistic. The task
is overwhelming: “It would necessitate the drawing up of mil-
ions of equations on the basis of millions of statistical tables
based on many more millions of individual computations. By the
time the equations were solved, the information on which they
were based would have become obsolete and they would need
to be calculated anew.” But Robbins and Hayek are clearly
pikers in their evaluations of the problem. They are free market
advocates who have never been connected with any major socialist
planning project.

More Analysts than People

In order to gain an idea of the real problem facing the
planners, we must go to an expert, Victor M. Glushkov, the head

43. Hayek, ibid., p. 212.
of the Soviet Union’s research program in cybernetics. Unless there is a radical reform in planning methods in the USSR in the near future, Glushkov estimates that the planning bureaucracy will have to grow 36-fold by 1980, requiring the services of the entire population!45 If the central planners of the Soviet Union persist in the idea that every nail and screw of all factories under construction or already built must be known to them in advance, then there is no hope for them. There has to be a reform. Leon Smolinski reports on the discussion of the problem made by Glushkov: “This attempt is utopian. As V. M. Glushkov has recently shown, it implies that the central planners would have to consider several quintillion relationships among the various products, probably the largest integer ever considered in economic analysis. Glushkov adds that even if high-speed electronic computers performing 30,000 operations a second were harnessed to that task, it would require one million computers working without interruption for several years. And, of course, the economy would not remain frozen, waiting for the computations to be completed.”

The other problem is hardly mentioned: what guarantee would the planners have that the data supplied by the various data-gathering centers are, in fact, accurate? Total central planning, in short, is a silly dream of deluded thinkers. It cannot be done.

**Conclusion**

In the final analysis, the problem comes down to this: men

---


46. Ibid., p. 335. [In retrospect, the idea of a computer that processes data at only 30,000 operations per second is laughable. But the speed of the computers is not the main problem. The problem is the inability of men, in the absence of a competitive pricing system based on private ownership, to quantify all the aspects of potential consumer demand that go into making a centrally planned production decision. In any case, the Soviet Union is a society that cannot allow large numbers of computers to go into the hands of the public. Even if computers were available, where would Soviet citizens gain access to reliable data?]
are not omniscient. For this reason, a productive society requires an intellectual division of labor. This is why we must have decentralized planning by men who are responsible economically for their errors, but who can reap profits for their successful endeavors. This, in short, is why every advanced society needs money: rational economic calculation is impossible without monetary calculation. It means that a free market must be present in order to provide the institutional framework for the price mechanism. And this, finally, returns us to the original issue raised in the very early pages of this book: economics, like philosophy, is not a neutral investigation.

If the free market’s goal of rational, economical, and productive calculation is accepted, then the free market must be accepted as the only means for attaining the goal. This presupposes a moral and theological framework the free market cannot operate apart from certain basic moral prerequisites, including the willingness of the population to abstain from the theft involved in outright socialist redistribution. It means that the members of the society must turn to production rather than to theft as a means of social advance. It means that men must accept personal responsibility for their actions in all areas of life, and this in turn presupposes a framework of law. Law is never neutral; it rests on fundamentally moral and religious foundations.

The institutional framework of capitalism, based as it is on private ownership and the right to profits, cannot exist in a moral vacuum. The moral framework which supports it has been in all cases a Christian one. A society which rejects the basic social requirements of the Decalogue (Ex. 20:1-17) cannot expect to build a capitalist economic system, and it cannot hope to attain the economic growth and benefits that only capitalism can provide. There are no economic fruits without the religious roots. Private property must be respected by the state’s authorities because private property is basic to the Christian social framework. The civil government which refuses to honor these rights can expect the judgment of God, even as Ahab’s treatment of Naboth resulted in the collapse of his authority and his death (1 Kings 2; 11 Kings 9:26). The same end can be expected by all
those economists who think that they can establish an intellectual and institutional economic framework in defiance of biblical justice; they have said in their “neutral” hearts that there is no God, and like the fools of old, they shall perish, along with those who have listened to them. The warning of the God who gave Jeremiah his dismal prophetic task should be in our ears: “Shall I not visit for these things? saith the LORD: shall not my soul be avenged on such a nation as this? A wonderful and horrible thing is committed in the land; the prophets prophesy falsely, and the priests bear rule by their means; and my people love to have it so: and what will ye do in the end thereof?” (Jer. 5:29-31).
Appendix B

SOVIET ECONOMIC PLANNING

The seizure of the means of production by society puts an end to commodity production, and therewith to the domination of the product over the producer. Anarchy in social production is replaced by conscious organisation on a planned basis. The struggle for individual existence comes to an end. And at this point, in a certain sense, man finally cuts himself off from the animal world, leaves the conditions of animal existence behind him and enters conditions which are really human.

Frederick Engels (1878) 1

For almost half a century, Ludwig von Mises maintained that his analysis of the problem of economic calculation under socialism is a correct one. Pure socialism — an economic system without a free market based on private ownership of the means of production — cannot allocate scarce resources efficiently; too many resources will be used to create a given quantity and quality of economic goods. From the standpoint of economic theory, his basic argument has never been successfully challenged (Oskar Lange notwithstanding). Yet how is it that in practice many ostensibly socialist nations can compete economically with the United States and other relatively free market societies? More specifically, how can the Soviet Union continue to produce its goods (especially producers' goods) if Mises' the-

Soviet Economic Planning

...ory is more than just an intellectual exercise with little relation to reality?

The literature on the economic system of the Soviet Union is very large and constantly growing. It would be impossible to touch on more than just a fraction of this material in a short essay. Still, by limiting the survey primarily to those issues centering around the problem of allocation, valuation, and pricing, it is feasible to gain at least a brief picture of the Soviet economy.

For the beginner, it would be wise to consult Robert Campbell's excellent book, Soviet Economic Power (1966), which is notable for its lively style and solid treatment of a difficult subject in a comparatively small volume. From there, any number of studies would be useful, including Alec Nove's more detailed introduction, The Soviet Economy (1965) and Abram Bergson's The Economics of Soviet Planning (1964). There are several excellent collections of shorter articles, primarily limited to papers prepared by scholars for professional journals. The most adequate in this regard is probably Bornstein and Fusfeld (eds.) The Soviet Economy: A Book of Readings (1966). Wayne A. Leeman's book, Capitalism, Market Socialism, and Central Planning (1963) provides some excerpts from important theoretical discussions in this whole area, as well as the usual comparative historical studies. For some insight into the Soviet side of the debate, a worthwhile introduction is Harry Shaffer (cd.), The Soviet Economy: A Collection of Western and Soviet Views (1963). For the more advanced student, the official translation of the Soviet periodical, Problems of Economics, published by the International Arts and Sciences Press, is very important. For more popular accounts, Current Digest of the Soviet Press provides English readers access to translations and summaries of Soviet newspapers, including many articles dealing with economic problems. The indispensable tool, as always, is the American Economic Association's index of Economic Journals. Published by Richard D. Irwin, a company specializing in the fields of management and economics, the Index is a complete bibliography of all English language journals specifically devoted to economic theory and practice.
Economic Growth

There can be no question of the fact that Soviet industrial production has increased vastly over the past five decades. However questionable their official statistics happen to be (especially the summary figures), by all possible measuring devices the Soviets have been able to attain high rates of growth in the areas of heavy industry and military armaments. Does this fact call Mises' basic theory into question? Does the Soviet experience refute the argument that socialist economic planning is inconsistent with the rational allocation of scarce resources?

The answer is difficult to ascertain. Mises was dealing with a problem of pure economic theory, and he had in mind a purely socialist economy. The Soviet Union has never attained such a stage of purity in its economic relations. The presence of such institutions as small privately owned agricultural units testifies to elements of "latent capitalism" in the USSR, and the use of money to facilitate economic exchanges is also a deviation from pure socialism - or at least pure Marxian socialism. To the extent that the Soviets use a system of centralized economic planning, the answer is no, their experience does not refute Mises. The waste, inefficiency, and general misallocation of scarce resources under the Soviet system are legendary. In fact, the very reluctance (or inability) of the Soviet leaders to allow total collectivization would indicate at least a partial realization on their part of the basic argument made by Mises: an absolutely socialistic, completely centralized, moneyless economy is an intellectual abstraction incapable of being put into practice.

Nevertheless, the fact of Russia's stupendous economic growth, or at least the growth of the statistical indices of industrial output, is still something which demands an explanation. Estimates vary widely among Western scholars, but Abram Bergson's figures are at least somewhat representative. He guesses that the gross national product of the Soviet Union has grown at a rate of some 4.5 percent per annum, and 5.2 percent if we exclude the war years, from 1928 to 1960 inclusive. Given the basic weak-

ness of the whole GNP concept, this may or may not be a relevant figure.\(^3\) Even assuming its statistical accuracy, the warning given by Naum Jasny should be considered: "The comparison of the economic potential of such greatly divergent countries as the USSR and the USA cannot be expressed in one relevant figure."\(^4\) Still, it does give us some idea, however crude, of the extent of Soviet development. G. Warren Nutter, whose estimate of Soviet growth tends to be conservative, has concluded that from 1928 to 1955, the USSR attained a 6.5 percent annual growth rate, a figure larger than any comparable 30 year period in United States history.\(^5\) During the same period, the USA experienced, by Nutter's calculations, a 3.8 percent growth rate, a figure which should be tempered with the explanation that the 1928 base was so much larger for this country to start with; rapid growth rates are far easier, in terms of percentage figures, when one begins on a small base.\(^6\) Soviet growth rates should also be counterbalanced by such considerations as the quality of their goods, since they are almost universally acknowledged as being inferior to free market goods, however defective the latter may be at times.\(^7\) But in the final analysis, the growth figures are impressive. How did this socialistic nation accomplish the feat?

---


7. *Ibid.*, pp. 238-39. The low quality of Soviet goods is noted frequently in the Soviet press itself, television sets being a favorite target of public criticism. In recent years, many goods have remained unsold on retailers' shelves. "This is an inevitable
Naum Jasny, in the opening paragraphs of his monumental study, Soviet Industrialization, 1928-1952, offers one cogent explanation:

The Bolsheviks came on the scene as fighters for socialism and against exploitation, for a great improvement in the well-being of everybody. What they achieved was a great increase in the rate of exploitation, reducing the people's share of the national income to an extent nobody had believed possible. This strangulation of consumption put such large funds in the hands of the state as to permit extensive industrialization and even greater militarization, despite loss and waste of every kind caused by wars, internal strife, mismanagement, and so on.

If one looks for figures as evidence of this revolution, there are probably no better ones than these: While the total personal income (calculated at constant prices) of the expanded population increased by about one-third from 1928 to 1952, the real value of the funds in the hands of the state for investment, military and other expenses, grew almost eight-fold. This transformation must be considered a financial, economic, and social revolution.8

Without such a blatant repression of the rights and wants of the Soviet population, the statistics of industrial output would never have shown such a phenomenal growth rate. The costs were enormous in human misery. A million people starved. in 1933.9 Stalin’s forced collectivization of the farms in the early 1930’s resulted in at least five million people being shot or deported.10 When the magnitude of such costs are considered, Rothbard’s question does not seem out of place: “By what right do you maintain that people should grow faster than they volun-

9. Ibid., p. 73.
Soviet Economic Planning

It is a question which the leaders of many “underdeveloped” countries ought to ask themselves.11

Another extremely important factor in the growth of Soviet industrial production was the ability of the Soviet planners to borrow from Western technology. This, as Gerschenkron points out, is the advantage which all underdeveloped nations possess, but the USSR has made use of it to an exceptional degree. After World War II, this massive theft of Western production methods slowed, but it is still going on in many cases.12 Bergson concurs, arguing that Soviet borrowing has been on an “unprecedented scale.”13 It is Gerschenkron’s belief that technology became a retarding factor after World War II, since the USSR had begun to catch up with Western Europe’s basic technological methods, leaving less room for Soviet borrowing.14 He is not followed in this by all scholars, however, since other factors are now present, such as an educational system which concentrates on turning out technologists, engineers, and theoretical scientists.16


real threat to Soviet growth is not technological, but institutional; they must learn how to implement their technology efficiently before they will be able to match Western standards of consumption and production.

Campbell’s comments on the whole issue of borrowed technology in the Soviet command economy are enlightening: “But the interesting thing is that, despite this advantage in being able to borrow technology, Soviet progress in productivity does not seem to have been exceptional. The rate of increase in resource productivity does not seem to differ much from that achieved in other countries. This obviously implies that exceptional growth should be attributed more to the ability of Soviet command planning to mobilize resources — i.e., to accumulate capital, to educate on a mass scale, to move people from low productivity occupations such as agriculture to high productivity ones such as industry, and to force increases in participation rates — than to any special ability to use resources efficiently and increase their productivity.”

Coercion, even more than borrowed technology, is the key to Soviet economic growth. It should never be forgotten, as Campbell points out, “It was in the name of industrialization that the totalitarian terror machine was perfected.” The extent of this coercion is reflected in the standard of living of the Soviet people during the four decade era of rapid industrialization.

**Standard of Living**

In 1921, the Soviet government was forced to revert to some measure of private ownership in the areas of agriculture and small scale industry in order to regain the economic losses of the War and the “war communism” period of 1917-1921. The extent of those losses was staggering; production in 1921 had fallen to some 20 percent of 1914 output! For seven years, the economy experienced a surprisingly large rate of growth, so that by 1928,

---

the pre-War level of production had been regained. If anything, the standard of living was somewhat above the 1913 level.20

It was at this point that farm collectivization began in earnest; Stalin had consolidated his position and was ready to begin building the new society.21 First of all, it must be borne in mind that Russia in 1928 was far behind Western Europe in both production and consumption. Statistical measurement in this regard is rather difficult, but Bergson has estimated that the average per capita income of the Soviet Union in 1929 was approximately $170; the United States had achieved this level of per capita income in 1875.22 Between 1928 and 1937, the rate of growth of the USSR's economy was extremely rapid, probably approaching 13 percent per annum.23 The suffering of the peasants and even urban dwellers was enormous. The state had to institute rationing of consumer goods (it ended in 1935); inflation (that "bourgeois" evil) was eating into money wages so rapidly that rationing had to be substituted for market pricing.24 Despite the achievements in industrial output by 1937, real wages were actually below 1928 wages by a considerable margin. Even more chilling is the fact that, as Chapman shows, the 1937 levels of consumption "represented a considerable recovery from a drastic decline in the early 1930's."25

World War II naturally took a heavy toll of both Soviet manpower and production. At best, American economic aid kept the Soviet losses of capital equipment about even, while no

---

23. The figure is Gerschenkron's, and he cites the estimates which agree with his. The lowest figure is 10.6 percent. Gerschenkron, Economic Backwardness, pp. 259-60.
25. Ibid., p. 146.
aid could cover the loss of lives and skills that went with them. In 1948, the net wages of the Soviet worker (after taxes and compulsory bond purchases) were some 63 percent of the 1937 wages (70 percent, if 1937 prices are used as the base figure rather than 1948 prices).\textsuperscript{26} Only in 1952 did Soviet wages reach 1937 levels.\textsuperscript{27} Since the figures for 1937 were about the same as 1928, and since the 1928 figures were in turn approximately equivalent to 1913, the conclusion is inescapable: the per capita real wages in the USSR in 1952 were barely up to the 1913 pre-War levels! On an hourly basis, real wages reached the 1928 point only in 1954. After surveying such factors as the drop in quality of goods after 1928 and the decline of production in all animal products (eggs, meats, leather, milk, etc.), Chapman concludes: "Several arguments which I find persuasive have been presented for giving more credence to the index number of real wages using 1937 prices and showing the larger decline in real wages. Nevertheless, it remains true that the magnitude of the change in real wages between 1928 and 1937 eludes precise measurement and the alternative possibility of a less drastic decline in real wages might be kept in mind. But even the most favorable measure shows that the Soviet worker's real wage in 1954 exceeded that of 1928 by less than 15 per cent after taxes and bond subscriptions."\textsuperscript{28}

She also alludes to the estimates made by Jasny concerning the production of edible animal products, and these statistics are worth repeating. In 1952, the production of edible animal products was down 30 percent from the 1928 level (the year prior to the collectivization of the farms). Only in 1955 did the 1928 level reappear.\textsuperscript{29} Even in this case, much of this produce was supplied by the tiny one-half acre private agricultural plots permitted to collective farmers. In fact, only after 1960 did the collectivized

\textsuperscript{26. Ibid., p.147.  
27. Ibid., p. 150.  
28. Ibid., p. 152.  
29. Ibid., p. 173.}
system produce over 50 percent of the total supply of these goods. Chapman's conclusion is interesting, to say the least: "The reader hardly needs to be reminded that the Soviet standard of living in 1928 was extremely low compared with American or Western European standards. But it may be startling to realize that, during the more than a quarter of a century in which the Russians have been engaged in full-scale socialist planning and have in other areas been gaining on the foremost capitalist countries, the material position of the Soviet worker has probably declined relative to that of workers in other countries."31

All of this by-passes the question of slave labor in the Soviet Union. Bergson estimates that at least 3.5 million people were in the "correctional reeducation" units in the 1930's, and these pathetic creatures received only a quarter of the prevailing civilian wage.32 The costs of rapid industrial growth were indeed very great.

One area of Soviet life which stands as a classic example of how consumers are slighted is public housing. Alexander Balinky has made a thorough investigation into this question, and he has concluded, with some justification: "The housing shortage in the USSR is that country's most critical single economic problem."33 Per capita living space (i.e., space not including kitchen, bath, etc.) in 1960 was barely over seven square meters, "or precisely

30. Alec Nove, The Soviet Economy, p. 29. Over half the meat and potatoes were produced by the private sector in 1959, and almost 100 percent of the eggs, he goes on to say. It is likely that in 1956 some 30 percent of all agricultural output in the Soviet Union came from the small private plots. In fact, the "success" of the collective sector in finally outproducing the private plots in animal products after 1959 may have been in part due to new coercive measures against the private sector. Nove comments that "a gradual and, cautious attempt has begun to be made to reduce private livestock holdings and private activity in general. Its success was slight up to 1959, but some reduction was achieved by 1960." Nove, "The Incomes of Soviet Peasants," The Slavonic and East European Review, XXXVIII (1960), p. 330.

31. Chapman, Real Wages, p. 175.


what it had been in 1917.34 Campbell's figures indicate an even greater lack: six square meters (or about 64 square feet). This is compared to U.S. figures of about 200 square feet.35 Housing is another case of state coercion; Balinky shows how the state's control of housing has been used to achieve political objectives. Under Lenin, "parasitic" classes did not have access to cooperative housing units, and their own dwellings were expropriated by the state.36 As late as 1953, 25 percent or more of the housing units were in the control of factory managers; they were thus able to enforce production norms on recalcitrant workers.37 The rental costs for all housing are very low, since the state keeps laws on the books enforcing low rents. This, of course, has contributed to the shortage. Party membership is vastly more important in getting adequate housing than the mere ability to pay the rent.38 As Balinky says: "There seems to be a general presumption in the Soviet philosophy on housing rights that everyone who is not an enemy of the state should be housed as well as possible. But it is the law defining status, and not the law of property or contract, which determines these rights. Within such a juridical framework, the Soviet regime has been able to distribute dwelling space in reward for real or presumed service to the state."39

G. Warren Nutter's findings should be mentioned at this point. While Soviet growth has been greater relative to U.S. growth in the last five decades, the absolute gap between the two countries has widened.40 (Because the U.S. started on such a far larger base in 1917, our slower rates of growth have still enabled us to maintain the absolute output advantage). His conservative estimate is that Soviet production in 1955 was only about 23

34. Ibid.
37. Ibid., p. 21.
38. Ibid., p. 23.
39. Ibid., p. 22.
40. Nutter, Growth of Industrial Production in the Soviet Union, p. 239.
percent of the production of the U.S. Thus, the claims of Soviet planners that the Soviet Union has increased production by 26 times since 1913 are absurd. A figure something under a six-fold increase is closer.\textsuperscript{41}

We have seen, in short, that Soviet economic growth has been paid for to a large extent by the enforced minimum consumption levels of the Soviet population. Until recently, these citizens have had very little to say concerning the allocation of scarce resources in their country — the resources which they have been responsible for producing. Certainly, gross output figures can be greatly increased when, as Bergson says, "gross investment absorbs nearly half the increase in output realized under the first two five-year plans, and 60.7 per cent of that achieved from 1940 to 1950. "\textsuperscript{42} To a limited extent, the economic tide has been turning in the Soviet Union, as the preferences of the consumers are being taken into consideration to a larger extent than before. Again, quoting Bergson: "The share of household consumption in the increase in output under the first two five-year plans is only 9.1 per cent. For 1940-1950, the corresponding figure is 29.4 per cent, but from 1950 to 1955 it is 53.2 percent."\textsuperscript{43} Unfortunately for the official Soviet growth rate, this shift has caused (along with several other factors) a slowing down. Most non-Marxist Western observers agree that after 1958 the formerly high rates of growth began to taper off.\textsuperscript{44} The old problem of economic life reasserts itself today in the Soviet Union: you cannot consume goods that are not produced. Campbell's evaluation is striking: "The Soviet Union is very, very, very far behind the United States in terms of the amount

\textsuperscript{41} Ibid., p. 268. The usually accepted figure is that the Soviet output is at one-third of the U.S. Jasny believes that Nutter's figures do not reflect Russia's potential economically, but Nutter is not concerned with potential as much as actual accomplishment. Cf. Jasny, \textit{Soviet Industrialization}, p. 25. The six-fold increase up to 1955 is the accepted figure: Gerschenkron, \textit{Economic Backwardness}, p. 267; Bergson, \textit{Real National Income}, p. 216.

\textsuperscript{42} Bergson, \textit{Economics of Soviet Planning}, pp. 311-12.

\textsuperscript{43} Ibid., p. 312.

\textsuperscript{44} Nove, \textit{The Soviet Economy}, p. 156.
of consumption goods produced and, because of their larger population, still farther behind in terms of per capita consumption."4 So much for the Soviet consumer. He hastens to point out, however, that in other important areas, "ones which are really much more relevant to issues of international image making and military rivalry, the Soviet Union is much closer."

Problems of Central Planning

If centralized state planning is to equal the efficiency of a decentralized free market economy, certain features of the free market's mechanism should be present within the planning bureau. First, planning should be based on a full knowledge of each product, including its true cost (i.e., its marginal cost, or "cost-of-the-most-important-use-foregone"), its market, the productive apparatus necessary to create it, and the local environment in which it is produced. This knowledge must be at least comparable to that provided by the market's pricing mechanism to the local manager under capitalism.5 Second, the planners must be able to integrate all the various supplies and demand with a smoothness comparable to that of the open market with its use of profit and loss to direct production into its most important uses. Third, the planners must be able to foresee the effects of new processes and products in all of the prospective markets. Errors in foresight should be registered as forcefully as they are when they are made on a free market. All of this involves the fourth, and perhaps most important problem of knowledge, the measurement of profit and loss in a market-less economy. It assumes, fifth, that there is such a thing as economic law, and that such laws can be known and used by planning agencies in their activities.

Alexander Gerschenkron, one of the foremost experts in the field of Russian economic history, has summarized the issue


46. On the whole question of knowledge, economic planning, and the free market, see Hayek's masterful essay, "Economics and Knowledge," Economics, IV, New Series (1937); reprinted in Hayek, Individualism and Economic Order (University of Chicago Press, 1948), pp. 33-56. This was his Presidential address before the London Economic Club.
beautifully: "The official view of the Soviet economy is premised upon the assumption of unrestricted knowledge and foreknowledge on the part of the central planners. Needless to say, this assumption is far from realistic. The stream of paper reports that flows from the plants to the central authorities may belittle the majesty of the Volga River, but it provides no assurance of real insight into the conditions within the individual plant. The fundamental ignorance of the central authorities restricts their ability to enforce their will. Obversely, it is the knowledge of the manager that assures for him his area of freedom."4

In other words, the central planning of supply assumes the omniscience of the central planners. Without this omniscience, the system is faced with overwhelming difficulties. The main one Gerschenkron alludes to: how can the on-the-spot knowledge of the local manager be integrated into the overall central plan? Will not the freedom to allocate scarce resources at one level interfere with the planning activities of the other? This is the inescapable, inevitable, perpetual problem of the USSR's economic planners. Only the most aggregative, general kind of planning is carried on at the center. Gosplan, the central planning agency, co-ordinates the production of a few major products and services. In an oft-quoted article, Herbert S. Levine has estimated that between 800 and 1500 commodities are totally planned at the center.48

He outlines that planning process. First, a statistical analysis of the base period is made in the first half of the planning year (in preparation, of course, for the following year). A survey of the previous year is made. Second, control figures are drawn up for a dozen or so of the chief products and investment targets. These serve as guideposts for economic units at a lower level. Third, and most important, is the confirmation

47. Gerschenkron, Economic Backwardness, p. 287.
of the plan by the political hierarchy, and a great deal of political maneuvering takes place at this point. This maneuvering appears at all levels of the economy and in all local districts. An extremely complicated and often varied process of surveying begins: local plants are supplied with forms relating to forthcoming production goals and supply needs; these forms, when completed, are sent to the Gosplan board for confirmation or revision. The ocean of data then is coordinated at the top into some kind of hopefully workable plan. Fourth, the detailed plan is returned to the firm for implementation. Unfortunately, but very understandably, these final plans often arrive late, "a constant complaint of enterprise managers. Theoretically and ideally, this should never happen, but it does. Managers cannot always wait for the plan figures to arrive, so they begin on a tentative production plan. Naturally, it frequently needs drastic revisions when the official plan is delivered.

Jasny has argued that the very planning units - the Five Year Plans - were really propaganda devices, and that the annual and quarterly plans were the real basis of planning up until the advent of the Seven Year Plans in the mid-1950's. For most of the history of Soviet planning, in other words, the long range plans were irrelevant for economic purposes. The goals of the 1930's were set so high that it would have been impossible to achieve them; this resulted in what he calls "bacchanalian planning." Planning for long-term goals was a function not of economic realities but rather of oratory. In a very real sense, Soviet planning in these years was, in Mises's provocative term, "planned chaos."

The magnitude of the statistical problem has been mentioned in Appendix A (notes 45, 46). The task grows continually less manageable. "Centralized planning," Nutter argues, "be-

49. Ibid., pp. 55-58.
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comes less and less efficient as the number of products multiplies."53 Peter Wiles and Leon Smolinski quote Soviet Academician Dorodnitsyn who has estimated that some four quadrillion relationships are present for the 20 million products of the Soviet Union. This, as the authors point out, is an impossible task to coordinate, and the Gosplan only prepares final plans (as distinguished from total planning from start to finish) of 18,000 products, or less than one-tenth of one per cent of the total Soviet output. Yet even this is bound to become more difficult, since, as they say, "the complexity of planning grows also with the square of the number of establishments; . . .":54 Planning today is some 1600 times more complex than in 1928.55 The conclusion is inescapable:

It is thus obvious from the administrative point of view that planning must be decentralized if it is to exist at all. It always has been, and still is: the center draws up a general skeleton and the subordinate bodies put flesh on the bones. . . . Confining ourselves still to economics, it is plain that such technical planning desiderata as consistency and punctuality are compatible with, even possibly favored by, decentralization.

One planning function, however, is very seriously disfavored: the rational allocation of resources. From this point of view decision-making should be either central or peripheral; a mixture is bad.56

Here we find the inevitable problem in operation: the constant tension between centralized, ministerial planning and localized decision-making. The Soviet economic planners constantly shift the locus of planning back and forth in their attempt to discover a solution to this problem of administrative balance. As Gregory Grossman says, "To put it schematically at the risk of oversimplification: overcentralization, imbalance, and autarky
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are the three corners of a triangle of hazards within which the Soviet-type economy seeks to find an organizational solution.”

Alec Nove has surveyed this topic at some length. “The authorities that hand down plans,” he writes, “are often unaware of the tasks already given that enterprise by other authorities.” He then quotes a statement made by I. Borovitski in Pravda (5 Oct. 1962). Borovitski, it seems, is a disgruntled enterprise manager: “The department of Gosplan which drafts the production program for Sovarkhozy [regional economic councils - G. N.] and enterprises is totally uninterested in costs or profits. Ask the senior official in the production program department in what factory it is cheaper to produce this or that commodity. He has no idea, and never even puts the question to himself. He is responsible only for the distribution of production tasks. Another department, not really concerned with the costs of production, decides on the plan for gross output. A third department or subdepartment, proceeding from the principle that costs must always decline and labor productivity increase, plan costs, wages fund and labor on the basis of past performance. Material allocations and components are planned by numerous other departments. Not a single department of Gosplan is responsible for the consistency of these plans.”

In short, too many blind cooks are spoiling the soup. All of these planning problems are compounded by the constant med-
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dling of Party officials at all levels of the economy. This interference leads to irrationality in planning. "The problem is not, of course, new; it is inherent in the separate existence of party and state hierarchies."61 The Soviet planning system, in the words of Wiles and Smolinski, is "a crazy quilt of agencies organized according to several principles."62 This has been the situation for five decades, as Wiles has argued elsewhere; the system is irrational: "The possibility of the private consumer being irrational is of course an accepted cliche of Western economics. But none of this makes planners' preferences rational. It is astonishing that people with an intimate knowledge of how the Soviet system works should consider the possibility of operating on the assumption that planners' preferences are in fact rational in a Communist economy."63 Wiles, in this case, is considering a slightly different issue, i.e., the problem of planners' choices rather than the actual operational defects of the economy's institutional structure, but the point is the same: there are too many planning agencies, too many plans (none of which is guaranteed to be rational), and too many irrational decisions.

The almost incredible extent of the total bureaucratization of Soviet planning is evidenced by two frequently encountered examples. In one case, a plan for ball bearings had to go through so many agencies for approval that a staggering (literally) total of 430 lbs. of documents was generated.64 In another instance, one "autonomous" Republic, the Tatar ASSR, had its investment plan changed almost 500 times in 1961.65 Under these
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conditions, the task of enterprise management would be impossible were it not for some ingenious (and often illegal) solutions worked out by factory managers.

The basic solution has been the creation of a vast network of "independent" supplies – a black market. This is the phenomenon known informally as blat. Joseph S. Berliner, in his extremely valuable study, Factory and Manager in the USSR (1957), has described this process. Since official supply channels are often exasperatingly slow and frequently deliver the wrong or inferior goods, managers must turn to alternative sources of inputs if their production quotas are to be met (and their bonuses received). A plant may have an excess capacity in any given year; the additional goods may be traded to some other firm for some future service or present luxury. It aids not only those smaller firms whose plans are not so detailed or that are on a lower priority list for supplies, but it also helps the high priority industries in periods of crisis.66 Certain "middlemen" with informal connections are employed, usually under a bogus administrative title, as the agents for the blat operations. They are the "pushers" whose activities co-ordinate the underground supply and demand. They are called tolkachi ("pushers"). Some firms employ only part-time tolkachi, especially the smaller organizations. In recent years, the government has eliminated the criminal sanctions that were once imposed upon such activities of unauthorized exchange or resale of supplies. In addition to this softening, the procedures for obtaining official authorization to purchase extra supplies have been eased.67 The state planners have, in effect, recognized the necessity of these "capitalist" practices. Production goals are sometimes more important than official ideology. These practices go on as long as the conditions of inefficient production and distribution remain. As Berliner


“The tolkach thrives in an economic soil watered by shortages and fertilized by unrealistic targets.”

Alec Nove’s summary of the “centralization-decentralization” problem is to the point: “While centralized planning overburdens the organs charged with carrying it [the plan – G.N.] out, decentralization — the obvious remedy — proves completely unworkable so long as planners’ instructions are the principal criterion for local decisions. The modest attempt to devolve authority to territorial economic organs, in 1957, was inevitably followed by renewed centralization. Within the system as it is, only the center is in a position to know the needs of industry and of society at large, since these are not transmitted by any economic mechanism to any territorial authority. The latter is therefore unable to foresee the effects of its decisions on the economy of other areas, and, in the circumstances, decentralized decision making must lead to intolerable irrationalities. . . . Thus decentralization is both indispensable and impossible.”

Basic Practical Problems

In the previous section, we have looked at several important problem areas of the Soviet economy, but the discussion has been confined primarily to the theoretical problems of central planning versus decentralized planning. With this broad perspective in mind, it is now relevant to examine some of the actual practices of Soviet firms in their day-to-day activities. These are perennial problems which are usually discussed by all critics of Soviet economic institutions.

First, there is the question of the so-called “safety factor.” Managers deliberately understate the productive capacity of their plants in all reports to higher planning authorities. Their motives are easy enough to understand; if their goals are set too high by the central planners, then they will not be able to meet the output goals. Consequently, they try to see to it that their
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goals are set lower, thus leaving some excess capacity in reserve to meet all unforeseen contingencies. The central planners, of course, are aware of this practice, and they in turn try to boost the output goals above the reported limits stated by managers. Thus, an honest manager would be destroyed (or at least he would be forced to take this chance); a statement of full capacity will not be taken very seriously at the top.

This tendency to understate capacity is augmented by the fact that small increases above the required output levels are rewarded by bonuses. Thus, managers strive to attain an output of, say, 103 percent of the official plan. Under these conditions, it is advantageous for the manager to convince the authorities that what is really 95 percent capacity is 100 percent.

Second, the hoarding problem appears. The supply system is not trustworthy, so managers are encouraged to store up quantities of production goods in case there is some emergency. This problem is absolutely inescapable so long as the Soviet system denies that interest payments on scarce capital is in accord with socialistic principles. With no interest to pay, managers can keep excess quantities of goods in reserve, either for use in the blat system or for direct employment in production. Only recently has interest been introduced in the form of a “pay off period.” Calculations are made to determine how long the savings of a particular piece of equipment will take to pay off its purchase price. This, of course, applies only to new machinery and is probably limited to large-scale projects, but not for basic raw materials. It is interest, as Campbell says; “brought in through the back door.” But the problem is not solved as yet, and productive machinery which might be used elsewhere often rusts away in some storage room.

Third, there is the whole question of technological innovation. A key article on this problem is Gregory Grossman’s study
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of inertia and pressure in the Soviet economy. Bureaucracies, he argues, are by nature conservative. They resent any breaks in their daily routines. Grossman points to the paradox of an economy like the Soviet Union's, which has experienced such rapid economic growth and which has simultaneously been "plagued by a strong and widespread resistance to the introduction of new products and techniques." Only extreme pressure from the higher political bodies has succeeded in overcoming this institutional resistance to innovation, an opinion shared by Barrington Moore. The progressive features of capitalism are absent in the Soviet Union: (1) competition among firms for a share of the market; and (2) sales efforts on the part of private capital goods industries. It is primarily the regime's decisions to race the West — hence an external pressure of competition — which acts as the great stimulus to technological change.

The Soviet manager's position is one of constant flux. He is deliberately shifted from post to post every few years in order to "prevent him from forming local alliances with local Party members and others who would be apt to aid him in escaping his responsibilities. This element of "familiness" is a problem for central administrators. Since the manager's goals of increased output are identical with the goals of the Party officials at the local or regional level (they, too, want high output figures to impress the hierarchy), the various interest groups work together and tend to cover up for each other's mistakes. The central planners do not want this to happen, and the result is a constant shifting of managers. Unfortunately, this encourages managers to base all production and innovation on a short run perspective. Technological innovation costs time, money, and materials; why risk the possible losses? If the manager should fail to meet output quotas due to the shift in resources into innovation and techno-
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logical experimentation, then he is trouble. Any real benefits, however, would accrue to his successor, since the latter would take over after the innovating manager had been transferred. Innovation involves risk with little chance of reward. The results are predictable: outmoded designs, wasted raw materials due to inefficient production methods, and lower overall long-run production. This problem has been a continuing one. It is precisely the one which Hayek had said would be inevitable under a socialist system. Since the decision-making function would be stifled by a fear of losses, the socialist commonwealth would inevitably be less efficient in this regard than a capitalistic one.\textsuperscript{75}

\textbf{Success Indicators}

The fourth basic weakness of Soviet practice deserves its own special section. How are the planners to evaluate the success or failure of their plans? On what basis can a measurement be made of such success or failure? The free market system uses profit and loss as its guide, but socialism cannot use this measuring device. To the extent that the Soviet Union does use this system of measurement, it is abandoning pure socialism.

Alec Nove has called attention to this issue in a now famous essay. The Soviets have no concrete rule for measuring success; their pricing system is irrational from the point of view of true profit and loss, supply and demand, Plan fulfillment, and essentially gross output fulfillment, is the basic economic goal. But this raises a problem: what is to be the target? If it is simply \textit{weight}, for example, a nail manufacturing plant will concentrate on large, heavy nails to the exclusion of smaller sizes or tacks. If \textit{number} is substituted, then tacks will be produced, with a few large construction nails. What about a \textit{value} goal? If gross output value is the target, managers will see to it that more expensive raw materials are used in the construction of any particular product. If a “value added” by production method is used, then

it will pay the manager to break up the production process into numerous and semi-autonomous units, thus creating several unnecessary production steps in order to profit from as many “value adding” steps as possible. The central planners have, for half a century, battled the lower stages of the bureaucracy on such problems as these, but the system is self-defeating. The enterprises are merely following the profit motive; whatever the centrally imposed targets may be, managers will operate to excess in terms of them.\textsuperscript{76}

For several years (especially after 1961), there has been considerable discussion of the possibility of instituting quasi-market pricing for some consumer goods. The name usually associated with this recommendation is Y. Liberman. He has called for three targets: volume of output, assortment variations, and delivery schedules. Enterprise profits are the only other guide to be followed, given these three basic considerations.\textsuperscript{77} This would help to upgrade quality, thus insuring greater consumer satisfaction. He claims that this would still permit full central planning, but both domestic critics and foreign observers have argued that this system, once begun, could not be stopped.\textsuperscript{78}

It is not clear as to where the Liberman experiments in the 130 enterprises will lead. Philippe Bernard believes that the status quo will stand; there will be no extension of the market into areas of industry besides textiles, fur, and clothing, where Liberman’s recommendations are already prevailing.\textsuperscript{79} Robert
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Campbell agrees; the 1965 reform was not really basic to the Soviet economy. Prices are not really negotiable, since higher agencies still establish the prices. Supplies are still regulated by the old system. The bureaucrats are acting like bureaucrats and are dragging their feet, even interfering into areas supposedly "reformed." Vaclav Holesovsky's assessment is illuminating:

... It is rather futile to talk of price reforms in the presence of an accounting system that is designed to facilitate central control but is utterly unsuited for rational estimation of true production costs.

Genuine decentralization would mean compromising with the operation of market forces; the government would retreat from attempts at universal guidance of the production process toward the position of a buyer of final products. Is it likely that the Soviet Union will set out on such a course in the near future? In view of the implications involved, the answer would appear to be negative. At present, the government generally demands more from the economy than it can comfortably deliver. Should it surrender, even partially, its direct and comprehensive controls over the economy, it would be offering the production managers a degree of freedom that would allow them to adjust to the actual capacities and true cost levels of their productive resources. By relaxing the 'command economy,' the state would thus lose the principle instrument of pressure it exerts not only upon the resources, but also upon the people who produce them and use them.

But it is Alexander Gerschenkron who has put his finger on the most fundamental issue: the maintenance of political control. "It is doubtful that a consumption economy can be established in Soviet Russia. A decentralized economic system geared to a steady rise in levels of consumption would leave the Soviet dictatorship without a social function, without a justification for its existence. It is much more likely that the dictatorship will continue the policy of willfully provoking one international crisis after the other and of maintaining a high rate of investment as

the economic pendant to such a policy. Then a renewed curtailment of such managerial freedoms as have been granted since Stalin's death, followed by a general reversal of the decentralization policy, should only be a matter of time, and enterprise and management in Russia should once more return to the normalcy of Soviet mercantilism, concealed beneath of a generous veneer of socialist phraseology. 8

**Economic Law**

The confusion over success indicators and pricing points to a basic flaw in Soviet economic life. There is no agreement among economists, managers, and political leaders as to what exactly constitutes an economic law. In the fall of 1964, for example, Pravda published an article by Academician V. Trapeznikov. The author came forward with a pro-profit proposal basically similar to the one presented by Liberman a few years earlier. 83 As the editors later admitted, this and other articles along the same lines created a considerable amount of interest among the readers, so much so, that some 600 letters and articles had poured into the offices of Pravda as a result. Most of these scholars, the editors admitted, were basically on Liberman's side. Nevertheless, the range of the various answers was enormous; no two seemed to agree on exactly how the system was to operate. One suggested a standard of "the effectiveness of output produced," by which he meant a graded series of standards including quality, value, reliability, weight, service time, safety, convenience in use, productivity, and convenience of use. How he expected central economic planners to draw up such a graded scale for all products he did not explain. Another argued that profit was not the best standard, but productivity of social labor (whatever that is) should be. A third wanted to compute such productivity in terms of savings in costs of production. A fourth letter argued that an index reflecting savings in living and social
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labor costs should be constructed; it should estimate the growth of volume of final output per employee and per unit of productive capital. In other words, theoretical economic chaos reigns in the academic circles of the Soviet Union.*

Under these circumstances, Bergson’s evaluation of the nature of Soviet planning seems justified: it is lawless. It is, as he says, the domination of economics by politics:”... under Soviet socialism the government has always been held to be the master rather than the servant of ‘economic laws.’”85 The central planners are committed to their continuing exercise of political power: “I have referred previously to the reluctance of the government to commit itself to economic principles. This reluctance must be seen in relation to the attachment of the system’s directors to centralized decision making generally. To have sanctified economic principles would have diminished the role and perhaps also the authority of the system’s directors.”86

To some extent, this attitude is changing today, if only by the pressure of the overwhelming task of economic planning in a complex, industrialized society. Nevertheless, the arbitrariness of a lawless system still exists: “When superior authorities are reluctant to commit themselves to principles, arbitrariness easily comes to be considered as something of a virtue in itself. . . . As principles lately have gained in force, this attitude has lost ground. Hostility to principle and a flair for arbitrariness are alike seen now as manifestations of a cult of personality that must be exorcised, though apparently such attitudes still prevail. . . .”87

Economic theory is clearly a shifting thing in the Soviet Union. Marxian concepts have retarded its economy in many areas, but as the growing complexity of the economy forces
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Soviet planners to re-evaluate their presuppositions, some of these Marxian bottlenecks will probably be broken. This, at least, is the attitude of some Western observers. Robert Campbell has shown how, in recent years, economic discussion in the USSR has begun to resemble Western value theory in many respects. So political life may be "mellowing" in some peripheral areas, and economic theory may be one of them, but the country is still ruled by a monolithic Party which is notorious for its unwillingness to accept any deviation from its prevailing policies. When we realize that no textbook in political economy appeared in the USSR from 1928 to 1954, and that it was found necessary to cease teaching economics classes in higher institutions of learning in these years, then we can better understand the realities of Soviet intellectual life. It is not surprising that practical economics should suffer under such circumstances; economic theory is too cramped by political ideology.

Soviet Statistics

Soviet statistics, all critics agree, are highly questionable in most cases. Just how valid they actually are, however, is a source of rather heated debate among Western observers. Naum Jasny is the great antagonist of the validity of Soviet statistics. He sees their statistics more as functions of the political desires of the ruling hierarchy than as reflections of Soviet economic life. "Neutral" statistics were sacrificed after 1929; from 1930 they reflected Stalin's personal whims: "Since practically all leading statisticians favored unbiased statistics, the statistical organiza-
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tions were fully reorganized, these statisticians disappearing in the usual Soviet 'manner within one or two years.'

The method of distortion most commonly employed is the refusal of the government to publish unfavorable statistics. When certain data do not conform to the impression which the Soviet leadership wishes to convey to the outside world and the domestic population, the figures are simply not published. This fact is recognized by virtually all non-Marxist observers. As a result, Jasny argues, and because he feels that deliberate distortion is also employed, "a careful student should not accept a single Soviet figure without thorough check." One classic example of such distortion came in the early 1930's. Half the livestock of Russia was lost in these years; due to the unwillingness of the peasant population to bring them into the collective farms; they preferred to eat the livestock instead. At 1926-27 prices, some four billion rubles worth of livestock perished. Yet the official Soviet statistics reported that a gain of a billion and a quarter rubles worth of livestock came into the economy. The way this figure was achieved was simple: only state-owned herds were counted! Jasny estimates that the official Soviet estimation of the agricultural contribution to national income in 1937 was exaggerated by 45 percent.

Jasny's critics take the attitude that while the statistics may be misleading, they are not deliberately manipulated (except, perhaps, in the final summaries). Gerschenkron argues that Jasny's own work is based to a large extent on official published figures, and that any corrections which he has made in the official sources have themselves been derived from other, less publicized, Soviet sources. Alec Nove is one of those who has looked at
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Soviet statistics with a somewhat less jaundiced eye.\textsuperscript{95} Nevertheless, they all agree that extreme caution must be taken with the official statistics of the USSR.

Daniel Marx has made an interesting point which ought to be taken into consideration in making an evaluation of Soviet statistical methods: "While no one would pretend that estimates made by Western European countries are infallible, the insistence that Eastern European estimates must be valid because they have 'the force of law' [the argument of one previously quoted Communist apologist] appears almost naive. This attitude, however, may help to explain the procedures employed by the Soviet Union in the compilation and presentation of their output statistics. If 'plans' have the force of law, the results must agree with the forecasts or run the risk of illegality and all that such a discrepancy implies."\textsuperscript{96}

Jasny's hostility stems from what he considers "the all-important issue," namely, "that the achievements of the socialized planned economy, in industrialization and other respects, are only a fraction of the 'statistical' ones and that the sacrifices in consumption levels are vastly greater than those according to official 'statistics' and their official commentators."\textsuperscript{97} As he has said elsewhere, "It is a rule impossible to decide whether a Soviet economist is making a wrong statement against his better knowledge, or whether he is not properly informed."\textsuperscript{98}

\textbf{Conclusion}

Agriculture, the old nemesis of all socialist planners, has not


\textsuperscript{97} Jasny, "Soviet Statistics," \textit{op. cit.}, p. 98.

\textsuperscript{98} Jasny, \textit{Essays on the Soviet Economy} (Munich: Institut zur Erforschung der UdSSR, 1962), p. 59. As he admits, the distorted statistics are in the minority, but in important sections, i.e., the summarizing sections.\textit{Ibid.}, p. 17.
been discussed. The reader is referred to some of the easily available literature on the subject.\textsuperscript{99} It is enough to point out that agriculture and housing are invariably the two weak spots of any industrialized socialist nation. Poland has become the most productive farm area in the Soviet bloc; the solution was simple: Poland decentralized agriculture almost completely. Farmers are relatively free to grow what they want. The Soviet Union will continue to suffer from low output per farmer until she follows Poland's lead.

In the final analysis, the theory of Mises, Hayek, and the others appears to be justified, or at least hardly disproved, by Soviet economic theory and practice. Most non-Marxists commentators are willing to admit that in terms of economic efficiency as such - low production costs, higher output, allocation according to demonstrated consumer preferences — the free market economies outperform the Soviet system. It must be borne in mind, of course, that the goals of the Soviet hierarchy have seldom been consumer preference oriented; the goal has been the establishment of political power. Waste was a less important consideration than the strengthening of the Party and the Soviet state. There has been growth, to be sure, especially in the areas of heavy industry and military armaments. In terms of economic growth as such, Bergson's restrained conclusion is certainly accurate enough: "As it has turned out, the outstanding example of socialism that has yet to come into existence has distinguished itself so far not so much for effective use of resources as for the novel and strange ends imposed on a great state."\textsuperscript{100} But Jan


\textsuperscript{100} Bergson, \textit{Economics of Soviet Planning}, p. 358.
Prybyla’s comment comes closest to the mark: “What the Russians have shown is that cockeyed economic growth at rapid rates can be achieved without economists and without economic science; but that after the economy outgrows its teenage crisis, elusive and subtle problems of resource allocation among an increasing number of competing ‘priority’ ends demand an economic science for their solution.” 101

How they propose to solve these problems remains to be seen, but it seems clear that without decentralization economically and the advent of a consumer economy based upon private ownership and profit, the basic issues will remain unsolved. The economy will shift back and forth between planning at the top and localism, growing more and more irrational as the complexity of the planning task grows even greater. The system, in good Marxian terminology, contains the seeds of its own destruction.

Appendix C

THE MYTH OF MARX’S POVERTY*

If I had had the money during the last ten days, I would have been able to make a good deal on the stock exchange. The time has now come when with wit and very little money one can really make a killing in London.

Karl Marx (1864) 1

One of the most widely believed ideas in the world is that man is purely the product of his environment: social, economic, physical, educational, genetic, or a combination of all of them. This belief system is what social scientists call environmental determinism. It is a very ancient heresy. In fact, it is the ancient heresy regarding cause and effect in human action. It first appeared in the garden of Eden. God asked Adam if he had eaten from the forbidden tree. Adam’s answer was pure environmental determinism: “The woman whom thou gavest to be with me, she gave me of the tree, and I did eat” (Gen. 3:12). Then God asked the woman what she had done. Her response was along the same lines: “The serpent beguiled me, and I did eat” (Gen. 3:13).

Both answers were historically accurate but judicially irrelevant. Yes, the woman had sinned. Did this exempt Adam? Yes, the serpent had sinned. Did this exempt Eve? Both Adam and

*The bulk of this appendix was published as “Poor Karl,” American Opinion (April 1971).

Eve were in fact accusing God for their sin. Adam was in effect saying: “Look here, God, you gave me this woman. It was her fault that I sinned, and therefore it was really your fault. My environment was flawed. You made this environment, so you are ultimately responsible.” But this was a lie: Adam’s environment was the garden and the world, and God had pronounced the world very good, day by day, as He made it. The morally rebellious serpent had entered this perfect environment, and it was Adam’s job to guard that environment and cast out the serpent. Instead, Adam and Eve both listened to the serpent’s lie, accepted it as true, and immediately violated God’s law. They acted out in history what they had already concluded morally. In the midst of a perfect environment, they sinned, thereby bringing God’s punishments on themselves and the perfect environment.

What was God’s punishment? To give Adam and Eve the imperfect environment which they had implied He had given them before they sinned. Their bodies were brought under a curse (Gen. 3:16, 19). So was the external environment (Gen. 3:17-18). It was the perfect punishment for a perfectly evil sin in a perfect environment. It all fit together.

Whenever we find the philosophy of environmental determinism, we come face to face with sinful man’s attempt to transfer responsibility and guilt. Different “environmentalistic” philosophies of man identify different ultimate targets for man’s transfer of responsibility, but the target will always be that particular philosophy’s god. Whatever is regarded as the ultimate source of human action is the god of that philosophy. It will always be seen as the source of law. To it will men who are “caught in the act” seek to transfer their guilt and God’s wrath.

**Economic Determinism**

One of the two most popular versions of environmental determinism in the twentieth century has been the social philosophy known as economic determinism. (Its main competitor has been Freudianism: psychological, mainly sexual, determinism.) More than any other figure in the nineteenth century, Karl
Marx was responsible for the popularity of the idea of economic determinism. Today, we see his “environmentalistic” approach rampant in our innumerable federal and state welfare programs. The Party Line of most modern political parties is a simple one: “If only we can change men’s economic institutions, they will become new creatures.” As Marx wrote in Das Kapital, “By thus acting on the external world and changing it, he [man] at the same time changes his own nature.”

Man is said by Marx to be a product of his economic environment, and therefore it is possible for the proletarian class to alter mankind through revolutionary activity. The very internal contradictions in the capitalist system, he argued, will weaken the institutions of the bourgeois world, making possible the successful uprising of the working class.

Economic affairs, in short, are said by the Marxists to govern the direction and meaning of all other spheres of life, even including the ideas men hold. This line of reasoning is best expressed in the preface Marx wrote for his book, A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy (1859): “It is not the consciousness of men that determines their existence, but, on the contrary, their social existence that determines their consciousness.”

Ideas apparently do not have consequences — not serious consequences, anyway. This outlook is basic to most forms of environmentalism. It has become one of the most influential ideas in history.

Marx and Engels used this ideological framework to refute their opponents. In the Communist Manifesto (1848), they attacked anyone who might question the validity of their revolutionary philosophy, as follows: “Your very ideas are but the outgrowth of the conditions of your bourgeois production and bourgeois


property . . . . "4 But there is major difficulty in this line of reasoning. Marx and Engels were both bourgeois sons of bourgeois fathers. Why should they have become the advocates of the so-called "working men's philosophy"? They obviously regarded themselves as members of that "small section of the ruling class [which] cuts itself adrift, and joins the revolutionary class, the class that holds the future in its hands."5 But how is this possible? How can a member of the bourgeois class do such a thing if economic determinism is true? Only if economic determinism is merely approximately true. Such a separating bourgeois minority could appear, given Marx's scientific worldview, only if these small sections of the ruling class were analogous to quantum physics' view of subatomic particles: they do this or that for no apparent reason.6 Such an indeterminate view of class action is hardly calculated to call forth the proletarian masses to man the barricades.

The success of Marx's system is an eloquent testimony against the very logic of that system: ideas are not simply the product of economic institutional arrangements, and ideas do have consequences.

Youthful comforts

Karl Marx, the self-appointed philosopher, economist, and social theorist, for the nineteenth-century industrial proletariat, was, as noted, the bourgeois son of a bourgeois father. Born in Trier, in what is today Rhineland Germany, Marx found himself in a highly privileged position. In 1816, two years before his birth, his father had renounced his Jewish origins and had joined the official state Protestant church, enabling his family to enter

5. Ibid., 1, p. 117. [Collected Works, 6, p. 494.]
6. One might argue that somehow economic self-interest causes this defection, but only because those who defect do not really believe that the, proletarian revolution will accomplish what Marx said it will accomplish: the expropriation of the expropriators. Capital, 1 (Kerr edition), p. 837. [Capital, 1, p. 763.]
the ranks of bourgeois society. It was only to be expected that Heinrich (Herschel) Marx, a relatively successful lawyer, would want his son to do well in the world of "affairs." He provided for young Karl a thoroughly liberal humanistic education, first in the Trier Gymnasium, and then at the University of Bonn and then at Berlin.

Shortly before his graduation from the Gymnasium, Marx wrote an essay called "Reflections Of A Youth On Choosing An Occupation," in which he exhibited such liberal and bourgeois sentiments as this one: "The main principle, however, which must guide us in the selection of a vocation is the welfare of humanity, our own deflection." How did the young man who could write these words in 1835 become the philosopher of class revolution a decade later? One thing is certain: his "conversion" to revolutionary communism was not the product of any grinding personal poverty,

He had gone first to the University of Bonn, but his time had been spent more in drinking and dueling than in study, a situation which was typical for those young men who had aspirations of entering the state's official bureaucracies upon graduation. Marx's father therefore insisted that Marx transfer to the more academically rigorous University of Berlin; Marx did so at the beginning of his second year of college. We know relatively little about the life of Karl Marx over the succeeding five years. He piled up many bills, received continual financial support from his parents (his father died in 1838), and spent much of his time in the so-called Professors' Club or Doctors' Club, a group of about thirty youthful members which met in the Cafe Stehely. It was here and in his extracurricular reading, not in the classroom, that he received most of his education.


8. One answer is that he entered into a compact with Satan: Richard Wurmbrand, Marx and Satan (Westchester, Illinois: Crossway, 1986), ch. 2.

9. This, however, is generally the case when very bright young men enter college. Textbooks bore them. Classroom lectures bored them. European lectures are
As a student at the Universities of Bonn and then Berlin, he spent prodigious quantities of his father’s money. It was a habit he was never to break: spending other people’s money. It required the adoption of a lifetime strategy of begging. In late December, 1837, a few months before his death, his father wrote a long, despairing, and critical letter to him. It is obvious that the father knew his son only too well. He described in detail his son’s personal habits — habits that remained with him for a lifetime:

God’s grief!!! Disorderliness, musty excursions into all departments of knowledge, musty brooding under a gloomy oil-lamp; running wild in a scholar’s dressing-gown and with unkempt hair instead of running wild over a glass of beer; unsociable withdrawal with neglect of all decorum and even of all consideration for the father. . . . And is it here, in this workshop of senseless and inexpedient erudition, that the fruits are to ripen which will refresh you and your beloved [Jenny von Westphalen – G.N.], and the harvest garnered which will serve to fulfill your sacred obligations!?

The desperate dying man then resorted to sarcasm, only too well deserved, regarding his son’s capacity for spending money:

As if we were men of wealth, my Herr Son disposed in one year of almost 700 talers contrary to all agreement, contrary to all usage, whereas the richest spend less than 500. And why? I do him the justice of saying that he is no rake, no squanderer. But how can a man who every week or two discovers a new system and has to tear up old works laboriously arrived at, how can he, I ask, worry about trifles? How can he submit to the pettiness of order? Everyone dips a hand in his pocket, and everyone cheats him, so long as he doesn’t disturb him in his studies, and a new money order is soon written again, of course. 

---

notoriously boring, and nineteenth-century German university lectures may have established the modern international world record in the production of student boredom. Oxford’s lectures were boring, Adam Smith insisted, but at least they were not in German.

11. Ibid., 1, p. 690.
Marx’s Religion of Revolution

Poor deceived Heinrich! He had read his son’s letters that described in detail the voluminous amount of reading that the young man had covered, unaware that the young man was spending endless nights drinking in the local pub with other “young Hegelians” in the “Doctors’ Club.” Recalling his experience in Bonn—a parental-enforced transfer—Karl had not written of these familiar collegiate uses of his father’s funds. And so, the old man concluded that “my hard-working talented Karl spends wretched nights awake, weakens his mind and his body by serious study, denies himself all pleasure, in order in fact to pursue lofty abstract studies, but what he builds today he destroys tomorrow, and in the end he has destroyed his own work and not assimilated the work of others.”

What had “busy beaver” Karl actually accomplished in the winter term of 1837/38? Attendance at a single course, criminal legal procedure. (Too bad for him that he did not learn enough to keep him out of future trouble with the legal authorities of several nations, 1842-49.) The son had been running a year’s “confidence game” with his father’s money. He had taken only seven courses in his three terms at the University of Berlin. Over the next four years, he took only six more. He did not graduate from Berlin. He could never work up the courage to face his examinations. In 1841, Marx graduated from the University of Jena with a doctorate in philosophy (not in law, as his father had hoped). Due to the procedures of the German university system in Marx’s day, he had never actually attended Jena, although his doctoral dissertation entitled him to full honors.

Marx the Editor

He took his first job with the newly established Rheinische Zeitung in 1842. He became a regular contributor in April of 1842, and within a few months the editorship was given to him. Charges had been leveled at the paper that it was communist in its orientation. On the day that he took over as editor (October

13. The courses are listed in ibid., 1, pp. 703-4.
15, 1842), Marx wrote an editorial denying the charge. Not only was he against communism, he claimed, but he was equally opposed to the panacea of revolution, noting that "for all these problems there is not a single prescription . . . to redeem us from all these sins."\(^1\)\(^4\) Communist, whether revolutionary or evolutionary, was not the goal of Karl Marx in 1842. As he put it: "The Rheinische Zeitung, which cannot even concede theoretical reality to communistic ideas in their present form, and can even less wish or consider possible their practical realization, will submit these ideas to thorough criticism."\(^1\)\(^5\)

Despite the denials, what happened to the Rheinische Zeitung would also happen to two other publishing ventures Marx was associated with in the next few years: it became so radical that the authorities shut it down. The history of the newspaper is illuminating. Originally, this Cologne paper had been started by the Prussian government, which had recently annexed the western German provinces in which Cologne was located. The government, fearing the possibility of a militant Catholicism that might succeed in agitating against Protestant control, had hoped to counter a successful Catholic newspaper in Cologne. The government venture, like so many governmental intellectual ventures, failed.

Several wealthy Cologne industrialists who had liberal sympathies were encouraged to take it over. One of those doing the encouraging was Moses Hess, a young man who was heir to a large fortune, \textit{and who was the first of the "young Hegelians" to be converted to communism.} His associates were not yet aware of his radicalism, however, and even as his beliefs became more obvious his industrialist friends continued to accept at least some of his suggestions.

One of those suggestions was to hire Karl Marx as editor of the paper. Isaiah Berlin, one of Marx's biographers, describes

\(^1\)\(^4\) Easton & Guddat (eds.), \textit{Young Marx}, p. 133. [Marx, "Communism and the Augsburg Allgemeine Zeitung" (16 Oct. 1842), \textit{Collected Works}, 1, p. 219.]

\(^1\)\(^5\) Ibid., p. 134. [\textit{Collected Works}, 1, p. 220.]
what took place: “From a mildly liberal paper it rapidly became a vehemently radical one; more violently hostile to the Government that any other German newspaper. . . . The shareholders were, indeed, scarcely less surprised than the authorities. . . .”

The authorities, while censoring the newspaper constantly, were at first afraid to close it, probably because they did not wish to alienate the prominent owners. It was only when Emperor Nicholas I of Russia happened to read one of Marx’s anti-Russian diatribes that the authorities acted. The Emperor complained to the Prussian government, and the government responded, unwilling to anger the Emperor and endanger the Russo-prussian alliance which was in effect at the time.

The influence of Moses Hess did not end at this point. The man who was later dubbed “the communist rabbi” by Marx was to perform several other major services to the history of Marxism. First, and possibly most important, he succeeded in converting a young Hegelian to communism. That young man was Friedrich Engels, the son of a wealthy German industrialist.

The Fateful Meeting

In autumn of 1842 - about the time that Marx took over as editor - young Engels was journeying through Cologne on his way to Manchester where he was about to begin work in his father’s Manchester factory. We are asked by one biography to believe Hess’s claim that he had convinced Engels of the validity of communism in one afternoon. Engels met with Marx briefly on this trip, but no serious friendship appears to have resulted at this time.

Engels now took his communist ideology to England, and his close contact with British proletarians (he was the bookkeeping son of their employer, after all) convinced him of the necessity of putting economics at the foundation of social criticism. Most


of Marx's biographers have concluded that it was Engels who first came to the idea of historical materialism, and that it was his influence which helped to crystallize Marx's philosophical materialism into an expressly communistic form of radicalism. ¹⁸ Engels always said that they came to the idea independently, but he was never willing to take credit for anything where he and Marx were concerned. He alone of Marx's early associates retained the confidence of Marx in the years to come, and no doubt his humility was one factor in this relationship.

The next contribution of Moses Hess was his aid in putting Karl Marx in contact with French radicals when Marx went to Paris in late 1843. It was during his stay in France, most contemporary scholars believe, that Marx came to his position of full communism. By 1845, the metamorphosis was complete. A decade earlier he had been a youthful humanistic idealist. From there he went through Hegelian criticism to Feuerbachian materialism. His five months as an editor had revealed his skills at polemical writing and radical criticism. Finally, in 1844, he began his lifelong friendship with Engels, and by 1845 he was a communist.

Poor Boys They Were Not

One fact is generally de-emphasized by students of early Marxism: neither Marx nor Engels, and certainly not Hess, suffered from dire poverty as young men. All three were bourgeois intellectuals. All three came from comfortable, if not wealthy, backgrounds. Of the three, only Engels had any close contact with the industrial proletariat, and he was the son of the proletariat's employer, working as an executive of the company almost all of his adult life. He hated it, but he refused to quit until he was middle aged.¹⁹


¹⁹. Eleanor Marx-Aveling, Marx's daughter, described the situation: "For twenty years Engels was doomed to the forced labour of business life... But I was with
In March of 1843 Marx lost his job, yet was married in June – not to some proletarian, but to Jenny von Westphalen, his old sweetheart, the daughter of a high and respected Prussian official. Their long honeymoon was spent on a tour through Switzerland where, Jenny later related, they literally gave money away. Jenny's mother had given the couple a small legacy for the trip.

Marx spent the next few months reading and writing articles. (The journal for which he was writing went through one issue, and was immediately confiscated by the authorities, never to be revived.) At the end of the year he and his new bride went to Paris. These are hardly the activities of some starving proletarian philosopher.  

Poor Little Rich Boy

There are a handful accounts of Marx's financial status during the years 1844-48. All of them point to the same fact: he lived high on the hog. I have pieced together the fragmentary and sometimes conflicting data as best I can. In March of 1844, while he was living in Paris for about fourteen months, Marx's

Engels when he reached the end of this forced labour and I saw what he must have gone through all those years. I shall never forget the triumph with which he exclaimed: 'For the last time!' as he put on his boots in the morning to go to the office for the last time. A few hours later we were standing at the gate waiting for him. We saw him coming over the little field opposite the house where he lived. He was swinging his stick in the air and singing, his face beaming. Then we set the table for a celebration and drank champagne and were happy. I was then too young to understand all that and when I think of it now the tears come to my eyes." Marx and Engels Through the Eyes of Their Contemporaries (Moscow: Foreign Languages Publishing House, 1972), p. 163. How touching!

Eleanor committed suicide in 1898. (Her sister Laura died the same way in 1911.) It is notable that Eleanor's estate was valued at [pounds] 1,909, which was a small fortune in 1898. She had inherited Marx's estate, mainly his books' royalties. Her bankrupt communist husband then inherited everything. Payne, Marx, p. 530. Not a bad windfall for a bigamist who had been secretly and illegally married the year before to another woman, a 22-year-old actress, to whom he immediately returned (ibid., pp. 525, 530-31).

20. Payne, Marx, p. 92.

friends in Germany had collected 1,000 talers for him, which was the equivalent of three years' income for a Silesian weaver working 14 to 16 hours a day. Shortly thereafter, Raddatz says, another 800 talers arrived. To this was added the money he earned from his 1,800 franc annual salary from Vorwärts, plus the 4,000 francs he had received from the "Köln Circle" of liberals who had funded the short-lived newspaper, the Rheinische Zeitung. To this, Raddatz says, should be added another 2,000 francs that Marx received for the sale of proof sets of the Deutsche-Französische Jahrbücher. I have not found any confirmation of this additional 2,000 francs, however, so I do not count it. In any case, his total income, as Raddatz correctly observes, "should have been enough for several years." Arnold Ruge had sarcastically remarked in a letter of 1844: "His wife gave him for his birthday a riding switch costing 100 francs and the poor devil cannot ride nor has he a horse. Everything he sees he wants to 'have' - a carriage, smart clothes, a flower garden, new furniture from the Exhibition, in fact the moon." 

Marx was expelled from Paris in early 1845. He fled to Belgium. He was begging for money within a few months. Predictably, during the next three years in Brussels, he did not earn


23. According to an estimate - perhaps exaggerated - by Wilhelm Wolff in 1844. Less than one taler a day was a net working wage for a weaver in Silesia in 1844. See the extract from his 1844 essay in Frank Eyck (ed.), *The Revolutions of 1848-49* (New York: Barnes & Noble, 1972), p. 22. Wolff complained that retired high army officers received pensions of 1,000 talers a year. Wolff was Marx’s benefactor who left him a small fortune in 1864 see below.


26. Ibid., p. 61.

27. For the life of me, I cannot imagine anyone paying this much for proof copies of a journal that survived only one issue.

28. Ibid., p. 58.

29. Cited in ibid., p. 47.
a penny .30 But the money still rolled in. In December of 1844, he received 1,000 francs for the publication of The Holy Family. 31 Engels also gave him the advance he had received in May for The Condition of the Working Class in England. 32 Köln sent him another 750 francs. He also took advance payment of 1,500 francs for a book he never got around to writing. The publisher made a serious financial mistake. After signing an initial contract with Marx that promised a payment of 1,500 francs upon completion of the manuscript, and another 1,500 at the time of publication, 33 he relented for some reason and sent Marx the initial 1,500a few months later. He would spend the next few years demanding the manuscript or the return of his money, all to no avail. (As a publisher who has also been sucked in on several occasions by the pleas and promises of initially enthusiastic, boldly self-confident, perpetually indebted, and "ideologically pure" authors, I can sympathize with him. The surest way to bury any book publishing project is to pay the prospective author in advance.) He also borrowed 150 francs from his brother-in-law in November of 1847. 34 There is no record of any repayment. In an 1847 letter to Engels, Marx brings up the life-long theme of themes in his correspondence with Engels: "money." 35

We know that Marx received 6,000 francs from his father's estate in March of 1848. His father had died in 1838; Marx could not persuade his mother and his Uncle Lion Philips to give him the money until 1848. 36 Robert Payne claims, without offering any substantiating evidence, that Marx immediately spent 5,000

30. Ibid., p. 61.
31. Draper, Chronicle, p. 16.
32. Raddatz, Karl Marx, p. 61. I may be double counting here: Raddatz and Draper do not mention each other's data on Marx's book income. Maybe they are referring to the same payment.
34. Draper, Chronicle, p. 28.
to fund the purchase of weapons for Belgian workmen.\footnote{Payne, Marx, p.176.} I have found no evidence of this, nor does any of the standard biographies of Marx refer to such a thing. If he did this, it was the least Marx-like act of his entire career. What we do know is that he was expelled from Belgium a few weeks later, after the publication of the Communist Manifesto, and by then he apparently had no money. We may never know for certain what happened to this legacy from his father.

If we add up his income, 1844 to early 1848, it comes to over 15,000 francs, plus the 1,800 talers, plus whatever money Engels received for \textit{Condition of the Working Class}. Not bad for a generally unemployed Ph.D!

\textit{Lifestyle}

The obvious question arises: How much money was this in purchasing power? A lot. Statistical data from this period are not highly reliable, but we can make usable estimates. A survey made in February of 1848, as the revolution was breaking out, indicated that the average wage of a Parisian male worker was slightly under four francs per day,\footnote{Donald Cope McKay, \textit{The National Workshops: A Study in the French Revolution of 1848} (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1933), p. xv.} or around 1,250 francs per year, if he worked continually, six days a week, 52 weeks per year. Thus, during his brief stay of less than a year in Paris, Marx pulled in about 6,800 francs, plus 1,800 talers, or about six times the average Parisian worker's salary, even if we do not count the 2,000 francs for the supposed sale of proof sets, and he was not required to work 52 weeks to do it.

What did it cost to live in Paris? One survey in 1845 indicated that the minimum expenses for a childless family in Paris were in the range of 750 francs per year.\footnote{Ibid., p. XVI.} Marx had only one child in 1844, so even if expenses were twice this, he could have survived. His income that year was ten or eleven times the Parisian family's minimum expenditure. (I have not pursued the...
question of the cost of living in Brussels. It is unlikely to have been drastically different. There was an international gold standard at the time, free mobility of population, and growing business competition. All these factors would have tended to equalize the costs of living the major cities.)

Consider these ratios in terms of today's income in the United States. First, recall that there were no income taxes in 1844. Taxes were quite low, way under double-digit levels. If today's family of three reached the poverty level at about $8,500 per year in 1985, and if we assume that the average poor family spends all that it pulls in, then the Marx family was spending the equivalent of $85,000 after-tax dollars today, or at least $125,000 of pre-tax income. This would put him at least in the upper one percent of U.S. income earners. This poverty-level figure does not include food stamps, free education, health care services, or other modern welfare benefits. If these are added to the base level income of $8,500, then the poverty line for American families in 1985 was considerably above $10,000 a year, meaning that Marx was pulling in the equivalent of over $100,000 a year after taxes.

Another way of looking at the figures is to assume that the average black family in the U.S. is at the lower end of the income level. The mean average after-tax income level of black families in 1985 was $16,000. At six times the average Parisian worker's family, after taxes, the Marx family was doing well. Six times the average U.S. black family after taxes would have placed the Marx family's income 1985 income at $96,000. The average married couple with two children pulled in $28,000 after taxes. If you compute six times this income; the Marx family pulled in $168,000.

Marx, in short, was no starving proletarian. By anyone's standards in 1844, he was a rich man.

41. The price of gold in 1985 was in the $350/oz range.
As far as I know, as I write this subsection, in late July of 1988, I seem to be the first investigator to search out even this minimal data on wage levels and the cost of living in Paris during the 1840's in order to compare Marx's income with the average workers. I am surely not the only person bright enough to do this. What we are suffering from is a combination of laziness on the part of scholars of Marx's life, plus an element of dignified silence: to discuss such matters would lead to the overthrow of the myth of Marx's poverty. It throws serious doubt on Marx's lifelong self-posturing as the Prometheus figure of the European proletariat. Only if someone finally turns up evidence that he really did donate 5,000 francs to the Belgian workers in early 1848 should we find reserves of compassion for poor Karl.

His years of serious financial hardship began in 1848, but by this time his philosophy of dialectical materialism and economic communism had already crystallized in his mind. In short, his philosophy of life had been developed in his years of remarkable prosperity. He became the self-appointed "voice of the proletarians" before he suffered the self-inflicted financial hardships of proletarianism. Unlike proletarians, he never held a steady job after 1844, and that job in Paris had lasted less than a year.

Marx returned to Cologne in 1848, and in June he began publication of still another paper, the *Neue Rheinische Zeitung*. The following February saw him brought to trial and subsequently acquitted of the charge of subversion. In May he published the inflammatory "red issue" - literally printed in red ink - since he was about to be expelled anyway. He left for France, but was expelled three months later (August 1849). From there he traveled to London, which, along with Switzerland, was the home of most nineteenth-century radicals after the revolutions of 1848-1850. He was to spend most of his remaining life in London, the city of exiles.

**Self-Imposed Poverty**

It was in the 15-year period from 1848 to 1863 that Marx gained his reputation for poverty, a reputation he earned by his
unwillingness to go out and earn a living. He lost three of his children, lived in indescribable squalor, and struggled along on handouts from Engels and whatever income he could gain from the articles he wrote (or which Engels wrote under Marx's name) for Horace Greeley's *New York Daily Tribune*.

In 1861, things became desperate for Marx. The Civil War in the United States had begun to cause havoc in the English cotton market, for the South placed an embargo on its cotton exports to England in the hope (which proved illusory) that such an act would force English industrialists and workers to pressure the English government into *official* recognition of Southern independence. What money Engels possessed came from his employment in his father's mills, and Engels was employed in the Manchester branch of his father's industrial holdings. His income dropped as a result of the depressed conditions, and he was, for three years, unable to aid Marx very much. Simultaneously, the Tribune canceled Marx's column on European affairs in order to make more room for news concerning the war. Thus, Marx's two chief sources of financial support were cut off. He went deeply into debt.

Things grew so bad in these years that Karl Marx was driven into the ultimate breaking point: he actually had to go out and look for a job! He applied for a post at a local railway office. His explanation to his Hanoverian correspondent, Dr. Kugelmann, was straightforward: "I did not get the post because of my bad handwriting."43

Anyone who has ever seen Marx's handwriting can sympathize with both the railway officials and Dr. Kugelmann.44 He never went looking again.

There is no denying that the Marx family lived in abject poverty in these years. But the textbooks seldom mention that the cause of this self-imposed poverty was that Marx never bothered to go out and get a job. "Nothing human is foreign to

---


44. Samples can be found in Mehngg, *Karl Marx*, p. 283, and Payne, Marx, pp. 35,153,405.
me,” he once wrote, citing the Roman Republic’s playwright Terence, thereby proclaiming his personal commitment to radical humanism. Nothing human was foreign to Marx, one is tempted to add, except steady employment. In 1864, he had squandered a fortune. The money had been advanced (given) to him by Engels, plus what he inherited from his mother’s estate, plus a huge inheritance from Wilhelm Wolff. In 1865, broke again, he was offered the opportunity to write a column each month on the movements of the money-market. He refused to accept the job, never bothering to so much as offer an explanation.45

Karl and Jenny Marx were simply not capable of handling money with any degree of success. Three things served to alleviate their economic hardship in this bleak period of their lives. First there was Helene (Lenchen) Demuth, the Marx’s housekeeper. She had grown up as a servant in the von Westphalen home, and Jenny’s mother sent her to be with the Marxes in 1846. She remained with the family until the death of Karl Marx in 1883. As Payne’s biography of Marx demonstrates, she was the keeper of the family purse, and she kept it as solvent as possible. She also bore Marx an illegitimate son in 1851- a son Marx was never willing to acknowledge for fear of embarrassment in London’s revolutionary circles - another hitherto ignored fact which Payne’s book brings to light.

The Inheritances

A second factor was the advance on his inheritance from his mother (who had not yet died) which he received in early 1861. Karl’s mother paid off his old debts, and through the executor of her estate, her immensely successful industrialist brother-in-law Lion Philips.46 Marx received £160, part of which he spent

45. Mehring, Karl Marx, pp. 342-43. This took place in 1365, the year following Marx’s massive inheritance.

46. Lion Philips, Marx’s uncle by marriage, became the founder of one of Europe’s most powerful companies, the Philips Electrical Company, of which the North American Philips Company (Norelco) is a subsidiary. See Payne, Marx, p. 330.
on a whirlwind European tour.\footnote{Payne, \textit{Marx}, p. 330.}

Finally, in 1863, \textbf{Engels} was able to scrape together £125, and possibly more— the record is unclear—for Marx’s relief.\footnote{Ibid., pp. 339-40. The Nicolaievsky biography reports that Engels actually paid Marx 350 pounds in 1863, although I am inclined to doubt this figure. Nicolaievsky and Maenchen-Helfen, \textit{Karl Marx}, p. 253.} It was on this occasion that Engels criticized Marx openly, the only time he ever did so. In January, Engels’s “tie” died, and he wrote to Marx in despair. Marx replied with two brief sentences of regret and then launched into a description of his own financial woes. \textbf{Engels} was infuriated, told Marx so, and Marx apologized—possibly the only time in his adult life that he apologized to anyone outside his immediate family. So, Engels sent him the money, and the two partners were reconciled.

In late 1863, Marx’s mother died. His share of the inheritance, minus the advance, came to something less than £100.\footnote{Ibid., p. 346.} He collected this early in 1864. It was enough, as one biography puts it, to mitigate “at least the worst of Marx’s distress.”\footnote{Nicolaievsky and Maenchen-Helfen, \textit{Karl Marx}, p. 253.} Then came the deluge. An obscure German follower, Wilhelm Wolff, one of the original eighteen conspirators of the 1846 League of the Just, died and left Marx the staggering (by 1864 standards) sum of £824.\footnote{Payne, \textit{Marx}, p. 354.} Marx later dedicated \textit{Das Kapital} to Wolff.\footnote{Berlin, \textit{Karl Marx}, pp. 247-48.} In September, \textbf{Engels} was made a full partner in his father’s firm, and may have been less resentful than usual when Marx demanded an additional £40, which he insisted was owed to him by \textbf{Engels} (who was executor of Wolff’s estate).\footnote{Payne, \textit{Marx}, p. 354.} Thus, in one year Marx was the recipient of almost £1000.

When I first began looking into Marx’s finances (prior to the publication of Payne’s revealing biography), I began to wonder just how much this money amounted to in terms of purchasing

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Payne, \textit{Marx}, p. 330.
\item Ibid., pp. 339-40. The Nicolaievsky biography reports that Engels actually paid Marx 350 pounds in 1863, although I am inclined to doubt this figure.
\item Nicolaievsky and Maenchen-Helfen, \textit{Karl Marx}, p. 253.
\item Ibid., p. 346.
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power. Not one biography prior to Payne's asked this fundamental question. Professor Bowley has estimated that in 1860, the income of an agricultural laborer in the lowest ten percent of the British population was something like £30 annually. An average income for a worker would have been about £45 per year. For those in the upper ten percent of the population, a £70 figure would have been typical. The income of the Marx family in 1863 would have put them in the upper five percent of the British population! That was the sum sent by Engels to mitigate "at least the worst of Marx's distress." His income during the next year, 1864, would have been equivalent to the wages paid to over twenty "average" British proletarians.

Easy Come, Easy Go

Incredible as it may seem, in May of 1865, Marx was penniless again. On July 31 of that year he wrote to Engels for more money, claiming that he had been in hock to a pawnshop for two months. Dr. Kugelmann received a letter in October which contained these words: "My economic position has become so bad as a result of my long illness and the many expenses which it entailed, that I am faced with a financial crisis in the immediate future, a thing which, apart from the direct effects on me and my family, would also be disastrous for me politically, particularly here in London, where one must 'keep up appearances.'"

It would seem that either London's radical society had been infected with a severe case of "bourgeois affectations," or else Dr. Marx was now associating with those of very high class standings. Marx then went on to ask Kugelmann if he knew of anyone who would loan him money at a rate of five to six percent interest, since, as he announced, "I am now paying 20 to 30 percent interest for the small sums which I borrow, but even so I cannot put off my creditors much longer . . . ." 57

55. Mehring, Karl Marx, p. 341.
56. Marx to Kugelmann, 13 October 1866; Letters to Kugelmann, p. 42.
57. Idem.
economist of the proletarian class, was hardly what we could call a sound financial administrator.

Where did the money go? Payne's biography supplies a key clue. In a letter to his uncle Lion Philips, Marx announced (June 1864) that he had made £400 on the stock exchange. On July 4th, he wrote to Engels asking for the final settlement of the Wolff legacy: "If I had had the money during the last ten days, I would have been able to make a good deal on the stock exchange. The time has now come when my wit and very little money one can really make a killing in London." Un fortunately, Marx forgot that when some people are making killings on the stock exchange, others frequently are getting killed. We cannot be certain, but Marx's gambling instincts may have been the cause, at least in part, of his financial downfall.

Non-Proletarian Quarters

Expenditures, as we all know, tend to rise as income rises. With his mother’s small legacy in hand, Marx had moved his family into a new home in March of 1864, shortly before the news of the legacy from Wolff arrived. This represented a leap into the upper middle class. Payne’s description of Marx’s home (and the photograph of it in his book) is revealing “NO one arriving at the new house on Maitland Park Road would mistake it for a workman’s lodging. It was spacious and handsome, with cornices over the windows and elegant Corinthian columns at the head of the steps, with a small garden in front and a larger one at the back. Like nearly all the columned houses in London, this house gave an impression of subdued affluence. A doctor, a local magistrate, or a businessman who worked in the city would not have been out of place in it.”

Karl Marx remained in this home until 1875, at which time he moved into one which was apparently close to being identical with the Maitland Park home (this final residence was destroyed during the War). Jenny, his wife, gave a fancy ball in October

---

58. Payne, Marx, p. 354. [Collected Works, 41, p. 546.]
59. Ibid., p. 377.
1864, another drain on Marx’s finances, and she gave others as the years rolled on. No doubt they served the Marx family as reminders of their affluent youth. His housing preferences certainly confirm the observation of Logan Pearsal Smith: “All reformers, however strict their social conscience, live in houses just as big as they can pay for.”

The Pension from Engels

When Engels decided to sell his interest in the family firm in 1869, he wrote to Marx and asked him how much money it would take to clear up all of his debts. Marx replied by return mail that he was £210 in arrears, “of which about 75 are for pawnshop and interest.” In July 1869, Engels settled his accounts with the firm, and was able to pay off Marx’s debts, while putting him on an annual pension of £350. Yet Marx claimed that even this large sum was not enough for him to live comfortably. A year before, in a letter to Kugelmann, he had written this astounding message: “You may be sure that I have often discussed leaving London for Geneva, not only with myself and my family, but with Engels. Here I have to spend from £400 to £500 annually; in Geneva I could live on S200.”

Marx’s income, using Professor Bowley’s estimates, was some five times greater than the upper ten percent of the British laboring classes. Using the 1867 figures presented in that year by R. Dudley Baxter to the Statistical Society of London, we find that Marx’s income placed his family in the top 120,000 families in England and Wales. Some 5.1 million families lived below Marx’s “poverty line.” After 1869, Marx’s regular annual pension placed him in the upper two percent of the British population in terms of income.

60. Ibid., p. 355.
63. Marx to Kugelmann, 17 March 1868; Letters to Kugelmann, p. 65.
Marx, in short, felt he was unable to live comfortably on an income greater than that enjoyed by ninety-eight percent of his countrymen – in a nation which, per capita, was the wealthiest in the world. Incredibly, one biography puts it this way: “But his anxieties only really ended in 1869, when Engels sold his share in the cotton mill and was able to make Marx a definite, if moderate, yearly allowance.” That is how history gets re-written.

Conclusion

So what does all this mean? Perhaps not a great deal. But at least we can now place the myth of Marx’s poverty in its proper perspective. He was poor during only fifteen years of his sixty-five-year career, in large part due to his unwillingness to use his doctorate and go out to get a job. His economic opinions had been formed, at least in their essentials, before this poverty set in, and the final culmination of his system, Das Kapital, published in 1867, was completed in the years of high income. His own life seems to stand as a testimony against the validity of his doctrine of economic determinism. The philosopher-economist of class revolution – the “Red Doctor of Soho” who spent only six years in that run-down neighborhood – was one of England’s wealthier citizens during the last two decades of his life. But he could not make ends meet.

In one respect, at least, things have not changed very much since the middle years of the last century. You can still find far more self-proclaimed Marxists on the bourgeois college campus.

66. At his death, Marx’s estate was valued at about £250, consisting primarily of his books and furniture. Payne, Marx, p. 500. Payne’s comment is only too accurate: “In spite of Engels’ generosity he was continually in debt. Although he spent most of his waking hours thinking about money, he had very little understanding of the risk attached to borrowing. He would sign bills of exchange at high interest and wonder how he had brought himself to such a pass when the bills fell due. He was improvident and oddly childlike in financial matters. He had no gift for making money and none for spending it” (p. 342).
than you can find in the "proletarian" workshops of Detroit or Chicago. The well-fed bourgeois intellectuals have far more of an affinity for the ideas of Marx and Engels than today's industrial proletariat does. Marx's ideas were born in the university and its intellectual underground, were nurtured during years of voluntary withdrawal from economic production, and flowered in declining years of luxury, far removed from the environment of the displaced proletariat.

The "tragedy" of Marx's "poverty-stricken" life consisted only in the fact that if he had lived in the mid-twentieth century, he could have avoided those fifteen years of self-imposed trouble. There are today plenty of tax-exempt foundations that make a point of supporting such revolutionary conspirators in the high style which he experienced throughout most of his life.

Karl Marx set the pattern, both intellectually and financially, for the present generation of well-fed, well-subsidized, bourgeois intellectuals. An economist who could not economize, a revolutionary organizer whose organizations invariably fell apart, a secular prophet whose prophecies did not come true, a self-proclaimed autonomous man who spent his life on Engels's dole and in hock to the pawnbrokers, the self-proclaimed spokesman of the working class who never did an hour's manual labor in his life, the inventor of a theory of inevitable industrial revolutions that have in fact only occurred in backward rural societies, the man who predicted the withering away of the state whose ideas have revived the ancient quest for world empire, Karl Marx's life was a living testimony to the failure of bad ideas. The only people who still take his ideas seriously are bourgeois intellectuals, heretical middle-class pastors, and power-seekers who want to become tyrants for life — the kind of people Marx despised, that is, people very much like himself.

On the bourgeois dole for his entire life, he spent his days criticizing the very economic structure which permitted him his leisure time: capitalism. He attacked "Bourgeois Liberalism," yet it was that system of liberal attitudes and broadmindedness which produced an atmosphere of intellectual freedom, without which he would have been imprisoned and his books burned as
a lesson for others. Had bourgeois London not given him a place to hide and work — analogous to the Old Testament’s cities of refuge — we would never have heard of this third-rate materialist philosopher and fourth-rate classical economist. In short, Marx did his best to undercut the very foundations of his own existence. And today we find that in those nations that are officially Marxist, anti-Communist ideas are the coin of the realm. Nothing remains of Marxism except its quest for power. Paraphrasing bourgeois intellectual Lincoln Steffans, the Communists have seen the future at close range, and it does not work.

“Those who hate me,” says Wisdom in Proverbs 8:36, “love death.” Karl Marx hated God. Above all, he hated God. He was therefore ultimately suicidal — economically, politically, and intellectually. Two of his daughters killed themselves. The Revolution eats its own. But not soon enough.
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